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RESPONSE TO QUESTION 1

January 1989

This volume is part of a set tha'esponds to 47 questions asked of PG&E by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on December 13, 1988. The responses
provide data requested to augment or clarify the Final Report of the Long Term
Seismic Program submitted by PG&E to the NRC on July 31, 1988.
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QUESTION la

Provide the following deterministic comparisons of vertical ground motion estimates
for Diablo Canyon and evaluate the significance of any differences:

a. The Hosgri 0.75 g Newmark response spectra with the LTSP 84% free field
response spectra.

The 1977 Hosgri evaluation of the Diablo Canyon structures and components was performed using
both Blume and Newmark ground response spectra anchored to a peak ground acceleration of
0.75 g for the horizontal response analysis. The response analysis in the vertical direction was done
using a vertical spectrum resulting from scaling the Newmark horizontal spectrum by two-thirds.
This provided a peak ground acceleration of 0.5 g for the 1977 Hosgri vertical ground response
spectrum.

In the Long Term Seismic Program ground motion study, the frequency-dependent ratio of vertical
to horizontal components of ground motion was developed by statistical analyses. This relationship
was used to estimate the vertical component response spectrum from the results developed by
regression of the horizontal spectrum. The resulting 84th percentile probability of nonexceedance
vertical spectrum is shown in Figure Qla-1. This is the same spectrum shown on Figure 4-23 of the
Final Report.

The 1977 Hosgri evaluation vertical spectrum also is shown on Figure Qla-1. As may be seen, the
LTSP 84th percentile spectrum exceeds the Hosgri evaluation spectrum for frequencies greater than
about 5.5 Hz. The LTSP 84th percentile motions were propagated through the structures and are
depicted in the resulting floor response spectra. The exceedances have been considered in
developing the fragility estimates of Plant structures and compopents as described in response to
Question le. The fragility values are shown in Tables 6-23 and 6-24 of the Final Report.
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Figure Qla-1

Comparison of the Long Term Seismic Program site-specific S4th percentile vertical responsespectrum with the 1977 Hosgri evaluation response spectrum.
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QUESTION Ib

Provide the following deterministic comparisons of vertical ground motion estimates
for Diablo Canyon and evaluate the signi ficance of any differences:

b. The LTSP 84% free field response spectra with the LTSP basemat motions resulting
from the soil-structure interaction analysis of the 84% free field ground motions.

In tEe Long Term Seismic Program, no soil/structure interaction analyses were performed in the
vertical direction. Instead, the dynamic amplification factors of Plant structures in the vertical
direction, as obtained from the fixed-base structural models in the Hosgri evaluation, were used.
This was.considered to be conservative, because the effect of soil/structure interaction would
provide certain reductions in plant response due to radiation damping and spatial incoherency. Also,
there would be little change, ifany, in the soil/structure interaction frequency, because of the rock
foundation. In the absence of any soil/structure interaction effect, the vertical motions at the
basemats of the various structures were identical, and also the same as the free-field ground motions.
The 5 percent damped spectrum for the vertical motions at both locations is shovrn in Figure Qlb-
l.
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Figure lb-l
Long Term Seismic Program vertical response spectrum both in the free-field and at the top of the
basemats of the structures.
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QUESTION 1c

Provide the following deterministic comparisons of vertical ground motion estimates
for Diablo Canyon and evaluate the significance of any differences:

c. The LTSP 84% free field response spectra with the 84% free field response spectra
modified forjusti fied spatial incoherency.

The spatial incoherence functions for ground motions developed in the ground motion study
included the incoherency effects in both the horizontal and the vertical directions. However,
because no Plant-specific vertical soil/structure interaction analyses were performed, the reduction
in plant responses due to the effect of the vertical incoherency of ground motions was conservatively
neglected. The vertical motions at the top of the basemats of various structures, therefore, remained
unchanged from the free-field vertical ground motions.
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QUESTION 1d

Pa el

Provide the following deterministic comparisons of vertical ground motion estimates
for Diablo Canyon and evaluate the significance of any differences:

d. The Hosgri "Tau" reduced Newmark response spectra for different structures with the
corresponding LTSP 84% free field response spectra modified by the soil-structure
interaction analysis and justified incoherency effects.

During the 1977 Hosgri evaluation, the horizontal input motions for the various structures were
derived by reducing the 0.75 g peak ground acceleration free-field ground motions by filtering
factors, which were functions of the foundation dimensions of the respective structures. These
factors were called "Tau" reduction factors. No such reductions were done for the vertical direction.
The vertical input motion to the various structures, therefore, remained the same as the free-field
motion anchored at 0.50 g peak ground acceleration.
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QUESTION le

Provide the following deterministic comparisons of vertical ground motion estimates
for Diablo Canyon and evaluate the signi ficance of any differences:

e. Hosgri reanalysis floor response spectra and other structural response parameters
with corresponding parameters developed by the LTSP using 84% free fieldground
motions, soil-structure interaction analysis, justified spatial incoherency, and

'onsistentstructural parameters.

The only structural response parameter in the vertical direction that was considered to be significant
to the studies was the vertical floor response spectrum developed for the evaluation of equipment
in the applicable structures. As discussed on page 6-27 of the Final Report, the vertical floor
spectra were established by scaling the Hosgri reevaluation vertical spectra using the spectral ratio
method: The method is described below.

The vertical floor spectra were established by multiplying the unsmoothed and unbroadened 1977
Hosgri evaluation vertical spectral accelerations at the floor location of interest by the ratio of the
5 percent damped vertical ground spectrum (LTSP 84th percentile) to the 5 percent damped 1977
Hosgri evaluation vertical ground spectrum at different frequencies. For the vast majority of cases,
the flexible floor slabs had single-mode responses and fundamental frequencies in the 25 to 30 Hz
range (for example, the auxiliary building at elevation 140 feet, shown in Figure Qle-1). Thus, for
components having vertical fundamental frequencies less than the floor slab ft;equency, the ratio of
the 84th percentile spectra to the 1977 Hosgri verti'cal spectra was evaluated at the component
frequency; for components having vertical fundamental frequencies equal to or greater than the floor
slab frequency, the ratio of the spectra was evaluated at the floor slab fundamental frequency. For
a few cases (for example, the turbine building at elevation 119 feet, shown in Figure Qle-2), the
flexible floor slab ttas multiple-mode responses and relatively low fundamental frequencies, in the
7 to 8 Hz range. In these instances, for components having vertical frequencies equal to or greater
than the floor slab fundamental frequency, the ratio, of the 84th percentile spectra to the 1977 Hosgri .

vertical spectra was evaluated at the floor slab fundamental frequency and then increased to account
for the effect of the higher frequency modes, as explained in the report by Kipp and others (1988).

The above factoring method was applied to generate vertical floor response spectra at the same
locations in the structures as for the case of the horizontal floor response spectra described in
Chapter 7 of the Final Report. These are shown in Figures Qle-1 through Qle-5. As can be seen
in Figure Qla-l, the 84th percentile spectrum possesses considerable enrichment in the high
frequency range. Because most of the floors have their resonance frequencies in this range, the
corresponding floor response spectra show a higher amplitude of spectral acceleration than the 1977
Hosgri vertical floor spectra. The 84th percentile floor response spectra, thus developed, have been
used for the fragility evaluation of the essential Plant components. The process is explained fully,
with actual examples demonstrating the inclusion of the vertical response, in Kipp and others (1988),
Appendix D which follows as Attachment Qle-1. This reference also provides a description of
analyses made to validate the spectrum-factoring approach used for developing the in-structure
vertical spectra. No allowance was made for either the soil/structure interaction or spatial
incoherency effects in these evaluations.

References

Kipp, T. R., Wesley, D. A., Nakaki, D. K., 1988, Seismic fragilities of civil structures and
quipment corr.,~on ats at the Diablo Canyon Power Plant: NTS Engineering Report No. 1643-02.
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Figure Qle-I

Comparison of vertical floor response spectra for the auxiliary building, elevation 140 feet, core
west, flexible slab.
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Figure Qle-2

Comparison of vertical floor response spectra for the turbine building, elevation 119 feet, switchgear
area.
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Figure Qle-3

Comparison of vertical floor response spectra for the containment building, interior structure,
elevation 140 feet.
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Figure Qle-4

Comparison of vertical floor response spectra for the auxiliary building, elevation l00 feet, core
west, flexible slab.
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Figure QIe-5

Comparison of vertical floor response spectra for the auxiliary building, elevation 115 feet, core
west, flexible slab.
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APPENDIX 0

DEVELOPMENT OF VERTICAL FLOOR ACCELERATION INPUT

FOR THE FRAGILITY EVALUATION OF DIABLO CANYON

SAFETY RELATED EQUIPMENT

For virtually all previous Seismic Probabilistic Risk Assessments

(SPRAs) of nuclear power facilities, design basis floor spectra were

used to establish the equipment capacity and equipment response factors

of safety.. Structural response factors of safety were then estimated to

account for conservatism or unconservatism in the generation of the

design floor spectra. In contrast, for the Diablo Canyon SPRA, median-

centered site-specific reference horizontal and vertical floor spectra

were developed for use in the fragility evaluation of the important

safety related equipment components. This repo'rt presents a
discussion'f

the development of the reference floor response spectra with emphasis

on the development of the'vertical floor spectra and their use in the

fragility evaluation. Three examples are also presented to illustrate
the incorporation of the reference vertical response into the fragility
capacity calculation. It must be understood that tt is Appendix only

deals with the issue of the development and use of the increased median-

centered reference vertical spectra in the Diablo Canyon SPRA fragility
evaluation. All other details related to the fragility. evaluation are

addressed in the body of this report and Reference D-l.
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Reference Ground S ectra

The important Diablo Canyon civil structures are founded on competent

bedrock. The seismic Category I structures and most essential equipment

within the structures were designed for the Double Design Earthquake

(DDE) having a free-field horizontal ground response spectrum anchored

to 0.40g. For the Hosgri reevaluation, both Blume and Newmark type

horizontal ground response spectra anchored to 0.75g were used for'the

horizontal response analysis combined with structure dependent founda-

tion filtering coefficients which reduced the effective horizontal base

slab input. Newmark spectra anchored to 0.50g were used for the Hosgri

vertical response analysis. In contrast to the horizontal direction, no

foundation filtering,was applied in'he vertical direction such that the

effective'vertical acceleration remained at 0.50g. The Hosgri reevalua-

tion vertical ground response spectra are shown in Figure D-l.

As part of the Diablo Canyon Long Term Seismic Program (LTSP) ground

motion studies, site-specific median horizontal and vertical ground

response spectra were developed. These spectra, shown in Figure D-2 for
5X damping, define the median spectral shape for the two earthquake .

components and depict the relative amplitude between the horizontal and

vertical components on a frequency-by-frequency basis. It 'can be seen

that the vertical ground acceleration component exceeds the horizontal

component for fre'quencies between about lu and 30 Hz.
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As part of the effort in support of the Auxiliary Building Variability
Study, documented in Appendix B of this report and also in Reference 0-

2, the 5X damped free-field horizontal ground response spectra shown in

Figures 0-3 and 0-4 were developed. The variability study reference

horizontal ground spectra were developed from an ensemble of 38 -em-

pirical and numerical time-history pairs, specifically assembled for the

study as explained in Reference D-2. The time histories were scaled to

an average spectral acceleration of 2.0g when averaged over the 4.8 to
I

14.7 Hz range. These scaled reference spectra formed the basis for the

estimated Diablo Canyon civil structure fragilities.

The 5X damped vertical ground response spectrum, corresponding to the

variability study scaled horizontal ground response spectra, was used as

the vertical ground motion input for the structure and equipment

fragility evaluations. This spectrum, was developed by scaling the

average of the two variability study horizontal spectra (Figures 0-3 and

D-4) by the ratio of the site-specific vertical to horizontal median

.ground spectra amplitudes at various frequencies (Figure 0-2). The

resulting reference 5K damped vertical spectrum is compared with the

corresponding Hosgri reevaluation vertical spectrum in Figure 0-5.
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Reference Floor S ectra

As noted, in Reference 0-2, median-centered reference horizontal floor

spectra were generated for selected floors of the important Diablo

Canyon civil structures corresponding to the location of important

safety-related equipment. These were developed using median soil-
structure interaction and building structural parameters.

Median-centered reference vertical floor spectra were not similarly

generated. Reference vertical floor response was established by multi-

plying the unsmoothed and unbroadened Hosgri reevaluation vertical

spectral acceleration at the floor location of interest by the ratio of

the 5X damped reference vertical ground spectrum developed from the LTSP

Variability Study horizontal ground spectrum to the 5X damped Hosgri

reevaluation vertical ground spectrum (Figure D-5) over the appropriate

frequency range. For the vast majority of cases, the flexible floor
slabs exhibited single mode response with fundamental frequencies in the

25 to 30 Hz range "(e.g., Auxiliary Building, El 100 feet, shown in

Figure D-6). Thus, for components with vertical fundamental frequencies

less than the floor slab frequency, the ratio of the reference to Hosgri

vertical spectra was evaluated at the component frequency while for

components with vertical fundamental frequencies equal to or greater

than the floor slab frequency, the ratio of the spectra was evaluated at

the floor slab fundamental frequency. For a few cases (e.g., Turbine

D-4
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Building, El 119 feet, shown in Figure 0-7), the flexible floor slab

exhibits multiple mode response with relatively low fundamental fre-
quencies in the 7 to 8 Hz range. In these instances, for components

with vertical frequencies equal to or greater than the floor slab funda-

mental frequency, the ratio of the reference to Hosgri vertical spectra

was evaluated at the floor slab fundamental frequency and then increased

to account for the effect of the higher frequency modes. Illustrations
of the development of the reference vertical floor spectra are given

later in this Appendix.

Experience from the evaluation of numerous nuclear plants has shown that
the horizontal excitation generally dominates the critical seismic

response for typical plant equipment. Therefore, great care was taken

in the Diablo Canyon SPRA effort to establish reasonable median-centered

horizontal floor spectra. In contrast, the vertical excitation contri-
bution to seismic response is generally small. This is due to the

effect of the SRSS or 100/40/40 directional combination methods, to the

fact that vertical frequencies of equipment tend to be high and thus,

outside the power of the vertical floor spectrum, and to the fact that,
in many cases, the effect of dead weight must be overcome before the

critical element is exposed to a harmful stress condition from vertical
exc'tation. Table 0-1 lists each Diablo Canyon equipment component

evaluated in support of the SPRA, its vertical fundamental frequency,
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and the fraction of the governing response parameter value attributable

to vertical excitation. The fractional contribution is calculated as

follows depending upon the directional combination method used to deter-

mine total response.

SRSS
R +RHl H2

RH>~RHz~Rv

~100 40 40 40R v

1.00RHg+ 40(RHz~Ry)
or 1.00Ry .

1.00R y ~.40(RH )
~ R H2)

The first 100/4D/40 equation is applicable for the majority of cases

where the excitation from one of the horizontal directions governs the

critical response while the second 100/40/40 equation is applicable for

those cases where the vertical excitation governs the critical response.

It can be seen from Table 0-1 that most components have vertical fre-

quencies greater than 33 Hz and that, except for piping or those com-

ponents whose response is governed by piping loads, only one component

(Pressurizer) has a vertical frequency less than 15 Hz. It can also be

seen that the vertical excitation contribution to response, expressed as

a fraction of total response, for the majority of the component failure

modes is less than 0.10. With the exception of piping, conduit; and
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HVAC duct supports, only the six (6) components listed below *have
h

failure modes in which the vertical excitation contribution is greater

than 0.30.

1. ,Reactor Internals

2. Auxiliary Saltwater Pump

3. D.G. Fuel Oil Day Tank

4.. 4.16kV Switchgear (Functional Failure)

5. 480V Breaker Panel ~

6. Main Control Board

Although the abo.e are important components, only the functional failure'f the 4.16kV Switchgear, which has been shown to be recoverable, has a

lower seismic capacity than the Turbine Building which dominates the

plant seismic risk (Reference 0-2). Since vertical excitation is

usually only a small contributor to the overall seismic response and has

been shown to be unimportant with regard to plant seismic risk, the

factoring method used for the generation of the reference vertical floor
response is considered to be adequate for the estimation of median

response.
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Method'llustrations

In order to illustrate the assessment of the effects of vertical

response in the fragility evaluation of important Diablo Canyon com-

ponents, three examples are presented. The first is the Emergency

Diesel Generator Control Panel whose fragility was based upon the re-

suits of the seismic qualification test for the postulated Hosgri

event. The second example is the 4.16k'/480V Transformer whose

fragility was based upon an analysis of the critical structural element

for the reference seismic event. The;third example is the 4.16kV

Switchgear (functional failure mode) which exhibits the lowest seismic

capacity of all components evaluated, is„primarily sensitive to vertical

excitation, and is located on a flexible floor slab with a relatively
low fundamental frequency.

Diesel Generator Control Panel

td

The Diesel Generator Control Panel is located in the Turbine Building at

the basemat elevation of 85 feet; thus;, rthe reference ground spectra

define the seismic response. The Contgo1 Panel is braced in the front-
to-back direction (North/South) and tgqrefore, the primary response is

in the side-to-side and vertical direcgions with the side-to-side

(East/West) direction strongly dominating the two. The fundamental
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frequencies of the panel in the side-to-side and vertical directions are

7.9 and 22 Hz, respectively, and these are governed by the presence of

the vibration isolators located at the base of the cabinet. The panel

was qualified for the Hosgri seismic event by random, multifrequency,

biaxial testing in which the horizontal and vertical Hosgri ground

response spectra were enveloped by the corresponding Test Response

Spectra (TRS). The test motion was analyzed at 3X damping resulting in

the TRS curves given in Figures D-8 and D-9.

Based upon an interpolation of the 2X and SX damped median spectra, the

5X damped reference ground spectra (Figures D-4 and D-5) were ap-

propriately factored to establish the 3C damped response for a proper

comparison of the TRS and the reference ground spectra over the fre-
quency range of interest. Although the vertical fundamental frequency

of the Control Panel was determined as part of the seismic qualification

test, there is some uncertainty concerning the actual in-situ value.

Estimating the uncertainty variability on the vertical frequency, af, to

be 0.10, the frequency range of interest is 18.7 to 26.0 Hz which con-

stitutes a +1.65 af frequency variation about the central frequency of

22 Hz.

Comparing the'vertical TRS with the adjusted reference vertical ground

spectrum (Table D-2), shows that the reference vertical spectrum is

D-9
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substantially higher than the qualification TRS over the frequency range

of interest, resulting in a median overtest factor of only 0.59. This

is primarily due to the fact that the vertical TRS was relatively low

and only slightly bounded the Hosgri vertical ground spectrum. However,

an evaluation of three critical structural elements of the Control Panel

(5/8" hold down bolt, 1/2" vibration isolator anchor, and the worst

case relay mounting screws) demonstrated that a substantial margin would

have existed even if the qualification test vertical input had been

approximately doubled such that the vertical overtest factor equalled

the side-to-side overtest factor of 1. 12. The evaluation of the three

failure modes also showed that the vertical direction contribution to

the critical response was less than 25K of the side-to-side direction

contribution (21.3X, 20.9X, and 23.7X, respectively), and thus, in-

creased the overall response by only about 3X when the directional

contributions were combined by SRSS. This relationship between the

horizontal and vertical contributions to overall response was also used

to compute the randomness variability associated with earthquake com-

ponent combination and to incorporate the uncertainty associated with

the vertical response spectral shape as shown below.

Judging the absolute combination of the two directional responses

to represent a 38 upper bound, the randomness variability for

earthquake component combination is:

0-10
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1 1.00+ .25
(1.00 +0.2S )"

Based upon the results of the variability and ground motion

studies, the composite variability associated with spectral shape

and earthquake component variation for the horizontal response is

0.28 at the cabinet horizontal fundamental frequency and the

composite variability associated with spectral shape for the

vertical response is 0.35 at the cabinet vertical fundamental

frequency. Therefore, the overall composite variability for

spectral shape is conservatively calculated as:

(1.0 x 0.28) ~+ (0.2S x 0.3S) z

I P>~P PSz.

In summary, the horizontal side-to-side overtest factor was used as the

basis for computing the Diesel Generator Control Panel'ragility

Capacity factor and the vertical excitation exceedance was addressed by

using the reference ground spectrum in the evaluation of the th~ee

selected failure modes and demonstrating that the increased vertical

response results in a very small increase in the overall response.
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4.16kV 480V Transformer

The 4.16kV/480V Transformers are part of the 480V load centers and are

located at elevation 100 feet in the Auxiliary Building. The three

transformer coils (Figures 0-10 through 0-12) are mounted by means of

bolted connections to heavy structural angles which are in turn welded

to the base frame of the protective cabinet. The base frame is stitch
welded to embedment plates placed in the floor slab. The critical
failure mode is combined shear and tension in the 1/2 inch bolts which

secure the support cross plate to the coil structural'ngle frame. The

transformer coil assembly exhibits fundamental frequencies of 2.7 Hz,

2.7 Hz, and 13 Hz in the North/South, East/West, and vertical

directions, respectively. All three directions contribute to cr'itical

response with the East/West (weak axis) direction being predominant.

The total coil weight is 4560 lbs. with the coil center of gravity
located approximately 26 inches above the top of the two structural

angles.

The 4. 16kV/480V Transformers are 1000KVA units that were originally
qualified by similarity to larger 1500KVA units dynamically tested to

input motion which enveloped the Hosgri floor spectra at this loca-

tion. However, due to the increased vertical input and the uncertainty

concerning the relative directional contribution to overall response, it
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was necessary to reevaluate the Transformer for the reference input

motion using a median-centered directional combination methodology.

The 5X damped reference horizontal floor response spectra, generated as
'artof the LTSP ground motion studies, are shown in Figures D-13 and D-

14 and were used directly in the fragility capacity evaluation. The

flexible slab response spectra for the Hosgri reevaluation are shown in

Figure 0-.6 and indicate that the slab fundamental frequency is 27 - 28

Hz. Using the factoring approach described above, the 5X damped refer-

ence vertical spectrum for the Transformer was developed .by scaling the

5X damped Hosgri vertical spectrum (Figure D-6) by the ratio of the 5X

damped roference ground spectrum to the.5X damped Hosgri ground spectrum

~ (Figure 5) on a frequency-by-frequen'cy basis for all frequencies below

27;5 Hz and by the ratio at 27.5 Hz for all frequencies 27.5 Hz and

greater. The resulting 5X damped reference vertical floor spectrum is

shown in Figure D-15.

At.the Transformer vertical fundamental frequency of 13 Hz, the esti-

mated reference vertical spectral acceleration is 2.50g which was used

in the fragility capacity evaluation. Based upon the recomputation of

the critical element stresses for the reference input motion, the ten-

sile forces in the 1/2" bolts due to East-West, North-South, and ver-

tical excitation were found to be 6.34K, 1.66K, and 1.42K,

0-13
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respectively. As a result, the vertical direction contribution to

overall response is less than 3X using the above equation for SWISS

response combination. In a manner similar to that described for the

Oiesel Generator Control Panel, the relationship between the three

directional contributions was also used to compute the randomness

variability associated with earthquake component combination, to prorate

the uncertainties associated with response spectral shape, and to

prorate the effect of ground motion incoherency.

Again judging the absolute sum combination to represent

a 3s upper bound on response, the randomness variability for

earthquake component combination is:

6.34+ 1.66+ 1.42
0» - I n -,)» O. 1 1

3 (6.34' 1.66' 1.42')

At 2.7 Hz, the composite variability on spectral shape and earth-

quake component variation for both the East-West and North-South

directions was found to be 0.24 while the composite variabiliry

on spectral shape and earthquake component variation is

conservatively calculated as:

(6.34x 0.24) + (1.66x 0,24)'+(1,42x
0,36)'.34»+

1.66~+ 1.42~
~ ~ ~

~

~

0-14
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From the ground motion study, the factor of safety accounting for

ground motion incoherency in the East-West and Horth-South

directions were found to be 1.06 and 1.05, respectively for a

frequency of 2.7 Hz. Therefore, the overall factor of safety for

ground motion incoherency is computed as:

[(6.34x 1.06)'+(1.66>< 1.05)'+(I A2x 1.00)'] "
6.70

In summary, the vertical excitation exceedance for the 4.16kV/480V

Transformer was addressed by recomputing the response for the reference

event, including the higher vertical input. The analysis also demon-

strated that the vertical response contributes only a small amount to

the overall response.

4.16kV Switch ear

The 4.16 kV Switchgear are located at elevation 119 feet in the Turbine

Building. The floor slab at this elevation is relatively flexible with

a fundamental frequency of approximately 7.2 Hz and a number of modes

below 33 Hz. The switchgear cabinets are welded to the floor embedment

plates by means of intermittent fillet welds and puddle welds. The

cabinets are also bolted togeth r in strings of 9 cabinets and thus,

they a; e well secured over a relatively large area of the floor slab.
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As noted in Reference D-2, only two types of relays housed in the 4.16kV

switchgear were found to be important in terms of the consequences of

relay chatter. These were the Agastat 7012 timing relay and the General

Electric IAC 53 protective relay. Both of these relays are primarily

sensitive .to vertical seismic input and both are normally in the de-

energized state. The evaluation of the potential for chatter of these

two relays formed the basis for the functional failure fragility for
the 4.16kV Switchgear.

The Generic Equipment Ruggedness Spectra (GERS) for the 7012 and IAC 53

relays are 12.6g and 7.6g, respectively (Figures D-16 and D-17 taken

from Reference'D-3). Thus, the door mounted IAC 53 relay is the con-

trolling element. Although the Diablo Canyon relays are pre-1974 vin-

tage, they were subsequently upgraded to the post-1974 "Hi g" configura-

tion which is the basis for the GERS. Comparison of the output from the

vertical control accelerometer and the vertical response accelerometer

placed on the back of one of the IAC 53 relays during the resonant

search test shows virtually no amplification of the vertical input at

less than 10 Hz and no cross-coupling of the horizontal input. further,

the transmissibility=plot shows a resonant frequency of the vertical

door panel at approximately 20 Hz with amplification ranging from 1.0 'to

2.65 over the +1.658 frequency range from 15.9 to 25.2 Hz (Modeling BU
=
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0.14). Thus, the demand vertical acceleration at the relay was computed

as the product of the median-centered reference floor response

acceleration times the median door'amplification determined from the

dynamic test.

Using the factoring approach described above, the median-centered ver-

tical floor response spectrum was established by scaling the unsmoothed

and unbroadened Hosgri reevaluation vertical spectrum for the control-

ling floor location (Figure D-7) by the appropriate ratio of the 5X

damped reference ground spectrum to the 5X damped Hosgri reevaluation

ground spectrum (Figure D-5) . For frequencies below the floor slab
0

fundamental frequency of 7.2 Hz, the 5X damped Hosgri spectrum was

scaled by the ratio established based upon a frequency-by-frequency

comparison. For frequencies of 7.2 Hz and greater, the 5X damped Hosgri

spectrum was scaled by the ratio of the ground spectra at 7.2 Hz (Ratio
= 1.35) increased by 25K to account for higher frequency modes. Thus,

the scale factor was 1.68 for frequencies of 7.2 Hz and greater. The

resulting 5X damped reference vertical floor spectrum is shown in Figure

D-18.

Since the response for this failure mode is 100K attributable to the

ve.".ical excitation, the fragility capacity factor is directly computed

as shown in Table D-3 based upon the estimated response from the refer-
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ence vertical input at the base of the cabinet. All variabilities are

related to the vertical input alone and prorating variabilities- by

relative response contribution, illustrated in the two previous exam-

ples, is unnecessary.

In summary, the vertical excitation exceedance for the 4.16kV Switchgear

functional fai lure mode was addressed by recomputing the vertical ac-

celeration at the critical relay for the higher vertical input of the

reference event and evaluating the functional failure fragility by

comparison with the relay chatter GERS for the critical relay.

Validation of Hos ri S ectrum Factorin A roach

In order to validate the Hosgri spectrum factoring procedure for the

generation of median-centered reference vertical spectra, as used in the

three examples, a 50 percentile vertical floor spectrum for the control-

ling location in the 4.16kV Switchgear area was developed by tie factor-

ing approach to correspond to the LTSP 84 percentile vertical ground

motion spectrum. A modified time history corresponding to the LTSP 84

percentile vertical ground spectrum was also input into the multi-mode

Turbine Building elevation 119 feet floor slab model and the resulting

vertical floor response spectrum was generated. The 5X damped vertical

spectra generated by the two approacnes are compared in Figure 0-19

showing good agreement in terms of general shape and amplitude.
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The 4.16kV Switchgear area was selected for the method comparison since

the multiple mode character of the Hosgri reevaluation spectrum at this

location provided the most difficult test for the factoring procedure.

Comparison for the LTSP 84 percentile vertical ground motion was chosen

since the modified time history was readily available from other studies

and was not substantially different in shape from the reference vertical

ground sp'ectrum.

Conclusions

The increased vertical input associated with the median vertical spec-

tral shape for the Diablo Canyon site was incorporated into all equip-

ment fragilities as illustrated by the three examples given above. The

factoring method used to develop the reference event vertical floor

spectra was shown to produce floor spectra in good agreement with those

generated by time-history analysis, even for the multi-mode Turbine

Building slabs. Further, the fraction of the total critical response

attributable to vertical excitation was shown to be small for the vast

majority of components evaluated and was found to be unimportant in

terms of plant seismic risk. Therefore, the incorporation of the verti-
cal ground input by the Hosgri factoring method described is judged to

be adequate.
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Table D-l. Influence of Vertical Accelerations on Diablo Canyon Equipment

COMPONENT

VERTICAL

FREQUENCY

(Hr)

VERTICAL

EXCITATION

CONTRIBUTION

COMMENT

riven)

riven)

1. REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL

2. REACTOR INTERNALS

3.STEAMGENERATOR

4. PRESSURIZER .

5. PRESSURIZER SAFETY VALVE

6. PRESSURIZER RELIEF VALVE

7. REACTOR COOLANTPUMP

8. CONTROL ROD DRIVE

9. NSSS PIPING

10. RHR PUMP

11. RHR HEAT EXCHANGER

12. Sl ACCUMULATOR

13. Sl PUMP

14. BORON INJECTION TANK

15. CCW PUMo

16. CCW HEAT B(CHANGER

17. CCW SURGE TANK

18. CENTRIFUGALCHARGING PUMP

19. RECIPROCAL CHARGING PUMP

20. AUXILIARYSALTWATERPUMP

21. CONTAINMENTSPRAY PUMP

22. SPRAY ADDITIVETANK
23. MAINSTEAM ISOLATIONVALVE

24. MAINSTEAM SAFETY VALVE

25. MAINSTEAM PORV

26. AUX. FEEDWATER PUMP (Motor D

27. AUX. FEEDWATER PUMP (Turbine D

28. D.G. FUELOILDAYTANK
29. D.G. FUEL OIL PUMP/FILTER

30. D.G. FUEL OILSHUTOFF VALVE

31.D.G. AIR START COMPRESSOR

32. D.G. AIR START RECEIVER

33. DIESEI. GENERATOR

34. D.G. RADIATOR/WATERPUMP

35. D.G. Ir LET SILENCER/AIR FILTER

36. D.G, EXCITATlONCUBICLE

16-20
16-20

23

11

Piping

Piping
20.6

>35
7-9

Piping 12-18
90

65 ~ 79

> 33

68 44
Piping 14-20

17,6 L34.3

44.4

> 33

> 33

48.6

> 33

51

Piping

Piping
Piping 10 - 20

> 33

> 33

10.4

Piping 14 -20
Piping
> 33

> 33

25.7
> 33

55.6

> 33

Negligible
1.00

Negligible
Negligible

Negligible
Negligible

0.01

Negligible
Unknown~~

0.05

0.02

0.05

0.30

Negligible

Negligible
0.06

0.10

0.10

Unknown~'M

0.07

0.06

0.04

Negligible
Negligible

Unknown~~

0.02

1.00

0.12

Negligible
0.12

0.08

0.08

0.02

Negligible
0.02
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Table D-l. Influence of Vertical Accelerations on Diablo Canyon Equipment (Cont.)

COMPONENT

VERTlCAL

FREQUENCY

(Hz)

VERTlCAL

EXCITATlON

CONTRIBUTION

COMMENT

37. D.G. CONTROL PANEL

38. D.G. MAINLEADTERMINALBOX

39. CONTAINMENTFAN COOLER

40. CONTROL ROOM VENTILATIONSUPPLY FAN

41. CONTROL ROOM VENTILATIONAIR CONDI-

TIONING UNIT/COMPRESSOR

42. CONTROL ROOM VENTILATlONCONTROL

CABINET

43. ViTALELECTRICALROOM SUPPLY/RETURN

FANS

44. VITALELECTRICALROOM BACKDRAFT8

SHUTOFF DAMPERS

45. 4.16 kV SWITCHGEAR

46, 4.16 kV POTENTlALTRANSFORMER

47. SAFEGUARD RELAYPANEL

48. 125V DC BATTERIES

49. 125V DC BATTERYRACK

50. 125V DC BATTERYCHARGER

51. 125V DC SWiTCHGEAR/BREAKER PANEL
5" 120V AC INSTRUMENTBREAKER PANEL

53. 120V AC INVERTER

5t. 4.16kV/480V TRANSFORMER

55. 480V BREAKER PANEL

56. AUXILIARYRELAYPANEL

57. MAINCONTROL BOARD

58. HOT SHUTDOWN PANEL

59. AUXILIARYSAFEGUARDS CABINET

60. PROCESS CONTROL 8 PROTECTION CABI-

NET

61. SOIJD STATE PROTECTION SYSTEM

62. REAC i OR TRIP SWITCHGEAR

24'6

> 33

> 33

> 33

19-21
337,
>50
50

72

72
>35
>35
> 33

> 33

13

>35
> 33

> 33

> 33

> 33

> 33

> 33

> 33

0.03

Negligible
0.07

0.05

0.05

0.13

0.05

0.03

Negligible

Negligible
1.00

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.02

Negligible
0.07

0.10

0.02

Negligible
0.01

0.02

0.73

0.09

< 0.35

0.03

Negligible
0.02

0.05

Negligible
0.02

Structural
Functional

Structural

Functional

Bus F

BusG8 H

Structural

Functional

Structural
Functional
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Table D-l. Influence of Vertical Accelerations on Diablo Canyon Equipment (Cont.)

COMPONENT

VERTICAL

FREQUENCY

W)

VERTICAL

EXCITATION

CONTRIBUllON

COMMENT

63. RESISTANCE &TEMPERATURE DETECTORS

64. PRESSURE AND6 P TRANSMITTER

65. AUXIUARYRELAYRACK

66. LOCALSTARTER BOARD

67. MOLDED CASE CIRCUIT BREAKER

66. VALVEUMITSWITCH

69. IMPULSE VNE

70. CONTAINMENTPURGE VALVE

71. OFFNITE POWER

72. PENETRATION/PENETRAllON BOX

73. BOP PIPING 8 SUPPORTS

74. BOP REUEF 8 CHECK VALVES

75. AIR 8 MOTOR OPERATED VALVES

76. CONDUIT, CABLE TRAYS &SUPPORTS

77. HVAC DUCTS 8 SUPPORTS

Not Specified

> 33

>35
32

> 33

>35

5-20

>35
Various

26
Various 6-20

Piping
Piping

Various 6 - 35

Various > 15

Negligible

Negligible

0.06

0.11

0.03

Location Depen-

dent
Locatlbn De pen-

dent
0.07

Location Depen-

dent
0.06

Up to 1.00

0.06

Negligible

Up to 0.95

Up to 1.00

Fragility based on Incore Thermocouple Cabinet estimated to have a vertical frequency of approximately 30 Hz.
i~ Response Information provided was insulficlent to establish directional contribution fractions.
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Table D-2. Calculation of Vertical Overtest Factor for the Diesel Generator
Control Pad

Median vertical frequency = 22 Hz pi = 0.10

Center
Prob.

Frequency
(Hz)

S (3%) TRS (3%)

(g) (g)

TRS/RRS

0.05

0.15

0.25

0.35

0.45

0,55

0.65

0.75

0.85

0.95

-1.65

-1.04

%.68

W.39

-0.13

+0.13
+0.39
+0.68
+1.04
+1.65

18,7

19.8

20.6

21.2

21.7

22.3

22,9

23.6

24.4

26.0

1.83

1.83

1.64

1.60

1.56

1.54

1.50

1.45

1.39

1.00

1.00

0.93

0.87'.85

0.83

0.81

0.80

0.80

0.77

0.55

0,55

0.52

0.53

0.53

0.53

0.53

0,53

0,55

0.55

Median

0.53

(15-20 Hz) SQ Y 1120SQ Y

(20 26 Hz) S Y 1 17SQ Y
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Table D-3. Calculation of Capacity Strength Factor for 4.16kV Switchgear
Functional Failure Mode

Median vertical frequency = 20 Hz pi = 0.14

Center
Prob.

0.05

0.15

0.25

0.35

0.45

0.55

0.65

0.75

0.85

0.95

-1.65

-1.04

,68
-0.39

N.13
+0.13
+0.39
+0.68
+1.04
+1.65

Frequency
(Hz)

15.9

17.3

18.2

18.9
. 19.6

20;4

21.1

22,0

23,1

25.2

S y
(g)

4.75

4.35

4.12

3,95

3.85

3.73

3.65

3.60

3.54

3.44

Amp.

1.00

1.03

1.40

1.52

1.65

2.65

1.80

1,50

1AO

1.00

Fs

1.84

1.95

1.52

1.38

0.88

1.33

1.62

1.76

2.54

Median
~ 1.57
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RESPONSE TO QUESTION 2a
Volume 1 of 2

January 1989

This volume is part of a set that responds to 47 questions asked of PG&E by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on December 13, 1988. The responses

~ provide data requested to augment or clarify the Final Report of the Long Term
Seismic Program submitted by PG&E to the NRC on July 31, 1988.
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QUESTION 2a

Provide copies of the following reports referenced in the LTSP Final Report:

P el

a. Bechtel Power Corporation, 1988, "CLASSI"Computer Program: Theoretical Manual,
User's Manual, and Validation.Report.

The CLASSIF Computer Program Theoretical Manual (Attachment Q2a-l), User's Manual
(Attachment Q2a-2) and Validation Manual (Attachment Q2a-3) follow. The "Description of
Validation Test Problems and Results," Appendix A of the Validation Manual (Attachment Q2a-4)
contains information proprietary to Bechtel Power Corporation. This attachment has been submitted
to the NRC separately, with an Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public
Disclosure, in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations.

'. Pacific Gas and Electric Company

Diablo Canyon Power Plant

Long Term Seismic Program
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PREFACE

CLASSI (Continuum Linear Analysis for Soil-Structure Interaction) is a linear
three-dimensional, seismic soil-structure interaction '(SSI) analysis program

developed by Luco and Wong ir 1976 at the Uni.versity of California, San

Diego. Since then, the CLASSI program has been continuously upgraded to

expand its capabilities and efficiency from those of its initial development.

Thus, various versions of the CLASSI program exist in the industry, each

covering somewhat different analysis capabilities. The CLASSIF program is a

Bechtel version of CLASSI program originally developed in 1978, and recently
modified by Wong and Luco in 1985. During the course of installation,
testing, and validation of the CLASSIF program on the Bechtel UNIVAC system,

some modifications and enhancements were made to the code to improve its
performance. These include: implement new algorithms for computing and

inverting the Green's functions; add a capability for computing SSI responses

to steady-state force excitation applied on the structure., add a capability
for computing the relative displacement between two locations in the
structure; add a capability for calculating the traction vectors used for a

restart of analysis for new wave inputs, add a capability for calculating the
transfer function between the SSI response motion and the'cattered foundati'on

input motions, implement.a subroutine for reading in the fixed-based modal

properties of structures generated from the BSAP-DYNAM program (a post
,processor for the Bechtel Structural Analysis Program); implement a free
format for the input data and improve the printed output format, correct the
option for generating foundation symmetry. about one axis; correct the option
for calculating the transfer function due to external forcing function,
correct the option for calculating the SSI response to include contribution
from more than one mode of response; implement the option to bypass a

zero-mean baseline correction for calculating the time history response due to
ground motion input.

This report has been prepared by Bechtel Power Corporation and has been

reviewed following the Bechtel Standard Engineering Department Procedure for
nuclear projects. This report has been prepared for incorporating the
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~ published technical papers and reports by Luco and Wong relating to the

theoretical formulations of the substructuring method used in CLASSI for
solving the SSI problem. References to,their papers and reports are

acknowledged, wherever appropriate, in various sections of the report, and the

list of references is provided.

This report was prepared under .a contract agreement between PG8E and Bechtel

and is intended for exclusive use by PG8E only. Except for copies that may be

required for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in satisfying a

regulatory requirement, no copy should be di stributed outside of PG8E without
prior written consent from Bechtel.
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DISCLAIMER

Every reasonable effort was made to provide a comprehensive and flexible
computer program. However, the computer program itself and associated

'ocumentationare supplied without represer..at.'on of warranty, expressed or

implied, as to its content, accuracy, or freedom, from defects or errors.
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l. INTRODUCTIOH

This report presents the theoretical bases for the computer program

CLASSIF which is a computer program for linear three-dimensional seismic

soil-structure interaction (SSI) analyses using the halfspace continuum

approach. The program solves the SSI problem in frequency domain .using

the Fast Fourier Transform technique. CLASSIF is comprised of three

program modules (GLAYER, CLAF, and SSIF) developed to solve the SSI

problem in separate steps; the results of individual steps by different
modules are combined in the final interaction analysis module so as to

satisfy the interaction conditions at the structural base. The GLAYER

module computes the Green's functi ons of the di spl acement at the surface

of horizontal soil layers over a halfspace. The CLAF module computes the

foundation impedance functions and the scattered foundation input motions

based on the Green's functions computed from the GLAYER module., The SSIF

module forms the equations of motion of the SSI system and then computes

the SSI responses of the system using the impedance'unctions and

scattered foundation input motions as input.

The CLASSIF formulation of the SSI problem is presented in Section. 2. 'he,-
Green's functions for a layered halfspace are described in Section 3. In

Section 4, the calculations of impedance and compliance function for rigid
surface foundations using the Green's functions are presented in
Section 3. The general wave fields for characterization of the free-field
input motions to CLASSIF are presented in Section 5. Section 6 present's

the procedure for the calculation of scattered foundation input motions.
The equations of motion and solution procedure for the SSI problem are

presented in Section 8. References are provided in Section 9.
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2. FORMULATION OF THE SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION PROBLEM

To provide a frame work for presenting the CLASSIF theory, the formulation

of the soil-structure interaction problem for the case of an isolated
st'ructure on a rigid foundation supported on a layered viscoelastic,medium

as illustrated in Figure 2-1 is first described (Ref. 1). Based on the

assumed linearity of the model, the response of the soil-structure system

may be obtained in two stages. In the first stage, the frequency response

of the system for harmonic excitation of the type exp(i~t) is obtained in
the frequency domain. The second stage is to the evaluation of the

corresponding 'time history response in the time domain by means of the

Fourier synthesis given by:

U(t) = (1/2>) U(~) ei t d> (2-1)

CO

In this equation, V(t) denotes the time history response; and U( )

represents the corresponding frequency response. The Fourier synthesis
described by Eq. (2-1) is achieved numerically by the use of the Fast
Fourier Transform algorithm (Ref. 2).

The approach used to obtain the frequency response for the complete
soil-structure system is based on the substructuring technique as

illustrated in Figure 2-2. The technique consists of subdividing the
complete interaction problem into a series of simpler basic problems that
can be solved independently. Once the solution for each of the basic
problems is known, the response of the complete soil-structure system can

then be obtained by combining the solutions to the basic problems.

The first basic problem that needs to be solved in the evaluation of the
free-field response motion, i.e., the determination of the response of the
soil deposit for a given incident seismic wave before the cavity for the
foundation has been excavated. For a uniform or horizontally layered soil
deposits and for plane incident waves, the free-field motion on- the soil
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surface may be characterized by:. (1) the three-component displacement

vector (Ug)ei"t at a reference point; (2) the wave field and azimuthal

angle of direction of propagation of the incident wave, and (3) the

vertical angle of incidence or the apparent horizontal velocity c of the

incident wave. For a given seismic excitation characterized by prescribed
wave fields, the three components of the free-field motions at the ground

surface ( Ug) may not be independent. In addition, for surface wave

excitations in a layered soil model, the apparent horizontal velocity c is
frequency dependent. The characteristics of the free-field motion are

discussed in Section 5.

The second basic problem is the evaluation of the frequency response of
the rigid foundation bonded to the soil and subjected to harmonic incident
seismic waves in absence of the superstructure. In this step, the

foundation is assumed massless, the inertia of the foundation being
incorporated at a later stage. The presence of the rigid imposes

constraints and foundation modifies the free-field motions. The resulting
response of the massless foundation, called scattered foundation input
motion, is represented by a six-component vector

in which 6*x 6 y and a*z represent the translational components while
>*x

~
e*y and 8*z represent the rotati onal components of the response

about the x, y, and z axes of the scattered foundation input motion at a

reference point of the rigid foundation, respectively. The foundation
input motion (U*o} is a function of the frequency of the excitation,
geometry of the foundation, characteristics of the soil deposit, and the

type of seismic excitation wave field. The foundation input motion is
related to the free-field motion through a transfer function matrix called
the scattering matrix [S(~)], as shown in block 2 of Figure 2-2. The

determination of the scattered foundation input motion is discussed in
Section 6.
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When the inertias of the foundation and the presence of the superstructure
are taken into account in the interaction, the total response (Uo)
(6x Dy 6 z ~ ex ey ez ) at a reference poi nt of the rigi d foundati on may be

written in the form

!u,) = {u,*) + (u,) (2-3)

in which the 6 x 1 vector «Us) represents the additional response motion
of the foundation resulting from the deformation of the soil caused by the
inertial forces and moments that exert on the soil medium through the
foundation. These forces and moments can be represented by the 6 x 1

vector {Fs» = (Fxs Fys Fzs~ Mxs Mzs Mzs~)T in which Fxs~ Fys» and Fzs
represent the resultant force components, while Mxs Mys and Mzs denote
the resultant moment components about the reference point in the
foundation.

The response motion { Us) of the foundation caused by the inertias of the
structure and foundation can be related to the generalized forces {Fs) by
the relation:

(Us) = t'C(~) j {Fs) (2-4)

where [C(<o)] is the 6 x 6 foundation compliance matrix associated with the
rigid foundation. Thus, the third basic problem is to evaluate the

'oundation compliance matrix associated with the rigid foundation. The
evaluation of the foundation compliance matrix is described in Section 4.
The compliance matrix is a function of the frequency of the excitation,
the geometry of the foundation, and the characteristics of the underlying
soil deposit, and can be derived from the point force solution for a

halfspace called Green's function. This will be described in Section 3.

Let ! Fb ) = (Fxb Fyb Fzb Mxb Myb. Mzb ) rePresents the resul tant forces and
moments of the superstructure acting on the foundation, the equation of
motion for the rigid.foundation can be written in the form
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{Fsi = 4 [Mo] {Uo}+ {Fb} (2-5)

where [Mo] is the 6 x 6 mass matrix for the rigid foundation.

he "..eneralized inertia force {Fb} of the superstructure acting on the
foundation can be expressed in terms of the product of the total response
motion of the foundation {Uo } and the equivalent mass of the
superstructure through the relation

{Fb} = 8 [Mb(~)]{uo} (2-6)

where [Mb(~)] plays the role of a 6 x 6 frequency-dependent equivalent
mass matrix. This matrix can be derived from the geometry, mass

distribution and elastic properties of the superstructure. Thus the
fourth basic problem is the derivation of this equivalent mass matrix
[Mb(+)]. This derivation will be discussed in Section 7.

, Once the basic problems as described previously have been solved, the
total response motion {Uo} of the 'foundation, including the soil structure
interaction effects, can be obtained by elimination {Fb}, {Fs} and {Us)
from Eqs. (2-3) through (2-6). The resulting expression is

{Uo} = ([I]-~ [C(~)] (LMo] + [Mb(~)])) {Uo*} (2-7)

in which [I] denotes the 6 x 6 identity matrix. The various terms in
equation (2-7) represents the different interaction effects. The effects
of scattering of the incident seismic waves by the rigid foundation are
included in the scattered foundation input motion vector {Uo*}. The

.interaction effects between the superstructure, foundation and soil are
represented in Eq. (2-7) by the term [C(>)]([Mo] + [Mb(>)]). The total
motion of the foundation {Uo} results from a combination of both types of
effects as shown in the feedback block diagram of Figure 2-2.

Once the total motion of the foundation has been obtained, the response at
any location in the superstructure can be easily obtained by the back

substitution technique (Section 7).
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The formulation described above for the SSI problem involving a single
structure can be readily extended to the case involving several

independent structures interacting through the soil. In this case,
the'oundationresponse vector (Uo) include's six degrees of freedom for each

of the N foundations, and the matrices ['Ao3 and [Mb(~)] are block dsago~al

of dimensions 6N x 6N. The coupling between foundations is incorporated
in the compliance matrix [C(~) j and in the foundation input motion { Uo") .
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STRUCTURE
(Elastic, Symmetric,
or Non-symmetric)
Forced Excitation

Forced Excitation

X

////
/

FOUNDATION
,~(RIgid, Flat or Flexible,

Surface-supported
or Embedded)

SEISMIC EXCITATION
(Nonvertically incident,
P, SV, SH, Rayleigh,

or Love Wave)

SOIL
(Uniform or layered,

elastic or viscoelastic)

Figure 2-1. Description o( the Soil-Structure System
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Free-field motion

(Ug)

Foundation
input motion

(Up )
"~ (S (+)] (Ug )

Base forces
and moments

{Fb ) ~ 00 (Mb (tp )) {Up )

(U ) e 1441

(S (00))

(Up) (Up)

(UG)
(c (~)]

(M (00)]

(Mp) ~

(FG)

Compliances

(UG ) (C (00)] {FG)

Foundation equilibrium

(F 8 ) = (0 (Mp ) (U p )
+ (Fb)—(Fb)

(FG)

Figure 2-2. Interaction Block Diagram
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3. GREEN'S FUNCTIONS FOR A LAYERED HALFSPACE

Using, the principle of superposition in linear elastodynamic theory, the

displacement and stress fields generated by point forces can be used to
calculate similar fields'enerated by an arbi rary stress distribution.
These point force solutions, called Green's functions, can be derived for
any medium theoretically. Consider the set of harmonic point load, with
amplitudes, P = (Px Py Pz)T, acting at the source point
l o

= (xo yo, 0)T on the free surface of a soil medium, the harmonic

displacements, with amplitudes, U = (Ux, Uy, Uz)T, at the observation
point r-= (x, y, 0)T are related to the point load by the 3 x 3 Green's

function matrix [G] as

U ei~ t = [G(lD r ro p) ] P eight (3-1)

in which ~ is the excitation frequency', and p is a symbolic representation
of the material properties of the underlying soil medium. The notation is
such that z is the component normal to the. soil surface, while x and y are
the tangential components in the X and Y directions, respectively.

As shown in Eq. (3-1), [G] is a function of the excitation frequency ~,
the relative position of r and ro, and the property vector p. There are
many properties of an inhomogeneous soil medium that can influence the
Green's function; in particular, the vector p for a horizontally layered
medium is

p = {n~ ul, v2,—,un', Bl B2, Bni ~1~ ~2» ~n ~

hl ~ h2~ ", hn', ~1~ ~2~ "
~ vni ~1~ ~2~ i ~n ) (3-2)

where n = the number of layers,
u; = the shear modulus of the ith layer,
Bi = the shear wave velocity of the ith layer,
~; = the mass density of the ith layer.,
h; = the thickness of the ith layer,

= the Poisson's ratio of the ith layer, and

(; = the critical damping factor of the ith layer
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To account for all the parameters, the Green's function calculation
requires a lengthy numerical integration of the Hankel transform-type
integral representation as presented by Luco and Apsel in Refs (3) and

(4). Furthermore, [Gj in Eq. (3-1) must be calculated repeatedly for
different frequencies during numerical integration to c')ta'n the

foundation impedance matrix, as will be described in Section 4, thus, the

cost of the computation increases dramatically. To reduce overlapping
calculations, the program CLAF has adopted a scheme which interpolates the

values of [Gj from a precalculated table using a numerical solution
technique that will be described in Section 8.

For a given p and >, [G) is a function of r -ro = (x - xo, y - yo 0)T, a

total of two spatial variables. The number of independent variables,
however, can be reduced to one for the horizontal homogeneous layered soil
medium if the polar coordinate system (R,l,z', shown in Figure 3-1, is
used. To separate the singularities from [G3 and to render [G]
dimensionless, a new matrix [G'j may be defined as

[G(~, r-ro, p)] = [G'(bo, 0, p')3/PR
where

(3-3)

bo

P

Ir-roI = (x-xo)2+(y-yo)2
arg (r -ro) =.-tan 1((y-yo)/(x-xo))
~R/ B

(n,; u]/w, p2/u, --, un/u; Bl/B, B2/B, -, Bn/B;

ol/~~ o2/o~ - , on/P; hl/h, h2/h, -- , hn/h;

» v2. — >n'1, ~Z, —,~n)

The reference values of ~, B, and P, used to normalize p'nd [G'j, are
usually taken to be those of the top layer.

Using the reciprocity relationships, the off-diagonal terms of [G'3 can be

related as

9 xy =

I
9 xz =

9yz=

9 yx
9 zx

-9 zy

(3-4)
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leaving only 6 independent elements in [G'j. But a simpler form of [G']

can be obtained by using the cylindrical coordinate system. Since the

point forces are axisymmetric, hence, the general displacement-force

relationship in cylindrical coordinates can be written in a form of a

3 x 2 matrix as

Ur(r)
u,„,(r )

uz'(r)

frrcos('P-4p)
sin(4-Cp)

fz ~ rcos (> >P )

frz'ez'z'z'r(ep)Pz'3-5)
in which, fz'r = -frz', f~pz' 0, sin 0 = - (y-yo)/R, cos v = (x-xo)/R.

The four independent functions, frr~ fear fz r~ and fz z are functions of

the dimensionless frequency, bp.

To calculate the Green's function [G'3 in the cartesian coordinate system,

the following mappings for the forces and displacements may be used.

Px(ro)

Py(rp)
Pz(ro)

pr(o)
Pr(- ~/2)

I-Pz

(3-6)

and

Ux(r)
Uy(r)
U,(r)

cos 0 -sin 0 0

-sin y -cos y 0

0 ~ 0

Ur(r)
U<(r)
Uz'(r)

(3-7)

Eq. (3-6) can be used with Eq. (3-5) to relate the displacement in polar
~ coordinates to the force in cartesian coordinates as

Ur(r )

Ui (r)
Uz'(r)

f«coso frrcos(q+ ~/2)

f< sin& f<„sin(q+ >/2)
'cosA f 'cos(p+ g/2)

-frz'
-fz'z'x(ro)py(ro)

Pz(ro)'3-8)
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Eq. (3-7) can relate the displacements 'and the forces, both in the

cartesian coordinates as

ux(r)
Uy(r)
U,(.)

1

uR

frrcos y- fiprsin y

(frr+f r)si&cost
frz cosg

( frr+f4r)si n4 cos4 -frz
'rrsin ~ fOrcos ~ frz 'inq

-frz sin
fz'z'x(rp')Py(ro)

Pz(ro)

(3-9)

Using the definition of Eq. (3-3), the elements of matrix [G'] are defined

as

9 xx(bo'

g xy(bo, e,
9 xz

9 yy(b'~
g yz( bo

9'zz
9 yx =

9 xy

P') = fr (bP, P')cps -f~'r(bo~ P')sin
P') = [f r(bp, P') + fy (bp, P') jslnf cosg

) frz(bp,P')cos
P') = fr (bp, P')sin

> f r(bp, P')cos >
P') = frz (bo~ P')sing
P') = f bp, P'

9 zx = -9 xz 9 zy = -9 yz

(3-10)

where frr, fear, frz', and fz'z're the Green's functions in polar
coordinates multiplied by uR. For a given p', the functions f are

dependent on only one dimensionless variable bp, thus the Green's function
table generated from GLAYER as input into CLAF. requires only four complex

functions tabulated versus bp. The range of the table should begin at
bp = 0 and end at bp = « max/8, with < max being the maximum possible
length of the foundation mat. The six independent elements listed above

are in the most convenient forms for numerical calculation using the

integration method derived by Apsel and Luco (Ref. 4) to calculate frr,
"v r frz'nd fz'z'
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For a given layered stratum, a Green's function table must be calculated

for each frequency. For a homogeneous half-space, however, one table is
sufficient for all frequencies because p's not a function of frequency

(no finite thicknesses). The limit of the Green's function table for the

latter case should bo extended to bo = ~max ~ma>/B in order to accommodate

all frequencies of interest below ~ma„.
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4. IMPEDANCE AND COMPLIANCE MATRICES

One of the key elements in the characterization of the soil-structure
interaction system is the impedance matrix for the foundation. For rigid
foundations, the impedance matrix ~ elates the harmonic generalized force
that the foundation exerts on the soil to the harmonic generalized
displacement of the foundation. The compliance function is defined as the
inverse of the impedance matrix.

To evaluate these dynamic force-displacement relationships numerically for
a rigid foundation of arbitrary shape placed on the surface of a soil
deposit, the contact area between the rigid foundation and the soil medium

is discretized into a number of small rectangular subregions over which
the contact tractions are assumed to be uniform. Using the Green's

functions generated, the displacements generated by the uniform tractions
of unknown magnitudes in these subregions can be formulated and by

invoking the displacement boundary conditions of a rigid foundation, a

system of linear algebraic equations in the variables of the unknown

contact tractions in each subregion is obtained. Once these equations are
solved for the contact tractions, the total forces and moments acting on

the rigid massless foundation can be computed by direct integrations,
giving the desired dynamic force-displacement relationship for the
foundation.

Considering the general case of multiple-foundation model as illustrated
in Figure.4-1, which involves N independent massless rigid foundations of
arbi trary shape bonded to the surface of a common layered viscoelastic
halfspace. The foundations are subjected to harmonic external forces and

moments and to harmonic seismic waves excitations. The response of each

rigid foundation can be described. by three translational and three
rotational degrees of freedom as shown in Figure 4-1.

The desired dynamic force-displacement relation for the N foundations
including the through-soil coupling effects can be written in the
frequency domain as follows:
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Fs = [K]'({Uo» " { Uo» ) (4-1 )

in which { Fs» is the 6N vector of harmonic generalized external forces

acting on the N foundations including 3N forces and 3N moments; [K] is the

6N x 6N impedance (or dynamic stiffness) matrix ~or the system of k

foundations; { Uo» is the 6N x 6N harmonic generalized displacement vector

for the foundations and { Uo » is the 6N x 6N generalized scattered

foundation input motion vector induced by the sei smic excitation in

absence of external forces. Both { Uo) and {Uo"» include 3N translational
and 3N rotational components. The vector { Fo"» defined by:

{For = [K]{Uo) (4-2)

is the generalized seismic driving force vector which represents the

forces and moments that the soil exerts on the foundations when the

foundations are held fixed under the action of the seismic wave excitation
in the soil medium.

The components of the vectors {Fs» and {Uo) are arranged in the form

{Fg T= ({Fsl»T {Fs2»T, {FsN»T) (4-3)

{ Uo» T = ({ Uol» T, { U02» T, { Uok» T) (4 4)

in whi ch the vector { Fsi» defined by

{ Fs;) = (F'sx~ F'sy~ F'sz~ M'sx/a, Misy/a, M'sz/a)T, i=1,..., N

includes the resultant external force (Fisx, Fisy Fisz) and the resultant
external moment (M sx, Misy Misz) about a point of reference (xi, yi, p)

acting on the ith foundation. The components of the resultant moment are

normalized by a reference length of a. The vector { Uoi» defined by

{Uoi» = (Uiox~ Uioy Uioz~ aoioxt aeioy, aeioz)T, i=1,...; N
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includes the displacement (U ox, U oy, U oz) at the point of reference

(xi, yi, 0) and the rotation vector (eiox eioy 8ioz) normalized by the

length of reference a. The components of {Fo*} and {Uo*} are arranged

simil arly.

To obtain the impedance matrix [K3, it is necessary to solve a mixed

boundary-value problem in which vanishing tractions are imposed on the
portion of the surface z = 0 not covered by the rigid foundations while
displacement constraints in the form of rigid-body displacements are

imposed on the foundation contact areas. The problem can be formulated by

means of the integral representation as follows:
N

{U(x)} = [G(~,x-<, P)3 Tj(Q) dSj (4) + { Ug(x) } (4-5)

j 1 S.j
in which { U(><) } = (Ux ~ Uy Uz)T represents the displacement vector at a

point x on the soil surface; Tj(< ) the vector of tractions that the jth
foundation exerts on the soil; [G] is the 3 x 3 matrix of Green's

functions; Sj is the area of the jth foundation; and {Ug(x)} i s the
free-field motion on the ground surface. For n'umerical computations each

of the 0 foundations is di scretized into smaller rectangular subregions
over which the tractions are assumed to be uniform. Based on this
discretization, the discrete form of Eq. (4-5) becomes

M n.
kx

Uik} = ~ ~ [Gij j {Rj p } + {Ugik}

j=l R=l

in which {U; k} represents the vector of averaged di spl acement over the kth
subregion of the ith foundation and {Ugik} the corresponding averaged
free-field motion. The vector {Rj~} represents the resultant of the
traction vector over the <th subregion of the jth foundation and nj is the

kR
number of subdivision of the jth foundation. The matrix [G;j3 is defined
by
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ka
L'G>g) = [G(<, x-~, P) j dSik(x) dSgg(Y) (4-7)

lk JR Slk SJg,

in which Sik represents the area of the kth subregion of the ith
founda'ion. The numerical integration procedure for calculating the

Green's functions for a layered half-space appearing in Eq. (4-7) are

described by Apsel and Luco in Ref. (4). The procedure uses separate

integration schemes for the singularities and the regular part of the

integrand. The singularities of the integrand, contained in the static
Green's functions for a uniform half-space, are integrated analytically.
The remaining n'on-singular part of the integrand is integrated by Gaussian

quadrature.

In matrix notation, Eq. (4-6) can be written in the form

Ul

U2

Gll G12

G21 G22

Rl

R2

GNN RN

Ugl
+ Ug2

'UgN

(4-8)

in which the vectors (Ui) and (Ri) represent the average displacement and

the resultant forces over each of the subregions of the ith foundation,

respectively. The vectors (U») and the submatrices [G;>3 are defined

similarly. Since the subregion are rectangular in shape, the average

value is assuaged to be the value at the center of the subregion in CLAF.

The displacement boundary condition on S;, averaged over each subregion of

S;, is given by

(U;) = [c'ii~ Uoi) (4-9)

where (Uoi) is the 6 x 1 vector of generalized displacements for the ith
foundation and [+;i3 is a 3ni x 6 matrix connecting the motion of the

center of area of each subregion with each of the rigid-body degrees of
freedom of the ith foundation, and is given by
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0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0 -xil/a
-yil/a xil/a 0

0 0

-yi2/a xi 2/a

yi 2/a

-xi2/a
0

(4-10)

in which (xik, y;k) are the coordinates of the center of area of the kth
subregion of the ith foundation. The displacement boundary condition for
all N foundations can then be written in the form

{0 )= [a3{uo) (4-11)

in which {U )= ({Ul)T, {U2)T, ..., {UN) ), {Uo) is the generalized
displacement vector for the N foundations and [3 is a block diagonal
matrix of [Qij.

Substitution from Eq. (4-11) into Eq. (4-8) and solving for {R) = ({Rl )T,

R2)T ., {RN)T)T leads to

{R) = [G3 [ +] {Uo ) [G] 1 {Ug) (4-12)

in which [Gj is the matrix of Green's function appearing in Eq. (4-8) and

{ Ug) = ( 0gl, {Ug2), ... {UgN) )

The generalized force {Fsi) that the ith foundation exerts on the soil is
given by

{Fsi) = [~iij {Ri) (4-13)

considering all N foundations, Eq. (4-13) becomes

{Fs) = [a]T {R) (4-14)
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in which iF>) is the generalized force vector for the N foundations.

Substitution from Eq. (4-12) into Eq. (4-14) and comparison with Eqs.

(4-1) and (4-2) leads to

[K3 = [1']T [<3 (4-15)

and

(Fo" } = [I']7 {Ug) (4-16)

where

[s] = [G3-1 [ ~ (4-17)

Eqs. (4-15) and (4-16) indicate that both the impedance matrix and the
driving force vector can be easily calculated once the matrix [~3 has been

obtained. The columns of the matrix [I'3 represent the contact tractions
on all the subregions for unit rigid. body motions of the foundations in
the «d«(Ulox Uloy. Uloz a elox. a 8 oy a oz. U ox " oy

N

When the number of foundations is large, the order 3M x 3M (M = W n>) ofJ

the complex matrix [G] appearing in Eq. (4-17) is large and the direct
solution of the matrix equation required to calculate [G] can become

costly. Recognizing that the dominant terms of [G3 are block diagonal, a

special iterative solution scheme which circumvents the costly direct
solution is described in Section 8.

Let [C3 represent the compliance matrix for the foundations. By

defini tion of the compl i ance matri x,

Lc3 = [v,]-1 (4-18)
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By substituting [K] from Eq. (4-15) into Eq. (4-18), [C] can be calculated

by

[C] = ([I'T [a])-1 = [a]T [G] [a] 4-19,)

where ["'] and [c] are as defined in Eqs. (4-17) and (4-10), respectively.

Once the compliance matrix and the traction matrix are known, the

scattered foundation input motion vector can be easily obtained as

described in Section 6.
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Fig. 4-1. Description of the Model and Coordinate System
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5. FREE-FIELD MOTION

The characterization of free-field motion in CLASSIF requires the

specification of the three time history components of motion at a point,

two equivalent phase velocities, the incidence angle of wave propagation

direction and the incident wave type. The free-field surface motion

derived from this model has a uniform amplitude of motion but with phase

differences at different points on the ground surface.

Ih order to avoid using too many parameters for describing each incident

wave field, the free-field motions prescribed on the ground surface are

represented in CLASSIF by the following general wave form:

uL( ~)

uT( >)

uy( u))

~L

UT

UP

e" 1 ( +/c ( >) ) x F ( u) (5-1)

in which x'
6

F(<) =

c(u)) =

UL UT O'V

x cose+ y sine,
the direction of wave propagation measured counter-clockwise

to the x-axis,
Fourier transform of the free-field ground motion,

the apparent wave propagation velocity,
the complex amplitude of the longitudinal, transverse, and

vertical components, respectively, as shown in Figure 5-1.

The general wave field described in the form of Eq. (5-1) is intended to

separate the more complex frequency function of the motion pertaining to
the time history of the motion from the more smooth frequency function
that describes the wave field characteristics of the soil medium. The

form has the advantage that for many idealized simple wave fields, at
least one of the parameters uL, uT, and uy can be prescribed as a constant

over frequency. For example, only the uT( ~) component is nonzero for SH

or Love waves; therefore, by setting uT = 1, and F(<) = uT(<) at x' 0,

Eq. (5-1) has effectively separated the seismic frequency content from the

wave form. For P, SY, or Rayleigh waves in a layered medium, the uL(<)
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and uy(~) components are coupled; the best method is to make uL = 1, uy(~)
= uy(u)/uL(u) and F(>) = uL(>) at x' 0. The ratio uy(w) for this case

is still a function of frequency (except for a uniform half-space), but lt
is a smooth frequency function in the form of the impedance matrix [K(co)]

because the seismic frequency contents are represented by F(~).

Alternatively, the same motions can be prescribed by setting uy = 1, uL(~)
= uL(>)/uy(<), and F(~) = uy(~) at x' 0.

The phase term e-i("/c(" ))x in Eq. (5-1) describes the variation of phase

along the di'rection of propagation x'. The apparent velocity of wave

propagation, c(~ ), determines the wavelength on the surface and is
therefore instrumental in determining the amount of wave scattering from

the foundation. For body waves in an elastic medium, c(~ ) is a constant
'nd is related to the angle of wave .incidence. For example, the apparent
velocity is infinite (c ~ ) for vertically incident S or P waves because

the phase is identical for all points on the surface. For other angles of
incidence, c = 1/cos ev, where ev is an angle measured with respect to the
horizontal axi s x'.

For surface waves in a layered medium, c( >) is a function of frequency
(except for a Rayleigh wave in a uniform half-space) and it is equal to
the phase velocity of the surface waves. The variation of velocity c( ~)

with frequency is different for each mode of surface waves; furthermore,
some modes do not exist below a critical frequency. Thus, the normalized

amplitudes uL, uT, or uy should be set to zero for frequencies lower than

the critical frequency.

Using the representation of Eq. (5-1), free-field motions that are

comprised of "Nw" plane wave fields such that the ith plane wave has a

frequency content F;(~), a propagation velocity ci(<), and a direction of
propagation, e>, can be represented in CLASSIF by the following general
form:

(Ug) = I.W) {F(~)} (5-2)
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where (Ug)T = (Ugx Ugy Ugz)T, and [Wj is the normalized wave form matrix

given by

[Wj =

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

uiL(") cosei uiT sinoi
uiL(<o) sinei + uiT'cosei

u~ y(a))

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

(5-3)

and xi = xcosei + ysinei.
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5-1. Incident Plane Wave Propagation
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6. SCATTERED FOUNDATION INPUT MOTIONS

The problem of determining the response of a rigid massless foundation

subjected to seismic waves is a mixed boundary-value problem in
elastodynamics, as described in Section 4. On the free surface of the

ground the condition of zero tracti ons is imposed, whi 1 e at the interface
between the foundation and the soil, displacement conditions are

prescribed. The displacement on the interface must correspond to a

rigid-body motion of the foundation and the resultant force and moment of
the contact tractions must be zero. Furthermore, as the foundation tends

to infinity the total displacement field must tend to the free-field
motion. In CLASSIF, the. formulation is obtained by introducing the

concept of seismic driving forces. Referring to Eqs. (4-1) and (4-18),
the total response {Uo) of a rigid massless foundation subjected to
seismic excitation and to external forces {Fs) is given by

Uo) = {Uo*) + [C( +) ] «Fs) (6-1)

where {Uo*) is the foundation input motion and [C(u)] is the compliance
matrix for the foundation, Eq. (6-1) can also be written in the form*

{Uo) = [C( +)] ( {Fs) + {Fo*)) (6-2)

where the driving force vector {Fo*) is such that (see also Eq. (4.2))

{U,*) = [C(~)] {Fo*) (6-3)

The physical meaning of the driving force vector {Fo*) can be obtained by

inspection of Eq. (6-2). In particular, if the foundation is held fixed
under the action of the seismic excitation, then {Uo) = 0 and

- {Fo*) i.e. the external forces required to keep the foundation
fixed are of equal amplitude and opposite direction to the driving
forces. The driving force vector, thus, represents the forces and moments

that the soil exerts on the foundation when the foundation is held fixed
while subjected to the seismic excitation.
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Substituting the driving force vector in Eq. (4-16) into Eq. (6-3) gives

(U ") = [C( )j [rjT {Ug)

which indicates that the scattered foundation input motion corresponds to

a weighted average of the free-field motion along the contact area between

the foundation and the soil. The weight factors are the contact tractions

induced by each mode of the six rigid-body motion degrees-of-freedom.

Define the scattering matrix [S(~) 3 as the transfer function between the

free-field motion and the scattered foundation input motion as follows,

[S(>) j = [C(~)] [I'3T

Thus, by substituting Eq.. (6-5) into Eq. (6-4), the scattered foundation

input motions can be rewritten as

(Uo") = [S( )3 (Og) (6-6)

For the free-field motion that is represented by "Nw" plane wave in the

form of Eq. (5-2), Eq. (6-6) can be combined with Eq. (5-2) to give

( Uo ) = [S(~ )j «F(~))

where [S(~)3 = the normalized scattering matrix = [S(~)3[M3. It should be

noted that the scattered foundations input motion (Uo*) generally contains

the irregular frequency content of the seismic motion, and is not suited

for interpolations. However, by expressing (Uo ) in the form of

Eq. (6-7), [S(s)3 is a matrix of smooth frequency functions for which

interpolations are more suitable. The representation by Eq. (6-7) also

has the advantage that (F(~)) which relates to the input seismic time
IL

history, can be changed without affecting [S(~) j which is strictly a

function of the wave form and the geometry of the foundation-soil system.

The numerical scheme used in the program for interpolating both [S(~) j and

[Kj is described in Section 8.
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7. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND SOLUTION PROCEDURE

7.1 E uati ons of Motion

The equations of motion expression for. the dynamic equilibrium of the

SSI system at the base can be written in the time domain as follows:

{F) - [Mo] {Uo) = 0 (7-1)

in which {F) represents the 6Nxl force vector acting on the N

foundations, [Mo3 represents the 6Nx6N block diagonal mass matrix

composed of the foundation mass and mass moment of inertia, and {Uo)

represents the 6Nxl acceleration response vector of the N foundations.

In the frequency domain, Eq. (7-1) can be rewritten as follows:

{F, + co2[Mo] {Uo) =. 0

in which ~ is the circular frequency, {Uo) = - ~2 {Uo), and {Uo)

the unknown 6Nxl 'displacement vector of the N foundations that are to
be determined.

The forces acting on the foundations subjected to seismic input
motions and external forced vibration can be written as

{F) = {Fb )+ {Fe) - {Fs) (7-3)

in which {Fe) is the external force vector acting on the foundations,
{Fs) is the generalized interaction force vector acting on the

foundations as given by Eq. (4-1), {Fb) is the generalized force
vector that the structures exert on the foundations which can be

determined as follows.

Consider the equations of motion for one of 'the structure which can

be written as follows:
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- 8 [M] (UT ) + i~ [Cs] {U) + [Ks] (U) = (FE) (7-4)

in which [M] is the structural mass matrix, [Cs] is the structural
damping matrix, {U) is the structural relative displacement vector,

[Ks] is the structural stiffness matrix, {FE! i.= the external force
vector applied on the structure, i is equal to J-1, and (UT) is the

total structural displacement vector which can be written as

{UT) = [<s] {Uo) + {U) (7-5)

where [us] is the rigid-body transformation matrix of the structure
which is given by

I s]=

1 0 0 I

o 1 o I

0 0 1 I

—-'- —I

0 0 0 I

0 0 0 I

0 0 0 I

0 zJ -yJ
-.zJ 0 xJ

y~ -x~ 0

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

(7-6)

in which (xJ, yJ, zJ) are the jth nodal coordinates of the structure.

Substituting Eq. (7-5) into Eq. (7-4) yields

( (u [M] + 1 +[Cs] + [Ks]) {U ) = u [M] [~] {Uo ) + (FE ) (7-7)

Assuming that the structure possesses classical normal modes, the
generalized displacements of structure can be transformed into the
normal displacements as follows,
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«U) = [43 «n> (7-8)

in which [<] is the mode shape matrix and [n] is the normal

displacement vector. Substituting Eq. (7-8) into Eq. (7-7), and then

premultiplying Eq. (7-7) by [4]T and invoking the following

orthogonal properties of normal modes

[c]T [N] L43 = [I]
I. >]T [K 3 [43 = [ "
[" ~T [Cs3 [43 = I.'~r(r 3

(7-9)

in which ~r is the rth modal frequency and 4r is the rth modal

damping, Eq. (7-7) can be rewr'itten as follows,

2 + 2)MQrgr + M ] «n) = ~2[y] {Uo) + [p]T {FE) (7-10)

where Y is the modal participation matrix given by

Y] = [y]T [g] [as] (7-11)

The normal displacement [n3 can be solved from Eq. (7-10) as follows:

«n) = [D(~)] ([v] {Uo) + (1/>) [4]T {FE))

in which [D(~)] is the modal amplification matrix given by

(7-12)

[D(~)3 =

2
( ~/+)

1 + ( (g/g) 2 + 2; q ( (g/+)
(7-13)

The total displacement of the structure in Eq. (7-5) can then be

obtained from using Eqs. (7-12) and (7-8) as follows

«UT) = ([as] + [4][D(<)][V]){Uo> + (1/>)[43[D(~)3[4]T{FE) (7-14)

The forces that the structure exerts on the foundation are given by
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{Fb) = [~sjT ({FE) + (g2[M] {UT3) (7-15)

Substituting Eq. (7-14) into Eq. (7-15) and rearranging the terms,
the forces {Fb) can then be exPressed in terms of the unknown {Uo) as

follows,

{ Fb) = „2[Mb(")j {Uo) + [vb*j {FE) (7-16)

in which [vb*j is the forced modal participation factor matrix given

by

Yb~~ = [~s]T + [~ jT [D(+)j [4,]T (7-17)

and [Mb(<)j is the equivalent mass matrix given by

[Mb((o)] = [Mboj + [Yj [D(<o)j [y)

in which

(7-18)

[Mbo~ = L sjT [Mj [asj (7-19)

corresponds to the 6 x 6 mass matrix of the superstructure for rigid
translations and rotations about the point of reference on the
foundation.

It is of interest to observe the behavior of the equivalent mass

matrix [Mb(~)3 as the frequency ~ tends to infinity. From

Eq. (7-13), it can be seen that [D(~)j ~ [Ij as ~ ". Eq. (7-18)
indicates, then, that

[Mb(+)3 ~ [Mbo3 " [>jT [v3 as ~ (7-2O)

If the set of fixed-base modes is complete, it can be shown that

(7-21)
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Eqs. (7-20) and (7-22) reveal that if the set of fixed base modes is
complete, [Mb(~)] -+ o as ~ ~ . Referring to Eq. (2-7), it may be

seen that at ".ufficiently high frequencies; the total response of the

foundation (Uo) becomes essentially independent of the properties of
the superstructure.

If the set of modes is not complete, [Mb(~)] will not tend to zero as

co -+ , but to a residual. mass matrix which represents the
contribution to the base forces and moments of the modes excluded.

For most practical applications, not all fixed-base modes need to be

considered. 'If the first m modes of vibration are included, then the

matrices [ 4], [ >], and [D(>)] will have dimensions 6H x m, 6 x m, and

m x m, respectively. One of the advantages of the formulation is
that the contributions of the missing modes, i .e., the modes higher
than the m th mode, to the base forces and moments are still
approximately represented .in the equivalent mass matrix [Mb(<)]
through the matrix [Mbo].

Another advantage- of the procedure described to obtain the equivalent
mass matrix is that the fixed-base mode shapes, natural frequencies,
modal damping ratios,and participation factors can be obtained by the
method most appropriate to the particular. structure being analyzed.
For complex structures, these quantities may be obtained by use of a

finite element model; in other cases, simplified lumped mass or
continuous representations may be adequate.

With (Fb ) given in Eq, (7-16), the next step is to determine (Uo) in
Eq. (7-2). This can be achieved by substituting (Fb) in Eq. (7-16)
into Eq. (7-2) as follows:

( Uo) = ( [K] + ( [Mo] + [Mb(a)) ] ) ) ( (Fe ) + [Yb*] (FE) + {Fo*))

(.7-23)
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It is of interest to note that {Uo» in Eq. (7-23) can be further
simplified for the following special cases when the SSI system is
excited by only the seismic input motion or the external force

excitation.

Case (a): Seismic In ut Motion

For a special case of seismic input motions only, i.e., { Fe} = {FE} =

{0», {Uo} in Eq. (7-23) can be simplified, after substituting {Fo"}

from Eq. (4-2) into Eq. (7-23), as follows,

Uo» = [H*o(")j Uo*» (7-24)

in which [H*o'(<o)3 is the transfer function between scattered
foundation input motions and foundation interaction motions, and is
given by

[H*o(>)j ='[I3 - > [C3 ([~oj + [Mb(>)j) ) (7-25)

It can be noted that {Uo} given by Eq. (7-24) is identical with that
previous given by Eq. (2-7) in Section 2. Substituting Eq. (6-6)
into Eq. (7-24) gives

= LHgo(")j Ug (7-26)

in which [Hgo(~)3 is the transfer function between free-field ground

motions and foundation interaction motions, and is given by

[Hgo(~)j = [H*o(~)j [S(~)j (7-27)

in which [S(~) j is the scattering matrix, as previously defined in
Eq. (6-5). For the purpose of numerical computation as discussed in
Section 6, it is more convenient to use Eq. (6-7) rather than

Eq. (6-6) for {Uo"». As a result, {Uoh in Eq. (7-26) can be

rewritten in the form suitable for numerical computation as follows,
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Uo) = [Hgo(+ ) ] ( F(+ )> (7-28)

[Hgo((o ) ] i s the normal i zed transfer functi on of [Hgo( ) ],
[Hgo((g)] = [H*o(~')][S(~)], and [F(u)] is as defined in

Eq. ( 5-2) .

Once (Uo) is determined, the'otal structure displacement response

'UT) can readily be obtained from substituting Eq. (7-26) into

Eq. (7-14) as follows,

( UT) = [Hgs(<o ) ] ( 0g) (7-29)

\

in which [Hgs(~)] is the transfer function between free-field ground

motions and structural responses, and is given by

[Hgs(")] =. [Hos(<)][Hgo(<)] (7-3O)

in which [Hgo(<)] is as defined in Eq. (7-27), and [Hos(co)] is the

transfer function between 'foundation interaction motions and

structural responses, and is given by

[Hos(~ )] = [as] + [4 ] [D(~)] [v] (7-31)

It follows that the absolute acceleration responses of structure can

simply be obtained from Eq. (7-29) as

(UT) = - >2 (UT)

in which (UT) is as given by Eq. (7-29).

(7-32)

Case (b): External Force Excitation

For a special case of external force excitation, i.e., ( Fo*) = 0,
in Eq. (7-23) can be reduced to

Uo' [Heo(~ )] ( Fe) + [HEo(" )] ( FE) (7-33) .
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in which [Heo(+)] is the transfer function between the external
forces applied at the foundation base and the foundation interaction
moti on, and i s gi ven .by

[Heo(Q)] = ([K] cg2([Mo] + [Mb(~)]))~ . (7-34)

and [HEo(~)] is the transfer function between the external forces.
applied on the structures and the foundation interaction motions, and

is given by

[HEo(~ )] = LHeo(~ )]L vb*] (7-35)

in which [Heo(~)] and [yb*] are as defined in Eq. (7-34) and (7-'17),

respecti vely.

To obtain the total structural displacement response {UT) for this
case, Eq. (7-33) i s substi tuted i nto Eq. (7-14) to gi ve

{ UT) = [Hes(o))] {Fe) + [HEs(z)] {FE} (7-36)

in which [Hes(~)] is the transfer function between external forces
applied at the foundation base and structural responses, and is given
by

[Hes(+ )l = [Hos(~)] [Heo(~)] (7-37)

in which [Heo(lo)] and [Hos(>)] are as defined in Eqs. (7-34) and

(7-31), respectively; and [HEs(~)] is the transfer function between
external forces applied on the structure and structural responses,
and is given by

[HEs(u) )] = [Hos(u))] [HEo(u))] + [HEs*(o))] (7-38)

[HEs*(lA)) ] i s the transfer functi on between external forces
applied on the structure and foundation interaction motions, and is
given by
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[H*Esg )3 = (1/> ) [0] [D(~)j Lkj (7-39)

Once (UT) is determined from Eq. (7-36), the corresponding (UT) can,

again, be easily obtained using Eq. (7-32).

7.2 Solution Procedure

The equations of motion of the SSI problem formulated in the

frequency domain in Section 7.1 can be solved in the frequency domain

for the frequency response function. To obtain the time hi story
(transient) response from the frequency response of the SSI system,

the following solution procedure is used in the CLASSIF program.

(1) Let g(t) be the input time history for either the seismic

free-field ground motion or the external forcing function.
Then, the Fourier transform of g(t) is computed from

F(u)) = g(t) e-i"t dt (7-40)

in which F(~) is the Fourier transform of g(t), < i's the

circular frequency, t is time, and i = ~1.

(2) Using F(~) computed from step (1), the foundation interaction
(Uo> can be computed from Eq. (7-28) for sei smic motion

input, or from.Eq. (7-33) for forcing function input.

(3) The time history response of the foundation interaction motion

(Uo(t)) can be obtained from performing the inverse Fourier
transform of (Uo) as follows

Uo(t) = (1/2 ) (Uo)ei"t d~ (7-41)

(4) To obtain the time history response of the structure, the

frequency response of the structure (UT> can similarly be

computed using Eq. (7-29) for seismic motion input, or'using

Eq. (7-36) for forcing function input.
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(5) Once (UT) is determined from step (4), the time history
response of the structure (UT(t)) can, again, be obtained from

performing the inverse Fourier transform of (UT) as follows

( UT(t) ) = (1/2~) (UT)eight d (7-42)
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8. NUMERICAL SOLUTION TECHNI(}UES

In this section, the numerical solution techniques used in the CLASSIF .

program for computing integration, interpolation, and inversion of Green's

func ions are presented. The numerical criterion for discretization of
foundation subregions is also presented.

8.1 Numerical Inte ration Scheme for Com utin Green's Functions

The technique for the numerical integration of Green's functions has

been- developed and presented by Apsel and Luco in Ref. 4. This paper
is reproduced in Appendix A for easy reference. The numerical

integration scheme used in CLASSIF uses the method of quadrature
which is based on the local representation of the function by a

fourth order (quartric) polynomial, as given by Eq. (8) in Ref. 4. A

five-point sampling of the Green's function kernel is applied to
check the adequacy of the representation locally by the quartric
polynomial in the wave number domain. The sampling points is a given
wave number interval are selected according to an error criterion, as

given by Eq. (16) in Ref. 4, which requires that the contribution of
the fifth order term in the polynomial expansion of the Green's

function kernal to the Green's function integral over the interval be

significantly smaller than the integral. This numerical integration
scheme includes an automatic checking procedure that, if the

prescribed tolerance of the error criterion is not satisfied, a new

sampling point is automatically inserted between the two points with
the largest spacing. The sequence of points is then renumbered and

integration including. the new point sampled is performed. This

process is repeated until the prescribed tolerance (set to be 0.002
in the program) is satisfied. Thus, the accuracy of the numerical
integration scheme for Green's function is automatically ensured to
within the set tolerance with this automatic checking procedure.
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8.2 S atial Inter olation Scheme for Com utin Green's Functions

As indicated in Section 3, it is more economical to obtain the

Green's function matrix needed for impedance calculations described

in Sectio." 4 hy interpolation from the precalculated Green's function
table because of the large number of points at which the

Green'unctions

must be calculated. It has been shown in Eq. (3-10) that
for a frequency, ~, and a set of soil pr operties, p, the Green's

functions depend on only the parameter bo = ~R/B. Thus, the Green's

function matrix are calculated by program module GLAYER for a

selected set of values of bo, and the matrices for all other values

of bo are obtai ned by i nterpol ati on usi ng the tabl e of ca 1 cul ated

values. To minimize the errors created by the interpolation, an

optimal increment, abo, for the Green's function table must be chosen

small enough so that a prescribed accuracy can be obtained; on the

other hand, abo should'e chosen sufficiently large so that the
number of points in the table is reasonable. This optimal increment
is generally dependent on the frequency and the soil properties; it
is therefore not easily predicted before the calculation. An

algorithm for setting up interpolation tables for the four functions
(frr, fear, frz', and fz'z') is described here. Using this method,

the increment size is determined automatically by the computer

program and the complete set of tables (one for each frequency) are
calculated using a minimum number of frequencies.

The interpolation of Green's function values for each specified
frequency is performed using a second order polynomial with three
equally spaced points as follows,

f(xo+qh) = (1/2)q(q-1) f(xo-h) + (1+q2)f(xo) + (1'/2)q(q+1)f(xo+h)

(8-1 )

in which q = (x-xo)/h, h is an equally spaced increment, and f(x) is
a function of one spatial variable. The interpolation is initiated
by calculating a set of Green's function values with a relatively
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coarse increment, then the increments are halved and new values at

the half increments are calculated using Eq. (S-l). Following the

new calculations, accuracy tests are performed by comparing the exact

calculated values with the interpolated values at several check

points based on the following criterion

Ek = )(fk* - fk)/fk[ < c , k = 1, 2, ~ ~ nc

in which ~ k is the relative error of the calculated value at the k th

check point, fk is the exact value at the kth check poi nt, fk* is the

interpolated value at the kth check point calculated from Eq. (8-1),
c is the allowable relative error which has been set in GLAYER as 2X,

nc is the total number of check points. If the accuracy of the

interpolated values tested at the check points does not satisfy the

criterion given by Eq. (8-2), another set of hal'f increments between

all previous points are established and the new Green's fuqction
values are calculated. The process is then repeated until the

prescribed accuracy is reached.

For example, consider the initial table of Green's function, values

consisting of points 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9. The second set of points at
locations in between the first five, i.e., 2, 4, 6 and 8, are then

interpolated from the initial points using Eq. (8-1). At this time,
it is possible to use some of the initial points for accuracy check;

i.e., f3*, calculated from points 2, 4 and 6 by the equation

f3* = (3/8) f2 + (3/4) f4 - (1/8) f6 (8-3)

Eq. (8-3) is obtained from Eq. (S-l) by using point number 4 as xo,
h = x4-x2 = x6-x4, and q = (x3-x4)/h = -1/2.

The accuracy of the interpolation can simply be estimated from the

criterion given in Eq. (8-2), i.e.,
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l(f3* - f3)/f3I < c 0
Using a similar scheme as Eq. (8-3), f5* can be calculated'by either

f5* '= (3/8) f4 + (3/4) f6 - (1/8) f8 (8-5)

or

f5" = -(1/8) f2 + (3/4) f4 + (3/8) f6

However, to be consistent with CLAF, f5" is always interpolated with
q<0; i.e., Eq. (8-5), where the index of the interpolated point is
always between the indices of the first two of the three given points.

If the error computed by Eq. (8-4) is not within the desired
tolerance, the table must be further, refined by calculating values at
the "1/2" points; i.e., xl 5, x2.5, ..., etc. Following the latest
calculations, a new estimate of f3* can be interpolated from f2 5,
f3.5, and f4.5 as

f3* = (3/8) f2.5 + (3/4) f3.5 -(1/8) f4.5 (8-7)

in which Eq. (8-7) is obtained by substituting x0 =x 3 5,

x4.5 - x3.5, and q = -1/2 into Eq. (8-1). The new value of f3*
given by Eq. (8-7) should be a better estimate of f3, the error is of
order (~x)3 each time the increment ~x is halved. This process i.s

repeated until the prescribed accuracy is reached. Thus, the
accuracy of spatial interpolation of Green's function is
automatically ensured to within the set tolerance with this automatic
checking procedure.

8.3 Numerical Iterative Scheme for Invertin Green's Functions

As presented in Section 4, for multiple foundations interacting
through soil, when the number of foundations is large, the order of
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the matrix [G] in Eq. (4-17) can be large and the required inversion
of this matrix to generate impedance for foundations for each

frequency can become costly. This is particularly true at high

frequencies when each foundation has to be divided into a large
number of subregions. To avoid this problem Wong and Luco (Ref. 5)

has developed an interactive solution procedure based on the

observation that the diagonal blocks of the compliance matrix are

only slightly affected by the presence of adjacent foundations. To

describe this procedure, it is convenient to write the matrix [G] in
the form,

EG3 = [Gp]([I] " LGo3 EB3) (8-8)

in which [I] is the 3M x 3M identity matrix, M is the total number of
foundation subregions, [Gp] is the block diagonal matrix defined by

[Gp3 =

0 G22

0 0

0 0

0 0.

GNN

(8-9)

and

[B3 =

0 G12 G13

G21 0 G23

G31 G32 0 ~ (8-10)

The inverse of [G] is given by

LG3 = ([>3 [Gp3" [B3) LGp3" (8-11)

which upon expansion in powers of [Gp]-1 [B] leads to

EG3 =[G ] +[Go3 EB3[Go3 +LGp3 [B][Go] EB3LGp3 +. " (8-12)
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Substitution from Eq. (8-12) into Eq. (4-17) results in 0
[r] = X [i"n]

n 0
(8-13)

in which

[ "o] = [Go3 [+j (8-14)

and

["n] = [Go]-1 [B] ["n-1] , n > 1 (8-15)

The successive terms in Eq. (8-13) have an interesting physical
interpretation. The term [ Io] represents the resultant of the
contact tractions on each of the subregions for the case that each of
the rigid foundations is considered as an isolated foundation. The

term [I'13 represents the contact tractions on the various subregions
when the foundations are held fixed under the wave displacement field
created by [I'o]. In the calculation of [I'1] each foundation is
considered to be isolated. 'hus [I'13 represents a first order
correction to the contact tractions due to the fact that the wave

field created by the tractions [ "o3 is such that the waves radiating
from the ith foundation satisfy the rigid-body motion displacement
condition on that foundation but not on the others. The terms [ I'2],
[t'3] ... have similar interpretations and represent successive
corrections to the contact tractions.

The iterative approach has a number of computational advantages over
the direct approach. These advantages are discussed in the Appendix
of Ref. 5. In particular, for a large number of foundations N all
subdivided into the same number of subdivisions no, the ratio of the
number of complex operations after k interactions in the iterative
approach to that in the direct approach can be approximated by
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18k/(3no + 18). For k = 10 iterations and no = 10 x 10 = 100, the

ratio is 0.566 indicating a considerable saving. For a small number

of foundations (N = 2) the savings in the number of operations are

not as significant.

8.4 Numerical Criterion for Discretization of Foundation Subre ions

The convergence and accuracy of the iterative approach for inverting
Green's functions in Section 8.3 have been tested for a wide

frequency range and complete numerical results describing the effects
of the separation between two square rigid foundations on, the

impedance functions have been presented by Mong and Luco in Ref. 5.

It was found that for small separations the calculated impedances are

markedly affected by the particular choice of di scretization of the
foundations. The criterion for the discretization of the foundation
was also studied and establ i shed for the impedance calculation. The

criterion requires that the. foundation be discretized with finer
subregions at the foundation perimeter where the stress gradient is
the highest. As an example, if the foundation of dimension 2ax2a is
subdivided into 10x10 perpendicular grids, the center points of these
grids which are used for the integration of Green's functions, are

required to be separated with the distance ~ times the factors (1, ,
~ 2, ~3, ~4, <4, <3, +2, ~, 1), in which a = a (a - 1)/(u5 - 1), and

a <1. Ref. 5 has demonstrated that a = 2.0 gives a sufficient
accuracy for the impedance calculation. The adequacy of this
criterion for impedance calculation has also been demonstrated by the
extensive benchmarking studies performed in the CLASSIF Validation
Report (Ref. 6).
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Appendix A:

A copy of Paper by Apsel, R. J., and J. E. Luco, "On the Green's Functions
for a Layered Half-Space. Part II.," Bulletin of the Seismological Society
of America, Vol. 73, No. 4, August 1983.
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At>stnAcr

A nwnerksl procedwo lo oblotn Ihe dvnsmk Green' tune(tons for layered
vlocoetasUc rnodla lo presented. the procedure ls based onnumorksl evaluation
ol certain Hant>el.typo Into>trots whkn appear In on Inlogrol representation
dorhed prerkuofy by Iho authors. Con>pa>loons Ilustrsunu tho scwscy ond
its xtb>4ty of Ihe approach aro mode with o number ol ootutkes obtained by other
nwthodo.

IHlnunt>t;tlnH

ln a companion pal>cr (luce snd Apso), (983), the authors hove presented sn
integral reprvsentat>on fur Ihe rumple(a three. dimensional response of a layered
viscoelastic half apace (or an arbitrary buried source. In th(o methurl, the rliffcrrnl
I'wrier con>punenta (with respect Io aximuth) of Ihc response, in the (rcquency
domain, are expressed in tcrnl of semi infinite ) Isn(>el lype integrsls with respect
to horixuntal wavenumber. 'fhe numerical evaluation of thc response requires the
development of an efC>cicnl snd accurate technique to eomputc such h>tegrs(x. The
numerical technique should bc stable (or the extreme conditions Invulved in sppli.
ca(iona to prublcms in seismology and earthqua(te engineering which are character-
ised by a wide range of frequencies, source.to.observer distances, and earth or soil
stratigraphic rnodeb. The C>rst part of Ods study is addressed lo lhe description of
8 numerics) technique to sccon>plish these purposes.

The secorul objective of thc study is Io validate thc complete represents. vn as
well as the method ofnumerical integration by comparison with complete or pattie)
~olu lions obtained by other methudL These con>parisons ab>o dine(rote lhe ()ex bility
of the proposed method to evaluate the dynandc response of a h>yered viscoelastic
half space under various condith>ns.

h'lgtl>DD oy IHtgoRAttoH

(nfrgru(rcprcxcnlnliun. In s conq>anion paper (IA>co and Apeel, 1983) we uhtsined
in integral representation for Ihe displacement snd stress C>elds in ~ layered
vb>cuc(axtic medimn for a distribution o( body forces per unit volume given, m
cylindrical coordinates. by

F/(r,(f,x:a>)f (I / ~x F'ro,xalcox(ng-g )
F;>(r, g, x; u) —(-J }'. Fa,(ro. zo)sin(ng - (L,) II)
F:(r.g.x ulI ~ ~.--,;..9-A.)

where j(n>)>cstcs th» layer number, gd is thc Kronecbcr delta, q are constants with
dimensions of force, and, Fenu Fur, F"> are given functions of the d(mcnsiordeso
variables ro - w/1) ond x «o>r/j) in which a> is the (requency, and /) ia ~ shear wave
velocity uf re(erencc. In writing erp>stion (I), it hss been assumed that Ihe body
forces are runcentr>(ted in Ihc (lh layer. In Ihixcase, the soiut ion for Ihe dip(ace>nant
and stress C>elds in lhe jlh medium c)n b» written in the fornt
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wh«r> p rcpr«sents ~ shear modub>s of reference. The tern>5 I/'( ..... Z'„, ....
app«aring in equation (2) sre functions of rs and zr, and are obtained from the
fiillowingI(soke) transform type integrab

kJ»>i(kril dk (3)

~ h
2>'itl', Zh», Z(.~ + EI>». Zh»+ (U, + ntl) ), E'>, t 'n(/l s (I'r )
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where u I~ ~ o i arc functions of Ihe dimension(«as wavcnumbcr k snd ot r» In
«qua(iona 13) and (I), c Ifig/()>, /I, Ip /p,)u'. >I, p/p„snd p p//) is ~ density
ot ref«>ence. The tern>s u',, u$ . of>~, o(> ~, o ii.,and o Q are avsocialed with waves
which in the tar (ield are po(arixcd in vertical planes (I'. SV. and ILsyleigh waves),
while u(, o >», and o z>. sre associated with waves Polarized in horizontal Planes
(>ff and lave; wsvesl. An eAictent method to evaluate the funclions u(„,
..., o'»...... for point snd ring loads in a layered medium has been presented by
the authors (Luco snd Apsel, (963). These Functions of the dimensi<mless wavenum.
ber k depend on the character(sties of the layered medium, on frequency, and on thc
depth of Ihe source, z»'. and observer zv.

Vziuations (2) Io (4) indicate that, to obt ~ in the response in the frequency domain
for concentrated loaib applied ~ I a point of coordinates (0, z'), it is necessary lo
cva(uate intcgrsls of the form

I (r»,z, ~
z»') f Flk, z» zc')J (kr») rfk

zv

where n takes vs(ues 0. I. snd 2. For ring loads of radius o located at ~ depth z', Ihs
fn>m i>f Ihe o>nesponding integral is given by

D

»
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I (r». z». zd)
J

F(k. z», z;)J (ko,)J„(krv) dk (6)

wh«r«n u>//l and n ts)>rs Ihe values m —I, m, and m + I (IA>co and Ai>sel,
19rtt). 'I'hc ilihqrulty iiievaluating integrsb i>f Ihe type given by equations (5) snd
(6) steno> hiim Ihe oscillatory nature of both the Ilessel functions'nd Ihe kernel
Rk. z». z 'I.

II«. ~ »I>ri»n»/Ihr krrnrf F(k. r . z ), ()«fore prnccciling with Ihe desrription of
Ih«mi.thml of in>>grati in en>i>b>ycd to evaluate intrgraLi ol Ihr tytic given l>y
~vpis>um» (hl anil I>i), it Li r»nvenient In illnitrstc Ihe charartcriitics o( Ihe kerneLi
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F k. r.,'I . r . r» ) a«a functi«n nf the dimen«ionic»e wavennmber k. Ilie real parte o( Iwo
tct>cw«ntstive F intcgrsnds ate pictuttil in Figure I fur Ihe simplt structures sbo
«h<>wn in the Ciguce. 1'ht thcte dimen»i«ne) plots in Ihe left hand column represent
Ihi re>i) patt of the Fintcgtandx(or the vertical ilbplerement at the frees«>fete due
In a r<u>rentraled vettical point («tct at thc f«e su>face (vix. ur); tht plots in the
tight hanil <«Iuuin represent the ceal pact of thc F Intcgtan<b b>r the tangential
ili«p scement ilue to a concentrated horitontal 1>oint («tee (vix. u>'il. The axes
running from le(t to right correspond Io tht dimension)est wavenumber k which is
inversely proi>orti<>nal to the phase velocity lthc iange from k ~ 0 to k ~ 2 ie shown
in tl>c ploL»l. Iligh frequency is In Ihe foreground, and low (requency is in tht
1>arkgtoun<l. 'I'he p«(es of Ihe F integrsnds have been shifted o(f the real k axb by
intrmlucing material attenuation (or both shtar (q») and compreeeional (Q.) wevea
'17>i» mit <inly hei)i(ates imt>lementation of sn integration scheme for real k values.
In>t at the same lime mo<leb physically rca)itch)e attennation in the Fwrth. Tht
ph>ts on the left involve P. SV, an<1 14yleigh waves while those on the eight involvt
.'ll( 1 A>ve wavea

F«c a uni(«cm half space with soutce and receiver st the surface, Ihe (un<tions F
a>e fre<piency independent as is appatent in the uppet left plot of Figute 1. Tht
large undispetsed oscillation corresponds to tht llaylcigh wave for thc balf spare,
end Ihe smell in(lection teprc»ents the compcessional wave. For a lsyet overlying ~

half »pace, higher surface wave modes eppeac ss the fccquency is incttased as
<Iepi< ts«l in Ihe center plnta All the surface waves ace normally diipetted since on
a given mode. Ihe phase velocity decreases as the frequency in increased. In thc
l«wer plots, Ihe two layers which overlie a half.specs have the same properties
(velucitim, dcrs»ity, attenuation (actors, and thickness) as used in Ihe center modeL
'I'hereby, ~ I »u(C>cicnt(y high (requencies. when the waves become insensitive to the
nnilcclying hsl(»pare, Ihc most fundsments( eucbce wavt modes should match
this»e fur tht center model.

Yipire I i)h>stretto Ihe oscillatory nature of the kemeb IQ, rv. r '). For more
i ctsil<»I cacth etructucea the variation of F with k b even more pronounced than
that sh«wn in Figute I (Apsel, 1979). Thc plots shown abo reveal that the F
integramb ste weI) behaved at large wavenumbers Indicating that the tail ends o(
tht wavenumbet inttpab can be eve'lusted will>out difliculty.

Irf>I>cp 1>mif o/intrgration. Foc numerical evaluation. Ihe upper limit of integra-
Ii<in appearing in equet)ons (Sl end (6) must be truncated to a Iinittvalue kc. (I thc
source snd Ihe observer are locattd at different dcptha the exponent(a( decay of the
kernel Ilk, rv, r 'I, whk h (or eufliciently letge values of k dcpcn<b on ku( x - r'(I
flis sufficient to guarantee that thc truncated inttpa'I gives an accurate estiniate to
the total integral i(Ai is selected such that kiu(r - t'(/p a I.

An alternative procedure is obtained by considering Ihst, (or high valuts o( the
<1in>e>s«ion)e»e wsvenum)>cr k, thc F intepands for sny (requency teel to the values
«f Ihe F inc egtan<b in Ihe stale ce«e. Taking a<)ventage of this property. Ihe integral
in c»psstion (S) can he written schematically in Ihe (ocm

~<

I.(u) = I.(n) e
J

(Hu) - F(O) ).I.(kr.) i(k (7)

ui v hiih Ftnl r< p«~ nt« tin «Istic (u «OI F intcgrenila an<I I.(0) rcpt»mute Ihe
« <>i<»p<ul<ll<>R «><II>i'u «nl u>t< I.'rnl». 'll><'>I>twrl>i»lt «I integiati«n. ki. i» thereby
~Ivlinvilni lhi» <»«b> Ihc «m>rtgcni r id Ihc ay«en>i<'nc< arm>d» to Iht static
nn<'R« >l<l»

<«pl<««I«<v ~ I <»pi«i>«n I ~ I >» )i<>I>i«b>ly «»chil when»«ur< e aud r<» river ate

Ilk, rc» rv') g A (rw ts')) -J, ki S k 5 ks. (8)

The cocfliricnte A (rv rv I (n> I~... ~ 6) are determined by bnlx>sing equation (8)

at C>ve points k,(j ~ I ~ 5) in Ihe interval (k«k>). The c»>trna)(cath>n constant ak

appearing in equation (8) is relined by ak ki - ki. Tl>e coeAiricnte A can be

written in the form
s

d }; ('«,F>

whece F, represents Ak» re» r ') snd Cw ere (unclions of tht spacing of Ihe sampling

points k,(j~ I, 5) (Appendix I).
The cont rilmtioof thc inttrva) (kt, k<) to the total integral indicated by equations

(5) or (7) isgivenby
I"Ik-ktt

'f- y. F, g C ] (
—')

~ <

(10)

Although thc intcpsla slq>cating in tqustion (IO) csn be expressed in terms of

(ksae( («neck>ns. it is mote cAicient to conxidec an alternativt approach which

depends on the acgument krvof the Beseel function. For values n(kr such that k>P

> x ~ I, the ()ts»c) (unction J (kr,) can be represented by an asymptotic expansion

o( the form

J.(krv) ~ f (n, krv)cos(krv) —Qb4 krs)s)n(krv)

in which

f'(n.krv) y—)I'(n,kr Icos[(2n t I)- j+ Q(n,kr )s(n[(2n t I)-I 2 (, I rl «1 f
skr» 4j [ tJ,

Q(n,kr,l- y—~(I(n, Ar )co»[(2n+ (I-J- I'(n,krv)sh>[(2n+ 11- (12)
vkrr

whett

I'(n, kr„)
I»- l)(x-9) (x- I)(s-<J)(s-25>)(s- A9)

I I!Igkrv) 6! (Rkr»'I
I

.« ~ I I» I)(x - iJI(x 25)

Hkrr J! (Hkrr)
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st the samt depth, (n which ca»e the decay o( Iht kernel F ss e (unction «fk i» s)ow.

fn equation (7), the static I'integrsnde and integrsb mey be replaced l>y the static

integtsn<b anil integrab for ~ uniform half space with Ihe properties o( the layer

containing the w>urea re< elver pair. Alth«ugh the ilynamir I'ntcgrmnle may con.

verge more al«wly I<i Ihe hsl(space static F inlcgrands, tht advent>>ge is that

analytic expressions sre available (or the )>a)f space static integrsnds and intcgrals

(Apxel. 1979).
hfrthod of integration. The mtthm'I of quadrature is ba»td on sampling tht kernel

F(k, r„c.') in such a way that it can be represented locally by e quartic po)ynomial
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awl s Ln . Since l'tn. krx) and Qtn, kr<) a<camo<>thly varying (un»tin<ran(kr+. Ihe
pnxlu<ts F/ awl FQ can be represented locally by <pisrtir Ix>lynomiab end the
contlibutk>n o( the intensl lk„ki)Io Ihe total integral rsn l>c sppruxiniated by
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Ihe r»six>n<e in Ihe lhn» <h>main is required. Ihe intcgrstions described sl>ove for
each frequency sre (nllowcd by ~ Fourier synthesis

" E '. (~.,") E (.
J (
—') cmlkr.) dk

I ~ ., -J (.k)~I

ir
f(r. r. r': ll — f(r<. cv. sJ)c <(I.

2v
(L7)

Z kA(a. kirv) }: ('~) (
—

)
sin(kr<) <(k, (k,r,) x) (11)

I I -- -) (hk)
in whiih Ih» integrab involving sine end co<inc csn be evaluated analytically
(Appl'lldlx I I)

For values ~ >( krv such Ihat k>le ( XI it iS SuBicicnt In require that the sslnPling be
line enough (hkrv ( hi «2s) to insure Ihst Ihe Ilessel (unctions are properly
Ieiu»x»ntcd by the ssinpling within the interval Ik<, kl). In this case, Ihe product
Rk, x . xJI J,(krv) csn be represented locally by a quartic polynomial and the
runt< iliut ion of Ihe interval (k„k<) to Ihe total integral can be approximated by

h( E F,J<tk>rv) g
x C~hk

I ~

(15)

The salnpling points k,lj~ I, 51 in a given intenal are selected according to an
»rror criterium. One possible error criterium is to require Ihst

—EC»F, «hkE (16)

whi< h rorrespon<b to the condition that Ihe contrilx>Lion of the Cifth order term in
Ih» polynomial expansion of F(k, x<, r,'I to the integral over the intenal (kl, k<) be
xignilicantlysmaller than that integral (neglecting Ihc effect of thc Bc>x<c( fimction).
lf the error criterium is not satisfied, s new sampling point is inserted between Ihe
tw» lx>inta with the largest spacing, the sequence of points is renumbered snd Ihe
process is repeated. The total integral in the truncated interval (0, kt) is evaluated
by adding Ihe contributions given by equation (14) or (ISI for each interval. For the
Cirxt interval, ki ~ 0. Snd the contribution to the tote) integral from the interval (k>,
k,) is given by equal k>n (IS) after substitution of hk/m by hk( I - (-k,/hk)"J/m.

For int»grsls of Ihe type given by equation 16), ~ similar method ofquadrature is
clnpioyed. In this ca<», it is necessary to consider three situal bns depending on the
vs'ines of the arguments ka and krv of the I)csee) (unctions. I(both arguments are
less Ihsn i, the product FJ (ka,l J„(kr) is locally represented hy a quartk polyno-
mial. Ifl>oth sguments sre larger Ihan i. Ihen both I)csscl (unctiuna are represented
by their asymptotic expansions, snd the smoothly varying portions of the lntegrand
sre represented by quartic polynomials. Ifone o( the argo<Rents is larger then i
while Ihe other b less Ihsn i, Ihen thc s»ympt<>tic representation is used only for
one o( Ihe Iles<el functions.

Vs<in<»< i>lh»r sampling an<I inter(a>)ation achro>cs have been ra<»i<I»red (Apsel.
I!<p>I. Rwl it hax b»»n fmnxl Ihat Ih» >x hl me «1»wr ilail elxwe b su(firiently accurate
>xiii ~ Ihrir<K bir moat mifinc»ring swl Nrbnwl»gical sppli< etio>m In caves in which

p»r(<>nned by Ihe dk< r»I» I'xst Foulicr Tran<(»r>n slgorilhm.

VAI.H>ATH>HANN CoMPARIsoN5

The coin plex ityo( the nulneriral prorc<lure used lo evaluate the (>recn'a functions
suggests Ihe neixl (or sn exhaust(ve sct o( valiib lion rsiculslions prior to employing
tl>e meth<xi in actual applications. A suite of five external checks is presented for
such a purpose in the (orm of compsrbons with known sohitions. 'Ibc Cirst three
teste validate Ihe reliabilityo( the numerical procedure when considering ~ uni(orm
hal( space, whereas the line) two tests include ~ finite number o( layers. Finally.
compsrbons with partial solutions obtained hy a generalixed rsy technique snd a

norma) mode technique are made.
( omparison udth con(our intrgration approach fWong. (975). As a liret test. Ihe

complex displacement componenLa on thc eur(ace (c 0) o( a uniform hal( space
~ re evaluated as a function o( dimensionless source receiver distance nl ~ a>r//7. The
source b a harmonic piiint force acting on the free surface (x') of a half.space
delined by s re(erence shear wave velocity P snd a Poisson's ratio o(033.

The complex dbplscemenl components for ~ perfectly elastic half spare (0 per
cent damping) obtained by Wung (19751 using contuuc integration are tabulated in
Table I for values of rv (rom 0 to 5 5. Thc die pie cements in the Cirst two columns are
(or a vertical point force while those in Ihc last Lwo columns are for a horixontal
point force. It shoulil bc noted that V,',Ir„O) V»(rv.0). The corresponding results
for a neilly elastic half spare (001 per cent damping, or materia) attenuation
cocAicienla I>). qs 5000) obtained using the present approach are abo listed ln
Table I and match Wong's results with reasonable accuracy given the differences in
attenuation models.

Comparison u ilh Ihr results o/ Pckrris and Li%on (1957). The comparison with
results obtained by I'ekeris and Idfson (1957) extends the validation to the case of
a concentrated veltical force applied at s depth x, in a uniform half.space, Thc time
dependence of thc applied force is represented by the )leavisidc step function snd
Pobson'a ratio is ta'ken to be 0.25, Pe'keris and Ufeon obtained the exact motion o(
the surface of Ihe elastic half space in the lime domain through use of ~ <neth<xi
similar to that of Csgn(srd. The validation test b consequently performed In Ihe
time don>sin with the present results generated through Fourier synthesis as
described by equation ()7).

The left hand side o( Figure 2 disPIsys the results of Pekeris snd Lifson for Ihc
vertkal component of displsccmcnt on Ihe (rce sur(ece at various radial dbtsnccs,
P. The results sre prevented as a fi>nction o( the dimension)»as tune f
f)cger+ c Thc arrivals flislkeil I q and )I corrcspond to the compressionsi,
shear. Snd (Iayleigh waves. rr>q>cct(vcly: Ihe a<rivsb lnarked BP corrcspond to the
dil(carted wave which starts as S snd upon reaching the surface b converted into F
(for rsilial <ibtsnres l>»yon<1 the rrilira) <lbtsnce of z./E2). The high frequency
prominence <il tl>c llayl<igh wave for Is>go values o( r/z is deceptively exaggerated
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hy Ih«re<I>>re<i lime»rslr. 'Il>e r<>>resp«coding rm>lls oblsinccl with Ihe present
n>c chml fc>r a ncsciy elsslir half spare It). IN>. (J 5>>0) are shown, at ~ cliffcrenl
~ sir. un Ihe rifhl hand »i<le uf I >gu>e 2. Ih>c lo Ihe re<lured lime pecan>el sr, il wss
c>rrro«sry lci ronlinue Ihe est<»>talinns out Iu erlre>nely high frequencies to match
lhe Irk<«tutk>n (or raciial clk>lances Icw> than 51,. The agreen>cnt between the two
sets of rekc>its is crrcllcnl.

I'«>mf>orison crrlh f'.<>gnc'nr<f <fr llm>p appr<>orh (fohn«on, 79747 In lhis leal. the
free surface <liqdsrccc>cuts duc to 8 double couple bc>ch»i 4> 0 unif«um hslhspare
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obtained by lhe present meth<»I arc compared with the compiete solution obtained
hy the Csgniard dc Ifoop method (Johnson. 19741. (I should be noted that in the
present approach. the surface motion due to ~ buried dislocation can bc obtained by
u»e o( reciprocity theoren>sin the form ofsuitable combinslion ofstress components
evaluated st the clcpth o( the source Ior ~ poinl (ores acting on the free surface.

Th«source ti>ne dependence is rcpresenteci by sn 8.sec ramp function. Ond
I'oim«>n'8 ratio is taken to l>c 0.25. The attenuation factocs used in the present
>s>lurion sre the same as in the previous validation sludy. 1'he depth of the point
clk lors 1 ion i» 5 'km, and Ihe epirenl rat dials nre is 20 km. 17>e surface diplsrecnents
scc rvslusrc»1 st Nn nlk>rrvsti«>n ati>nulh o(?J.5 (rom the slri'ke «( the (suit, snd ace
norns>lice«l hy Ihc slusr m>siuiu» I< limes III cm'iivided hy Ihc source mon>ent
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'eiz ilifferrnlfc>ndamrnlal orientations uf Ihe In»ical point dke(ocatie>n ca>rica)x>nd.

ing li>dip One) rake angles(S, y) nf(90 .O'I, (90 .90'1,(45«,0'). (4S .90 ) (O''I,
~ I ~

~ e

soil l0 . Jcl I wa rc rocstidcrral, A Iypirn) cv>tnpariocen is shown in Figure 3.'17>e upper,
crt>ter, sml Inwrr rurvrn in Fig>>rc 3 rorrr>eixx>ai, rrnl»«lively. Io the horizontal
dia) ilare mc nl cc>nqx>nrnt along Ibc <lirrclion o( Ihc nods) )dane, Ihe vertical c)bp)ace.
n>rnt aomlx>nctit, sml Ihe horizontal dhplaccment component 90'rom the noclal
plane. 'I'he Ihree diepiscen>tnt compon«nls st« plotted to tbe sca)e apl»a ring on the
left srul sre cliaplsyed as a (unction of real thne. The agreement obtained for a)l
runqx>nents and ~1) fsu)t slip prcsrriptions is good. The di(fctences at long times
rcncdl from having to afoul>ly integrate the present rcncdts (i.e., lo convolve with the
ramp source function). whereas Johnson'0 results are obtained directly for Ihe ramp
lime clr)»ndence.
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In numn>ary thus fsr, Ihe comparisons with Wang l)975) nnd Pelieris and Idfson
(I!JS')I verify the accuracy of the ditplacements in a uniform half space an<1 Ihe
compsriton with Johnson (1974) vetif>es the accurary of the stresses in ~ uniform
hal( space. The lo(lowing two su(lace(iona serve to substantiate tbe accuracy of the
prcmnt solution b>r hi>tizonl~ l)y layer«el rneclia.

('ompnriton uith finite c(rmrnl opproarh (Dny, (9717. The (ree surface ditp)acc. ~

ments rene>)ling fcom the ection of a but)ca) double couple aoa>rce sre les(ed once
again. but now for the case o( a horizontally lay«tea) Fx>tth nxxlcl. The mcx)cl
cv>cssist0 of two )ayers overlying s semi infinite half space ss shown in Figure 4,
wl>rr« thc inc)ividunl patsmelc ra chsracteriting the layers are drlinrd. The ~ Iten.
centi«n fsrtocs apply only to Ihe present sn)ation since the finite element so)ntion
(Ilnv, IIJ77l roc>In)cia nn niat«tial atlinustion.

axmrn ala priss ~ >( S an<i I km ~ rc ra>ns>a)creel nnc) tbc tace>rcr time air)»ncltnce is
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vr>tirnl stri'ke slip <liniocsii<>n. an<1 Ihc rercivcrs are lvcsiecl nl I picent ra( <listsnces
nf 5, 15. 25, stui 35 'km on an azimuth of 225 from Ihe strike of Ihe fault (in a
<ilbtst>anal ql»ides<>I). 11>e gt<H>c><1 tl>otto>i 5~ t>otn>alice<1 hy Ihe ratio 0( Ihe shear
nvnhilus in the s<nnrc byec. P, times IO» nn'o Ihe P<n>tcr mann nt, Jlfv. The linite
e'lemrnt remi'iis have been h>w pass f>ilercd <lvwn to OS 1(z Io remove sla>ricnm
nmnrcical ringing: Ihe presa nt tenn)In src ronqwted up b> 5 1(z anil passe<i lhrough
tho same liiter in c>tibr tn maintain n>nsbtenry in the n>inpatb<>ns.

qq>e r<>n>pstim>n to l)ay'0 (1972) finite element results for Ihe radial cu>mp>neat

for a soucce at a depth of 5 km were maRt, h typical compstbon b presented in

Figure l. Once again, the agreement is ezccilent snd the phase cohere<He ia newly

perfect.
Ohv>n'0 discrete wavcnmnber/finite element method niore c(ozcty teseinhlcs Ihe

pcesent n>eihod than 1)sy'0 linite method in Ihat Ihe radial depemlencc is han<lied

analytically throi>gh separation of vsrisl>len. The n>sjot differences sce: (Il the

depcmlence with depth is ralcuiste<i ming a one.dimensional linite ciement treat.

cnent instead of the closed form factorizalion of the prevent method; (2) the respocsec

x<o Source Oeplh 5 0 hm <PICENTBAL DISTANCE = 25km
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'o«cet ing comperievn io Figure S fo< Ihe schon<hat dvpte<emcni compvne I 'ih hnni cc

uf gtmmd n>ot(on for the i'leepet source is shown in Figure 5 ~ t sll four epicentral
dbtances. The agreement is remstksb(e, especially in light of thc vast differences
between the two so(ution technique<h The slight deviations ln phase have periods
murh lower than Ihe ezpected resolution of 2 sec (05 lb). The comparison for Ihe
correnl>onding azitnuthai component of motion is shown in Figure 6.

Co>upariton ccufh discrete uvtocnumbcr/finite efrmenf approarh (Olzon, )978).
In Ihb fins( vali<lotion study, the tesu'its f<>r the modtl shown in Figure d and for the
source desc.ril>ed in the previous comps<bun ace compared with those obtained by
Ilu <liwrrte wsvenumbet/linite e(rmcnt mcihc~l if)ban, 1975). Oomparbnas for sll
I >tet ~ '<>nqn>Rents of pt<>lu>d tll<>tinct st epl<'et>Ital dis'isnces of >. 15. 25, snd 25 kmI

Bi<Cut tc WnutuuuatR/tiui'Ig tttutut IO<>ve)

..„—.wove>n><<BtR >NIZORAI<OH

F>0. t. ('ompechnn of ihc pc<sent vole<hue ni<h ihc die<>c<e oeecnomh<elfvn<e <limen< «eh><im

IIR><m. ISIS> for il»hcc «ntece dv>piece»oui <omi>vnen<e ei en epi<cni>et doien<e ed ZS Sm dvc Io ~

vcnicel et>ite.step dieiv<e< ion hu<i<d ~I ~ dunh cd S hm tn the ee<ih model dcpi<tcd in FS>gwc ~

b tcanzformed out of the wavenumber d<>main through I)easel series rather than

direct integrationi and (3) the procedure b performed ezpiicitiy in the lime domain

with no provbion for mstnisl attenuation. When Ihe wavefengtlis of interest sre

shorter Ihan the changes in the geology as ~ function ofdepth, then Olson's method
becomes less cnicicnt than the present direct integration method.

Comparison fo generalized ray fcchniqars (flrlmbrrgtr, 197dJ. In Ihe gener-

alized rsy technique. the lime dependent wave Iield for a Iayered meclium is

decompoonl into ce>nttibutii>ns attributed In sn infinite set o( rays traveling fr<>rn

thc source In sn in<livklusl terri>ar. Ib<h rsy contribution can be evaluated ezsctly
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liy the Csgnianl de lhn>p lechnique. Ilowever, the number of rays selected is
invariably limited by the computational difR»uities associated with linding the
separate Csgniard paths for every point on the contour and for eath kinematic
group irsys with same travel (imel ~ 6>r all source. receiver pairs. To rtduce tht cont,
certain spprotimstions sre used in connection witlithe Iiesnel functions causing the
generalited ray results to be least relish'le st short ilia(antes snd long perio»kh hiso,
diffi erences can be et petted in the decay of certain waves with distance since the
genersliccd ray results include no material attenus(ion.

Tlie earth moilel employed for the con>parison consbds of a single layer overlying
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nents, respectively. The grorrnd displscements are normalized by the ratio of the
shear modulus in the source layer times 10 cm divMtd by the scalst motnent of
the soutce. The maximum amplitudes obtained by the respective techniques'are
self scaled to lit «ithin the same height on each figure and are shown above and
below each seismogram. The time scales are chilled hy a lime corresponding to the
direct compressionsl anivsl at each epicentral distance. The phase coherence is
nestly pefect ~ I all epicentral distances considered. Combined with the excellent
overall agreement in smpliturle, these results lend coniidence in the generalized ray
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technique snd further vali<late the prtsent method. I'he deficiencies in amplitude st,
short dhtances ln the generalized ray results sre due to Ihc approximations used in
connection with Ihe (Iessel lunctions. T7re dttctepancies in amplitude at the larger
distances are probably telated Io the differences between using an elastic model
versus ~ nearly elastic model (material attenuation (actor of q> m 000 included in
the present solutioni. hlso. Ihe convergence o( the generalized tay expansion Is
impaired by thc lncteated number of contributing rays at the larger epicentral.
distances. Finally, the dirAre psnciea at lung periods ht the general ized ray technique
are enhanced by Ihe approximations made (nr Ihe Besrel (unctions in the generalized
tay cslculstiun lcxpecislly In the radial dLoptscements).
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('ssmpurison Iu nnrmnl m<x(e lrrhniour ()(arkri<(cr, l96(. (970/. 'I'he previous
cs>n>)>a>icons ~ re exteixled tn(he esse of epicentral dis(snc'es in Ihe range l»tween
l(xia<xi 1(xxi km. ')lie layered earth st rur tore Io Ihe as me as that dc)sic(cd in Figure
6 cxrcp( Ihat attcnusticin fac(oce o( (p„ IOLXX)and (<(s 20(X)0 are usccl in thc
p>cmnt solution sn as to eliminate Ihe pre<lominan( elfects o( <lanq>ing (or compsr.
a(ivc. purix>sera 'I'he source is also the ssn>e as shown in Figure 6 excepl that the
dc>ra(x>ll Lo I.S sec 11>s(csd ol 0.6 occ.

In addition to ccsmpsring wi(h the generalized ray solution lllelmherger. 1974) at
(hest larger dis(antes,tht present solutinnis ma(ched against ~ solution construe(td
by superlx>si(ion of surface wave modes lllsrkrider, 1964, 1970). Similar to the
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present method. Ihe no<ma) mode technique operetta Cirst in the frequency domain
eo that Ihe number o( layers o(fera no limits(iona. ) Iowtvcr, the increase In number
o(contributing modes with frequency restricts the practlcability of the normal mode
techniqut to frequencies lo~er thin shou( I or 2 Ibh For this problem. however, the
normal mode solutinn k> txpected to providt. ~ closer match to Ihe complete
wavenu>nl»r integration eoiu(ion than the generalized ray solution since su>fact
waves willtend to dominate the ground mo(ion at periods greater than I or 2 sec.

'I'he transverse dbplaecmen(s IS((.IJ>ve wavto) are shown in Fipire 11 for
et>i<en(ra) distances in the range between 100 and 600 km encl ln Iligure 12 for
epiren(rsl dbtancts be(wean 600 srxl lax) I m. The pound clissplacemtn(s for aB
Ihrcr mcthmls are n<»ms)ized hy Ihc ratio o( Ihc shear mmlulus in Ihe N>urce layer
Iim<w IO rm'rivi<in)hy Ihc acalarynnment of the sou<et. The nisximmn ampli(udes
ss(>cain<a) hy Ih«ccwpcc tive Iechnisp>cn ar«self eca)ed to (it wi(hin Ihe same hei htg
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on each Cigure and are shown alsove each seismogram. ')lie lime scales are reclurecl

by a timt corresponding to Ihe epicen(ral dk<tsnce divided by Iht shear. wave
ve)ncity of Ihe mant)t, 5<> an tn align xcro ti<ne with the first )xxcsi)s)e critically
rel)sr(ed arrival. I'Che gencrslizeil ray aml nocmal mmle remd(s are cciurtesy o( I).
Ilelmberger and D. Ilsrkri<ler, respectively.)

As in the ma(ch to the gencrsliztd ray results at closer epicen(ral clio(anres, Ihe
phase coherence snd amplitude. agreement is excellent. The somewhat larger lime
step in Ihe normal mwle eel<~)a(irma and thc inadecpiate number of rays in Ihe
generalized rsy calculation acccxmts for some of the amp)i(ude <liscrcpcuicie>L Abo,
thc modal superposition only includea thc first live surface wave modes.

SVNNhAY

A numerical procedure to evaluate Ihe(srten'5 funrtions for a layernl vice<»)aotic
hal( space has been presented. The accuracy of the numerical procedure and the
an<orig(ed computer programs hsa been tested by comparbons with solutions
obtained by other methods. In particular. the results obtained by the present
approach (or the sur(ace diaplscemtnts on an elastic half space for concentrstecl
surface forces, concentrated buried sources and buried point dis'locations have been

comps>cd with the wul(s obtained by Pekeris snd IJ(son 119S7). Johncon 11974) ~

and Wong ()975). respectively. For laytred n>cc)is, Ihe surface diop)segments gen.
era(ed by 5 buried point dislocation and calculated by Ihe present approach wtre
compared with thee obtained by uee o( the linite element method (Day, 1977) snd
the discrete wavenumber.linite element method IObon, 1976). Aclditionsl compsr.
bone wi(h the results obtained by the generalized ray approach 1) lehnberger, 19741

~ nd the normal mode technique Il(a<kris)O. )964, 1970) were a)oo made for the ease
o( s point dks)ocation buriNI in an e)as(Ic layer overlying an elastic hall space. The
sect)lent agreement obtained (or ~ «ide range o((requencies. epicentral distances,
and earth or soil s(ructures indicatt the reliability snd l)exihilityof Ihe Iirop<ÃN'cl
method.

The compuler time required to perform tht calcu)a(iona depends on the desired
accuracy snd the number of source and observer dep(hs. epicentral distances, and
layers ronsidered. In ~ case involving ~ source located on the surface of 5 half space
consisting of 10 layers, the computation o( Ihe dioplac»ment snd stress fieh)e st an
s>vay ofo(x»roe(ion stations at live clcpths snd 100 radial distances took 2 to 3 min/
frequency in 5 p)I)MC 750. computer. When Ihe nu>nber of radial distances was
reduced to 10, Ihe computer lime wss reduced to 00 sec/(rtquency. Calculations o(
the Green'5 functi >ne (nr 20 ting loads and 40 obocns (ion points buried in t> layered
half.space consisting o(6 layers too'k 2.5 min/(requency in ~ CDC-7000 computer.
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~nd I>, Wang Iec chch gene<esse sea(a<ence in psoao(ng ihc yeti ieihm sonspas(assn dcss nhed iss the teal.
Il» con<<>ho<(son a( ILWegissa oso( J. F>a>icy is ihc dcyc(opmcnc o( ihc corn(ding <nhnispsc need sic
~hn act no hdgcd This ecsniy sea aopponcd hy 0<ence NAF II zz>czsJ ond HOF I'(tYe nax>e (coen Chc
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PREFACE

CLASSI (Continuum Linear Analysis for Soil-Structure Interaction) is a linear
three-dimensional, seismic soil-structure interaction (SSI) analysis program

developed by Luco and Mong in 1976 at the University of California, San

Diego. Since then, the CLASSI program has been continuously upgraded to

expand its capabilities and efficiency from those of its initial development.

Thus, various versions of the CLASSI program exist in the industry, each

covering somewhat different analysis capabilities. The CLASSIF program is a

Bechtel version of CLASSI program originally developed in 1978, and recently
modified by Mong and Luco in 1985. During the course of installation,
testing, and validation of the CLASSIF program on the Bechtel UNIVAC system,

some modifications and enhancements were made to the code to improve its
performance. These include: implement new algorithms for computing and

inverting the Green's function; add a capability for computing SSI responses

to steady-state forced vibration applied on the structure; add a capability
for computing the relative displacement between two locations, in the
structure; add a capability for calculating the traction vectors used for a

. restart of analysis for new wave inputs; add a capability for calculating the
transfer function between the SSI response motion and the scattered foundation
input motions; implement subroutines for reading in the fixed-based modal

properties of structures generated from the BSAP-DYNAM program (a post
processor for the Bechtel Structural Analysis Program); implement a free
format for the input data and improve the printed output format; correct the

option for generating foundation symmetry about one axis; correct the option
for calculating the transfer function due to external forcing function;
correct the option for calculating the SSI response to include contribution
from more than one mode of response; implement the option to bypass a

zero-mean baseline correction for calculating the time history response due to
ground motion input.

This report has been prepared by Bechtel Power Corporation and has been

reviewed following the Bechtel Standard Engineering Department Procedure for
nuclear projects.
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This report was prepared under a contract agreement between PGRE and Bechtel

and is intended for exclusive use by PG8E only. Except for copies that may be

required for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in satisfying a

regulatory requi rement, no copy should be distributed outside of PGSE without
prior written consent from Bechtel.
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DISCLAIMER

Every reasonable effort was made to provide a comprehensive and flexible
computer program. However, the computer program'tself and associated

documentation are supplied without representation of warranty, expressed or

implied, as to its content, accuracy, or freedom from defects or errors.
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2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTIOM

2.1 General

CLASSIF is a linear 3-D computer program for seismic soil-structure
interaction (SSI) analysis using a continuum halfspace model for
representing the foundation medium. The program is a Bechtel

version of CLASSI (Conti nuum Linear Analysis for Soil-Structure

Interaction) developed by Luco and Wong since,1976 at the University
of California, San Diego. The program is based on the

substructuring method and uses the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

technique to solve the SSI problem in the frequency domain.

Basically, the substructuring method used by CLASSIF separates the

analysis of kinematic interaction from that of inertial interaction
in two successive analysis steps. Consider, for example, a typical
structure on a rigid foundation supported on a soil medium as shown

in Fig. 2-1. The substr'ucturing method applied to this
soil-structure system is schematically shown, in Fig. 2-2. The

analysis of kinematic interaction as shown, in block I of Fig. 2-2,

is handled by first deriving the so-called seismic wave scattering
matrix, which is then used to transform a given free-field seismic

ground wave field into a set of seismic motions associated with the

structural base motion degrees-of- freedom. The analysis of inertial
interaction is handled by first deriving the foundation impedance

matrix using an integral equation method and Green's functions of a

continuum halfspace. The foundation impedances are then combined

with the fixed-base structural impedances to form the SSI system, as

shown in block II of Figure 2-2. Finally, the interaction response

is calculated as shown in block III of Figure 2-2 by subjecting the
SSI system to the motions at the structure base resulting from the
kinematic interaction from block I as the input seismic excitation..
Further details on the theoretical bases of the substructuring
method are provided in the CLASS IF theoretical report (Ref. 1) .
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Sased on the substructuring method as described, the CLASSIF program

is comprised of three separate program modules consisting of GLAYER,

CLAF and SSIF modules. These three program modules solve the SSI

problem in separate steps; the results of individual steps by

different modules are combined in the fina'i interaction analysis
module so as to satisfy the interaction condition at the base.

Functionally, the GLAYER module computes the Green's function matrix
which relates the harmonic point loads acting at source points and

the harmonic displacements at observation points on the surface of
horizontal soil layers over a halfspace. Then, the CLAF module

computes the foundation impedance matrix and the scattered
foundation input motion matrix induced by incident plane waves of
arbitrary direction and amplitudes, using the Green's function
computed from the GLAYER module as input. The impedance matrix
describes the harmonic force-displacement relationship of the

foundation mats while the scattered foundation input motion

describes the motion of a rigid, massless foundation mats induced by

the incident wave. Finally, 'the SSIF module completes the
substructuring process by combining the foundation impedance matrix
and the scattered foundation input motion matrix computed from CLAF,

and the fixed-base modal properties of structures computed

independently from a structural dynamic analysis program to
determine the interaction motions at the foundation mats, and then

computes the SSI responses at the requested locations in the
structures resulting from the foundation interaction motions.

O

2.2 Pro ram Ca abilities and Limitations

The CLASSIF program has the following capabilities and the
limitations:

o The underlying soil medium can be simulated as an elastic or
vi scoelastic (constant hysteretic damping), uniform or
horizontally-layered halfspace. There is no restriction on

neither number of layers nor their thicknesses.
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o The foundation basemat must be rigid, flat, and supported on the
surface of halfspace. They can be of any arbitrary planar shape

and multiple structural foundations can also be accommodated.

o Free-field seismic ground motions can be specified as a seismic
wave field composed of arbitrary incident plane P, SV, or SH body

waves, or Rayleigh and Love surface waves, or any combination
thereof.

o The effect of foundation embedment can only be approximately
evaluated using the embedment foundation impedance modification
factors.

o The analysis procedure utilizes the frequency domain solution
method. Therefore, non-linear strain-dependent soil properties
cannot be directly considered. It requires separate analyses to
determine the strain-compatible equivalent linear soil properties
for input to the program.

o The fixed-base modal properties of structures required as input
to CLASSIF need to be extracted form other'structural dynamic

analysis programs. Either finite element models or lumped

parameter models can be used as the structure model.

o The program has the capability to interface with the Bechtel
BSAP-DYNAM program to extract the fixed-base modal properties'for
input to SSI analysis.

o CLASSIF program uses the modal superposition to calculate the
dynamic response at any point within the structure. The

truncated higher modes are included as rigid masses at the
reference l.evel and there is no loss in effective mass from .the
superstructures.

SG41(b)

o Externally-applied transient or steady state forced vibration
dynamic loads can be prescribed either on the structure or on the
foundation.
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o The program can be used to calculate the response time history
(accelerogram) as well as the complex frequency response

(transfer functions).

o The effect of surface-supported, mutliple-structure-to-structure
interaction can be rigorously evaluated.

2.3 Ca abi1 ities Vali dated

The computer program CLASSIF was tested in Ref. (2).for a set of
eighteen validation test problems to validate the various analysis
capabilities available in the program; broadly classified as,

impedance analysis, wave scattering analysis, seismic SSI analysis
and forced vibration analysis. The capabilities that were validated

by these test problems are shown in Table 2.3-1.
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Table 2.3-1

List of Ca abilities Tested for CLASSIF

CAPABILITIES TESTED

VALIDATIONTEST

PROBLEM NO.

1 IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS

1.1 Foundation on Uniform Halfspace

1.1.1 Ci rcul ar Foundati on

1.1.2 Square Foundation

1.1.3 Strip Foundation

1.1.4 Ring Foundation

1, ll
8

9, 10

12

~ 1.2 Foundation on Layered System

1.2.1 Circular Foundation

1.2.2 Strip Foundation
2, 4

10

1.3 Mul tiple Foundations

2 SCATTERING ANALYSIS

2.1 Inclined Body Waves

2.2 Surface Waves

3 SSI ANALYSIS

3.1 Seismic Response

3.2 External Force Vibration
1, 4, 7, 13, 14, 17, 18

15, 16
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STRUCTURE
(Elastic, Symmetric,
or Non-symmetric)
Forced Excitation

Forced Excitation

y X

////

FOUNDATION
.~(Rigid, Flat or Flexible,

Surface-supported
or Embedded)

SEISMIC EXCITATION
(Nonvenically incident,
P, SV, SH, Rayleigh,

or Love Wave)

SOIL
(Uniform or layered,

elastic or viscoelastic)

Figure 2-1. Description of the Soil-Structure System
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3. PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

3.1 Pro ram Structure

The CLASSIF program is organized to suit the substructuring process

of SSI analysis, as described in Section 2. The program is thus

subdivided into three separate program modules GLAYER, CLAF and SSIF

for separate steps of analyses. These three program modules are

interfaced with each other through the output files generated from

the previous step of analysis. The flow charts showing the

interface relationship between these modules for the impedance and

scattering analysis, seismic SSI analysis, and forced vibration
analysis are depicted in Figs. 3.1-1 through 3.1-3, respectively.
The basic input data required for these modules and the output

results generated from these modules are also shown in these

figures. For seismic SSI analysis or forced vibration analysis, the

fixed-base modal properties of structures generated from an

independent analysis using.a standard 'structural dynamic analysis
computer program, e.g., Bechtel standard computer program BSAP, are

also required as part of the input to the SSIF program module, as

shown in Figs. 3.1-2 and 3.1-3, respectively.

3.2 File Structure

The flow charts showing the file structures are depicted in Fig.
3.1-4 for the impedance and scattering analysis, and in Fig. 3.1-5

for both the seismic SSI analysis and forced vibration analysis.

The descriptions of the file formats and contents generated from the

program modules GLAYER, CLAF and SSIF for these analyses are

provided as shown in Table 3.1-1.
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Table 3.1-1

Description of Files Generated from CLASSIF Program Modules

File Name Format Generated b Contents

File 7 Binary GLAYER Green's function
table, control
parameters, dimensionless

frequencies.

Fil e 8 Binary CLAF Foundation impedance

matrix, dimensionless

frequencies.

File 9 Binary CLAF Foundation input motion

vector, dimensionless

frequencies.

File ll Binary CLAF Foundation contact
traction matri x,
dimensionless

frequencies.

File 15 Binary SSIF Response time hi stories
or transfer functions.
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Input
CLASSIF

Program Modules Output

~ Soil foundation
model GLAYER

~ Green's Function
table

~ Base mat
foundation model

~ Wave field used
to form free-field
input motions

~ New wave field
used to form
free-field input
motions

~IHH~ HHHH~ \HHH\H~

CLAF

.'

,I '5

I

NH NI

NHIHIIIHIIHIIII~ HHHH

~ Scattered
foundation input
motions

~ Impedance matrix
~ Compliance matrix

~ Foundation contact
traction vector

Figure 3.1-1. Flow Chart Showing Program Module
Interfaces for Scattering Analysis
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Input
CLASSIF

Program Modules Output

~ Soil foundation
model GLAYER

~ Green's Function
Table

~ Basemat
foundation model

~ Wave field used
to form free-field
input motions

CLAF
~ Scattered

foundation input
motions

~ Impedance matrix
~ Compliance matrix

~ Fixed-base
structure modal
properties

~ Accelerograms or
Fouder spectra of
free-field input
motions at ground
surface

SSIF
~ SSI response

motions or
structural response
transfer functions

Figure 3.1-2. Flow Chart Showing Program Module
Interface for Seismic SSI Analysis
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Input
CLASSIF

Program Modules Output

~ Soil foundation
model GLAYER

~ Green's Function
table

~ Basemat
foundation model CLAF

~ Impedance matrix
~ Compliance matrix

~ Fixed-base
structure modal
properties

~ Time history or
Fourier spectra
of external forces
applied to the
structure

SSIF
~ SSI response

motions or
structural response
transfer functions

Figure 3.1-3. Flow Chart Showing Program Module
Interfaces for Forced Vibration SSI Analysis
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GLAYER

File 7

File 8

CLAF

File 9

Restart~m w m m w w w m w m w q
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

\ I
I
I
I
I

File 11

Figure 3.1-4. Flow Chart Showing File Structure
for Scattering Analysis
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GLAYER

File 7

CLAF

File 8 File 9

SSIF

File 15

Figure 3.1-5. Flow Chart Showing File Structure
for Seismic SSI Analysis or Forced
Vibration Analysis
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4. NUNERIGAL STABILITY CRITERIA

The CLASSIF program uses numerical schemes for interpolation and

integration of Green's functions for layered soil media. To ensure the

accuracy of the numerical results, criteria for those numerical schemes.

have been established and implemented into the programs, as described in

this section. In addition, the criterion for the discretization of

foundation area for the impedance calculation is described.

(a) Criterion for the numerical integration scheme for computing Green's

functions for layered media.
E

The criterion for the numerical integration of Green's functions has

been studied and established by Apsel and Luco (Ref. 3). The

numerical integration scheme used in CLASSIF uses the method of

quadrature which is based on the local representation of the

function by a fourth order (quartic) polynomial. A five-point
sampling of the Green's function kernel is applied to check the

adequacy of the representation locally by the quartric polynomial in

the wave, number domain. The sampling points in a given wave number

interval are selected according to an error criterion which requires

that the contribution of the fifth order term in the polynomial

expansion of the Green's function kernal to the Green's function

i ntypeal -over the interval be significantly smaller than the
.- . ~ .-- "M
ij4e+1." This numerical integration scheme includes an automatic

checki ng procedure that, if the prescribed tol erance of the error
criterion is not satisfied, a new sampling point is automatically

inserted between the two points with the largest spacing. The

sequence of points is then renumbered and integration including the

new point sampled is peformed. This process is repeated until the

prescribed tolerance (set to be 0.002 in the program) is satisfied.
Thus, the accuracy of the numerical integration scheme for Geen's

function is automatically ensured to within the set tolerance with

this automatic checking procedure.
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(b) Criterion for the spatial interpolation of Green's function to
generate impedances.

For each specified frequency, the generation of impedance from

calculated Green's functions in the CLASSIF program uses a second

order polynomial with three equally spaced points (Ref. 1) for
interpolating the Green's functions for spatial variable. This

interpolation scheme includes an automatic accuracy checking

procedure in the program by comparing the exact calculated values

with the interpolated values at several check points. This

automatic checking procedure works by first calculating an intial
table of Green's function values for a set of relatively coarse

increments, then the increments are halved and new values at the

half increments are calculated. Accuracy tests are then performed

at these half increment points to determine whether the accuracy of
the interpolated values are within a prescribed tolerance (set to be

.02 in the program). If the accuracy is not sufficient, another set
of half increments is established and the new values are

calculated. This process is repeated until the prescribed accuracy

is reached. Thus, 'the accuracy of spatial interpolation of Green's

function is automatically ensured to within the set tolerance with
this automatic checking procedure.

(c) Criterion for the discretization of foundation aiea.

The criterion for the discretization of CLASSIF foundation area for
Green's function integration to generate impedances has been studied
and established by Wong and Luco (Ref. 4). The criterion requires
that the foundation be discretized with finer subregions at the
foundation perimeter where the stress gradient is the highest. As

an example, if the foundation of dimension 2ax2a is to be subdivided
into 10xl0 perpendicular grids, the center points of these grids
which are used for the integration of Green's functions, are

required to be separated with the distances times the factors (1,
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a2, a3, a4, a4, < 3, a2, 1), in which ~ = a (a - 1)/(<S - 1), and

-„>1. Ref. 3 has demonstrated that a = 2.0 gives a sufficient
accuracy for the impedance calculation. The adequacy of the

criterion for impedance calculation has also been demonstrated by

the extensive. benchmarking studies performed in the CLASSIF

Validation Report (Ref. 2).
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5. APPLICATION GUIDELINES

This section provides the users with guidelines on. effective usage of the

CLASSIF program to solve the SSI problem. The application of the program

requires the following analys i s steps.

Step 1: The dynamic characteristics of the super-structure such as the

mass, stiffness, and damping matrices are modelled using a

standard structural dynamic analysis program and the fixed based

modal properties (natural frequencies, mode shapes, modal

damping ratios, and modal participation factors) are computed

and used for input to the CLASSIF program.

Step 2: The mass and mass moments of inertia of the structural
foundation are separately computed.

Step 3: The area of the foundation assumed to be rigid i s discretized
into small subregions. Finer subdivisions are used near the

foundation perimeter where the stress gradient of the foundation

interface stresses is the largest. Then, 'the program module

GLAYER is executed to obtain the Green's functions which are

frequency dependent.

Step 4: The program module CLAF is executed to integr ate the Green's

functions over the di scretized foundation area to obtain the

foundation impedance functions which are frequency dependent.

For forced excitations, the driving force vector is directly
formed. For seismic excitations, the seismic incidence wave

field (wave type, azimuth, and incidence angle) is specified,
and the seismic driving force vector normalized to unit input
amplitude is computed.

Step 5: The forcing function or the control ground motion time histories
are input to program module SSIF. The module forms the system

equations of motion in the frequency domain by assembling the
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fixed-base modal properties of the structures 'from Step 1, the

foundation base inertia properties from Step 2, the foundation

impedance matrix and driving force vectors from Step 4. The

equations of motion are solved for SSI response transfer
functions which are used final';y t~ convolve with, the Fourier
transforms of the input time histories to give the response

motion. time histories at desired locations.

Step 6: The response time hi stori es of the structural foundati on are

used as input to re-excite the fixed-base structural model of
Step' to compute the time history response of internal
stresses, forces, and moments in the structure.

To aid the users on preparations of the input data for each of the three

CLASSIF program modules, i.e., GLAYER, CLAF and SSIF modules, guidelines
are provided in Subsection 5.1. Furthermore, guidelines are also

provided for specifications of some of the input parameters for these

program modules in Subsection 5.2.

5.1 Pre arations of In ut Data

The input data for GLAYER, CLAF and SSIF are organized into modules

of input data, which can be entered in a free format. The units of
input data are in consistent units. To help detect possible errors
in the input data, each data module starts with a "Module

Identification Line" consi sting of a bracket with 2-digit module

number followed by comments after Column 4. The program module will
only read the integer located at Columns 2 and 3 to check if each

module starts at the correct place. If the previous module contains
the wrong number of data lines, the incorrect offset of the module

identification line will cause an error and stop the program to warn

the user. The'paces„,after Column 4 of the Module Identification
Line can be used for comments; they are however, ignored by the
program.
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GLAYER Module

The data modules for GLAYER consist of ll modules of input data

which are provided in Subsection 6.1. The flow chart showing these

modules of input data is schematically depicted in Fig. 5-1. It
also identifies the modules of input data associated with the option

which allows the user to manually or automatically determine the

increment of radius to be used for Green's function calculation. If
the user selects the option IFITER=O in Module No. (02), the user

needs to specify the increment of radius for the Green's function,
and prepare the input data for Module Nos. (00) through (03) and

Module Nos. (05) through (10), as shown in Fig. 5-1. However, if
the user selects the option IFITER = 1, the program will
automatically determine the optimal increment of radius for the
'Green's function, and the user needs only to prepare the input data

for Modules Nos (00) through (02) and Module Nos. (04) through (10),
as shown in Fig. 5-1.

CLAF Module

The data modules for CLAF consist of 7 modules of input data which

are provided in Subsection 6.2. The flow chart showing these

modules of, input data is schematically depicted in Figure 5-2. In

this figure, the modules of input data associated with the restart
option ( IPASS) and the option for calculating impedance and wave

scattering matrices (NCASE) are identified for the user to prepare

the input data for CLAF. All data modules, i.e., Module Nos. (00)

through (06), need to be prepared for the impedance and scattering
analyses, as shown in Fig. 5-2. For impedance matrix calculation
for mutliple foundations, the input data for Module No. (03) need to
be repeated for each of these foundations, as indicated in Fig.
5.2. For a layered soil medium, the input data for Module No. (06)

also need to repeated for each of excitation frequencies. If only
the impedance calculation is requested, i.e., NCASE=O, only
excitation frequencies need to be specified as input data for Module
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Ho. (06). However, if both impedance and wave scattering
calculations are requested, i.e., HCASE/0, both excitation
frequencies and incident plane waves need to be specified as input
for Module No. (06). The guidelines on how to specify the input
data for different types of incident plane waves are described in
Subsection 5.2.

SSIF Module

The data modules for SSIF consi st of 13 modules of input data which

are provided in Subsection 6.3. The flow chart showing these

modules of input data is schematically depicted in Fig. 5-3. As c'n

be seen from this figure, only 11 of 13 data modules, i.e., Module

Nos. (00) through (04) and Module Nos. (07) through (12) are

currently available for input data preparation in this version of
CLASSIF. The two data modules tha are currently not available are

Module'os. (05) and (06). Module No. (06) is associated with the

option for flexible foundation (METHOD=2), and Module No. (05) is
associated with the option for read-in the rigid mass matrix and

modal participation factor matrix for the structure ( IFCAL=O), as

shown in Fig. 5-3.

If there are more than one structure resting on a foundation, the

input data for Module Nos. (03) and (04) need to be repeated NSTR

times for each of NSTR structures, as shown in Fig. 5-3. Similarly,
if there are more than one foundation, the input data for Module Ho.

(07) need to be repeated NFDN times for each of HFDN foundations.

Fig. 5-3 shows that the option NEXFOR=O in Module Ho. (03) should be

selected for seismic SSI analysis, and the option HEXFOR=H, where N

is total number of points at which external forces are applied,
should be selected for forced vibration analysis. The relative
displacement response can be obtained from using the input parameter
NREL in Module No. (08) to indicate the number of relative
displacement components to be calculated. Ho relative displacement
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will be calculated if NREL=O, and, by default, only the absolute

acceleration response will be calculated at the indicated dynamic

degrees of freedom.

For a time history analysis the input parameter LFT=l should be

specified in Module No. (09), and,the, input data need to be prepared

for Module Nos. (10) and (12), as shown in Fig. 5-2. For a

frequency analysis, however, the input parameter LFT=2 should be

specified in Module No. (09), and the input data need to be prepared

for Module Nos. (11) and (12), as shown in Fig. 5-2.

5.2 S ecifications of In ut Parameters

In this subsection, guidelines on specifications of some of the

input parameters contained in the data modules for GLAYER, CLAF and

SSIF are outlined to aid the user in prescribing these input

parameters.

GLAYER Module

(i) The optimal increment of radius used .in the Green's function

calculation, i.e., the parameter DR, must be chosen small

enough so that a prescribed accuracy of the interpolated
values of Green's function can be obtained, but should not be

.too large so that the number of points in the Green's

function table is reasonable. This optimal increment,

however, is not easily predicted before calculation, since it
is dependent on frequency and on the soil properties.
Recognizing this difficulty, the GLAYER module has provided

the user with the option IFITER=l in data Module No. (02)

which will automatically selected the optimal DR, and check

the interpolated Green's function values to ensure that the

accuracy of the interpolated values are within the set

tolerance as per the criterion described in Section 4(b).
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Therefore, it is recommended that the user should select the

option IFITER=l rather than the option IFITER=O in
prescribing the input parameter DR.

(ii) For a a>iform halfspace (NLY=1), the user needs to specify

only one frequency of analysis (NFRg=l) which corresponds to

the maximum frequency for the FR() parameter, at which the

Green's Function Table is to be calculat'ed. This maximum

frequency is usually specified to be about 34 cps, which

covers the frequency range practically used for the SSI

analysi s.

(iii) For a layered soil medium (NLY>l), a Green's Function Table

must be calculated for each frequency. Thus, the user should

specify the total number of frequencies for the NFRg

parameter and the frequencies must be input in the ascending

order. These frequencies should cover the frequency up to
about 34 cps, -including the predominant frequencies of the

SSI system.

CLAF Module

Since the accuracy of the foundation impedance function
depends on proper di scretization of the foundation area, the

user shoul,d follow the foundation di scretization criterion
for impedance calculation as described in Section 4(c), when

discretizing the foundation subregions. It should be noted

that the foundation areas can only be di scretized as square

or rectangular subregions; other shapes of subregions are not

permitted by CLAF.

(ii) For a symnetrical foundation, the user should take advantage

of the symmetrical conditions of the foundation to reduce

computing costs of impedance calculation. The input
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parameters IFSX and IFSY can be used for this purpose to

indicate the foundation symmetry about x-axis and y-axis,
respectively.

(iii) The user should save the traction vector on File ll using the

input parameter IPASS=l, for a restart calculation of
scattered foundation input motions due to new incident wave

inputs. This restart calculation option can substantially
reduce computing costs of calculating the new scattered input
motions especially for a large foundation or multiple
foundations.

(iv) The user can specify the incident plane wave using the input
parameters BOC, TH, ULR, ULI, UTR, UTI, UVR, and UVI in CLAF

data Module No. (06). These input parameters are related to
the general wave form used in CLAF for the incident plane

wave propagating along the x'-axis, as shown in Figure 5-4,

as follows:

UL(~)

UT(z)

UV(u)

UL

UT

UV

e-i(u>/c(a)))x U (o))

in which UL(u), UT(u) and UV( <) are the longitudinal,
transverse and vertical components, respectively, of the

plane wave depicted in Figure 5-4, ~ is circular frequency in

radian/second, UL = (ULR) + i(ULI), UT = (UTR) + i(UTI), UV =

(UVR) + i(UVI), cos 8V = 8/c = BOC, c( >) = the apparent wave

velocity, ~ = the shear wave velocity of the top soil layer,
eV = the vertical incident wave angle measured with respect
to the horizontal x'-axi s, i = ~l, x' x cos eH + Y sin e H,

eH = the horizontal wave angle measured counterclockwise with
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respect to the x-axis, as shown in Figure 5-4, Ug(~) is the

Fourier amplitude of the free-field motion at the center of
the foundation.

With the above form of incident plane wave, UL, UT and Uy can

be specified such that at least one of them is a constant
over frequency. For example, only the UT( >) is non-zero for
SH or Love waves; therefore, the user can set UT = 1, and

Ug(>) = UT(>) at x' 0. For P, SV or Rayleigh waves in a

layered medium, the UL( ~) and Uy(u>) components are coupled;
the best method is to make UL = 1, Uy = Uy( ~)/UL( ~), and-

Ug(~) = UL(~) at x' 0. The ratio Uy is still a function of
frequency (except for a hal fspace). Alternatively, the same

/I P

motion can be prescribed by setting Uy = 1, UL =

UL(~)/Uy(~), and Ug(>) = UV (~) at x' 0.

The phase e-i(/c(>))x in the above equation describes the
varia'tion of phase along the direction. of propagation x'.
The apparent velocity of wave propagation, c(~), determines
the wavelength on the surface and is therefore instrumental
in determining the amount of wave scattering from the
foundation. For body waves in an elastic medium, c(~) is a

constant and is related to the angle of wave incident. For

example, the apparent velocity is infinite (c~) for
vertically incident S or P waves because the phase is
identical for all points on the surface. For other angles of
incidence, c = ~/cosev, where ev is an angle measured with
respect to the horizontal axis x'.

For surface waves in a layered medium, c( <) is a function of
frequency (except for a Rayleigh wave in a uniform halfspace)
and it is equal to the phase velocity of the surface waves.
The variation of velocity c(~) with frequency is different
for each mode of surface waves; furthermore, some modes do
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not exist at low frequencies. Thus, the normalized

amplitudes UL, UT or Uy should be set to zero for frequencies

lower than the critical frequency.

SSIF Module

(i ) The program requires that the coordinate system of the

structure must be oriented such that the z-axi s represents

the vertical axis of the structure.

(ii) The program has options for the user to transform the

foundation impedance matrix and scattered input motion

vector, the mass matrix of the rigid foundation, and the

structural matrix, from their local coordinate systems to the

'eference coordinate system, using the i nput parameters X, Y,

Z and Q. The translational angle Q are measured

counterclockwise in radians from the X-axis as shown in
Figure 5-5. To illustrate the coordinate transformation
option,.an example consisting of a foundation and a structure
that is eccentric is shown. in Figure 5-5. 'ince the

impedance matrix and the scattered input motion vector are
calculated for the bottom of the foundation mat where the

origin of the foundation coordinate system (XF, YF, ZF) is
located, and the foundation motion is to be calculated at the

reference coordinate system (XR, YR, ZR), a transformation is
needed. As illustrated in Figure 5-5, XF = 0, YF = 0, QF = 0

and ZF is a negative number. ZF is negative because of the
origin of the (XF, YF, ZF) system is below the reference
system. As an additional example for defining the
transformation coordinates X, Y, Z and Q, the building
coordinate system (XB, YB, Zg) is considered. As illustrated
in Figure 3.1, XB ', YB ', ZB = 0 and QB '.
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In the program transformations are allowed only if all six
.degrees of:freedom are considered. This restriction is
important because a symmetrical structure placed

eccentrically about a foundation can cause torsion, rocking

and translations in all directions; hence, all six components

are required.
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Module No. (00)
Problem Title

Module No. (01)
Analysis Control

Parameters

Module No. (02)
Initial and Final Radii for
Green's Function Tables

~ IFITER = 0,
use manual
determination of
the increment of
radius for Green's
Function tables

~ IFITER = 1, use
program automatic
determination of
the increment of
radius for Green's
Function tables

Module No. (03)
Minimum Increment

of Radius

Module No. (04)
Maximum Number

of Iterations

Module Nos. (05) - (09)
Soil Properties and

Layered Thicknesses

Module Nos. (05) - (09)
Soil Properties and

Layered Thicknesses

Module No. (10)
Frequencies
of Analysis

Module No. (10)
Frequencies

, of Analysis

Figure 5-1. Flow Chart Showing Modules of Input
Data for GLAYER Program Module
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Module No. (00)
Problem Title

Module No. (01)
Analysis Path

Control Parameter

~ IPASS 1 or 2
for initial or restart
calculation

Module No. (02)
Analysis Control

Parameters

~ NCASE ~ 0,

~ NCASE ~ 0, calculate both impedance
and wave scattering matrices

Module No. (03)
Foundation Geometry

and Coordinate

~ Repeat for each
"NFDN foundations

g
Module No. (04)
Dimensions of

Foundation Subregions

4RCOM~WKR

~ Repeat for each
"NTYPE" subregions

'Module No. (05)
Iteration Control

Parameters

Module No. (06)
Excitation Frequencies

and Incident Plane Waves

~ Repeat for each
"FRQ frequency

Figure 5-2. Flow Chart Showing Modules of Input
Data for CLAF Program Module
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Module No. (00)
Problem Title

Module No. (01)
Material Properties
of Top Soil Layer

Module No. (02)
Numbers of Foundations

and Structures

XO«XOXO?XCOXOXOXOXCOXCCONXCOXOAXOXCOO XCCCCO?X?OX?O?XCCO?O?COXOXCOXCOXCCCOXOXCO

Module No. (03)
Analysis Control

Parameters/Structure
Modal Identifications

1 ~ Repeat for each
"NSTR" structure

~ Flexible
foundation
(METHOD
a2)

C

Not available 'g

in the current (
version

~ Rigid foundation
(METHOD ~ 1)

~ Specify fixed-based I
modal properties as 3

input (IFCAL= 1)
~ Seismic excitation

(NEXFOR ~ 0) or
forced vibration
(NEXFOR ) 0)

~ Do not specify
fixed-base modal
properties as input
(IFCAL = 0)

~ Not available
in the current
version

» O ?C «;«,? -. ? X XC?«??r«Oy?«X«yOXv«« CXO?????X XO???XO???X?$ . 4t??Xv??X??ry?«O??««?«vv

Module No. (06)

r !v ."O! «C«Cv?'.?y«v??O!O?OXO???O?X XCC«OXOX

'odule No. (04)
Fixed-Based Structural

Geometry/Masses/
Modal Properties

riw?X~re CXC X XXCOOXCCCyCCCCCOXCqugCCC CCOX?cXOCOXCOtXCOC~

Module No. (05)

XX «XX

Module No. (07)
Foundation Masses

~ Repeat for each
"NFDN"foundation

(Continued next sheet)

Figure 5.3. Flow Chart Showing Modules of Input
Data for SSIF Program Module
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A

(From previous sheet)

Module No. (08)
Relative Displacement

Calculations

~ Calculate (NREL > 0)
or do not calculate
(NREL ~ 0)
relative displacement

Module No. (09)
Control Data

for Ground Motion

~ Frequency analysis
(LFT ~ 2)

~ Time history analysis
(LFT a 1)

Module No. (11)
Fourier Spectrum

Control Parameters

Module No. (10)
Time History

Control Parameters

Module No. (12)
Input Time Histories
or Fourier Spectra

Module No. (12)
Input Time Histories
or Fourier Spectra

Figure 5-3. (Cont'd)
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X Uv
Apparent Velocity, C(r0)

Y

UT

U„

X'igure

5-4. Incident Plane Wave Propagation
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ZR

ZF

Za

Xe
Y

A Q B

XR

1

2F r

xs

XF

Figure 5-5. Example of Coordinate Transformations
for Structure and Foundation
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6. INPUT DATA

6.1 GLAYER Module

Module No. (00) - Problem Title

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (See note below.)

Card 2 - TITLE

TITLE - Any combination of up to 80 alpha/numerical
characters.

Note: Module Identification Line consi sts of a parenthesis
with a 2-digit module number followed by comments after
column 5.

Module No. (01) - Analysis Control Parameters

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - NFRQ, NLY,. IFITER, LLLL, IPRNT

NFRQ - The total number of frequencies required to
yield impedance functions that are'uitable
for interpolation (for a uniform halfspace, a

special case, set NFRQ = 1).

NLY - The total number of layers in the soil medium

including the underlying halfspace.

IFITER,- A control parameter to allow manual or
automatic determination of the increment of
radius, DR, for the Green's Function Table;

SG41(b) 6-1



0 - Program uses the prescribed "OR" in
Module No. (10) as the increment of
radius for the output Green's Function
Table. This option is for users who are

experienced in choosing the opiimum

increment, DR, and is much faster than
the iterative procedure.

1 - Program calculates the Green's Function
Table by iteration. The optimal value of
"DR" is set automatically by the program

as the initial value and i s bi sected

after each iteration until the values of
the Green's Function Table pass the

interpolation tests. The iterative
procedure is terminated when'he

interpolated values at the test points
fall within a certain threshold of the

previous interpolated value-. This
option is more convenient to use than the

other option but will'require more

computer time.

LLLL - The initial number of points in the Green's

Function table before the iterations begin.
This parameter is used only when "IFiTER" is
equal to 1. To avoid a large number of
iterations (the most time consuming

procedure), it is recommended to choose a

larger value of LLLL for high frequencies and

a lower one for low frequencies. The

recommended values are LLLL = 64 for low

frequencies, and LLLL = 256 or larger for
high frequencies.
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IPRNT - A control parameter for printing the Green's

Function Tables.

0 - Do not print the Green's Function Table.

1 - Print the Green's Function Table.

Module No. (02) - Initial and Final Radii for Green's Function Table

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - RI, RE

RI - The initial radius for all the Green's

Function Table.

RE - The final radius for all the Green's Function

Table.

Note: Usually, "RI" is zero and "RE" is the maximum

distance between two points on any mats within
the multi-foundation system. With this
extended range defined, all Green's Functions

for the integral equation formulation can be

obtained by interpolations.

Module No. (03) - Minimum Increment of Radius

This module is required only if IFITER = 0 in Module No. (01),
otherwise skip to the next data module.

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - DRMIN
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DRMIN - The minimum increment of "DR" used among all
the Green' Function Tabl es (one for each

frequency). Generally, DR is the smallest

for the highest frequency case. The only

purpose of this parameter is to determine the
I

memory size required to store the largest
Green's Function Table.

Module No. (04) - Maximum Number of Iterations

This module is required only if IFITER = 1 in Module No. (01).

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - NITER

NITER - The maximum number of iterations allowed.
"NITER" is used to prevent possible

nonconvergent iterations and to determine the

maximum memory siz'e required to sto're the

largest Green's Function Table. The

recommended value for NITER is 6.

Module No. (05) - Shear Wave Velocities of Layered Soil Medium

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00) ).

Card 2 - BETA

BETA - The shear wave velocity of each layer in the

soil medium. They must be specified in a

consecutive order starting from the top layer
to the bottom layer for the halfspace. e
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Module No. (06) - Mass Densities of Layered Soil gedium

Card 1 - Module Identification Line

Card 2 - RHO

RHO - The mass density of each layer in the soil
medium. They must be speci. fied in a

consecuti ve order starting from the top layer
to the bottom layer for the halfspace.

Module No. (07) - Poisson's Ratios of Layered Soil Medium.

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - POISON

POISON - The Poisson's ratio of each layer in the soil
medium. They must be specified in a

consecutive order starting from the top layer
to the bottom layer for the halfspace.

Module No. (08) - Damping Coefficients of Layered Soil Medium

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - DAMP

DAMP - The damping coefficient of each layer in the
soil medium. They must be specified in a

consecutive order starting from the top layer
to the bottom layer for the halfspace.
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Module No. (09) - Soil Layered Thicknesses

'I

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

e
Card 2 - TH

TH - The thickness of each layer in the soil
medium. They must be specified in a

consecutive order starting from the top layer
to the bottom layer which represents the

halfspace. The thickness for the halfspace can

be specified as any finite value of thickness.
The physical unit of the soil layered thickness

must be consi stent with those of shear wave

velocity and mass density as specified in
Module Nos. (05) and (06).

Module No. (10) - Fre'quencies of Analysis

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

IF IFITER = 0 in Module No. (01), specify the following input data

for Card 2. Otherwise, skip to the next input data for Card 2.

Card 2 - FRQ, DR

FRQ - Frequencies (cycle/sec) for which the Green's

Function Table are created. The input
frequencies must be in ascending order and the
total number of frequencies should equal to
"NFRQ" as specified in Module No. (01). It
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should be noted that if the lowest frequency is
set to zero, a substitute value of FRQ = 0.01

cycle/sec will be used.

For the special case of a uniform halfspace
(NLY=1), only the maximum frequency needs to be

entered because the Green's Function of lower

frequencies can be interpolated from the same

table by simply scaling the dimensionless

frequency argument.

DR - The increment of radius to be used in the
Green's function table. The value of DR must

be chosen for each frequency so that the

interpolated values will have adequate accuracy
At higher frequencies, i.e., shorter wave

lengths, DR must be smaller. DR must also be

greater or equal to DRMIN as specified .in

Module No. (03) for'all frequencies.

I

IF IFITER = 1 in Module No. (Ol), specify the following input data

for Card 2.

Card 2 - FRQ

FRQ - See above description for FRQ.
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6.2 CLAF Module

Module No..(00) - Problem Title

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (See note below).

Card 2 - TITLE

TITLE - Any combination of up to 80 alpha-numerical
characters.

Note: Module Identification line consists of a parenthesis
with a 2 digit module number followed by comments after
columm 5.

Module No. (01) .- Analysis Path Control Parameter

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - IPASS

1 - Initial calculation; program performs the initial
calculation of the foundation impedance matrix,
the traction vector, the driving force vector, and

the scattered input motion vector.

2 - Restart calculation; program uses the calculated
traction vector from the initial calculation and

new incident wave input to restart the calculation
for the new driving force and scattered input
motion vectors.

Module No. (02) - Reference Parameters

, SG41(b)

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).
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Card 2 - G, VS, CL

G - The reference shear modulus of the soil medi um

(first layer).

VS - The reference shear wave velocity of the soil
medium (first layer).

CL - The characteristic length of the foundation mat.

Note: G, VS and CL are used as the normalized parameters. G

is used to normalize the dimensionless impedance and

wave scattering matrices. VS is used to normalize the
dimensionless frequency ao. CL is used to normalize the

dimensionless frequency, impedance and wave scattering
. matrices. CL should be selected to represent a

dimension of a typical mat in the foundation system,

e.g., the radius if the mat is circular; the width or
half-width, if the mat is rectangular. Using this
normalization procedure, the normalized impedance

functions will generally be in the order of "1" or "10".

Card 3 - NUMFRQ, NLAYER, NGRN

NUMFRQ - The number of frequencies at which the
impedance and scattering matrices are. to be

calculated.

NLAYER - The number of layers in the soil medium

including the underlying halfspace. If
NLAYER = 1 (halfspace), only one Green's

function Table will be read in. Otherwise,
a new table wil 1 be read in for each of the
NUMFRQ frequenci es.
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NGRN The maximum number of points among all the

Green's function Tables'calculated by

GLAYER. The'only purpose of this parameter

is to allocate the memory size required to
store the largest Green's Function Table.

Card 4 - NFDN, NTYPE, SCALE

NFDN - The number -of foundation mats in the
soil-foundation system.

NTYPE - The number of rectangular subregions of
different dimension used in the analysis. To

classify two subregions as the same type, both

the X and Y dimensions of the subregions must

be identical.

SCALE - A scale factor for the convenience of input.
The values of XC, YC, XB, YB, XH and YH in
Mqdule No. (03) will be divided by this factor.

Card 5 - NCASE, IFCVAR

NCASE - The number of incident wave forms considered

in the analysis. If NCASE is set to zero,
only the impedance matrix will be calculated.

IFCVAR - A control parameter to indicate whether the

incident wave parameters BOC on Module No.

(06), i.e., ULR, ULI,,UTR, UTI, UVR and UVI,

are frequency dependent.
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0 - Wave form is frequency independent

1 - Wave form is frequency dependent

Module No. (03) - Foundation Geometry/Coordinate

Card 1 - Module Identification (see note in Module No. (00)).

Card 2 - NP(N), IFSX, IFSY, NREP( N)

NP(N) - The number of rectangular subregions required
to approximate the Nth foundation surface.
For foundation mat with 2-fold of 4-fold
symmetry use the value of NP( H)/2 or NP( N)/4,
respectively.

IFSX - A control parameter to indicate the symnetry,

about the X-.axis of the Nth foundation mat.

0 - The Nth foundation mat is not symnetrical
about the X-axis.

1 - The kth foundation mat is symnetrical
about the X-axis.

IFSY - A control parameter to indicate the symmetry

about Y-axi s of the Nth foundation mat.

0 - The Hth foundation mat is not symnetrical
about the Y-axis.

1 - The Nth foundation mat is symnetrical
about the Y-axis.
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NREP(H) - A control parameter to indicate whether the

geometry of the Nt" foundation mat is
identical to the N-1th foundation mat.

0 - The geometry of the Hth

repetition of the N-1th

(Note: NREP(l) must be

foundation mat is not a

foundation ma .

set to 0).

1 - The geometry of the Nth foundation mat is a

repetition of the N-1th foundation mat.
5

$

Card 3 - XC(H), YC( N)

XC(N) - The X-coordinate of the local system origin,
usually located at the centroid of the Hth

foundation measured with respect to the

reference coordinate system, and expressed as

a fraction of CL.

YC(N) - The Y-coordinate of the local system origin,
usually located at the centroid of the Nth

foundation measured with res'pect to the

reference coordinate system, and expressed as

a fraction of CL.

Note: For example, if CL = 90 m, and the X-coordinate

from the reference origin of the entire foundation
system in 300 m, then XC = 3.333 if SCALE = 1.0 or
XC = 10.00 if SCALE = 3.0. XC and YC may be

expressed in physical units if SCALE is CL

expressed in physical units.

Card 4 - B( I), YB( I), LET( I)

This card is required to be repeated for NP(H) times

only if NREP(H) = 0.
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XB(I) - The X-coordinate of Ith subregion centroid
measured with respect to the local coordinate

system of the Nth foundation.

YB(I) - The Y-coordinate of Ith subregion ce'ntroid

measured with respect to the local coordinate

system of the Nth foundation.

LET( I) - An integer pointer of subregion type number

which defines the dimension of subregion.

Note: Repeat Module No. (03) for NFDN times.

Module No. (04) - Dimensions of Foundation Subregions

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)) ~

Card 2 - XH(J), YH(J)

This c'.rd is required to be repeated for NTYPE times.

XH(J) - The X-dimensions of Jth type subregion,

expressed as a fraction of CL.

YH(J) - The Y-dimension of Jth type subregion,
expressed as a fraction of CL.

Module No. (05) - Iteration Control Parameters

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - IPDF, IPCMPL
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IPDF - Control parameter for printing the driving
force vector.

0 - Do not print the driving force vector.

1 - Print the driving force vector.

IPCMPL - Control parameter for calculating and printing
the compliance matrix.

0 - Do not calculate the compliance matrix.

1 - Calculate and print the compliance matrix.

Card 3 - NITER, TOLER

NITER - The maximum number of iterations to be

performed in obtaining the impedance matrix.
(Defaul t = 20 iterations)

TOLER - Tolerance of convergence during iteration
(expressed in terms of fraction, e.g., 0.05).

Module No. (06) - Excitation Frequencies and Incident Plane Waves

Card 1 - Module Identification (see note in Module No. (00)).

Card 2 - FR(} (see Note 1)

FR(} - The excitation frequencies at which the
impedance matrix and wave scattering matrices
are to be calculated. The results for the
entire spectrum may be obtained during one or
several computer runs. For the latter, a

post-processor must be written to combine the
results stored in the separate binary files.
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Card 3 - BOC(J), TH(J), ULR(J), ULI(J), UTR(J), UTI(J), UVR(J),

UVI'(J) (See Notes 2 and 3)

BOC(J) - Ratio of the shear wave velocity to the

apparent wave velocity for the Jth incide'nt

wave. For vertically incident waves, BOC is 0

because the apparent velocity is infinite.

TH(J) - The horizontal angle for the Jth incident wave

measured co'unterclockwise with respect to the
reference X-axis in degrees.

ULR(J), ULI(J) - The complex longitudinal of the Jth incident
wave.

ULR - Real part of the complex 'amplitude.
ULI - Imaginary part of the complex amplitude;

UTR(J), UTI(J) - The complex transverse amplitude of the Jth
incident wave.

UTR - Real part of the complex amplitude.
UTI - Imaginary part of the complex amplitude.

UVR(J ), UVI(J ) - The complex vertical amplitude of the Jth
incident wave.

UVR - Real part of the complex amplitude.
UVI - Imaginary part of the complex amplitude.

Notes: 1. For a special case of a uniform halfspace (NLAYER =

1), the results for the entire range of frequencies
of analysis can be obtained by specifying only the
highest frequency for the FR(} parameter. However,
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for a layered soil medium, the input excitation
frequencies FR/ must be specified to be the same

set of frequencies as that used for Green's

functi on cal cul ati on.

0

2. For NCASE/0 and IFCVAR=O, the incident wave is not

frequency dependent. The parameters BOC, TH, ULR,

ULI, UTR, UTI, UVR and UVI need only be input
once. For NCASE g 0 and IFCVAR = 1, the incident
wave is frequency dependent. The parameters on

~ Card 3 must be provided for each excitation
frequency requested. (Repeat Card 2 and Card 3 as

a set for NUMFR(} times).

3. For NCASE = 0, skip Card 3 input data.

6.3 SSIF Module

Module No. (00) - Problem Title

Card 1.- Module Identification Line (see note below)

Card 2 - TITLE

TITLE - Any combination of up to 80 alpha-numerical

characters.

Note: Module Identification Line consi sts of a parenthesis
with a 2-digit module number followed by comments after
column 5.

Module No. (01) - Reference Parameters

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).
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Card 2 - G, VS, CL

G - The reference shear modulus of the soil medium

(first layer).

YS - Shear wave velocity of the soil medium (first
layer).

CL - The characteristic length of the foundation mat.

(See note in Module No. (02) of CLAF program

module for description of CL.)

Module No. (02) - Numbers of Foundations and Structures

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - NFDN„NTSTR

NFDN - The number of foundation mats in the

interaction system.

NTSTR - The number of structures in the interaction
system (NTSTR can be larger than NFDN because

there can be two or more superstructures placed
on top of each foundation mat).

Card 3 - IFTIMP(J), XF(J), YF(J), ZF(J), ()F(J)

IFTIMP(J) - Conditional flag for transforming the
impedance and scattering matrices to the

reference coor dinate system.

0 - Do not perform the transformation.
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1 - Perform the transformation on all the

6x6 blocks of the impedance and

scattering matrices which are coupled

with the Jth foundation using
translational parameters XF(J ), YF(J ),
ZF(J ) and rotational parameter l}F(J).

XF(J ), YF(J ), ZF(J ) - The coordinates of the local system origin
measured with respect to the reference
coordinate system of the Jth foundation. These

transformation coordinates are in the physical
unit of length.

(}F(J) - The horizontal angle of the local system

measured counterclockwise from the reference

system of the Jth foundation. It has the unit
of radians.

(Repeat Card 3 for NFDN times)

Module No. (03) - Analysis Control Parameters

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(OO)).

Card 2 - METHOD(I)., NMODE(I), NDOF(I), IFNPTR(I), IFCAL

METHOD(I) - The method to be used for structure to
calculate the condensed structure matrix:

1 - Use the assumption of rigid foundation
mats
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2 - Use the assumption of flexible
foundation with each rigid footing
having 6 degrees of freedom. (This

option is currently not available in
the program).

NMODE( I) - The number of structural modes to be

considered for the Ith structure. There

should be enough modes to adequately cover

the frequency band of interest.

NDOF ( I ) - The number of dynamic degree of freedom

that the Ith structure possesses after all
dynamic properties have been condensed to
the foundation level. NDOF( I) may be less
than or equal to 6..

IFNPTR(I) - The foundation mat pointer for the Ith
structure. It indicates which foundation
mat that the Ith'uperstructure will be

placed. This parameter is not used for
the METHOD = 2 option.

IFCAL - Conditional flag to determine whether the
input data is of the form of mode shapes

or modal participation factor.

0 - Do not calculate the [Mbo] and [v3
matrices, they have been calculated
externally to the program and should
be provided in the i nput data. This
option is useful for simple analytical
models or experimental results. (This
option, however, is currently not
available in the program).
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1 - Calculate (Mbo) and [ Y] matrices from

the structure data [ e], [ g], and

[M]. This option is convenient for
discrete models.

Note: [Mbo] is the rigid body mass matrix of the ith structure

defined as [Mbo] = [ g]T [M] [ ~e], in which [ g] = the

structural geometry matrix, and [M] is the structural
mass matrix. [ Y] is the modal participation factor
matrix'efined as [4]T g] [Q].[4] is the mode shape

matrix.

Card 3 - IDOF

IDOF - The dynamic degree of freedom indicator for
the Ith structure: 1-X, 2-Y, 3-Z, 4-XX, 5-YY,

and 6-ZZ. For example, if the structure is a

plane strain model in the X-Z plane,„ the
NDOF(i ) would be 3 and the IDOF array has 3

components; 1, 3, and 5.

Card 4 - IFTRAN, X, Y, Z, Q

IFRAN - Conditional flag for transforming the matrices
of the Ith structure to the newly defined
reference coordinate system.

0 - Do not transform the structural matrices.

1 - Transform the structural matrices with
parameters X, Y, Z, and Q.

X,Y,Z,Q - Transformation parameters for the structural
matrices (see Module No. (02) for detailed
description). 0
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Card 5 - NKEEP( I), NEXFOR(I)

NKEEP( I) - The total number of dynamic degrees of
freedom in the Ith structure (other than

those of the foundation motion) at which

the structural response calculation is
desired.

NEXFOR(I) - The total number of dynamic degrees of
freedom in the Ith structure at which

external forces are applied. Thus,

NEXFOR > 0 indicates force excitation, and

NEXFOR = 0 indicates seismic excitation.

Module No. (03) -'tructural Node Identifications

Card 1, - Module Identification Line (see note in Module ko.

(00)).

Card 2 - ND, NNODES, NBAND

ND - The number of unconstrained dynamic degrees

of freedom in the Ith structure. ( Note: The

structural nodes at the foundation level are

fixed.)

NNODES - The number of mass points in the Ith
structure consisting of ND dynamic degrees of
freedom.

NBAND - The one-half band width of the global mass

matrix for the Ith structure. For a lumped

mass system, 'set NBAND = l.

Card 3 - NCARD
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This card is required if NKEEP N 0; otherwise, skip this card.

NCARD - The number of mass points in the Ith structure

at which the structure response calculation is
desired.

Card 4 - NOID, ISEL(L)

This card is required to be repeated for NCARD times.

NOID - Nodal identification for the Ith structure
at which the structural response calculation
is desired.

ISEL(L) - A 6-column array represents the six dynamic

degrees of freedom at each node: 1-X, 2-Y,

3-Z, 4-XX, 5-YY and 6-ZZ. Set each column

to 0 or 1 to indicate whether the structural
response is desired.

0 - A structural response calculation is not

desired at this dynamic degree of
freedom.

1 - A structural response calculation is
desired at this dynamic degree of
freedom.

Card 5 - NCARD

This card is required if NEXFOR g 0; otherwise, skip this card.

NCARD - The number of nodal points in the Ith
structure at which external forces are applied.

Card 6 - NOID, ISEL(L)
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NOID - Nodal identification for the Ith structure
at which external forces are applied.

ISEL(L) - A 6-column array represents the six dynamic

degrees of freedom at each node; 1-X, 2-Y,

3-Z, 4-XX, 5-YY and 6-ZZ. Set each column

to. 0 or 1 to indicate whether the external

forcing function is applied.

0 - No external forcing function is applied
at this dynamic degree of freedom.

1 - An external forcing func'tion is applied
at this dynamic degree of freedom.

Module No. (04) - Fixed-Base Structural Geometry

This module is required if METHOD = 1 and IFCAL = 1; otherwise, skip

to Module No. (05).

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - NODEID, X, Y, Z, IFCOOR

This card is required to be repeated for NNODES times.

NODEID - Structural node identification.

X,Y,Z - Global cartesian coordinate of the structural
node.

SG41(b)

IFCOOR - A 6-column array represents the six degrees

of freedom of each node 1-X, 2-Y, 3-Z, 4-XX,

5-YY, and 6-ZZ. Set each column to 0 or 1 to
indicate whether it is a dynamic degree of
freedom.
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0 - This degree of freedom is a dynamic

degree of freedom.

1 - This degree of freedom is not a dynamic

degree of freedom.

Module No. (04) - Fixed-Base Structural Masses

This module is required if METHOD = 1 and IFCAL = 1; otherwise, skip.

to Module No. (05).

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see Note, in Module No.

(00))-

Card 2 - MMX

'MMX - The global mass matrix of the structure, [Mj.
Since [Mj has a symmetrical band, SSIF will read

.[M3 one diagonal at a time starting at the
center diagonal. The free-formatted read

statement expects (NBAND * ND) numbers. Since
the diagonal become shorter as they move away

from the center, they should be filled with zero
at the end to make each diagonal the same length

'ND numbers).

Module No. (04) - Fixed-Base Structural Modal Properties

This module is required if METHOD = 1 and IFCAL = 1; otherwise, skip
to Module No. (05).

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - WN(I), DAMP(I), T
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WN(I) - The Ith modal frequency in rad/sec.

DAMP(I) - The Ith modal damping coefficient in
fraction (e.g., 0.01 = 1%).

Card 3 - T

T - The mode shape of the structure. T is a temporary

array, it will be erased after the pertinent
information has been extracted. The

free-formatted read statement expects ND numbe'rs.

(Note: ND should equal to the total number of
zeroes (active dynamic degree of freedom) given in
the IFCOOR

arrays).'Repeat

Cards 2 and 3 for NMODE times).

(Repeat Module Nos. (03) and (04) for each of NTSTR structure).

Module No. (05) - The read in option for Method = 1 and IFCAL = 0

(This option is currently. not available).

Module No. (06) - The flexible foundation option, Method = 2.
I

I'This

option is currently not available).

Module No. (07) - Foundation Masses

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - FMI

SG41(b)

FMI - The 6x6 mass matrix of the rigid foundation
mat. It is read in 6 lines (row by row) with 6

numbers on each line.
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Card 3 - IFTR, X, Y, Z, Q

IFTR - Conditional flag for tranforming the foundation

mass matrix to the reference coordinate system.

0 - Do not perform the transformation.

1 - Perform the transformation.

X, Y, Z, g - Transformation parameters for the foundation mass

matrix (see Module No. (02) for detailed
description).

4

(Repeat Module No. (07) for NFDN times).

Module No. (08)'- Relative Displacement Calculations

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00)).

Card 2 - NREL

NREL - The number of relative displacement components

to be calculated. For each comp'onent, a pair
of points: J and K, must be specified. The

relative displacement is defined as U(J)-
U(K). If NREL = 0, no relative displacement is
calculated.

Card 3 - JWST(I), JWKEEP(I), KWST(I), KWKEEP(I)

Thi s card i s required i f NREL H 0; other wi se, skip this card.

JWST(I) - This integer indicates which structure
that the "J"-point is located for the Ith
pair.
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JWKEEP(I) - This integer indicates which of the NKEEP

degrees of freedom is to be used as the
"J" component within the structure defined

by JWST(I).

KWST( I ) - This integer indicates which structure
that the "K"-point is located for the Ith
pair.

KWKEEP(I) - This integer indicates which of the NKEEP

degrees of freedom is to be used as the
"K" component within the structure defined

by JWST(I).

(Repeat Card 3 for NREL times.)

Module No. (09) - Control Data for Input Ground Motion

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(OO).)

Card 2 - LFT, NCOM, NCASE, FMIN, FMAX

LFT - Conditional flag to select the type of analysis.

1 - Time history analysis, input "NCOM"

components of accelerograms, one for each

plane wave. The results written in FORTRAN

Unit 15 are also in the form of
accelerograms.

2 - Frequency analysis, input "NCOM" components

of real or complex Fourier spectra, One for
each plane wave. The results written in
FORTRAN Unit 15 are complex Fourier spectra.
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NCOM - The number of plane waves, Nw, used to form

the free-field motion.

NCASE - A parameter used in the CLAF program, it is
the number of wave forms calculated in the

Scattering Matrix, [S(~ )]. The number of
columns in [S(~ )j, i.e., NCASE, can be larger
than NCOM because not all the columns have to
be used in a given analysis.

FMIN, FMAX - The minimum and maximum frequencies (in
cycles/sec) of the impedance or scattering
matrix table. These two values indicate to
SSIF what range of frequency the interpolation
tables cover. Using the Fast Fourier
Transform, the maximum frequency of SSIF will
calculate response from 0 to 1./(2*DT)
cycles/sec. For a FMAX that is less than the

Nyquist frequency, SSI will fill the responses

with zeros for f > FMAX.

Module No. (10) - Time History Control Parameters

This module is required if LFT = 1, otherwise, skip to Module

No. (11).

Card 2 - DT, NPOINT, NFFT

DT - The time increment of the input accelerograms in
seconds.

NPOINT - The number of points in the accelerograms. SSIF

requires the same number of points for each

accelerograms.
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NFFT - An integer equaling a positive integral power of

2, e.g., 4096. NFFT is the number of points to

be used in the Fast Fourier Transformation. If
NFFT < NPOINT, zeros will be used to fill the end

of the accelerograms; if NFFT > NPOINT, the

accel erogr am wi 1 1 be truncated with "NFFT" points.

Module No. (11) - Fourier Spectrum Control Parameters

This module is required if LFT = 2.

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00).)

Card 2 - DW, NFRQ, IFCMPX, IFCNST

DW - The circular frequency increment in rad/sec.

NFRQ - The number of frequencies in the analysis. The

range of frequency covered is from 0 to
(NFRQ-1)*DW.

IFCMPX - Conditional flag for identifying the input
Fourier spectra.

1 - The input Fourier spectra are real.

2 - The input Fourier spectra are complex.

IFCNST - Conditional flag for identifying the constant,
Fourier spectra. „
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1 - The input Fourier spectra are constant over

frequency. This option is useful along

with IFCMPX=1 for determining the transfer
functions of the soil-structure interaction
system if the free-field spectrum amplitude

is set to unity.

0

0 - The input Fourier spectra are not constant
over frequency. The spectra must be read

in all NFR(} points.

Module No. (12) - Input Time Histories or Fourier Spectra

Card 1 - Module Identification Line (see note in Module No.

(00).)

Card 2 - FORM

FORM - A= character variable of length 40 or less. It
is to receive the format of the input time
histories or forcing functions, e.g., (8F9.6)

if there are 8 numbers per line. (Note: the
parenthesis is required.)

0

Card 3 - ISWITCH

ISWITCH - A parameter to switch the time history
input from card to file input.

0 - Read in time histories or Fourier
spectra from card.

1 - Read in time histories or Fourier
spectra from file using I/O unit 16.
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Card 4 - IWTYPE(NC), IWFS(NC), IWCOL(NC), MEAN

IWTYPE( NC) - An integer of value 0, 1 or 2 to
indicate which type of time history or

transfer function that the NCth

component is (see notes below).

IWFS(NC) - An integer to indicate which foundation

or structure that the NCth component is
associated with (see notes below).

IWCOL(NC) - An integer to indicate which column of
the appropriate matrix that the NCth

component is associated with (see notes

below).

MEAN - Flag for performing baseline correction
on the input time histories.

0 - Perform baseline correcti'on on the

input time histories.

1 - Do not perform baseline correction
on the input time histories..

Notes: The following notes explain the use of combinations of IMTYPE,

IWFS and IWCOL for various types of SSI analysis.

IWTYPE(NC)=0 Seismic waves incident at the foundation system.

IWFS: Not applicable for this case, set it to 0.

IWCOL'dentifies which column of the Scattering Matrix
is this component associated with.

IWTYPE(NC)=l External force applied at one of the foundations.
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IWFS: Indicates which foundation that this component of
force is applied at.

:
IWCOL: Indicates which dynamic degree of freedom of the

foundation labeled by IWFS that this component of

force is associated with.

I WTYPE( NC) =2 External force applied at a node of a

superstructure.

IWFS: Indicates which superstructure that this component

of force i s associ ated wi th.

IWCOL: Indicates which column of the matrix that this
component of force is associated with.

Card 5 - SCALE

SCAI E - A factor used to multiply each point in input
time history or Fourier spectrum.

:

Card 6 - ACC

ACC - An array to store the input time history or

forcing function. Its length is NP, and NP is
defined as follows:

LFT=l (time history analysis)
NP = the small of NPOINT or NFFTt2

LFT=2 (frequency analysis)
IFCMPX=l, IFCNST=O :

IFCMPX=2, IFCNST=O

IFCMPX=1, IFCNST=l

IFCMPX=2, IFCNST=1

NP = NFRQ

NP = 2*NFRQ

Np=1
NP = 2
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A note of caution concerning the case where

LFT=l and NPOINT is greater than NFFT, the read

statement will read in only NFFT+2 numbers,

leaving a set of numbers unread. If the next

time history follows the present time history in

the same data file, SSIF will not be able to

skip forward to the correct starting point for
the next time history. This problem will not

occur if each fi'le only contains one time

history. Also, for the case where LFT=2 and

IFCtlPLX=2, the real part occupies the odd while

the imagi nary part occupi es the even posi tions

of the array ACC.
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7. JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE

In this section, .the Job Control Language (JCL) statements to run the

three program modules of CLASSIF, i.ewe GLAYER, CLAF and SSIF, on

Bechtel's UNIYAC BEC9OB computer are provided.

7.1 GLAYER Module

To run the GLAYER program module, use the following JCL statements:

Col.

1

9Run,~ri ori ty/R useri d,~char e-to, CE 934, time,~pa es/cards

9Passwd

QASG,A

.QDelete,c

Rassword

T$*CE934.

Out ut Green's Function Filename.

9ASG,up Output Green's Function Filename.

QUse 7ee Out ut Green's Function Filename.

QXgT T$*CE934.GLAYER

( Input Data)

QFin

7e2 CLAF Module

To run the CLAF program module with the initial pass, i.e., IPASS =

1, use the following JCL statements:

Col

1

8Run,priority/R userid,~char e-to,CE934,time,maes/cards
8Passwd ~assword

QASG, A T$*CE934.
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QASG, A Input Green's Function Filename.

QDelete, C Im cdance Output Filename.

QDelete, C Scattering Output Filename.

QDelete, C Traction Output Filename.

QASG, UP Impedance Out ut Filename.

QASG, UP Traction Output Filename., F///10000
QUse 7., Input Green's Function Filename.

QUse 8., Im cdance Output Filename.

QUse 9e s Scatterin Output Filename.

QUse lies Traction Output Filename.

QXQT T$*CE934.CLAF

(Input Data)

QFi n

To run the CLAF program module with the restart option, i.ee 9 IPASS = 1,
use the following JCL statements:

Col

.1

9Ruo, ~riority/R userid,~char e-to,CE934,time,~pa es/cards
QPasswd password

QASG,A T$*CE934.

QASG,A In ut Traction Filename.

QDelete,C Output Scatterin Filename.

QASG,UP Output Scatterin Filename.

QUse 9ee Output Scatterin Filename.
QUse 12., Input Traction Filename.

QXQT T$*CE934.CLAF

(Input Data)

QFi n
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7.3 SSIF Module

To run the SSIF'program module, use the following JCL statements:

Col

1

9Ruh, priority/R userid,~char e-to,CE934,time,~ae
QPasswd 2assword

QASG, A T$*CE934.

QASG, A In ut Im cdance Filename.

-'QASG, A In ut Scatterin Filename.

QASG, A In ut Time History Filename. (optional)
90elete,C Out ut Time History Filename.

QASG,UP Out ut Time History Filename.

QUse 8., Input Im cdance Filename.

QUse 9., In ut Scatterin Filename.

QUse 15., Out ut Time History/Transfer Function Filename.

QUse 16., In ut Time History Filename. (optional)
QXQT Tf*CE934.SSIF

( Input Data)

QFin
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8. OUTPUT DESCRIPTIOH

This section provides brief descriptions of computer printed outputs from
GLAYER, CLAF and SSIF program modules.

8.1 GLAYER Nodule

(1) User support information.
(2) Echoprint of input data.
(3) Banner page.

(4) Print problem description and control parameters.

(5) Print a table of soil properties.
(6). Print the Green's Function table for each frequency of analysis

(optional). Each table consists of four independent complex

components of Green's function at the surface of soil medium

tabulated at equal dimensionless intervals.

8.2 CLAF Module

~ (1) User support information.
(2) Echoprint of input data.
(3) Banner page.

(4) Print problem description and control parameters.

(5) Print a table of the centroids of foundation subregions.

( 6) Print a table of the dimensions of subregion types.
(7) Print control parameters for analysis.
(8) Print a table of input incident wave data.

(9) Print the normalized foundation impedance matrix, driving force
vector (optional), scattered input motion vector, and

foundation compliance matrix (optional) for each dimensionless

frequency of analysis.
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The normalized foundation impedances are given in the form of

A + i B. Thus, the foundation stiffness and damping

imnpedances can be calculated from the normalized foundation

impedances as follows:
'I

KTT = G x CL x A CTT = G x CL x B/a>

KRR = G x (CL).3 x A ; CRR = G x (CL)3 x B/~

KTR = G x (CL)2 x A CTR = G x (CL)2 x B/u>

where K = foundation stiffness, C = foundation damping, the

subscripts T and R indicate the translational and rotational
components, respectively, G = shear modulus of top soil layer,
CL = characteristic length, and ~ = circular frequency in
radian/second.

8.3 SSIF Module

(1) User support information.
(2) - Echoprint.of input data.

(3) Banner page.

(4) Print problem description and control parameters.

(5) Print fixed-base modal properties of structure.
(6) Print a table of requested output response locations.
(7) Print a table of foundation mass matrices.
(8) Print the normalized foundation impedance matrices.

(9) Print the scattered input motion vectors.
(10) Print control parameters for response calculation.
(ll) Print control parameters for time history/frequency analysis.
(12) Print input time histories/forcing functions.
(13) Print maximum SSI responses.
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9. APPLICATION EXAMPLE

To demonstrate the application of CLASSIF program to seismic 'SSI

analysis, a typical containment structure subjected to a vertically
propagating shear (SV) wave excitation is considered. The listing of the

input data of this application example for GLAYER, CLAF and SSIF modules

prepared according to Figs. 5-1 through 5-3, respectively, are provided

in Appendix A.

The containment structure consisting of containment shell and internal
structure is represented by a two lumped-mass stick model, as shown in
Fig. 9-1. The stick model consists of 11 massess for the containment

shell and 6 masses for the internal structure. The lumped masses and

beam properties of the model are provided in Table 9-1. The fixed-base

modal properties of the containment structure are shown in Table 9-2.

The foundation model of the containment circular basemat resting on a

viscoelastic halfspace is shown in Fig. 9-2. The soil properties of the

supporting halfspace medium are also shown in this figure. The

foundation model used „in the analysis is represented by a quarter model

of the circular basemat. The foundation quarter model is discretized
into 37 rectangular subregions, with the finer ones concentrated around

the, edge of the foundation where the stress gradient is the highest, as

shown in Fig. 9-3. The discretizations of these foundation subregions

are based on the criterion for impedance calculations given in Section 4,

and are good up to about 25 cps.

The 1940 EL Centro earthquake time history scaled to 0.1 g is specified
at the ground'surface for the free-field input motion in the form of a

vertically propagating SY wave. The input motion and 2% damping response

spectrum scaled up to 1.0 g are plotted as shown in Figs. 9-4 and 9-5,

respectively. The duration of the input motion is 10.24 seconds with a

time increment of .005 second.

Fo'llowing the application guidelines provided in Section 5, the SSI

analysis of the containment structure subjected to a vertically
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propagating SV wave excitation, as shown in Fig. 9-1, is performed using
CLASSIF in three separate analysis runs as follows;

Step 1. Run GLAYER to compute the Green's functions for the halfspace
soil medium shown in Fig. 9-2, and s~ve them on file 7.

Step 2. Using the Green's function of the halfspace saved on file 7 as

input, run CLAF to compute the normalized foundation impedance

for the rigid containment basemat shown in Fig. 9-2, and the
scattered foundation input motion due to the vertically.
propagating SY wave, and saved them on files 8 and 9,

respectively,. as shown in Fig. 3.1-4. .

t
4

'Step 3. Using the normalized foundation impedance saved on file 8, the
scattered foundation input motion saved on file 9, and the
fixed-base structural modal properties generated from an

independent analysis as input, run SSIF to compute the SSI

response motions at the tops of foundation, containment and

internal structures, as shown in Fig. 3.1-5.

The analysis results obtained from CLASSIF are presented in Figs. 9-6

through 9-10. The foundation stiffness and damping impedances for the
horizontal and rocking components shown in Figs. 9-6 and 9-7,

respectively, are calculated from the corresponding normalized foundation
impedances obtained from CLAF run by using the equations given in Section
8.2. Also shown in Figs. 9-6 and 9-7 are the results obtained by Luco in
Ref. (5). As can be seen from these figures, the horizontal and rocking
foundation impedances from CLASSIF are in good agreement with those

obtained by Luco. The 2% damping response spectra of response motions

obtained from SSIF are computed and plotted in Fig. 9-8 for the top of
foundation, Fig. 9-9 for the top of containment shell, and in Fig. 9-10

for the top of internal structure. Similar results obtained from using

the response motions generated from FASS computer program (Ref. 6) are
also shown in Figs. 9-8 through 9-10. As can be seen from these figures,
the results from CLASSIF are compared closely with those from FASS.
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Table 9-1

Properties of the Containment Structural Model

(Concrete

Joint Pro erties

Mass Weight Rotatory
Nn. ~(ki a) Inertia

base 2000 2l.lxl06

Modulus E = 6.9x105ksf, G = 2.7 x 105ksf)

Member Pro erties
ocatson

Between Area Shear Area
Joint No. (ft2) (ft2)

oment o
Inertia

(106xft4)

1 4600

2 4200

3 4200

4 4200

5 4200

6 4200

7 4610

8 3020

9 2470

10 2120

11 190

12 2800

13 2510

14 6290

15 3760

16 8540

17 1220

18 820

14 to 15

15 to 16

1960

1740

16 to 17 780

17 to 18 190

base to 1 1400

1 to 2 1400

C 2 to 3 1400
0
N 3 to 4 1400
T
A 4 to 5 1400
I
N 5 to 6 1400
M

E 6 to 7 1400
N

T 7 to 8 990

8 to 9 990

9 to 10 990

10 to ll 990

base to 12 2000

12 to 13 2560

13 to 14 2210

700

700

700

700

700

700

700

500

500

500

500

1320

1560

1460

730

600

360

70

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

1.9

1.5

0.8

0.2

1.2

1.2

1.3

0.9

0.2

0.004
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Table 9-2

Fixed-Base Modal Properties of the Containment Structure

Mode

-No.

Frequency

(cps)

Parti cipati on

Factor
Damping

Ratio

5.27 -30.406 .02

11.97 13.5 .02

16.28 -13. 9 .02

17.53 -20.5 .02

2o 26 6.9 .02

t!otes:

(") Containment mode

(.=,) Internal structure mode
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a =

65'hear

Wave Velocity = 2000 fps
Mass Density = 0.004 k-sec /ft
Poisson's Ratio = 0.33

Damping Ratio = 0.05

Figure 9-2. Circular Foundation on Viscoelastic Halfspace
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Figure 9-6(a). Horizontal Stiffness Impedance for a Circular
Foundation
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Figure 9-6(b). Horizontal Damping Impedance for a Circular Foundation
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Figure 9-7(a). Rocking Stiffness Impedance for a Circular Foundation
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Figure 9-8. Response Spectrum at the Top of the Foundation
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Figure 9-9. Response Spectrum at the Top of Containment Structure
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APPENDIX A

Listing of Input Data for Application Example



(00) TZTLE
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1, GLAYER - GREENS FUNCTZON CALCULATZON

( 0 1 ) NFRQ g NLYJ ZFZTER~ LLLLg ZPRNT
1 1 1 300 1

(02) RZ, RE
0.0 150 '

(04) NZTER
6

(05) SHEAR WAVE VELOCZTY
2000.

(06) SOZL MASS DENSZTY
0.004

(07) SOZL POZSON'S RATZO
0.33

(08) SOZL DAMPZNG
0.05

(09) LAYER THZCKNESS
50.0

(10) FREQ
26 ~



A.2 Listing of In ut Data for CLAF Module

(00) TITLE
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 1, CLAP - FOUNDATION

(01) ANALYSIS PATH (1~INITIAL CALC( 2~RESTART
1

(02) PARAMETERS /Gg VS p CL/NFRQ p NLAYERgNGRN/NFDN
16149 ~ 0 2000m 65. 0

13 1 1000
1 8 65 '

0
( 03 ) FOUNDATION 4 1 / NPZ ~ ZFSX~ ZFSY ~ NREP (ZFDN)

37 1 1 0

IMPEDANCE CALCULATION
CALC)

, NTYPE, SCALE/NCASE, ZFCVAR

/ XO~ YO / XB~ YB~ LET

0 ~ 0 0.0
7 ~ 5 62 ~ 6
7.5 58i2
7 ' 53 '
5 ' 45 0
5 ' 35 '
5.0 25 F 0
5 ' 15 F 0
F 0 F 0

.22.5 58.2
22 ' 53 '
15 ' 45 F 0
15.0 35.0
15 F 0 25 F 0
15 ~ 0 15 ~ 0
15m 0 5 ~ 0
25.0 45.0
25.0 35+0
25.0 25+0
25 ' 15 '
25 F 0 F 0
34 F 1 5310
35.0 45 0
35 ' 35 0
35.0 25+0
35.0 15+0
35+0 5 ~ 0
44.0 44.0
45io 35 '
45.0 25.0
45 ' 15.0
45oo F 0
53.0 34.1
53 ' 22 5
53 ' 7.5
58 F 2 22.5
5& F 2 7.5
62e6 7.5

1
1
2
8
8
8
8
8
1
2
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
4
8
8
8
8
5
6
6
7
7
7

(04) SUBREGION DIMENSIONS / XH e YH
15 F 0 4o4
15 ' 6oo
8.2 F 0
8.0 8 '
6.0 F 2
6.0 15 '

.4 ~ 4 '5.0
10. 0 10 ~ 0

(05 PRINTOUT & ITERATION CONTROL / IPDP,ZPCMPL
1 1

/ NITER, TOLER



20 0 ~ 05
(06) FREQ. IN CPS AND INCIDENT WAVE PC'~

0 '766
0.0 0.00 i+0 0+0

2 '297
4 '828
5.8594
7 ~ 8125
9.7656

11 ~ 7188'3 o
6719'5'250

17 ~ 5781
20.5078
22.4609
25 '906

0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0



A.3 Listen of In ut Data for, SSIF Nodule

F 0000 .0000 23,5000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 .0000 43 '000 0 1 1 .1 1 1
o0000 .0000 63.8000 0 1 1 1 1 1
,0000 .0000 83 ~ 8000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 .0000 103 8000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 .0000 123+8000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 0000 143.8000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 .0000 165o3000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 '0000 184 4000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 .0000 198.5000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 .0000 207.0000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 .0000 8.0000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 .0000 13 F 0000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 .0000 22.0000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 .0000 33+5000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 .0000 49 F 0000 0 1 1 1 1 1
F 0000 .0000 61.0000 0 1 1 1 1 1
.0000 F 0000 93 F 0000 0 1 1 1 1 1

MASS MATRZX
.13043+003
.86957+002
.25466+002

. 13043+003

.59006+001

.37888+002

-. 3 1163-001
F 00000
.00000

.00000

.18835-002

.18353+000

~ 17448-001
F 00000

(00) TZTLE
EXAMPLE PROBLEM NO, 1 SSZF SSZ CALCQLATZON

(01 ) PARAMETERS G t VS ~ CL
16149. 0 2000. 65. 0

( 02 ) P&~~ NFDNf NTSTR / ZFTZMPt XF g YF t ZF t QF

0 0 0 Ooo F 0 0+0
(03 ) F B STR 4 1 METHOD ~ NMODE > NDOF ~ ZFNPTR~ ZFCAL

1 5 6 1 1
1 2 3 4 5 6*
0 Ooo 0 ' F 0 F 0
6 0

(03) P&U!METERS 'Dg NNODES g NBAND/ NCARD / RCKEEP
18 18 1

6
1 1 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 0 0 0, 0 0

11 1 0 0 0 0 0
12 1 0 0 0= 0 0
15 1 0 0 0 0 0
18 1 0 0 0 0 0

(04) NODAL COORDINATE AND ACTZVE DDOF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

(04) V

. 14286+003 ~ 13043+003 ~ 13043+003 o 13043+003
14317+003,937&'9+002 ~ 76708+002 . 65839+002

~ 77950+002 ~ 19534+003 ~ 11677+003 o26522+003
( 04 ) FREQ g DAMPZNG~ AND MODE SHAPES

33 o 13880 ~ 02000-. 46754 002 . 94814 002 -. 14697 001 ~ 20181 001 -. 25734 001- ~ 36296 001 -.41847 001 ~ 46246 001 ~ 49110 001 ~ 50617-001
.00000 - F 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000

75.22960 .02000
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
. 30553-002 ~ 55107 002 ~ 10832 001 . 19072 001 . 25719 001
102+31630 .02000

.17955-001 ~ 30042 001 -.36607 001 -.36577 001 -.29840 001
-.14306 002 .21080 001 .38&05 001 o48851 001 .52827 001



) TIME HIST ~ FORMAT/ZSNITCH /INTYPEi INFS i DfCOLiMEAN/SCALE /ACCEL
BF9 o 6)

1
0 0 1 0

0 ~ 1

..00000 F 00000 F 00000 .00000 .00000 .Opppp
1.'0. 13470 . 020ap

.00000 ,00000 .00000 .00000 ,Opppp , ppppp

.00000 .00000 +00000 oppppp F 00000 -o58937 002

.92813 002 15964 001 ~ 29586 001 o47669 001 ~ 50004 001 ~ 74378 001
183 86770 .02000

~ 29065 001 ~ 38748 001 29499 001 ~ 60466 002 -. 19944 001 -. 35529 001
~ 32923 001 21563 002 ~ 27771 001 ~ 42928 001 '46161 001,00000
.00000 +00000 .00000 F 00000 .00000 .00000

(p7) FOUNDATION g 1: MASS MATRIX (6 X 6)
621

'
~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~

Oo 621 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~

Oo . 0 ~ 621 ~ Oo 0. 0,
0 ~

'
~ 0. 655279'. 0 ~

0 ~ Oo 0 0. 655279 ' ~

0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 655279.
0 0+0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 0 0 ~ 0

(08) NO RELATIVE DISPL REQUESTED
0

(09) IMPEDANCE CONTR PARAHETERS: LFTi NCOHi NCASE, FHZNi FHAX
1 1 1 0 o 9766 25 ~ 3906

(10) REAL TIME ANALYSIS: DT g NPOINT/ NFFT
.005 2048 4096

(12
(
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PREFACE

'LASSI

(Continuum Linear Analysis for Soil-Structure Interaction) is a linear
three-dimensional, seismic soil-structure interaction (SSI) analysis program

developed by Luco and Wong in 1976 at the University of California, San

Diego. Since then, the CLASSI program has been continuously upgraded to
expand its capabilities and efficiency from .those of its initial development.

Thus, various versions of the CLASSI program exist in the industry, each

covering somewhat different analysis capabilities. The CLASSIF,program i s a

Bechtel version of CLASSI program originally developed in 1978, and recently
modified by Won'g and Luco in 1985. During the course of installation,
testing, and validation of the CLASSIF program on the Bechtel UNIVAC system,

some modifications and enhancements were made to the code to improve its
performance. These include: implement new algorithms for computing and

inverting the Green's function; add a capability for computing SSI responses

to steady-state forced vibration applied on the structure; add a capability
for computing the relative displacement between two locations in the

structure; add a capability for calculating the traction vectors used for a

restart of analysis for new wave inputs; add a c'apability for calculating the
. transfer function between the SSI response motion and the scattered foundation

input motions; implement subroutines for reading in the fixed-based modal

properties of structures generated from the BSAP-DYNAM program (a post
processor for the Bechtel Structural Analysis Program); implement a free
format for the input data and improve the printed output format; correct the

option for generating foundation symmetry about one axis; correct the option
for calculating the transfer function due to external forcing function;
correct the option for calculating the SSI response to include contribution
from more than one mode of response; implement the option to bypass a

zero-mean baseline correction for calculating the time history response due to
ground motion input.

This report has been prepared by Bechtel Power Corporation and has been

reviewed following the Bechtel Standard Engineering Department Procedure for
nuclear projects.
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This report was prepared under a contract agreement between PGEE and Bechtel

and is intended for exclusive use by PG&E only. Appendix A of this report
contains technical information proprietary to Bechtel Power Corporation.
Except for copies that may be required for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

( NRC) in satisfying a re>ulacory requirement, no copy should be distributed
outside of PGEE without prior written consent from Bechtel.
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DISCLAIMER

Every reasonable effort was made to provide a comprehensive and flexible
computer program. However, the computer program itself and .associated

documentation are supplied withuut representation of warranty, expressed or

implied, as to its content, accuracy, or freedom from defects or errors.
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1 INTRODUCTI0M

This report presents the validation test problems used and the results of
tests obtained for validating computer program CLASSIF which is a Bechtel
version of the CLASSI computer program for linear three-dimensional
seismic soil-structure interaction (SSI) analysis using the hal fspace
conti.nuum approach. The program solves the SSI problem in frequency
domain using the Fast Fourier Transform technique. CLASSIF is comprised

of three program modules (GLAYER, CLAF, and SSIF) developed to solve the

SSI problem'in separate steps; the results of individual steps by

different modules are combined in the final interaction analysis module so

as to sati sfy the interaction conditions at the structural base. The

GLAYER module computes the Green's functions at the surface of horizontal
soil layers over a halfspace. The CLAF module computes the foundation
impedance functions and the scattered foundation input motions using the
Green's function computed from GLAYER module as input. The SSIF module

forms the system equations of motion and then computes the SSI responses
of structure using the impedance functions and scattered foundation input
motions as input. More detailed theoretical bases of the program is
presented in the programs theoretical manual.

The description of the program is provided in Section 2. The validation
methods and scopes are described in Section 3. The of validation test
problems and results of comparisons between CLASSIF results and the
benchmark solutions are sumnarized in Section 4. Conclusions are provided
in Section 5. References for the benchmark solutions are provided in
Section 6.
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2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

CLASSI (Continuum Linear Analysis for Soil-Structure Interaction) is a

linear three-dimensional seismic SSI analysis program developed by Luco

and Wong since 1976 at the University of California, San Diegeo. The

program solves the SSI problem in frequency domain using the Fast Fourier
Transforms technique. CLASSI is, comprised of program modules developed to
solve the SSI problems in separate steps, the results of individual steps

by different modules are combined in the final interaction analysis module

to sati sfy the interacti on conditions at the structural base. The

methodology and computer program have been continuously upgraded to expand

the capabilities si nce their initial development. Thus; various versions
of the CLASSI program exist in the industry, each covering somewhat

different analysis capabilities. The CLASSIF program is a Bechtel version
of CLASSI program originally developed in 1978, and recently modified by

Wong and Luco in 1985. This version has the following capabilities and

limitations: .

o The foundation medium is assumed to be elastic or viscoelastic, uniform
or horizontally layered continuum hal fspace. Damping in the foundation
medium can be specified as constant hysteresis damping ratios for
different, soil layers.

o The structural foundation is assumed to be rigid and bonded on the

surface of the foundation medium. The basic Green's function for the

continuum halfspace adopts the solutions by Apsel.

o Multiple structural foundations can be analyzed. Improved numerical

algorithm has been implemented for increasing the accuracy of impedance

and scattering calculations for multiple foundations.

!

o 3-D forced-vibration analysis capabilities have been implemented which

can accommodate forced excitations on the foundation as well's in the
structures.
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o 3-D seismic incidence wave environment in the form of vertical or
inclined P, SV and SH body waves and the R and L surface waves, and the
combination thereof, can be specified as the seismic input.

o Due to the limitation of surface foundation, the scattering of seismic
waves considers only the horizontal variation of input motion. The

vertical variation of ground motion is not recognized..

o The program is a linear analysis program; thus, the strain-dependency
of soil properties cannot be directly considered. It requires separate
analyses to obtain the strain-compatible equivalent linear soil
properties for input to the analysis.

The CLASSIF computer program consists of three distinct program modules:
GLAYER, CLAF, and SSIF. The application of the program requires the following
analysis steps.

Step 1: The dynamic characteristics of the super-structure such as the
~ mass, stiffness, and damping matrices are modelled using a

standard structural dynamic analysis program and the fixed-base
modal properties (natural frequencies, mode shapes, modal damping
ratios, and modal participation factors) are computed and used

for i nput to the CLASSIF program.

Step 2: The mass and mass moments of inertia of the structural foundation
are separately computed.

Step 3: The area of the foundation assumed to be rigid is discretized
into small subregions. Finer subdivisions are used near the
foundation perimeter where the stress gradient of the foundation
interface stresses is the largest. Then, the program module
GLAYER is executed to obtain the Green's functions which are
frequency dependent.
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Step 4: The program module CLAF is executed to integrate the Green's

functions over the di scretized foundation area to obtain the

foundation impedance functions which are frequency dependent.

For forced excitations, the driving force vector is directly
formed. For seismic excitations, the seismic incidence wave

field (wave type, azimuth, and incidence angle) is specified, and

the seismic driving force vector normalized to unit input
amplitude is computed.

Step 5: The forcing function or the control ground motion time histories
are input to program module SSIF. The module forms the system

equations of motion in the frequency domain by assembling the
fixed-base modal properties of the structures from Step l, the
foundation base inertia properties from Step 2, the foundation
impedance matrix and driving force vectors from Step 4. The

equations of motion are solved for SSI response transfer
functions which are used finally to convolve with the Fourier
transforms of the input time histories to give the response

motion time histories at desired locations.

Step 6: The response time histories of the structural foundation are used

as input to re-excite the fixed-base structural model of Step 1

to compute the time history response of internal stresses,
forces, and moments in the structure.
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3 VALIDATIONMETHODS AND SCOPE

3.1 Validation Methods

The methods used to -validate the capabilities of CLASSIF are in
accordance with the methods used in the nuclear industry. Typically,
for any validation test problem selected, the problem is modelled and

analyzed, using CLASSIF. The CLASSIF solution is then compared with
the benchmark solution (basis of comparison) to assess the validity
and accuracy of CLASSIF results. The basis of comparison is provided

by one or more of the following methods:

a. Hand calculations are used for simple problems to provide 'the

solution for cross-checking the results. The calculations when

used are fully described.

b. Bechtel. standard computer programs or comparable validated public
domain programs are used to provide the solution for comparison.

If Bechtel in-house program is used, the reference in made

~ accordingly and .the results are transferred from the in-house
validation report. If an already Validated public. domain program

is used, the analysis model is described and the results are

transferred from the applicable validation report.

c. The analytical solutions obtained from the technical literature
are used as the basi s of comparison. This validation method is
most extensively used for CLASSIF validations. An extensive
effort is made to locate and select reference solutions from the
literature for CLASSIF validations.
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3.2 Ca abilities Validated

The computer. program CLASSIF was tested for a set of eighteen
validation test problems described in Section 4 to validate the
various analysis capabilities available in the program; broaJly
classified as, impedance, analysis, wave scattering analysis, seismic
SSI analysis and forced vibration analysis. The capabilities that
were validated by these test problems are shown in Table 3-1. The

corresponding benchmark solutions for these validation test problems,
that were used as the. bases of comparisons against CLASSIF results,
are identified in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1

List of Ca abilities Tested for CLASSIF

CAPABILITIES TESTED

VALIDATION

TEST PROBLEM NO.

BENCHMARK

SOLUTIONS*

1 IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS

1.1 Foundation on Uniform Halfspace

1.1.1 Circular Foundation

1.1.2 Square Foundation
1.1.3 Strip Foundation

1.1.4 Ring Foundation

1, ll
8

9, 10

12

2, 14-16, ~

11

12, 13

17

1.2 Foundation on Layered System

~ 1.2.1 Circular Foundation
1.2.2 Strip Foundation

2, 4

10

4, 6

13

1. 3 Multipl e Foundati ons

2 SCATTERING ANALYSIS

2.1 Inclined Body Waves

2.2 Surface Waves'

SSI ANALYSIS

3.1 Sei smic Response 1, 4, 7, 13,

14, 17, 18

3, 7, 10,

18, 3

3. 2 External Force Vibration 15, 16 19, 20-21

*Note: List of references for benchmark solutions is given in Section 6.
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4. SUMMARY OF VALIDATIONTEST PROBLEMS AND RESULTS

Eighteen validation test problems are used to test the capabilities of
computer program.CLASSIF, as shown in Table 3-1. Briefed descripti.ons and

results of these problems are summarized in this section. Comparisons of
the CLASSIF results with the benchmark solutions are also described. For

more detailed presentation of these validation test problems, the readers

are referred to'Appendices A.l through A.18 for Validation Test Problem

Nos. 1 through 18, respecti vely.

4.1 Validation Test Problem No. 1

Descri tion

The seismic SSI responses of a typical pressurized water reactor
(PWR) containment structure (Ref. 1), as shown in Fig. 4.1-1, are

considered in this problem. The containment circular basemat is
founded on a viscoelastic halfspace as shown in Fig. 4.1-2. The

containment structure resting on a vi scoelastic halfspace i s
h

subjected to the horizontal seismic input motion consisting of a

vertically propagating SV wave. The 1940 El Centro earthquake time
history scaled to 0.1 g maximum acceleration is specified as the
free-field input motion at the ground surface. The input motion and

its 2% damping response spectrum scaled up to 1.0 g are shown in Fig.
4.1-3. To evaluate the accuracy of the CLASSIF results, the
foundation impedance functions and the SSI responses computed from
CLASSIF are compared with those obtained from Luco (Ref. 2) and

computer program FASS (Ref. 3), respectively.

Resul ts

The horizontal stiffness and damping impedances computed from CLASSIF

are plotted as shown in Figs. 4.1-4 and 4.1-5, and the rocking
stiffness and damping impedances are plotted as shown in Figs. 4.1-6
and 4.1-7. For comparison, the corresponding stiffness and damping
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impedances obtained by Luco (Ref. 2) are also plotted on these

figures. As can be seen from these figures, the CLASSIF results are

in good agreement with the Luco's results.

The 2% damping response spectra of the SSI response motions obtained

from CLASSIF for the tops of the fou-.da ion, containment shell, and

internal structure are plotted as shown in Figs. 4.1-8 through

4.1-10, respectively. To evaluate the accuracy of the CLASSIF

results, the SSI response motions at these locations in the

containment structure are also computed using computer program FASS

(CE933), (Ref. 3). The 2% damping response spectra of the SSI

motions computed from FASS are also plotted. in Figs. 4.1-8 through

4.1-10. As can be seen from these figures, the CLASSIF results
compare very well with the FASS results.

Thus, it can be concluded that CLASSIF can be used accurately for
computing the foundation impedance functions, and the SSI response of
a containment structure resti ng on a vi scoelastic halfspace.

4.2 Validation Test Problem No. 2

The impedance functions for a circular 'foundation resting on a two

layered soil medium are analyzed. The foundation model and the soil
layered properties are shown in Fig. 4.2-1. The impedance functions
computed from CLASSIF are compared with those reported by Luco in
Ref. 4.

Results

The horizontal, vertical, and rocking components of the normalized
stiffness and damping coefficients obtained from CLASSIF are plotted
in Figs. 4.2-2 through 4.2-4, respectively, against the dimensionless
frequency ao. (ao = ~ a/Vs, in which > = circular frequency a =

foundation radius = 65 ft, and Vs = 2,000 fps). To evaluate the
accuracy of the CLASSIF results, the analytical impedance functions
reported by Luco in Ref. 4 are also plotted for comparison in these
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figures. Comparing the CLASSIF results with the Luco's results for a

ratio of h/a = 1.0, in which h is the thickness of top soil layer,
i.e., 65 ft, shows that the CLASSIF results generally compare well

with the Luco's results for ao ~ 5 which corresponds to frequency of
less than about 25 cps. The difference which occurs beyond thi s

frequency range practically used in the SSI response analysis, may be

attributed to the different techni ques used in obtaining the .

impedance functions.

Thus, it can be concluded that CLASSIF can be used with sufficient
accuracy for computing the impedance functions for a circular
foundation resting on a soil layered system.

4.3 Validation Test Problem No. 3

Descri tion

A square foundation resting on a uniform hal fspace subjected to
inclined body wave. excitation, as shown in Fig. 4.3-1, is analyzed.
Three types of incli'ned body wave; namely, P, SV and SH'aves, are

considered in this problem. The inclined body waves impinge the
foundation with an incident wave angles B„measured with respect to
the horizontal axis. The following cases of analysis due to
different inclined body waves are considered; (a) SH wave with ev =

45', (b) SV wave with ev = 60', and (c) P wave'ith 8v = 60'. The

scattered foundation responses to these inclined body waves are

computed using CLASSIF and the results are compared with those
obtained by Wong and Luco (Ref. 5).

Results

The results obtained from CLASSIF are presented in terms of the
elements of the wave scattering matrix of the foundation input
moti'ons, which are the coefficients relating the free-field input
motions to the response motions of the rigid, massless foundation.
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The computed scattering elements due to the inclined SH, SV and P

waves impinged the foundation with the incident wave angles of Ov =

45', 60'nd 60', respectively, are plotted against the dimensionless
frequency ao in Figs. 4.3-2 and 4.3-3. The symbols S and R labelled
on these figures indicate the translational and rucking components of
the foundation scattering element, respectively. The subscripts x,
y, and z on S and R indicate the directions of the foundation
response with respect to the coordinate system shown in Fig. 4.3-2.
To evaluate the CLASSIF results, the results obtained by Mong and

Luco (Ref. 5) are also plotted in Figs. 4.3-2 and 4.3-3. As can be

seen from'hese figures, the CLASSIF results are almost identical to
the Mong and Luco's results.

It can thus be concluded that the scattered foundation input motions
to inclined body wave excitations can be accurately computed using
C LASS IF.

4.4 Va'lidation Test Problem No. 4

Des'cri tion

The SSI model of a containment structure, as shown in Fig. 4.4-1, is
subjected to the vertically propagating SV+P wave excitation, and to
the horizontally propagating R (Rayleigh) wave excitation. This
model is similar to that used in Seed and Lysmer's report (Ref. 6).
The soil profile and the soil-layered properties are as shown in Fig.
4.4-2. The free-field input motion with 0.75 g maximum acceleration
is specified at the ground surface in the form of SV+P wave and R

wave.. The PX damping response spectrum of the free-field input
motion is shown in,Fig. 4.4-3. For the R wave input excitation, it
is further specified that the R wave is horizontally propagating in
the positive direction, and that the free-field input motion is

'ocatedat the center of the foundation. To evaluate the CLASSIF

results, the SSI responses computed from CLASSIF are compared with
those obtained from computer'rogram SASSI (Ref. 7).
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Results

The 2'X damping response spectra of horizontal SSI response motions at
the tops of foundation and containment shell due to the SV+P wave

excitation are shown in Figs. 4.4-4 and 4.4-5, respectively. To

evaluate the CLASSIF results, the corresponding response spectra
obtained from SASSI (Ref. 7) are also plotted in these figures. As

can be seen from Figs. 4.4-4'nd 4.4-5, the CLASSIF results compare

reasonably well with those obtained from SASSI. Similar comparisons

of response spectra obtained from CLASSIF and SASSI are also made in
Figs. 4.4-6 and 4.4-7 for horizontal SSI responses to R wave

excitation. As can be seen from these figures, the CLASSIF results
are also in reasonably good agreement with the corresponding SASSI

results.

Based on the comparison results, it can be concluded that both

CLASSIF and SASSI analyses yield responses which are consi stent with
each other.'his consi stency contributes to confidence on both
results.

4.5 Validation Test Problem No. 5

The impedance functions for two adjacent square foundations resting
on a viscoelastic halfspace soil medium are analyzed using CLASSIF.

Both foundations have dimensions 2a x 2a of 104' 104', and they are
separated by a clear distance "d" of 26'. The foundation model

considered is shown in Fig. 4.5-1. The soil properties of the
halfspace are shown in Fig. 4.5-2. To evaluate the accuracy of the
CLASSIF results, the foundation impedance functions computed from
CLASSIF are compared with those obtained by Wong and Luco (Ref. 8).

Results

The computed impedance functions for these foundations are grouped
into two sets of uncoupled foundation deformation modes. The first
set involves generalized coordinate directions 1, 3 and 5, while the
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second set involves generalized coordinate directions 2, 4 and 6.

The impedance functions for the first set are shown in Figs. 4.5-3
and 4.5-4 and those for the second set are shown in Figs. 4.5-5 and

4.5-6. The impedance functions are plotted in these figures as a

function of .'im nsionless frequency ao for d/a of 0.5. Also shown in
these figures are the impedance functions obtained by Wong and Luco

(Ref. 8) for the same d/a ratio of 0.5. As can be seen from. these
figures, the impedance functions obtained from CLASSIF for d/a of 0.5
are essentially identical to those obtained by Wong and Luco.

Thus, it is concluded that CLASSIF can be accurately used for
computing .the impedance functions for two foundations interactive
with each other through the soil medium.

4.6 Validation Test Problem No. 6

Descri tion

The scattered responses of a square foundation resting on an elastic
halfspace to Rayleigh wave excitation are analyzed using CLASSIF.

The foundation model and the soil properties are shown in Fig.
4.6-1. The foundation as shown in this figure is a square foundation
with dimensions of 104'xl04'. The free-'field control motion in the
form of Rayleigh wave propagating in the horizontal di rection is
specified at the center of the foundation. The scattered foundation
responses obtained from" CLASSIF are compared with those obtained by
Wong and Luco (Ref. 9).

Results

The scattered response of a square foundation to the Rayleigh wave

excitation propagating in Xl-direction consists of three components;
(1) the longitudinal component (Ul*), (2) the vertical component
(U3*), and (3) the rocking component about X2 axis (42"). The

computed Ul* and U3* normalized with respect to the horizontal
Rayleigh wave amplitude RH are plotted as a function of dimensionless
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frequency ao in Fig. 4.6-2. The normalized rocking response,

expressed as a42" normalized with respect to RH, is also plotted
against the dimensionless frequency ao, as shown in Fig. 4.6-2. To

evaluate the CLASSIF results, the three components of the foundation

response are compared with those obtained by Wong and Luco in Ref.

9. It can be seen from the comparison that the CLASSIF results are

in very good agreement with the Wong and 'Luco's results.

Thus, it is concluded that CLASSIF can be accurately used for
computing the scattered foundation response foundation to Rayleigh
wave excitation, as considered in this validation test problem.

4.7, Validation Test Problem No. 7

Descri tion

Two identical structures resting on a layered-soil medium, as shown

in Fig. 4.7-1, is subjected to a horizontal seismic input motion.
The foundation model and the soil properties are also shown in this
figure. The free-field input motion in the form of 'a vertically
propagating SY wave is specified at 'the ground surfac'e. The 1%

damping response spectrum of this input motion is shown in Fig.
4.7-2. To evaluate the accuracy of the CLASSIF results, the SSI

response obtained from CLASSIF is compared with that obtained from

computer program FLUSH (Ref. 10).

Results

The 1% damping response spectrum of the horizontal SSI response
motion at the top of the structure is shown in Fig. 4.7-3. For

comparison purposes, the corresponding response spectrum obtained
from the FLUSH computer program are also shown in this figure. As

can be seen from Fig. 4.7-3, the CLASSIF results are closely compared

with the FLUSH results.
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Thus, it can be concluded that CLASSIF can be accurately used for
computing the SSI response of two structures interactive with each

other through the layered soil medium.

4.8 Validation Test Problem No 8

A square plate foundation resting on an elastic hal fspace soil medium

is analyzed using CLASSIF to compute the foundation impedance

functions. The foundation model and the soil properties used in this
test problem are shown in Fig. 4.8-1. The dimensions of the
foundation are 104'xl04'. To evaluate the accuracy of the CLASSIF

results, 'the foundation impedance functions computed from CLASSIF are

compared with those obtained by Dominguez (Ref. 11).

Results

The horizontal, vertical, rocking and torsional foundation impedance

functions obtained from CLASSIF- are normalized with respect to their
corresponding static values. These normalized impedance functions
are plotted as a function of the dimensionless frequency parameter

ao, as shown in Figs. 4.8-2 through 4.8-5, respectively. Also shown

in these figures are the corresponding impedance functions obtained
by Dominguez (Ref. 11). As can be seen from these figures, the
normalized impedance functions from CLASSIF are in close agreement
with those obtained by Dominguez.

Thus, it can be concluded that CLASSIF can be accurately used for
1

computing the impedance functions of a square plate foundation
resting on an elastic halfspace

4.9 Validation Test Problem No. 9

Descri tion

A rectangular foundation resting on a uniform halfspace soil medium
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is analyzed using CLASSIF to compute the foundation compliance

functions. The rectangular foundation is proportioned to closely
resemble a strip foundation with the foundation length being ten
times the foundation width, giving the rectangular foundation with
dimensions of 10.4'xl04', as shown in Fig. 4.9-1. The soil
properties of the halfspace are also shown in Fig. 4.9-1. To

r

evaluate the.accuracy of the CLASSIF results, the foundation

compliance functions computed from CLASSIF are compared with those

obtained by Luco and Westmann (Ref. 12).

Results

The foundation compliance functions obtained from CLASSIF are

plotted against the dimensionless frequency ao in Figs. 4.9-2
through 4.9-4 for the vertical, horizontal, and rocking components,

respectively. Also shown in these figures are the corresponding
foundation compliance functions of a strip foundation obtained by

Luco and Westman. As can be seen fro'm these figures, the foundation
compliance functions obtained from CLASSIF are compared very well
with those reported by Luco and Westmann in Ref. (12).

Thus, the compliance functions for a strip foundation resting on a

uniform halfspace soil medium can be accurately computed by CLASSIF.

4.10 Validation Test Problem No. 10

Descri tion

The vertical compliance functions for a rigid strip foundation

resting on two different soil media are analyzed using CLASSIF. The

strip foundation is modelled as the rectangular foundation with
dimension of 20'x320'. Two cases of soil media considered in this
problem are as follows: Case (a) a two layered viscoelastic soil
medium; and Case (b) a vi scoelastic halfspace. The soil properties
specified for Cases (a) and (b) are shown in Figs. 4.10-1 and
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4.10-2, respectively. The accuracy of the compliance functions
obtained from CLASSIF for both Cases (a) and (b) are validated by

comparing with those obtained by Gazetas and Roessett in Ref. 13.

Results

The vertical foundation compliance functions obtained from CLASSIF

for Cases (a) and (b) are plotted against the dimensionless
frequency ao, as shown in Figs. 4.10-3 and 4.10-4, respectively.
Also shown in these figures are the corresponding vertical
foundation compliance functions obtained by Gazetas and Roessett in
Ref. 13. The comparisons of results in Figs. 4.10-3 and 4.10-4 show

that the CLASSIF results generally agree well with the Gazetas and

Roessett's results except for Case (a) when ao > 1.5, which

corresponds to frequency greater than about 24 cps. This difference
which occurs around the frequency range where the impedance values
are apparently sensitive to numerical analysis techniques, may be

attributed to the different techniques used in obtaining the
impedance functions.

Based on the above results of comparison,. it is concluded that
CLASSIF can be used with sufficient accuracy for computing the
compliance functions of a strip foundation resting on a layered
vi scoelastic or vi scoelastic halfspace soil medium.

4.11'alidation Test Problem No. Il

Descri tion

The impedance functions for a circular foundation resting on an

elastic halfspace soil medium is analyzed using CLASSIF. The

foundati'on model and the soil properties of the halfspace are shown

in Figure 4.11-1. The foundation impedance functions computed from
CLASSIF are compared with th'ose obtained by Veletsos, et al (Refs.
14-16).
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Results

The foundation impedance functions obtained from CLASSIF are plotted
as a function of the dimensionless frequency parameter ao in Fig.
4.11-2 for the horizontal, rocking and the coupling between

horizontal and rocking components; Fig. 4.11-3 .for the. vertical
component; and Fig. 4.11-4 for the torsional component. Also shown

in these figures 'are the results obtained by Veletsos, et al (Refs.

14-16). As can be seen from these figures, the foundation impedance

functions obtained from CLASSIF are in close agreement with those

obtained by Veletsos, et al.

Thus, it is concluded that CLASSIF can be accurately used for
computing the impedance functions for a circular foundation resting
on an elastic halfspace soil medium.

4.12 Validation Test Problem No. 12

Descri tion

A rigid ring foundation resting on an elastic halfspace soil medium

is analyzed using CLASSIF to compute the vertical foundation
impedance functions. The foundation model and soil properties used

for the analysis are as shown in Figure 4.12-1. The foundation has

an inside radius (R;) of 90'nd outside radius (Ro) of 100'. The

ratio of the width of the ring foundation to the outside radius of
foundation ~R/Ro is 0.1. The vertical foundation impedance

function computed from CLASSIF is compared with those obtained by

Veletsos and Tang (Ref. 17).

Results

The vertical impedance function obtained from CLASSIF is plotted as

a function of the dimensionless frequency ao, as shown in Figure
4.12-2. Also shown in these figures are the corresponding impedance
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functions obtained by Veletsos and Tang (Ref. 17) for bR/Ro = 0.02,
0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0. As can be seen from this figures, the
impedance function obtained from CLASSIF is in close agreement with
that obtained by Veletsos and Tang.

Thus, it can be -concluded that CLASSIF can be accurately used for
computing the impedance function for a rigid ring foundation resting
on an elastic halfspace soil medium.

4.13 Validation Test Problem No. 13

Descri tion

The SSI model of a containment structure used in this problem is the
same as that used in Validation Test Problem No. 1, as shown in
Figures 4.1-1 and 4.1-2. This model is also subjected to the same

input motion as in Validation Test Problem No. 1. The relative
displhcement„response motion between the tops of containment shell
and internal structure is computed directly using CLASSIF. To

evaluate the accuracy of the CLASSIF results, the computed maximum

relative displacement response is compared with that obtained from
computer program DATAN (Ref. 18).

Results

The maximum relative displacement response motion between the tops
of containment shell and internal structure computed from CLASSIF is
shown in Table 4.13-1. To evaluate the accuracy of the CLASSIF

results, this relative displacement response motion is also computed

using computer program DATAN to double integrate its relative
acceleration response resulted from subtracting the absolute
acceleration response at the top of containment shell from that at
the top of internal structure. The resulted maximum relative
displacement response computed from DATAN is also shown in Table
4.13-1. As can be seen from this table, the maximum relative .

displacement response obtained from CLASSIF closely compares with
that obtained from DATAN.
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Thus, it is concluded that CLASSIF can be accurately used to

directly compute the relative displacement response between two

locations in the structure.

4.14 Validation Test Problem No. 14

Descri tion

The SSI model of a containment structure used in this problem is the

same as that used in Validation Test Problem No.- 1, as shown in
Figures 4.1-1 and 4.1-2. The CLASSIF computer program i s used to

compute the transfer functions for the responses at the tops of
contai nment shell and internal structure relative to the horizontal
free-field ground motion input. To evaluate the accuracy of the
CLASSIF results, the calculated response transfer functions from

'CLASSIF are compared with those obtained from computer program FASS

(Ref. 3).

Results

The transfer functions for the responses at the tops of containment
shell and internal structure relative to the ground motion input
computed from CLASSIF are plotted in Figs. 4.14-1 and 4.14-2,
respectively. For comparison, the corresponding structural response

transfer functions obtained from computer program FASS (Ref. 3) are
also computed and plotted as shown in these figures. As can be seen

from these figures, the CLASSIF results are essentially identical to
those obtained from FASS.

Thus, it is concluded that CLASSIF can .be accurately used to compute

the transfer functions for structural responses relative to the
ground motion input.
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4.15 Validation Test Problem No. 15

Descri tion

A rigid circular disk resting on a uniform halfspace soil medium is
subjected to a trapezoidal pulse excitation in the vertical
direction as shown in Figure 4.15-1. The trapezoidal pulse
excitation has a duration of 1.0 second with a time increment of
0.005 second. The foundation model and the properties of the
halfspace are also shown in this figure. To evaluate the accuracy
of the CLASSIF results, the foundation response is compared against
the analytical solution obtained by Lysmer in Ref. 19.

Results

The vertical displacement response time history of the circular disk
obtained from CLASSIF is plotted as shown in Figure 4.15-2. For
comparison, the corresponding Lysmer's solution (Ref. 19) is also
shown in this figure. As can be seen from this figure, the vertical
displacement response time history obtained from CLASSIF is in 'close
agr'cement with that obtained by Lysmer.

Thus, it is concluded that CLASSIF can be accurately used for
computing the displacement response time history of a circular
foundation subjected to a dynamic forced excitation.

4.16 Validation Test Problem No. 16

Descri tion

A three lumped-mass stick model of the scaled down experimental
reactor building model is shown in Figure 4.16-1. The model is
subjected to a vertical external forced vibration applied at node 2,
as shown in Fig. 4.16-1. Using the experimental test impedance

functions obtained from Refs. 20 - 22, as shown in Figures 4.16-2
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and 4.16-3, as input for soil springs and dampers, the transfer
function between the displacement response at node 2 and the forced
excitation is computed using the computer program CLASSIF. To

evaluate the accuracy of the CLASSIF results, the response transfer
function computed from CLASSIF is compared with that obtained from

the experimental test results reported in Refs. 20 and 21.

Results

The displacement response transfer'unction amplitude obtained from

CLASSIF for node 2 is plotted against frequency as shown in Figure
4.16-4. The corresponding experimental test results obtained from

Refs. 20 - 22 are also plotted in this figure. As can be seen from

this figure, the CLASSIF result is correlated well with that
obtained from tests.

Thus, it is concluded that CLASSIF can be accurately used to compute

the displacement response transfer function for a soil-structure
'ystem subjected to .an external dynamic forced excitation.

4.17 Validation Test Problem No. 17

Descri tion

The SSI responses of a .structure to a vertically. propagating SV wave

excitation are analyzed using computer program'CLASSIF. Two cases

of SSI analysis are performed as follows: Case (a) SSI analysis is
performed with no transformation on coordinate systems of the
foundation and structure; Case (b) SSI analysis is performed with
transformations on coordinate systems of the foundation and

structure. The foundation and structure models used 'for both

analysis cases are identical to each other, except for the locations
and orientations of their coordinate systems. The lumped-mass stick
models of the structures and their coordinate systems for Cases (a)
and (b) are shown in Figs. 4.17-1 and 4.17-2, respectively. The
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foundation models and their coordinate systems for Cases (a) and (b)

are shown in Figs. 4.17-3 and 4.17-4, respectively. To evaluate the

accuracy of the SSI responses resulting from transforming the

coordinate systems of both the foundation and structure to the

reference coordinate system, the CLASSIF results obtained from Case

(b) are compared with those obtained from Case (a).
I

~

'esults

The maximum response accelerations computed from CLASSIF for both

Cases (a) and (b) are tabulated in Table 4.17-1. As can be seen

from this table, the SSI analysis results obtained from Case (b) are

identical to those obtained. from Case (a). Thus, it can be

concluded that CLASSIF can be accurately used to compute the SSI

responses resulting from transforming the coordinate systems of both

the foundation and structure.

4.18 Validation Test Probl'em No. 18

Descri tion

The SSI responses of a containment structure to combined input
motions comprised of SV+P waves and R (Rayleigh) wave are analyzed

using computer program CLASSIF. ~ The SSI model of the containment
structure used in this problem is the same as that used in
Validation Test Problem No. 4. The free-field input motion, scaled

to 0.03g, is specified at the ground surface for both SV+P waves.

To evaluate the accuracy of the SSI responses to combined input
motions, the SSI responses due to SV+P+R waves are compared with the
combined SSI responses due to separate inputs of SV+P waves and R

wave in Validation Test Problem No. 4.
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Results

The 2X damping response spectra of the SSI response motions due to

SV+P+R waves are compared with those of the combined SSI response

motions due to separate inputs of SV+P waves and R wave in Fig.
4.18-1 for the top of foundation, Fig. 4.18-2 for the top of
containment shell, and in Fig. 4.18-3 for the top of internal
structure. As can be seen from the results of comparisons shown in
these figures, they are essentially identical to each other. Thus,

it is concluded that CLASSIF can be accurately used for computing

the SSI responses to combined input motions comprised of multiple
plane waves.
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Table 4.13-1

Comparison of Maximum Response Relative Displacement

Computer

Program

Max Relative
Displacement (X10-3 ft)

Time

(sec)

CLASS IF 0. 467 2. 465

DATAN 0. 461 2.465
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Table 4.17-1

Comparison of Maximum Horizontal Response Accelerations

Max. Acceleration ( )

Node No. Case 17(a) Case 17(b)

.2577 .2577

.1527 .1527

.0986 .0986
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Shear Wave Velocity '=. 2000 fps
Mass Density = 0.004 k-sec /ft
Poisson's Ratio ='0.33

Damping Ratio = 0.05

Figure 4.1-2, Circular Foundation on Viscoelastic Halfspace
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Figure 4.1-4. Horizontal Stiffness Impedance for a Circular
Foundation
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the Foundation
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Figure 4.1-10. Absolute Acceleration Response Spectrum at the Top of
Internal Structure
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Figure 4.'2-.1. Circular Foundation on Two Soil Layered
System
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Figure 4.11-1. Circular Foundation on Elastic Halfspace
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the comparisons of CLASSIF analysis results with the benchmark

solutions for each of the 18 validation test problems with test cases

described in this report, it is concluded that the CLASSIF analysis

capabilities as identified in Table 3-1 in'Section 3.2 have been

validated. Thus the program is considered valid for applications to SSI

analysis involving those analysis capabilities tested in this validation
report.
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RESPONSE TO QUESTION 2b
Volume 1 of 2

January 1989

This volume is part of a set that responds to 47 questions asked of PG&E by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on December 13, 1988. The responses
provide data requested to augment or clarify the Final Report of the Long Term
Seismic Program submitted by PG&E to the NRC on July 31, 1988.

.s. Pacilic Gas and Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Power Plant

Long Term Seismic Program
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QUESTION 2b

Provide copies of the following reports referenced in the LTSP Fina! Report:

b. Bechtel Power Corporation, 1988, "SASSI" Computer Program: Theoretical Manual,
User's M r.ual, and Validation Report.

The SASSI Computer Program Theoretical Manual (Attachment Q2b- 1), User's Manual (Attachment
Q2b-2) and Validation Manual (Attachment Q2b-3) follow. The "Description of Validation Test
Problems and Results," Appendix A of the Validation Manual (Attachment Q2b-4) contains
information proprietary to Bechtel Power Corporation. This attachment has been submitted to the
NRC separately, with an Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public
Disclosure, in accordance with 10 CFR 2.790 of the Commission's regulations.

a Pacilic Gas and Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Power Plant

Long Term Seismic Program
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SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION

THEORETICAL MANUAL
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By

Bechtel Power Corporation
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PREFACE

The computer program SASSI was developed at the University of California,

Berkeley, by a research team under the technical direction of Prof. John

Lysmer. The CDC and IBM versions of the program were obtained from the

University of California, Berkeley, under a license agreement with the

University. During the course of installation, testing, and validation of the

Bechtel version of the code on the CDC GRAY System, some modifications and

enhancements were made to the code to improve the code performance. These

include correcting the motion phases in Rayleigh wave calculation, replacing

the plate element and providing the option for local end release condition in
beam element. The original User's Manual issued by the University was revised

to reflect the changes made to the code. A new chapter on application guide

was also added to the User's Manual. The IBM version provided to PG&E

contains the same modifications and enhancements made to the Bechtel GRAY

version to date. The validation and theoretical manuals of the program were

also prepared to complete the documentations of the program. The

modifications and. enhancements and preparation of the validation and

theoretical manuals have been performed by the Civil/Structural Staff Group of
Bechtel Power Corporation, San Francisco Office.

This manual has been prepared by Bechtel Power Corporation and has been

reviewed following the Bechtel Standard Engineering Department Procedure for
Nuclear Projects.

This manual was prepared under a 'contract agreement between PG8E and Bechtel

and is intended for the exclusive use by PG8E only. Except for copies that
may be required for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in satisfying a

regulatory requirement, no copy should be distributed outside of PG8E without
prior written consent from Bechtel.
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DISCLAIMER

Every reasonable effort was made to provide a comprehensive and flexible
computer program. However, the computer program itself and associated

documentation are supplied without representation of warranty, expressed or

implied, as to its content, accuracy, or freedom from defects or errors.
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1. IHTRODUCTIOH

The computer program SASSI was developed in the University of California,

Berkeley, by a research team consisting of 4 doctoral students under the

direction of Prof. J. Lysmer. The theory and the analytical methods

described in this manual are extracted from the 4 doctoral di ssertations.

(Refs. 12, 22, 23, 25). A brief description of the theory and the

program was first published in Ref..ll. This manual contains the basic

description of the analytical methods and computational steps used in the

program. Complete descriptions on various parts of the theory used by

the program may be obtained from the 4 di ssertations cited.

This manual is prepared in 8 sections. In Section 2, an overview of the

substructuri ng methods of soil-structure i nteraction (SSI) analysis is
presented. Following this background discussion, the flexible-volume

substructuring method, the equations of motion, and the computational

steps used by SASSI are then fully described.

Section 3 presents the theory and techniques used by SASSI to solve the

site response problem.. The models along with the equations of motion

used to solve for the body and surface waves are described. Formulation

of the transmitting boundary matrices for two dimensional and

axisymmetric problems, the techniques for hal fspace simulation and the

methods for incorporating the dynamic soil properties are also presented.

in Section 4, the method used by SASSI to solve the impedance problem is
presented. This includes descriptions of the analytical models used for
computing the impedance matrix for two- and three-dimensional problems.

Section 5 describes the techniques for modelling the superstructure and

basement in accordance with the flexible-volume substructuring

technique. The analysis technique used by SASSI to obtain the steady

state and transient dynamic response are described in Section 6,

including the interpolation technique used in calculating the response

transfer functions.
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Finally, Section 7 presents the SASSI computer program layout and

operational features. It also presents a brief summary of program

validation and the example applications of the program to practical
engineering problems.
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2. THE FLEXIBLE-VOLUME SUBSTRUCTURING METHOD

2.1 Substructurin Methods of SSI Anal sis

The soil-structure interaction problem is most conveniently analyzed

using a substructuring approach. In this approach, the linear
soil-structure interaction problem is subdivided into a series of

simpler sub-problems. Each sub-problem is solved separately and the

results are combined in the final step of the analysis to provide the

complete solution, based on the principle of superposition.

For the case of structures with surface foundations for which the

struc'ture and the foundation interface boundary is on the surface of

the foundation medium, the substructuri ng method is relatively simple

and many solution techniques are available. For structures with

embedded foundations, the substructuri ng method becomes considerably

more complicated. Conceptually, these methods can be classified into
three types depending on how the i nteraction at the soil and

structure interface degrees-of-freedom is handled (Ref. 10). These

three types are: 1) the rigid boundary method; 2) the flexible
boundary methods, and 3) the flexible volume method. The seismic SSI

sub-problems that these three types of substructuring methods are

requi red to,solve to obtain the final solution, are compared in Fig.
F 1-1. As shown i n this figure, the solution for the si te response

problem is requi red by all three methods. This is, therefore, common

to all methods. The analysis of the structural response problem is
also required and involves essentially the same effort for all
methods. The necessity and effort required for solving the

scattering and impedance problems however, differ significantly among

the different methods. For the rigid-boundary and the

flexible-boundary methods, two explicit analyses are required
separately for solving the scatteri ng and impedance problems. On the

other hand, the flexible-volume method, because of its unique

substructuring technique as will be described in Section 2.2,
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requires only one impedance analysis and the scattering analysis is
eliminated. The SASSI computer program adopts this flexible-volume

method of substructuring.

2.2 The Flexible Volume Substructurin Method

The flexible volume substructuring method is based on the concept of

partitioni ng the total soil-structure system as shown in Fig. 2.2-1a

into two substructure systems as shown in Fig. 2.2-lb and 2.2-lc.
The substructure (b) consi sts of the original site, and the

substructure (c) consists of the structure and basement minus the

excavated soil which is replaced with the basement. The

substructures (b) and (c) when combined together, form the original
SSI system shown in Fig. 2.2-1a. The equations of motion for the

total SSI system are formulated for substructure (c) in combination

with the solution obtained from substructure (b). The theory and

formulation that develop in the following are equally applicable to
two-'nd three-dimensional SSI systems.

2.2.1 E uations of Motion

The equations of motion for the SSI system shown in Fig.
2.2-lc can be written in the following matrix form:

[M3 < V) + [K3 U) = (Q) (2.2-1)

where [M] and [K3 are the total mass and stiffness matrices,
A

respectively. (U} is the vector of total nodal point
displacements and (Q) are the forces due to applied external

dynamic forces or seismic excitations.

For the harmonic excitation at frequency <, the load and the

displacement vectors can be written as

(Q) = (Q) exp(i~t) (2.2-2)
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and

{U) = {U) exp(itist) (2.2-3)

where {t}) and {U) are the complex force and displacement

vectors at frequency ~. Hence, for each frequency, the

equations of motion take the form

[c3 {u) = {{)) (2.2-4)

where [C3 is a complex frequency-dependent dynamic stiffness
matrix:

[c3 = [K3 - 2[F3 (2.2-5)

Using the following subscripts, which refer to degrees of
freedom associated with different nodes (see Fig. 2.2-1):

~Subscri t Nodes

superstructure excluding basement nodes

basement

excavated soil

equation (2.2-4) is partitioned as follows:

Css Csi Us

(2.2-6)

Cis (Cii - Cff + Xff) Uf [Xff3 { Uf)

The term (Cii - Cff) simply indicates the stated partitioning
according to which the stiffness and mass of the excavated

soil are subtracted from the dynamic stiffness of the

structure. For embedded structures number of interacting
nodes in the basement of the structure (i) are smaller or
equal to the number of interacting nodes in the excavated
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volume of the soil (f). The frequency-dependent matrix [Xff]
is called the impedance matrix which is obtained from the

model in substructure b using the methods which will be

described in Section 4. The vector <Uf) is computed from the

free-field motion for the interacting nodes shown in
substructure b. The motion is a function of prescribed wave

field in the free-field. The methods for solving the site
response problem for body and surface waves are described in
Section 3.

If the source of excitation is applied dynamic loading within
the model, as in the case of foundation vibrations impact

loads, and wind loads, the free field motions <Uf) vanish and

Eq. (2.2-6) can be written as

Css Csl Us Ps

(2.2-7)

Cis (Cii - Cff + Xff) Uf Pf

where the load vector has non-zero terms only where external
loads are applied.

Seismic and external loads can, in principle, be considered

together by simply adding the external loads <P) to the load

vector in Eq. (2.2-6). This method is not used in SASSI,

since in practice, the seismic exci tations and the external
loads are seldom considered simultaneously.

2.2.2 Computational Steps

Based on the formulation presented previously, soil structure
interaction problem subjected to the seismic or external force
excitation can be solved in the frequency domain according to
the following five main steps:
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1. Solve the site response problem. For the seismic

excitation, this step involves determining the free-field
displacement amplitudes IUf» only for the interacting
nodes within the excavated volume using the model of

substructure (b) shown in Fig. 2.2-1. For each frequency

of analysis, the free-field displacement vector is a

function of specified wave field (body or surface wave and

incidence angle) and location of control point in the

free-field soil system. Methods used for site response

analysis are described in Section 3. The free-field
displacement need not be computed for SSI problems

subjected to external force excitation (see Eq.[ 2.2-73).

2. Solve the impedance problem. This step involves

determining the impedance matrix [Xff3 which is a complex

stiffness matrix corresponding to interacting nodes in

free-field soil medium of substructure (b) in Fig. 2.2-1.

Methods used for impedance analysis are described in

Section 4.

3. Form the load vector. 'For

load vector in Eq. (2.2-6)
solutions of Steps 1 and 2

(2.2-6). For the external

simply cons i st s o f formi ng

with Eq. (2.2-7).

the seismic excitation, the

can be obtained from the

in accordance with Eq.

force excitation, this steD

the load vector in accordance

4. Form the complex sti ffness matrix. This step, which is
identical for the seismic or external force excitation
involves forming the coefficient matrix in Eqs. (2.2-6) or

(2.2-7). The method used for computing the mass and

stiffness matrices used in the coefficient matrix are

described in Section 5.
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5. Solve the system of linear equations of motion of Eq.

(2.2-6) or (2.2-7). The methods used to compute the

steady state response and transient responses are

described in Section 6.

The flexible volume substructuring method described

previously has recently. been extended to handle the SSI

problems involving pile foundations. Since the program

modules for handling pile foundations have not been

implemented in the version of SASSI described herein, the

theory and the corresponding analysis steps are not

presented in this manual but they may be obtained from

Refs. 12 and 13.
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Method Rigid Boundary Flexible Boundary Flexible Volume

Site
Response
Problem

(a) (a) (a)

Scattering
Problem

(b)

free or
fixed

(d)

none

Impedance
Problem

~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

( ~ Loaded Node ) (c) (e)

Structural
Response
Problem

Standard Standard + Standard+

Figure 2.1-1. Summary of Substructure Methods
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EXPLANATION

s = Superstructure Node
i = Basement Node
f = Excavated Soil Volume Node

g = Excavated Soil Volume

Structure Minus
Excavated SolI

(a)
Tolal System

(b)
Foundation

(c)
Structure

Fig. 2.2-1. Substrucluring in lhe Flexible Volume Method
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3. SITE RESPONSE ANALYSIS

For seismic excitation, as shown in the equation of motion in Eq. (2.2-6)

the free-field motion at interacting nodes, Uf, must be computed. For

this computation, substructure (b) in Fig. 2.2-1 is used and the

free-field motion is assumed to result from a combination of coherent

plane wave fields which may include P, SV and SH body waves or Rayleigh

and Love surface waves. The following sections describe the analytical

model and the analysis methods used to solve the site response problem.

The techniques used to simulate the halfspace boundary condition at base

and to characterize the dynamic soil properties in the formulation are

also presented.

3.1, Site Res onse Anal sis Model

The original site before the soil excavation to accommodate the

structure is assumed to consist of horizontal soil layers overlaying

ei ther a rigi d base or an el asti c ha 1 fspace using the techni ques to

simulate the halfspace boundary condition at the base as described in
Section 3;5. The soil material properties for the soil layer system

are assumed to be viscoelastic with the complex modulus

representation of the stiffness and damping properties of the soil
layers. However, the stiffness and damping of each layer may be

adjusted using the equivalent linear method to consider the

strain-dependency of the properties, as will be described in Sections

3.6 and 3.7.

To solve the site response problem for surface waves, it is necessary

to form and solve the eigenvalue problem for the site model.

Furthermore, the submatrices computed from the properties of each

layer to form the eigen equation are also used for body wave

calculation. For these reasons, the eigen value problem for si,e
model is discussed first.



3.2 Ei envalue Problem for Site Model

Based on the horizontally layered site model described above and the

assumption of linear variations of displacement within each layer,
Waas (Ref. 26) has formulated the eigenvalue 'problem for the system.

The ei genval ue probl em can be subdi vi ded into two uncoupl ed al gebrai c

eigenvalue problems; one for generalized Rayleigh wave motion and

another for generalized Love wave motions. A brief description of

these two eigen equations which are in effect a reduced form of the

equation of motion for the site model is presented as follows.

3.2.1 Eigenvalue Problem for Generalized Rayleigh Wave Motion

Using the discretized soil model shown in Fig. 3.2-1(a), the

ei gen equation for generalized Rayl ei gh wave motion may be

written as

([A]k2 y i[B]k y [G] g [M]) (V) — 0 (3.2-1)

In this model there are 2 degrees-of-freedom associated with

each layer interface with total of 2n degree-of-freedom for a

n layer system. In the above equation ~ is the circular
freq'uency which is the frequency at which the model is
excited, k is the eigenvalue known as the wave number and 'V)

is the associated eigen vector with 2n components the matrices

[A], [B], [G], and [M] are of order 2n x 2n and they are

assembled from submatrices for the soil layers aocording to

the scheme shown in Figure 3.2-2. Each submatrix corresponds

to a soil layer. Denoting the thickness of the jth layer from

top by hj, the mass density of ~j, the shear modulus by

Gj, and the Lame's constant by >j, these layer submatrices are:

[Aj] = hj
6

2("j + 2Gj)
0

(nj ~ 2Gj)
0

0 ("j ~ 2Gj)

2Gj 0

0, 2(Aj + 2Gj)
G 0j

Gj

0
2'3.2-2)
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[B)3 = 1/2

0 (~g OJ) 0 (~~ + G~)

(~> - G>) 0 . (>> + G>) 0

0 (AJ + GJ) 0 (Xj GJ)

-(A~ + Gg) 0 -(Ag - G~) 0

(3.2-3)

G~ 0 -G~ 0

0 (~g + 2Gg) 0 -(X) + 2G~)

-G~ 0 G~ 0

0 -(>~ + 2G)) 0 (X~ + 2G~)

(3.2-4)

Lq ]ic) = pJ hJ

6

2 0 1 0

0 2 0 1

1 0 2 0

0 1 0 2

(3.2-5a)

L'q)( ) =>j >j

2

1 0 0 0

0 1 -0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

(3.2-5b)

Tne matrices [M> j(c) and [H>3("") are the consistent and lump mass

matrices, respectively. The mass matrix used in Eq. (3.1-1) is a

combination of one-half lump mass matrix and one-half consistent mass

matrix (see Section 5.4 for further description). Using the
numerical techniques developed by 'Aaas (Ref. 26), the eigenvalue in
Eq. (3.2-1) can be solved. The solution yields to 2n Rayleigh modes

and 2n wave numbers which will be used in computing the transmitting
boundary condition for the wave motions moving in the plane of the
si te model .
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3.2.2 Eigenvalue Problem for Generalized Love Wave Motion

I

Based on the n horizontally layered soil model shown in Fig.

3.2-1(b), the eigenvalue problem for generalized Love wave

motion may be written in the form

([A]k2 + [G] - A[M]) (V) = 0 (3. 2-6)

In this wave mode, only one degree-of-freedom associated with

each layer inter face is required. The matrices [A], [B], [G],
and [M] in Eq. (3.2-6) are assembled in a similar manner from

the 2 x 2 layer submatrices defined below.

[A~] = h~G) 1/3 1/6

1/6 1/3

(3.2-7)

[G~] = Gg

h~

[M.](c) = p.h ~

6

2 1

1 2

(3.2-8)

(3.2-9a)

:

[M.]( ) = P.h.

2

0

.1

(3.2-9b)

The mass matrix used in Eq. (3.2-6) is similarly a combination

of one-half lump mass matrix and one-half consistent mass

matrix. The solution of eigen equation of Eq. (3.2-6) yields
n Love wave mode shapes with the associated wave numbers which

will be used in computing the transmitting boundary condition
for the wave motions moving out of the plane of the site model.

3.3 Transmi ttin Boundary Matrices

Transmitting boundaries are formulated by using exact analytical
solution in the horizontal direction and a displacement function
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consistent wi,th the finite element representation in the vertical
direction. These boundaries accurately transmit energy in horizontal
directions. Development of'these boundaries are central to the

development of impedance matrix which is presented in Section 4.

Formulation of these boundary matrices for two-dimensional and

axisymmetric problems are separately described in the following
subsections.

3.3.1 Transmitting Boundary Matrix for Two-Dimensional Problems

Using the ei genvalues and ei gen vectors obtai ned for the

generalized Rayleigh wave motion, and using the stress-strain
relationship in each layer, Waas (Ref. 26) has formulated the

force-displacement relationship in the frequency domain for
the layered system as follows:

{P) = [R] {U) (3.3-1)

where {U) is the vector of 2n di splacement and {P) are the

associated forces and [R] is the dynamic stiffness of the

semi-infinite layered region that can be obtained from

[R] = i[A] [V] [K] [V]-1 + [D] (3.3-2)

In the above equation all matrices are of order 2n X 2n,

matrix [A] is defined in Section 3.2.1, matrix [V] is the

matrix containing all 2n mode shapes and matrix [K] is the

diagonal matrix containing the wave numbers (eigenvalues) of
the generalized Rayleigh wave motion. Matrix [D] is assembled

from the properties of each layer in the same manner as that
described in Section 3.2-1. The matrix for the jth layer can

be written as:
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r0.] = 1

2

'j "j
Gj 0 -Gj 0

0 Aj 0

Gj 0 -Gj 0

(3. 3-3)

where Gj and Aj are the shear modulus and Lam's constant as

defined previously in Section 3.2. Matrix [R] is a symmetric

full matrix and will be used in Section 4.1 for computation of
the compliance

matrix.'.3.2

Transmitting Boundary Matrix for Axisymmetric Problems

Using the generalized Rayleigh and Love waves eigen solutions
described in Secti ons 3.2.1 and 3.2. 2 and the Fouri er
expansion. techniques, the force-displacement relationship for
the axisymmetric soil model shown in Fig. 3.3-1 may be written
in the form:

(P)m = [R]m (U)m (3.3-4)

where vectors {P)m and lU)m are the force and associated
displacement shown in Fig. 3.3-1 of the order 3nX1 and matrix
[R] is the 3nX3n axi symmetric dynamic stiffness of the layered
system. The subscript m refers to the order of the Fourier
expansion. The dynamic stiffness matrix [R] can be obtained
using the relation

[R]m = ro ([A] [vi] [K2] y ([p] [E] + m [W]) [c]m [K]
- m(m+1 [L] + [()]) [V']m [W(ro)] 1) (3 3 5)

2

where ro i s the radi al di stance from the central axi s to the
transmitting boundary. The matrices [K] and [K2] are simple
diagonal matrices which contain the wave numbers ks and ks2,

respectively, on their diagonals in the same order as the
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columns of [W(ro)]. The wave numbers are obtained from the

eigenvalues of the site model as shown in Eqs. (3.2-1) and

(3.2-6). The 3nx3n matrix [W(ro)]m has the general elements

H m(ksro)vis ™Hm(ksro)vi+2~s for i=1,4 —~3n 2

rp

wis Hm(ksro)ksvis
mHm("sro)vi-2s + " m(ksro)vis

for 1=2)5)---)3n-1
for 1=3,6, —-,3n

(3.3-6)

where v;s is the ith component of mode shape s, Hm is the

Hankel function of order m of the second kind and H'm is the

derivative of this function.

The matrices [A], [D], [E], [N], [L], and [Q] are assembled

from submatrices of the soil layers according to the scheme

shown in Fig. 3.2-2. The submatrices for the jth soil layer
and defined as follows:

[A]j = hj
6

2(> j+2Gj )

0

0

2(> j+2Gj )

0

0

0 0

2Gj 0

0 2Gj

0 0

Gj 0

0 Gj

()j+2Gj )

0

0

(~j+2G )

0

0

0 0

Gj 0

0 Gj

0 0

2Gi 0

0 2Gj

(3.3.-7)

which is related to the matrix defined by Eq. (3.2-2).

[Oj> = li2

0 Aj 0 Q g ~
Q

-Gj 0 0 Gj 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 Aj 0 0

-G. 0 0J 0

0 0 0 0

(3.3-8)
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[E ~ ] = G.h ~

3l p

2 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 2 0 0 1

1 0 0 2 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 2

(3.3-9)

[N]=Gh ~

6ro

0 0 4 0 0 2

0 2 0 0 1 0

4 0 0 2 0 0

0 0 2 0 0 4

0 1 0 0 2 0

2 0 0 4 0 2

(3.3-10)

[L~] = 2/3 G.h ~

r2
-2

0

0 -2 1

0 0 0

0 2 -1

0 -1 2

0 0 0

0 1 -2

0 2

1 0

0 1

0 -2

0 0

0 2

(3.3-11)

[()g] = ~
2rp

0

1

0

0

1

0

0 0 0

0 -1 -1

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 -1 -1

0 0 0

0 0

0 1

0 0

~ 0 0

0 1

0 D

(3.3-12)

The 3n x 3n matrices [4]m and []m are related to the mode

shape vectors i V}s They have the elements:
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>is =

Hm(ksro)'vis
-Hm 1(ksro)'vis

Hm(ksro) vis

for i = 1,4,...,3n-2
for i = 2,5,...,3n-l
for i = 3,6,...,3n

(3 '-13)

4is =

Hm-l(ksro) vis
Hm(ksro) vis

-Hm 1(ksro)'vis

for i = 1,4,...,3n-2
for i = 2,5,...,3n-l
for i = 3,6,...,3n

(3.3-14)

The ax i symmetric transmitting boundary matrix [R jm, is used in
Section 4.2 for computation of the compliance matrix for
three-dimensional problems.

3.4 Free-Field Motion

Using the site response model, the techniques used for computing the

site response for inclined body waves and surface waves are described.

3.4.1 Inclined SY- and P-Waves

Using the n layer soil system shown in Fig. 3.4-1, Chen

(Ref. 4) has formulated the equation of motion for incident
SY- and P-waves. tlote that only the case of incident SV-wave

is shown in this figure. The techniques, however, is
applicable to both SV- and P-waves. The equation of motion to
the soil system subjected to inclined P- and/or SV-wave can be

written in the form:

0

([Ajk2 + [B]k + [Gj v, [Mj {U) = P (3.4-1)

The matrices [Aj, [G3 and [N3 are assembled from the

submatrices [A>j, G>3, and. [M>3 defined in Eqs. (3.2-2);
(3.2-4), (3.2-5a), and (3.2-5b) following the scheme shown in
;ig. 3.2-2. The matrix [B3 is assembled from submatrices [B>3

defined by:
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[8~] = 1/2

0..(3G~-f5~ )

(3G~-M~ ) 0

. 0 (G>-M>)

-(G)-M~ ) 0

0 -(G>-M> )

(G~-M~ ) 0

0 (Gg-Mg )

(3G~ -M~ ) 0

(3.4-2)

where M> and G> are the constrained and shear modulus of
layer j. Note that the matrices in Eq. (3.4-1) are of order
(2n+2n) x (2n+2) corresponding to degrees-of-freedom shown in
Fig. 3.4-1. The vector Pb is a vector with 2 components and

defines the load vector at the base. Depending on the angle
of incidence of the wave and nature of the wave field (SV or P

or combined SV + P) the load vector Pb and the wave number k

are calculated (see Ref. 4).

Solution to Eq. (3.4-1) yields the displacement vector {U}.
For vertically propagating waves Eq. (3.4-1) reduces to much

simpler equation (Ref. 4). The free-field motion at any

distance x can be obtained from the solution using the relation

{ U(X)} = 8{U} exp(-ikx) (3.4-3)

where o is the mode participation factor which is obtained
,rom the input control motion at control point at the.
frequency of analysis. Note that Eq. (3.4-3) defines the
motion at any horizontal distance x and for all the points on

layer i nterfaces within the soil model. Once the location of
control point is selected, the horizontal distance x can be

obtained for all the interaction nodes in Substructures (b) in
Fig. 2.2-1. The free-field motion {Uf} used in Eq. (2.2-6)
can thus be obtained from Eq. (3.4-3) for all the interacting
nodes for the case of SV and/or P incident waves.
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3.4.2 Inclined SH-Wave

A similar technique has been developed for inclined SH-waves.

The corresponding site model is shown in Fig. 3.4-2. For this
model, the equation of motion for SH incident waves may be

written in the form

0

( [A]k2 + [G] a)2[M] ) (U ) Pb (3.4-4)

The matrices [A], [G], and [!4] are assembled from the

submatrices [Aj], [Gj], and [Mj] defined in Eqs. (3.2-7),
(3.2-8), and (3.2-9a) and (3.2-9b), respectively, Note the

assembled matrices a'e of the order (nxl) x (n+1). The wave

number k and the load vector Pb (single component) are

obtained from the angle of incidence and properties of the

halfspace (see Ref. 4). Solution to Eq. (3.4-4) yields to the
free-field motion of the site model -subjected to inclined
SH-wave. For vertically propagating SH-wave, Eq. (3.4-4)
reduces to a much simpler equation (Ref. 4). Similarly, the
free-field motion at any distance x from the control point can

be computed using the relation of Eq. (3.4-3) to compute the

free-field motion (Uf) for inclined SH-waves.

3.4.3 Rayleigh Wave

The equation of motion for the site model subjected to
Rayleigh wave is the same equation as defined by Eq. (3.2-1)
and described in Section 3.2. 1. From the solution to this
equation 2n mode shape vectors (V) and 2n wave numbers k are

selected for a n layer soil system. It should be noted,

however, that in the engi neering application, the input motion

is defined in terms of the location of the control point and

time history of the control motion which in effect defines the
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time history of a particular component of the mode shapes.

While this information is sufficient to define the wave field
for the case of body waves consisting of single mode for each

frequency, it is not adequate to define the wave field for the

case of surface waves since multiple modes may exist for the

same frequency. On the other hand since surface waves are

highly dissipative it can be assumed that only fundamental

mode travels with distance. As a result, the selection of
fundamental mode for Rayleigh wave is based on the study of
the characteristic of generalized Rayleigh wave modes to
select the most appropriate mode from the set of 2n modes.

0

Depending on the soil profile model, one of 'the following two

methods may be used. Once the fundamental mode is selected,
computation of free-field motion at interacting nodes, {Uf),
follows the same procedures as described for body waves.

3.4.3.1 The Least-Decay Method

Consider a typical Rayleigh wave mode with wave

number k = kr + iki where kr and k; are the real and

imaginary components of the wave number. This mode

has the wave length 2~/kr and attenuates as exp (k;x)
with distance X. Hence, the decay factor per wave

length is exp (2~ki/kr). The ratio (-ki/kr) is thus
a measure for how fast the wave mode decays. It is
expected that the fundamental mode, which does not
decay in the undamped case, will have a very small

attenuation for damped cases. Therefore, for damped

case, the mode with smallest (-Ki/kr) ratio is
selected as the least-decay mode.

Study of the Rayleigh mode using the least-decay tmethod for different soil profiles (see Ref. 4) shows
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while the method pr:; ';«.== .e.~..o ..''.= .sade shapes in

many cases it does not yield to most realistic mode

for sites with a soft highly damped surface layer

overlaying a stiff ha 1 fspace with 1 ow damping. The

method, in this case, tends to select a mode which

corresponds to the classical Rayleigh mode in the

halfspace without the surface layer (Ref. 4).

3.4.3.2 The Shortest Wave Length Method

In this method a mode with shortest wave length is
selected. For undamped soil systems this mode is the

one with the largest wave'number k (hence shortest
wave length and lowest phase velocity). This

definition coincides with that used by seismologists.

However, actual sites cannot be modelled by undamped

materials. It has been found (Ref. 4) that with the

magnitude of the damping which are use'd in practical
problems, the changes in the numerical values of wave

numbers and mode shapes from 'the corresponding values

obtained from undamped system are not very large.
Based on this observation the following steps are

taken to compute the fundamental mode.

1. Compute the undamped natural frequencies of the

system by setting k=0 in Eq. (3.2-1).

2. Determine, m, the number of natural modes below

the frequency of excitation

3. Sort the modes in order of magnitude of the

imaginary part of the wave number

4. Select from the first m modes of step 3, the mode

whose wave number k has the 'largest real part
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It has been shown (Ref. 4) that this method leads to
a mode shape with the usual characteristics of
fundamental Rayleigh wave; i.e., decay with depth,
simple mode. shape and low phase and group

velocities. Furthermore, for the undamped system,

the definition coincides with that used by

seismologists..

It should be noted, however, that in practical
application only small percentage of Rayleigh wave,

if any, is present in the control motion.
Nevertheless, it is prudent to study the fundamental

modes selected by both methods described above and

select a mode which is appropriate for the site
considered.

3.4.4 Love Wave Motion

Equation of motion for the site model subjected to Love wave

motion is the same equation as defined by Eq. (3.2-6) and

described in Section 3.2.2. For reasons similar to the case

of Raylei gh wave, from the set of n mode shapes obtai ned from

Eq. (3.2-6), one mode is selected as the fundamental mode.

>he method used is based on the shortest wave length method.

Following the selection of the mode, the free-field motion at
inter'acting nodes, (Uf ) , can similarly be computed.

3.5 Modellin of Semi-Infinite Hal fs ace at Base

The approach described above was originally developed for layered
sites resting on a rigid base. In many practical cases the site is a

layered system which extends to such great depth that it becomes
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necessary to introduce an artificial rigid boundary at some depth.

This boundary will reflect some energy back into the system and will
cause the site to have some erroneous natural frequencies which will
affect the overall response. This becomes especially critical for
sites with low material damping.

To remedy this problem, the two techniques as described in the

following two subsections are used in the SASSI program to simulate

the semi-infinite halfspace at the soil layer base.

3.5.1 The Variable Depth Method

In this method n extra layers which represent the halfspace
are added to the base of the top soil layers (see Fig.
3.5-1). The total depth H of the added layers varies with
frequency and i's set to

H = 1.5 Vs

f
(3. 5-1 )

where f i s the frequency of analysi s in Hz, and Vs in the
shear wave velocity of halfspace. The choice of this depth is
based on the observation that fundamental mode Rayleigh waves

in a hal fspace decay rapidly with depth and essentially vanish

at a depth corresponding to one and a half wave length. Only

a minimal error is therefore introduced by placing a rigid
base at this depth.

Assuming the thickness of the last top layer to be hO, and

this layer has the same properties as the halfspace, the
thickness of the jth layer in the simulated halfspace is set to
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where a is a constant coefficient. This coefficient is
determined as follows:

e
The total thickness of the n layers is

H = hp + a2hp + -- + ahhp = (a" - 1)hp
~-1

(3.5-3)

Hence

(a" - 1) = H

a-') hp

(3.5-4)

Equation (3.5-4), in which the right-hand side is known at
- each frequency, is solved by the Newton iteration method to

determine a. The number, of layers n, used to represent the

halfspace is usually chosen such that ~>l for the highest

frequency of analysis.

Based on the above method of subdivision the layer thicknesses

will increase with depth and decrease with frequency. This is
the desi red characteristic of the model since surface wave

mode shapes decrease exponentially with depth and since their
depth of penetration i ncreases with decreasing frequency. The

fact that the layer thickness becomes very large at low

frequencies is acceptable since the thickness remains small as

compared to the wave length. The choice of n=10 has been

found to be adequate for all practical problems (Ref. 2).

3.5.2 'iscous Boundary at Base

The site model may be further improved by replacing the rigid
boundary wi th a viscous boundary, as shown in Figure. 3.5-1.

This boundary which was developed by Lysmer and Kuhlemeyer
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(Ref. 7) consists of two dashpots per unit area of the

boundary. The dashpots have the damping coefficients

Vertical dashpot: cp = PVp (3. 5-5a)

Horizontal dashpot: cs = oVs (3.5-5b)

where p is the mass density and Vp and Vs are the P- and

S-wave veloci ties, respectively, of the halfspace below the

'oundary of the model. Thus the boundary condition is

0(X, t) = Vp Uz (X, t)

t(X, t) = Vs Ux (N, t)

(3.5-6a)

(3.5-6b)

where a, v, uz and ux are the normal stress, the shear stress,
the normal velocity, and tangential velocity, respectively, at
the boundary. The boundary condition in Eqs..(3.5-6) is the

exact boundary condition for the (downward) vertically
propagating P and S plane waves in a perfect elastic
halfspace. Thus the dashpots exactly simulate the halfspace

impedances below the base of the model for the special load

cases shown in rig. 3.5-2. In fact, all of the three models

shown in Fig. 3.5-2(a) and 3.5-2(b) will result in the same

surface response.

The inclusion of dashpots in the site model also greatly
improves the accuracy of the impedance calculations to be

discussed in Chapter 4. Thus, for the simulation of halfspace

the site model as shown in Fig. 3.5-1 which combines both the

variable depth method and the viscous boundary condition
should be used when applying the SASSI program.
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3.6 Dynamic Soil Pro erties and Equivalent Linear Method
0

The substructure methods used by SASSI is valid only for linear
analyses. It is well known, however, that the response of soils to
dynamic loading exhibits strain-dependent nonlinear behavior. The

nonlinear behavior of the soil is considered approximately in SASSI

using the equivalent linear method proposed by Seed and Idriss (Ref.
20). Using this method, the nonlinear properties of the soil are

approximated by equivalent linear properties consisting of the
equivalent linear shear modulus and damping ratio for the soil which

are compatible with the induced strain amplitudes in the soil medium.

An extensive summary of data on strain compatible moduli and damping

ratios for clays and sands has been presented by Seed and Idriss
(Ref. 21). Additional data has been presented by Hardin and Drnevich

(Ref. 6). The data are presented in the form of curves shown in
Fig. 3.6-1. These curves show the effective dynamic shear moduli and

damping ratios'or clays and sands subjected to cyclic excitation at
different strain amplitudes. The curves provide the essential data

for the equi valent linear method which proceeds as follows: A linear
analysis is performed with estimated soil properties. This analysis
provides approximate values of the effective strain amplitude
developed in each soil layer and these are used to estimate better
soil properties from the curves for a second linear analysis. The

process is continued until compatibility is obtained between soil
properties and strain amplitudes and the results of the last linear
analysis is assumed to represent the nonlinear response.

The effect of nonlinear soil behavior under seismic excitations can

be considered in two parts: the primary nonlinearity attributed to
the non'linearity induced by the seismic excitation of the free field,
and the secondary nonlinearity due to soil-structure interaction
only. The primary nonlinearity is usually considered using Computer

Program SHAKE (Ref. 19). The iterated soil properties obtained;rom
SHAKE analysis are used for SASSI analysis.
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The secondary nonlinearity, which occurs at, soil elements adjacent to

the structure, may also arise from separation or debonding between

the soil and the structure and the subsequent closing of the gaps or

sliding of the structure. The stress and strain in the soil elements

near the structure can also be computed by SASSI. If need be, the

properties of these elements are adjusted usi ng the iterated
equivalent linear soil properties and the analysis can be restarted

with adjusted soil properties.

3.7 Com lex Res onse Method

In SASSI, the soil material properties are represented by the complex

shear, G*, and complex constrai ned moduli, M", defined by the

following equations:

G* = G(l-2BB + 2i BB ~l-28') ~ G ()+2i BB)

2
M* = M(l-2Bp +. 2iBp Jl-29p) ~ N (1+2i Bp)

(3.6-la)

(3.6-1b)

where G and M are real numbers corresponding to the shear and

constrained moduli, respectively and Bs and Bp are the critical
damping ratios associated with S-wave and P-waves, respectively.
Currently only limited data are available on the ratio between Bs

and Bp and these quantities are therefore usually chosen to be equal,
in which case the subscripts are dropped and the corresponding
Poisson's ratio becomes real number.

Using the complex modulus described above, the spatial variation of
damping can be included in the analysis. This is particularly
important for SSI systems in which the material damping in the soil
and structure are significantly different.
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Figure 3.2.1. Degrees of Freedom: (a) Raleigh Wave, and (b) Love Wave
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4. IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS

The equations of motion of the SSI system based on the flexible volume

substructuring method used by SASSI include the impedance matrix [Xff3 as

shown in Eqs. (2.2-6) and (2.2-7). The impedance matrix need be computed

for all the interacting nodes in the flexible volume, i.e., the excavated

soil volume. The calculation of the impedance matrix is achieved by

inverting the dynamic flexibility (compliance) matrix for each frequency

of analysis. The methods and analytical models used to compute the

compliance matrix based on the model of substructure (b) shown in Figure
2.2-1 for two- and three-dimensional problems are described in Sections

4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Two methods, namely, .the direct method and the

skin method, are used in SASSI for the impedance analysis. Depending on

which method is used, the compliance matrix is computed for all or part of
the interacting nodes. The direct and skin methods of impedance analysis
are described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.

4.1 Com liance Matrix for Two-Dimensional. Problems

By definition of the compliance matrix, the components of the ith
column of the matrix are the dynamic di splacements of the interacting
degrees-of-freedom caused by a harmonic force of unit amplitude

acting at the ith degree-of-freedom. Thus, the problem in
determining the compliance matrix for two-dimensional problems is
that of finding the harmonic response di splacements of a layered .

halfspace to a harmonic line load. Figure 4.1-1 shows a layered

system and the i nteraction nodes for which the matrix is to be

determined. To obtai n the compliance matrix, the basic problem is to
determine the displacement responses of all the nodes subject to unit
loads placed successively at one column of nodes shown as heavy dots

in Fig. 4.1-1. Once this problem has been solved, solution
corresponding to other nodes can be obtained simply by a shift of the

horizontal coordinates.
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The basic solution is obtained using a models which consists of a

single column of plane-strain rectangular elements. This model,

which takes advantage of symmetry, is shown in Figure 4.1-2 and is
solved with different boundary conditions at the axis of symmetry

depending on the direction of the applied forces at the loaded

nodes. The existence of the semi-infinite layered region is
simulated by applying the consistent transmitting boundary impedances

as described in Section 3.3 on the nodes numbered n+1 to 2n, where n

is the number of layers. The lower boundary may be fixed or a.

halfspace simulated using the variable depth method and the vi scous

boundary at base as discussed in Section 3.5.

The equations of motion for the model are

Ccc Cc uc Qc

(4.1-1)

Cac C<< + R

where C .indicates a dynamic stiffness matrix of the form (C = k~2M)

and R is the transmitting boundary impedance matrix described in
Section 3.3.1. The indices c and a refer to degrees of freedom on

the center line and the lateral boundary, respectively; and Uc and U<

are the corresponding displacements. The load vector for each load
case has only one non-zero element corresponding to a load of unit
amplitude. Since the matrix in Eq. (4.1-1) is the same for all
horizontal load cases (Figure 4.1-2a), only a single triangulation is
required to find the solution vectors for these cases.

The unit horizontal harmonic loads are applied at the interacting
nodes on the center line of the model (see Fig. 4.1-2a)
successively. Solution to Eq. (4.1-1) yields to displacement
responses on the center line and on the boundary of the model for
each loading case. To compute the components of the flexibility
matrix at interacting nodes outside the boundary of the model, the
following relationship applicable to layered halfspace is used.



2n,

{U) = <s (V)s exp(-iksX)
s=l

(4.1-2)

In this equation X is the horizontal distance, (V)s, as and ks are

the mode shapes, mode participation factors and wave number

associated with soil layered system. As discussed in Section 3.2,

there are 2n modes for a n layer soil system. The mode shapes and

the associated wave numbers are obtained from the solution of the

eigenvalue problem of a layered system as discussed in Chapter 3.

The mode participation factors are computed from Eq. (4.1-2) by

letting X=O and using the solution of Eq. (4. 1-1), at the boundary

nodes. Thus, by knowing the horizontal distance between the loaded

nodes on the center line and the interacting nodes outside the

boundary, the displacements at all other nodes are computed from

Eq. (4.1-2).

A similar technique is used for the vertical loading case. In this
case the model shown in.Fig. 4.1-2b is used and the solution is
obtained in the similar manner. Equation (4.1-2) is then used to

compute the displacement at other interacting nodes.

It should be noted, however, that the analytical models shown in

Figs 4. 1-2a and 4. 1-2b are analyzed only for one column of the

interacting nodes as shown in Fig. 4.1-1. The same solution is
successfully used for the remaining columns of interacting nodes and

only the horizontal distance X in Eq. (4.1-2) needs to be computed to
measure the horizontal distance between the new set of loaded nodes

and the remaining interacting nodes.

Using the technique described above, a 2i x 2i compliance matrix
associated with total of i interacting nodes is computed for each

frequency of analysis.



4.2 Compliance Matrix for Three-Dimensional Problems

Similar to the 2-D Case, the problem of evaluating the dynamic

flexibilitymatrix for a three-dimensional case reduces to the

problem of finding the response of horizontally .layered system to

point loads at the layer interfaces. This problem, however, is an

axisymmetric problem and can be solved using the axisymmetric model

shown in Fig. 4.2-1. The model consists of a central zone with

radius ro of cylindrical elements enclosed by an axisymmetric

transmitting boundary. As for the two-dimensional case, the lower

boundary can either be fixed or halfspace simulated using the

variable depth and viscous boundary methods. Taking advantage of

symmetry and antisymmetry boundary conditions, the models shown in

Figs. 4.2-2a and 4.2-2b are used for vertical and'orizontal loading

cases, respectively.

The mass and stiffness matrices of the elements in these models are

computed in cylindrical coordinates system. Fourier harmonics are

used to expand the displacement field within each element in

tangential direction. In the model used for horizontal loading

(Fig. 4.2-2b), up to 1st Fourier expansion terms are used. In the

model used for vertical loading (Fig. 4.2-2a) only zero harmonic

terms are needed since the model and the loading are symmetric.

Following the computation of element mass and stiffness matrices, the

equation of motion is assembled in the following form:

Ccc Ccp Uc Qc

(4.2-1)

Cpc Cpp ' Up

where C indicates the dynamic stiffness matrix (C = k - u2M) and R is
the axi symmetric transmitting boundary impedance matrix described in
Section 3.3.2. The indices C and P refer to degrees of freedom on

he center line and perimeter of the model, respectively, and Uc and

Jp are the corresponding displacement amplitudes. The displacements

of the nodes outside the model ( r>ro)may be obtained from
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( U(r))m = [M(r)jm (~)m (4.2-2)

where the subscript m refer to Fourier harmonic order (zero or one)

and

(a)z = (ul a2,,a3n) (4.2-2)

is the modal participation factors associated with 3n modes of the n

layer soil system. The 3n x3n matrix [W(r) jm has the general

el ements defi ned i n Eq. ( 3. 3-6) .

The displacement of the nodes on the perimeter of the model (r=ro)
obtained from Eq. (4.2-1) are used in Eq. (4.2-2) to compute the mode

participation vector $ a) m. Knowing the mode participation vector,

Eq. (4.2-2) can be used to compute the displacement at any'oint with
radius of r from the axis of the model. These displacements are in
cylindrical coordinates. The displacement components at each node

are transformed into Cartesian coordinate and used .to.construct the

comnpliance matrix.

Usi,ng .he techni que described above, a 3i x 3i flexibilitymatrix is
computed for a system with i interacting nodes in the free-field soil
medium for each frequency of analysis.

4.3 Direct Method of Im cdance Anal sis

In this method, the compliance matrix [Fff] need be computed for all
the interacting nodes using the methods described above. The

impedance matrix [Xffj is obtained by inverting the compliance

matrix, i.e.,

[Xff]= [Fff~-1
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The impedance matrix as obtained is subsequently used in the
assemblage of the equations of motion as described in Section 2.2.
The inVersion of the matrix is computer cpu intensive and needs to be

performed for every frequency of analysis. An efficient in-place
inversion routine is used to invert the flexibilitymatrix which is a

full matrix in the direct method of analysis..For total number of i
interacting nodes, the resultant impedance matrix is of the order of
2i x 2i or 3i x 3i for two- and three-dimensional problems,

.respectively.

4.4 Skin Method of Im cdance Anal sis

According to this method the interacting nodes are grouped into three
groups defined as skin, intermediate and internal nodes. These

groups are shown in Fig. 4.4-1. By definition, ski n nodes are those

located along the physical boundary between the structure basement

and the soil region (labeled by digit 1 in Fig. 4.4-1). Intermediate
h

nodes are defined as those interaction nodes within the flexible
volume which are directly connected to the skin nodes (labeled by

digit 2 in Figure 4.4-1). The remaining interaction nodes, which are

not connected to skin nodes, are internal nodes (labeled by digit 3

in Figure 4.4-1).

."ccording to the above definition, the impedance and compliance

matrices are partitioned as follows:

Xll X12 X13

X21 X22 X23

X31 X32 X33

F»

F31

F12 F13

F22 F23

F32 F33

(4.4-1)

Consider the embedment region separated from the surrounding
environment as shown in Figure 4.4-lb. The dynamic stiffness matrix
of this region is identical to the matrix Cff in Eq. (2.2-6) and has

the form
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LCffj =

Cll C12 0

C21 C22 C23

0 C32 C33

(4.4-2)

where C = K - <o2M are formed from the mass and stiffness properties
of the "excavated" soil.

By the definition of a stiffness matrix, the elements of X and C are

the forces at all degrees of freedom when a particular degree of
freedom is given a unit displacement while all other nodes remain

fixed. By this definition the following relations are obtained:

xl2 = C12

x22 = C22

x32 = C32

x13 = 0

x23 = C23

33 = C33

(4.4-3)
(4.4-3b)
(4.4-3c)
(4.4-3d)
(4.4-3e)
(4.4-3f)

These relations are exact if the same displacement fields are used in
the layered site and in modeling the excavated soil. In actual

analysis, plane strain or brick elements with linear displacement
fields are used to model the excavated soil while continum

formulation (see Eqs. [4.1-23 and L4.2-2j) are used to compute the

di splacements in layered site with respect to horizontal distance.
Therefore, the above equations are only approximately satisfied.
However, the errors i ntroduced by assuming Eqs. (4.4-3) are

acceptable for practical purposes.

Multiplication of the impedance matrix, X, with flexibility matrix,
F, yields the identity matrix. Hence, substituting for elements of X

from the above equations,

Fll F12 F13

F21 F22 F23

F31 F32 F33

Xll C12 0

C21 C22 C23

0 C32 C33

I 0 0

0 I 0 (4.4-4)
0 0 I
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xll is obtained from the first set of equations and is

-1 T
Xll = Fll ~ (I - F12 ~ C12) ~ (4. 4-5)

.

The entire impedance matrix is now of the form

[Xff3 =

-I T
Fll (I - F12 ~ C12) C12

C21 C22 C23

0 C32 C33

(4.4-6)

As is evident from Eq. (4.4-6), only Fll and F12 of the total
flexibilitymatrix needs to be formed and only Fll needs to be

inverted. The efficiency of the skin method is clearly highest when

the number of skin nodes is small compared to the total number of

i nteraction nodes. 'This will usually be the case for deep

foundations.

Following the computation of the impedance matrix, this matrix is
used in the equation of motion as described in Section 2.2

4.5 Impedance Matrices for Symmetric and Antisymmetric Systems

For SSI systems with symmetric properties and symmetric or

antisymmetric loading, the model size and cost of analysis can be

reduced by using one-half or one-fourth of the model. This requires

calculation of the impedance matrix for the symmetric systems. Using

the direct method as described in Section 4.3, the symmetric

impedance matrix Xff can be determined as the inverse of the

corresponding symmetric dynamic flexibilitymatrix Fff using

[Xff]= [Fff] (4.5-1)

s
The elements of the symmetric flexibilitymatrix f;j represent the

displacement at degree-of-freedom i due to unit harmonic loads acting

at degree-of-freedom j and degree-of-freedom j'hich is the mirror
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image of j relative to the axis of symmetry. The displacemen~s are

computed using the methods described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Similarly for SSI systems with antisymmetric loading, the

antisymmetric compliance matrix can be computed with.the exception

that the unit harmonic load at degree-of-freedom j''takes the

oppos i te di recti on.
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5. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

In this section, computation of the structural and excavated soil

properties used in the coefficient matrix of the equations of motion,

namely the comPonents Css, Csi, Cii, and Cff in Eq. (2.2.-6) are described.

5.1 Model 1 in of Structure

The structure which consi.sts of the superstructure and the basement

is modelled by finite elements. Several types of elements are

included in the finite element library of SASSI. These elements

include 3- to 4-node plane-strain elements (Ref. 1), 4- to 8-node

three-dimensional solid elements (Ref. 1), straight beam elements

(Ref. 1), spring elements (Ref. 1), LSST9 plate/shell elements (Ref.

1), and special matrix elements to assign stiffness or inertia
relating any two nodes in the model. Formulation of mass and

stiffness matrices for the above element types are not described but

may be obtained from the reference cited. Basic theory for
formulation of finite elements may be obtained from general finite
element text books (e.g., Ref. 28).

The material damping is incorporated in the stiffness matrix using

the complex modulus representation as described in Section 3.6. Mi th

thi s representation the material damping ratio defi ned at element

level will be used to compute the complex stiffness of the element,

thus allowing for variation of damping from element to element in the

model. The mass matrices are either computed by the program by

specifying the density. for each element or is assembled from the

nodal lump mass input at the nodal points. When mass matrix is
computed by the program, the matrix consists of half lump mass half
consistent mass (see Section 5.4) except for the plate and beam

elements for which only lump mass and consistent mass matrices are

computed, respectively,
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Special inter-pile elements have also been developed to model the

pile foundations. Since the routines for these elements have not yet
been upgraded for implementation in the current enhanced version of

SASSI, the formulation of these elements are not presented, but may

be obtained from Refs. 12 and 14.

Once the mass and stiffness elements are formed, they are assembled

into global matrices. These matrices are frequency independent and

need to be formed only once. Furthermore, they are symmetric and

sparse and therefore can be stored in blocks using active column

method (Ref. 27),to minimize computer storage.

5.2 Modellin of Excavated Soil

The excavated soil is modelled using either plane-strain or

three-dimensional solid elements for two- and three-dimensional

problems, respectively. These elements are assigned two or three

translational degrees of freedom per .node. Thus, the moments from

beam or plate elements need be transferred to the soil through

several common connecting nodes.

5.3 Extended Wear Field Zone

In some cases it may become necessary to include an additional volume

of the soil in the immediate vicinity of the basement in the SSI

model. This may be the case where the soil properties around the

basement are different from those of the otherwise horizontal layered

site (e.g., due to backfilling) or when magnitude of the stress and

strain in the soil around the basement are needed to measure the

secondary nonlinear effects. For these cases, an additional soil
volume is modelled with plane'train or brick elements and these

elements are treated as structural elements. Subsequently, the

excavated soil elements must cover the additional soil volume already
modelled as structural elements.
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5.4 Finite Element Size

The accuracy of a finite element analysis depends on the type of

~ interpolation function used to represent the displacement field in
the element and element sizes. The interpolation functions which are

used for sblid and plane strain elements in SASSI vary linearly
within the element.

It has been shown (Ref. 8) that for such elements the accuracy of the

solution is a function of the method used to compute the mass matrix
and an accuracy better than 10 percent on wave amplitude is obtained

if the element size h follows. the relations shown below:

h

1/8 ~s for lumped mass matrix
1/8 As for consistent mass matrix
1/5 >s for mixed mass matrix

(5.4-1) .

In the above relation >s is the shor test wave length which occurs in
the volume represented by the elements. The wave length is obtained

from

Xs =~V

fmax

(5.4-2)

where Vs is the shear wave velocity and flax is the maximum frequency
of analysis which must be transmitted through the finite elements.

Thus, larger element size can be used in the zones with higher shear

wave velocity.

In calculating the mass matrices for brick and plain strain elements,
combination of half consistent mass matrix with half lump mass matrix
is used. Thus, the criteria of h<1/5A need to be followed in
sel ecting the finite element sizes.

This criteria along with the appropriate choice of,fmax for the
problem control the size of the model in terms of the degrees of
freedom and subsequently the cost of analysis.
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6. SOLUTION OF THE E()UATION OF MOTION

Following the computations of free-field motion, (Uf), as described in
Section 3, impedance matrix [Xffj as presented in Section 4, and the
coefficient matrix of the structures and excavated soil volume as

described in Section 5, the equations of motion can be formed and solved.
Depedending on the types of excitations, the following solution techniques
are used.

6.1 Steady State Res onse Anal sis

For steady state response analysis such as force vibration or seismic
excitation of the SSI system at discrete harmonic frequencies,
Eqs. (2.2-6) and (2.2-7) are formed for each selected frequency of
analysis and solved. The results of analysis (Us and Uf) are the
harmonic complex displacements for the case of external loading with
units consistent with the selected system of units for the analysis. .

For the case of. harmonic seismic excitation, the results (Us and Uf)
are the harmonic complex response functions representing the total
response with respect to the harmonic input motion at control point.

6.2 Transient Response Analysis

The complex response method described in Section 3.6 is formulated
for steady state vibrations. However, transient motions such as

earthquake motions or impulse loads can be analyzed using discrete
Fourier transform techniques. These techniques are described for the
case of transient external loading. However, they are equally
applicable to transient earthquake motions.

Using these techniques the basic input is specified at N discrete
points uniformly distributed over the period T. The given function
values are
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where Lt is the time interval T/H. The input can then be extended

using trigonometric functions

N/2

Pj(t) = Re Pj exp(i~jt)
j=0

(6.2-2)

where <j are the frequencies,

27/ jtdj
Nat

(6.2-3)

and Pj are complex amplitudes-

H-1

p' 2 pj exp(-i>j j~t)
N j=0

(6.2-4)

which can be computed by the very efficient Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) algorithm, developed by Cooley and Tukey (Ref. 5), which

requires that H be a power of two. A further requirement is that
since Eq. (6.2-2) is a truncated Fourier series, the function Pj(t)
has to be periodic over the period T. Actual earthquakes or impact

loads are not periodic. However, by the addition of a "quiet zone"

consisting of a limited number of trailing zeroes to the input, both

the above requirements can be met. The quiet zone shoul.d be chosen

sufficiently long such that the response occurring at the beginning

of the next cycle is very small due to the system damping. In this
case, the response within each cycle is not influenced by the

previous cycle.

The solution for a single harmonic can be obtained by solving the

equations of motion in Eq. (2.2-7). Since superposition of solutions
is valid for linear systems,'solution of Eq. (2.2-7) are obtained

independently at each f'requency, and the results are superimposed to
obtain the complete response, using the following equation;
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uf(t)

N/2

Re ~
j=0

Usg

Ufg

exp(i>>t) (6.2-5)

Discrete values of fu(t)} at time intervals ~t can be computed by

using the inverse Fourier transform on (U> } which is the solution for
a single harmonic input.

To obtain a complete solution, the system of linear equations in Eq.

(2.2-7) must, in principle, be formed and solved for all of the

following FFT frequencies.

fj = ~u = J ) 3 = 1,...,H/2
2'

(6.2-6)

This is a formidable computational task. To minimize the cost, a

cutoff frequency is i ntroduced whereby the response for frequencies
above a given fmax are set to zero. The choice of fmax depends on

the SSI problem and type of the loading. This feature will
considerably cut the number of frequencies to be solved. To further
reduce the number of frequencies to be solved, the SASSI program uses

an efficient interpolation scheme, whereby the complex response

amplitudes Us and Uf are computed for a certain number of selected
'requencies, and the values for the rest of the FFT frequencies are

obtai ned by interpolation. One interpolation technique that has been

used previously is the interpolation based on the single-degree-of-
freedom .complex response function (Lysmer et al., Ref. 9).

For the program SASSI, a new technique based on the

two-degrees-of-freedom compleX response function is developed and

used. This technique is more general and it is possible to choose

the computed frequencies at wider intervals to further reduce the
'ostof analysis. This interpolation technique is described below.
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6.3 SASSI Inter olation Techni ue
'he

interpolation technique used in SASSI to interpolate the response

for frequencies in between the calculated frequencies and to obtain
the response for all FFT frequencies is based on the frequency

response function of a two-degree-of-freedom system. The total
response of a two-degree-of-freedom system subjected to harmonic base

excitation for each degree-of-freedom has the following general form

~ r(„) = a ~4 + a ~2 + a

+ a4 u2 + a5

(6.3-1)

where r(u ) is the response at frequency ~ and al, a2, a3, a4, and a5

are the constants. Thus, if the response of the system is known at 5

frequencies i.e., rl, r2, r3, r4, and r5 are known at frequencies

1 2 3 4 and 5, the constants in Eq. ( 6 '-1) can be obtained
from

(014 12

lo 24 Gl 22

3 3

>44 ~42

~54 4)

1-"12 rl
1- 22 r2
1-"3 r3
1 ~42 r4
1-"52 r5

-r2
"r3
-r4
-r5

al

a2

a3

a4

a5

"14 rl
"24 r2

3 r3
"44 r'4

tG 54

(6.3-2)

Following the computation of the 5 constants from the above equation,
Eq. (6.3-1) can be. used to compute the response (the interpolated
response) for all the frequencies in between the range from >1 to ~5.

The interpolation technique described above can be used for
interpolating transfer functions for multi -degree-of-freedom when,

the transfer functions behave like those of the two-degree-of-freedom
system within small frequency regions. Following this technique, the
frequency range for which Eqs. (2.2-6) and (2.2-7) are solved are

subdivided into smaller regions each of which contains the transfer
function solution for 5 frequencies of the analysis. For the last
region, the solution from the previous region can be augmented,
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if necessary, to form the solution of 5 frequencies needed for the-

interpolation. Using the above technique, the transfer function in
each region is interpolated so that by covering all the regions, the

transfer function values are computed for all FFT frequencies shown

in Eq. (6.2-6).

6.4 Ct'iteria for Choosin Fre uencies of Anal sis

The frequencies to be selected for the analysis depend on the number

of peaks in the transfer function at the specific'response location

and how close these peaks are located relative to each other. This

information can be obtained from the fixed-base modal analysis of the

structure. The modal properties show the significance of different
frequencies in the response of the structure depending on the modal

participation factors. The frequencies of analysis can be selected

by recognizing that the SSI effects usually shift the frequencies to
~ the lower frequency range and tend to flatten the sharp peaks or

sometimes even eliminate the fixed-base response peaks. For most of
the .practical 'problems it is sufficient to solve the system for 10 to
20 frequencies'. In the event that the fixed-base modal properties
are not available, it is necessary to select adequate number of
frequencies with uniform increment throughout the frequency range of
interest.

In SASSI, it is, possible to first calculate the transfer functions
based on an initial set of selected frequencies and by examining thi s

initial transfer function, if additional frequencies need be added,

the program SASSI has the capability to obtain and combine the

solutions from several sets of frequencies and subsequently

interpolates the transfer function of the response based on the

combined solution set.
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7. COMPUTER PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

The program SASSI (Ref. 11) is written in the Fortran IV language. The

program is organized in modules and the analysis steps as described in

Section 2.2 are handled by separate modules. The program layout,
operational features, its capabilities and limitations, and a summary

description of its validation and application, are presented in this
section.

Figure 7.1-1 shows the layout of the SASSI program. A brief
description of the function of each module and its interaction with

other modules are presented in the following:

a. HOUSE

In this program the mass and stiffness matrices of all the

elements used in the, model are determined and stored on Tape 4.

These properties are frequency independent and the program is
executed only once.

b. MOTOR

This program forms the load vector in'Eq. (2.2-7). The loads may

correspond to 'impact forces, rotating machinery, or simple unit
forces to be used to determine the impedance of a foundation. It
is possible to allow for loads acting out of phase. The results
are stored on Tape 9.

c. SITE

This program solves the site response problem. The control point
and wave composition of the control motion are defined. The
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information needed to compute vector Uf used in Eq. (2.2-6) is
computed'at this stage and is saved on Tape 1. The program also

stores information required for the transmitting boundary

calculation on Tape 2. The actual time history of the control
motion is not required in thi s program.

d. POINT

This program. consists of two subprograms, namely POINT2 and

POINT3 for two- and three-dimensional cases, respectively. The

modules described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are solved and the

results, which provide the information required to form the

flexibilitymatrix, are saved on Tape 3. Tape 2 created by

program SITE is used as input.

e. MATRIX

In this program, Tapes 3 and 4 are used as input to form the

impedance matrix [Xff], for each frequency. The impedance matrix
is saved on Tape 5. The coefficient matrix in Eqs. (2.2-6) or
(2.2-7) is also formed, triangulari zed and stored on Tape 6.

LOADS

Using the data of Tapes 1 and 9, this program computes the load
vectors in Eqs. (2.2-6) or (2.2-7) for each frequency and stores
them on Tape 7.

g. SOLVE

In this program the reduced stiffness matrices are read from

Tape 6. The program then performs the back-substitution using
+he load vectors on Tape 7. If Eq. (2.2-6) is being solved, the
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solution is the transfer functions from the control motion to the

final motions. If Eq. (2.2-7) is being solved, the solution is a

set of transfer functions from external loads to total
displacements. In.either case, the results are stored on Tape 8.

The subprograms MATRIX, LOAO, and SOLVE are combined into a

controlling program called ANALYS.

Interpolation of the transfer functions in the frequency domain

and further output requirements are handled by the following
subprograms.

h. MOTION

This program is a post-processor. It reads the transfer
functions from Tape 8, performs the interpolations described in
Section 6.3, and computes the final response at a specified node

selected by the user. Acceleration, velocity; or displacement of
the response in terms of time history, peak value, or the

response spectrum may be requested.

i. STRESS

This program reads Tapes 8 and 4 and computes requested stress,
strain, and forces time histories and peak values in structural
members.

j. COMBINE

If after interpolation it is found that some additional
frequencies need to be included, this program combines the

corresponding Tapes 8 and produces a new Tape 8.
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7.2 0 erational Features

If some changes occur in the design parameters, only part of SASSI

system would need to be re-executed. This feature makes it possible

to perform parametric studies in a very effective manner. The

following examples illustrate the possible uses of the restart
capabi1 i ties:

a. Change in seismic environment

The seismic environment is defined in terms of (1) the time

history of the control motion, (2) the location of the control

point, and (3) the composition as to type and direction of the

waves assumed to cause the control motion. A re-analysis with a

different time history requires only a simple re-execution of the

program t10TION. If the control point and/or the wave composition

are changed, only the programs SITE, LOAD, SOLVE, and t<OTION need

to be re-executed. This costs only a small fraction of a

complete re-analysis since the expensive impedance matrix
calculation does not have to be repeated.

b. Change in structure

If part of the structure is changes by changing material

properties or by addi'ng or subtracting elements, only HOUSE, part
of MATRIX, SOLVE, and MOTION would have to be re-executed; as

long as no new interaction nodes are added.

7. 3 Ca abilities and Limitati ons

The current version of computer program SASSI has the following
capabilities and limitations:

o The site consists of semi-infinite horizontal layers resting on a

rigid base or a semi-infinite halfspace.
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o The seismic environment consists of an arbitrary 1

three-dimensional superposition of inclined body waves and

surface waves. It is also possible to introduce external forces
such as impact ')oads, wave forces, or loads from rotating
machinery acting directly on the structure.

o The structure(s) are represented by standard two- or
three-dimensional finite element models.

o The method is restricted to linear analysis. However,

approximate nonlinear analysis can be performed by an i nteraiive
scheme called "The Equivalent Linear Method".

o Primary nonlinear effects in the free field and secondary

nonlinear effects in a limited region near the structure can be

consi dered.

Within %e above limitations and that of available computer. capacity
the system can handle:

o Two- and three-dimensional SSI problems involving single or
multiple structures

o Structure with rigid or flexible embedded foundation of arbitrary
shape

o Machine foundation vibration problems

o Impact problems or prob')ems involving wave and ice loadings

o Seismic loadings involving body waves and surface waves

o Effects of torsional ground motions

For the future versions, the program is planned to be upgraded to
include capabilities for handling pile foundations.
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7.4 Pro ram Validation and A lication

During the development of the theory and the corresponding analytical
models, many example problems were analyzed to test the modules.

These example problems and comparisons of the results with reference

solutions are reported in Refs. 12, 22, 23, and 25. A comprehensive

program validation has also been carried out to benchmark the SASSI

solutions against the published solutions of 20 validation problems

with a total of 60 validation cases. The results of this validation
is documented in the program validation report (Ref. 2). The

'enchmark solutions consist of simple hand solutions, analytical or

closed form solutions reported in the literature, and solutions

obtained from other validated computer programs. The validation
covers many capabilities of the program ranging from calculation of

finite element mass and stiffness properties, impedance analysis of
surface and embedded single and multiple foundations with rigid and

flexible properties, scattering analysis of surface and embedded

foundation subjected to vertical and inclined P, SV, and SH waves,

.and surface Rayleigh and Love waves; and SSI analysis of surface and

embedded structures: The favorable agreements between the SASSI

results and the benchmark solutions obtained for all problem cases

validate many capabilities of computer program SASSI. In addition to

the above validation report, SASSI capabilities have also been

recently tested through the course of application of the program to a

research project sponsored by EPRI. The objective of this research

project was to evaluate the validities of the current industry SSI

methodologies by using the forced-vibration test data and the

recorded actual earthquake response data obtained for the scale

containment structure constructed and instrumented in Lotung,

Taiwan. The results of the SASSI analyses and correlation with the

test results and the results of other SSI methods used are reported

in Ref. 3. Results of this study provide a validation of the SASSI

analysis capability for embedded structures against test results.
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.ASSI nas been applied to many engineering. projects. The first
application of the program for analyses of an embedded power plant
structure, an offshore structure, and an underground structure is
reported in Ref. 11. The recent applications of the program are

reported in Refs. 15, 16, 17, 18 and 24.
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PREFACE

The computer program SASSI was developed at the University of California,
Berkeley, by a research team under the technical direction of Prof. John

Lysmer. The CDC and IBM versions of the program were obtained from the

University of California', Berkeley, under a license agreement with the

University. During the course of installation, testing, and validation of the

Bechtel version of the code on the CDC GRAY System, some modifications and.

,
enhancements were made to the code to improve the code performance. These

include correcting the motion phases in Rayleigh wa've calculation, replacing
the plate element and providing the option for local end release condition in

'beam element; The original User's Manual issued by the University was rev'ised

to reflect the changes made to the code. A new chapter on application guide

was also added to the User's'anual. The IBM version provided to PG&E

contains the same modifications and enhancements made to the Bechtel GRAY

version to date. The validation and theoretical manuals of the program were

also prepared to complete the documentations of the program. The

modifications and enhancements and preparation of the validation and

theoretical manuals have been performed by the Civil/Structural Staff Group of
Bechtel Power Corporation, San Francisco Office.

This manual has been prepared by Bechtel Power Corporation and has been

reviewed following the Bechtel Standard Engineering Department Procedure for
Nuclear Projects.

This manual was prepared under a contract agreement between PGEE and Bechtel
and is intended for the exclusive use by PG8E only. Except for copies that
may be required for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in satisfying a

regulatory requirement, no copy should be distributed outside of PGEE without
prior written consent from Bechtel.

SG41(a)



DISCLAIMER

Every reasonable effort was made to provide a comprehensive and flexible
computer program. However, the computer program itself and associated

documentation are supplied without representation of warranty, expressed or
implied, as to its content, accuracy, or freedom from defects or errors.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Program Descri pti on

SASSI - a System for Analysis of Soil Structure Interaction - consists of

a number af interrelated computer program modules which can be used to

solve a wide range of dynamic soil-structure interaction problems in two

or three dimensions.

1.2 Capabilities and Limitations

The computer program SASSI has the following capabilities and limitations:

1.2.1 Soil and structure idealization

1. The site consists of semi-infinite elastic or vi scoelastic
horizontal layers on a rigid base or a semi-infinite elastic
or viscoelastic halfspace.

2. The structure(s) are idealized by standard two- or
three-dimensional finite elements connected at nodal points.

3. .Each nodal point on the structure may have up 'to six
displacement degrees of freedom. The user has the option to

delete one or more of the degrees of freedom thereby reducing

the size of the problem accordingly.

4, The excavated soil zone(s) are idealized by standard plane

strain or three-dimensional solid elements connected at the

nodal points also common to the structure.
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5. Interaction between the foundation and the structure occurs at
all basement nodes, including those in the basement volume.

6. All the interaction nodes lie on the soil layer interfaces
wi th transl ational degree-of-froodom. Rotations from the

structure are transferred by translation by connecting at
several interacting nodes.

7. The mass matrix is assumed to be 505 lumped and 505 consistent
except for the structural beam elements and plate elements

where consistent mass matrix and lump mass matrix are used,

respectively.

8. ilaterial damping is introduced by the use of complex moduli,
which leads to effective damping ratios which are frequency
independent and may vary from element to element.

1.2.2 Dynamic loadings

1. The seismic environment may consist of an arbitrary
three-dimensional superposition of inclined body waves and

surface waves.

2. Earthquake excitation is defined by a time hi story of
acceleration called cont'rol motion. The control motion is
assigned to one of the three global directions at the control
point which lies on a soil layer interface.

3. In addition to seismic loads, it is possible to introduce
external forces or moments such as impact loads, wave forces,
or loads from rotating machinery acti ng directly on the
structure. The external forces are applied at the nodal

points and are assumed to have similar time histories.
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However, i t i s possibl e to assi gn di fferent maximum ampl i tudes
and arrival times to each dynamic load applied at a nodal

point. This feature enables the program user to define moving

dynamic loads on the structure.

4. Transient input time histories such as earthquake record or
impact loads are handled by the Fast Fourier Transform

technique. Therefore, the time histories must be specified at
equal time intervals. Besides, the total number of points in
the time histories must be a power of 2.

1.2.3 Finite element library

The current library of SASSI elements consists of the following
element types:

1. Three-dimensional solid element (eight-node brick) with three
translational degrees of, freedom per node. It is also
possible to include nine incompatible displacement modes in
this element when it is used to model the structure,

2. Three-dimensional beam element with three translational and

three rational degrees of freedom per node.

3. Four-.node quadrilateral plate/shell element »ith three
translational and three rational degrees of freedom per node.

4. Two'-dimensional four-node plane strain finite element with two

translational degrees of freedom per node.

5. Three-dimensional spring element with three translational and
h

three rational degrees of freedom pe'r node.
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6. Three-dimensi onal sti ffness/mass matrix element wi th three

translational and three rational degrees of freedom per node.

In addition to the above elements, a two-dimensional pile
element with two transitional and one rotational degrees of

freedom per node and a three-dimensional pile element with

three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom

per node are under development and will be implemented in the

next version of the program. Also, other element types which

are under consideration to be added later to the element

library include fluid type elements and higher order soli d

elements.

1.2.5 Nonlinear Analysis

1. The analytical method used in the SASSI program is restricted
to linear analysis. However, approxirlate nonlinear analysis

oan be performed by an iterative scheme called "Equivalent

Linear Method."

2. Primary nonlinear effects in the free field and secondary

nonlinear effects in a limited region near the structure can

be considered.

1.2.5 Interpolation Scheme

An efficient interpolation scheme on complex response functions

has been developed for the SASSI program. By the use of the new

interpolation scheme it is sufficient to compute the response at,
say, 15 to 20 frequencies, from which the intermediate solutions
"an be obtained by interpolation.
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1.2.6 System of Units

Any system of units may be chosen to be used in the SASSI program

as long as the units of the input data are consistent in all the

program modules.

1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE MANUAL

An introduction to the SASSI computer program was given in Chapter l.
This chapter also lists the capab'ilities and limitations of the SASSI

program modul es..

In Chapter 2, a brief description of the theoretical background is given

to describe the analytical procedure used in the SASSI program.

In Chapter 3, the organization and operational features of .the SASSI

program are presented.

In Chapter 4, the application guide to SASSI analysis is presented. This

chapter explains the logical approach to SASSI analysis of SSI .problems

'and how to run'a SASSI job. A sample problem to illustrate these steps

has also been included in this chapter .

ln Chap,er 5, tne SASSI program modules are individually described. The

gen'eral description of each program module begins with an i ntroduction to
the program operation,.„followed by the input guide. The input guide also
contains numerous comments which are helpful to the user in the

day-to-day use of the program.

Appendix A contains the input data files used for example problem in
Chapter 4. Appendix 8 includes the comment forms and error report forms.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 The Flexible Volume Method

The basic method of analysis adopted by the computer program SASSI is
called the flexible volume substructuring method (Refs. 1 and 3). The

method is formulated in the frequency domain using the complex response

method and the finite element technique.

In the flexible volume method, the complete soil-structure system, shown

in Fig. 2.1-1(a), is partitioned into two substructures, namely, the

foundation and the structure, as shown in Figs. 2.1-1(b} and 2.1-1(c),
respectively. In this partitioning, the structure consists of the

superstructure plus the basement minus the excavated soil; i.e., the soil
to be excavated is retained with the foundation. Interaction between the

structure and the foundation occurs at all basement nodes.,

The equations of motion for the flexible volume method are developed by

combining the equation of motion for the structure with those of the soil
in the frequency domain using the concepts of substructuring, thus

leading to:

csi

cis (cii - cff + xff)

us

uf'ff'f (2.1-1)
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EXPLANATION

s = Superstructure Node
i = Basement Node
i = Excavated Soil Volume Node

H = Excavated Soil Volume

+»
»»t "»

»~»»»»+ t»'P»$ '»

».'»»»»

Structure Minus
Excavated Soil

(a)
Total System

(b)
Foundation

(c)
Structure

Figure 2. 1-1 ~ Substructuring in the Ftexible Volume Method
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from which the final total motions of the s:ructure can be determined.

In these equations, the subscripts s, i, and f refer to degrees of

freedom associated with the nodes on superstructure, basement, and

excavated soil, respectively. C is the complex frequency-dependent

stiffness matrix:

C(~) = K - ~2M (2.1-2)

where N and K are the total mass and complex stiffness matrices,

respectively, assembled as described in Volume II (Ref. 1), and 3 is the

frequency of vibration; u is the vector of complex nodal point

displacements; Xff is a frequency-dependent matrix which represents the

dynamic stiffness of the foundation at the interaction nodes. Xff will
be referred to as the impedance matrix.

Equation (2.1-1) considers only seismic forces. External loads at the

superstructure and basement nodes can be considered simply by adding the

amplitudes of these forces to the load vector (right-hand side of

Eq. (2.1-1) at each frequency. Thus the final motions of the structure

can be determined from the following equations:

css

L1 5

csi

(cii - cff + xff)

us Ps

(2.1-3)

where Ps and Pf are the amplitudes of external forces at the

superstructure and basement nodes, respectively.

According to thi s formulation, the solution of the soil-structure
interaction problem reduces to three main steps (for each frequency):

1, Solve the site response problem to determine the free field
motions uf within the embedded part of the structure.
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2. Solve the impedance problem to determine the matrix Xf.

3. Solve the structural roblem. This involves forming the

complex stiffness matrices and load vectors shown in Eqs.

(2.1-1) and (2.1-3) and solving these equations for the final
di splacements.

2.2 Site Res onse Anal sis

The original site is assumed to consist of horizontal soil layers

overlying a uniform halfspace. All material properties are assumed to be

vi scoelastic. However, the stiffness and damping of each layer are

adjusted by the equivalent linear method as described in Volume II
(Ref. 1).

Methods for solving the site response problem corresponding to inclined
body waves and surface waves have been described in Volume II (Ref. 1).

In this formulation only the free-field displacements of the layer
interfaces where the structure is connected are of interest.
Accordingly, and this is possible for all of the above-mentioned wave

types, displacement amplitudes will be expressed in the form:

Uf x = fe( ) U
l(W - Kx) (2.2-1)

where Uf is a vector (mode shapes) which contains the interface
amplitudes at and below the control point (x=0) and k is a complex wave

number which expresses how fast the wave propagates and decays in the

horizontal x-direction. Effective discrete methods have been developed

(Volume II) for determining appropriate mode shapes and wave numbers

corresponding to control motions at any layer interface for inclined P-,

SV-, and SH-waves, Rayleigh waves, and Love waves. Any combination of
such waves can be applied.
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As previously stated, the impedance matrix represents the dynamic

stiffness of the foundation at the interaction nodes. Thus it can be

determined as the inverse of the dynamic flexibilitymatrix Ff for these

nodes:

XH = Fff- (2.3-1)

Fff is a full symmetric complex matrix, and an efficient in-place

inversion subroutine -is currently used for such operation. This method

is called "the direct method" for computing the impedance matrix.

Another method which is less rigorous then the direct method but is more

cost effective has also been developed. This method is called "The skin

method." In this method the interaction nodes are grouped into three

different categories, namely, interface, intermediate, and internal

riodes. By definition, interface nodes are nodes which lie along the

physical boundaries between the structure and the soil region (labeled by

digit 1 in Fig. 2.3-1). Intermediate nodes are defined as those

interaction nodes which are directly connected to interface nodes

(labeled by digit 2 in Fig. 2.3-1). The remaining interaction nodes are

internal nodes (labeled by di git 3 in Fig. 2.3-1).

'.i'i th the above definitions Eq. (2.3-1) can be partitioned, and when

combined with the submatrices of the direct stiffness matrix of the

excavated soil region the enti re impedance matrix for the interaction
nodes is obtained as follows:

i

Fl 1 ( I - F12 ~ C12)

Xff =! C21

0
I

C22 C23

32 33

(2.3-2)
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EXPLANATION
~ (1) Interface Node
0 (2) Intermediate Node

(3) Internal Node

(a) Foundation (b) Separated Foundation

Figure 2.3-1. Foundation System for Skin Method
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Also, the size of a soil-structure system with symmetric properties and

loading can be drastically reduced if only one-half or one-fourth of the

model is analyzed. This will require the derivation of special impedance

matrices, which has been discussed in Volume II.

2.4 Structural Analysis

The superstructure plus the basement minus the excavated soil

(Fig. 2.1-1[cd), will be collectively called the near-field zone. This

entire zone may be modeled in two or three dimensions using the finite
element method described in Volume II.

Effective methods of modeling this zone and solving the resulting
equations of motion, Eq. (2.1-1) or Eq. (2.1-3), are described in detail
in Volume II.

2.5 Summar of Com utational Ste s

The steady-state equations of motion for the near-field zone are stated

in Eq. (2. 1-1) for earthquake loading and in Eq. (2. 1-3) for direct
forces. As indicated by these equations, for each frequency, <o, the

impedance matrix, the load vector, and the dynamic stiffness matrices (C

= K - u2ll) for the structure (including the basement and any irregular
zone) and the excavated soi 1 are formed. After forming the equations of
-motion, they must be solved. The matrices involved are often very large,
especially for three-dimensional problems, and must be stored in blocks

on low-speed storage devices even when large electronic computers are

used. An efficient scheme for performing the necessary operations of

SASSI analysis are described in the next chapter.

Below are given some details of the operations which must be performed

for each frequency of the analysis:
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Form d nami c sti ffness of structur e: The total
frequency-dependent complex stiffness of the structure is
computed from Eq. (2.1-2) using the total stiffness and mass

matrices. This matrix is stored in blocks as shown below in

preparation for solution by the active column method.

I
x

Css Csi

C;, C;; Symmetrical

Zeros
I I

2 I I

I I

4

Total Number
of DOFs in
System

Form d namic st;rfness vf excavated soil: The total
frequency-dependent complex stiffness of the excavated soi.l is
computed from.Eq. (2.1-2) using the total stiffness and mass .

matrices. This matrix is also stored in blocks as shown below.

Zeros
I

I

Crt

Number of
Interaction

, DOF

Symmetrical

Form im cdance matrix: 1f the direct method is used, then the

entire flexibilitymatrix for the interaction nodes is
constructed using the method described in Volume II. It is
stored in blocks as follows:

Symmetrical

Number of
Interaction
DOF



The matrix is then inverted in place, using a special

subroutihe for symmetric matrices, to obtain the impedance

matrix, which is stored in the same form:

Symmetrical

Number of
Interaction
DOF

Alternately, if the skin method is used, the flexibility
matrix is constructed only for interface and intermediate

nodes. It is then stored in blocks as follows:
Number of
Intermediate DOF

Number of
Interaction DOF

Number of
Interaction
DOF

Number of
Interaction
DOF

Finally, using -he direct sTitfness matrix of tne excavated

soil obtained in Step 2, the entire impedance matrix is
computed from Eq. (2.3-2) and stored as for the direct method.

4. Form the total stiffness of the s stem: The total stiffness
of the system can now be obtained by adding Xf to and

subtracting Cff from the total stiffness of the structure:

COeffiCient nta t.r l x =

"ss

"is

Csl

Cii - Cff + xff
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5. Trian ularization: The coefficient matrix obtained above is
then triangularized and stored again in the same form as for
the stiffness of the structure.

6. Form load vector: For seismic analysis the load vector is
computed by multiplying the impedance matrix, Xff, by a vector
which contains the free-field motions at all the interaction

J

degrees of freedom, uf,

load vector =

0

Xff ~ Uf

and for foundation vibration analysis, the load vector is
formed from the given external forces,

load vector =

Ps

Pf

7. Solution of the e uations: Finally; the acceleration (or
displacement) amplitudes are obtained by forward reduction and

back-substitution of the load vector using the reduced

coefficient matrix obtained in Sto p 5.
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CHAPTER 3

THE COMPUTER CODE SASSI

A modular computer code, SASSI (Ref. 3), has been developed to perform the

operations described in Chapter 2. The code has been arranged specifically
for practical applications and has the following characteristics:

a. The site response analysis, the impedance anal jsis, and the
formation of the basic stiffness and mass matrices for the

structure can be performed separately and the results stored on

magnetic tapes or disks.

b. Thus, if the seismic environment, the external loads, the soil
properties, or the arrangement of the superstructure are changed,

only part of the computations have to be repeated.

C. The final solution is stored (in the form of transfer functions)
on a magnetic tape from which specific information can be

extracted when required without recomputation of the entire
solution.

d. Both deterministic (time history ) and probabilistic results can be

obtaine'd from the above tape.

3.1 ~La out

The general layout of the system is shown in Fig. 3.1-1.

HOUSE

The basic frequency-indepedent stiffness matrices M and K for
the structure and excavated soil are formed by the program module

HOUSE and stored on Tape 4.
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b. "
MOTOR

This program module forms elements of the load vector in
Eq. (2.1-3) which correspond to external forces such as impact

forces acting on the structure or forces from rotating machinery

within the structure. The generated information is stored on.

Tape 9.

c. SITE

The site response problem is solved by the program module SITE.

Based on site soil properties and the nature of the control motion

free-field mode shapes are computed and written on Tape 1, which

is later used for earthquake analysis. Thus this tape will not be

generated for foundation vibration problems. The actual time

history of the control motion is not required at this time. Only

the composition of wave types causing the motion are required to
be specified. The program also provides, on Tape 2, the

information required to compute the transmitting boundaries used

in solving the impedance problem.

d. POINT

The point load solution needed for computing the flexibility
matrix, Ff, for the interaction nodes is obtained by the program

module POINT for each frequency of analysis, arrd the matrices are

stored on Tape 3. Thi s program requires Tape 2 as input. Thus

the program 'SITE must be executed before the program module POINT.
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e. MATRIX

Using input from Tapes 3 and 4, the subprogram MATRIX forms, for

each frequency, the impedance matrices X(a>). These are written on

Tape 5. It also forms the modified complex stiffness matrices in

Eq. (2.1-1) or Eq. (2.1-3), triangularizes them, and stores the

triangularized form on Tape 6.

f. LOADS

This program computes the load vector. in Eq. (2.1-1) or

Eq. (2.1-3) for each frequency and stores them on Tape 7.

g. SOLVE

Subprogram SOLVE reads the reduced stiffness matrices from Tape 6

and the load vectors from Tape?. It then performs the

back-substitution to obtain the total displacement amplitudes from

Eq. (2.1-1) or Eq. (2:1-3). These amplitudes are actually
transfer functions from the control motion to the final motions.

The results are stored on Tape 8, which now contains the complete

solution in terms of transfer functions.

For a typical problem, the above operations need to be performed

at only 10 to 20 frequencies. The remaining values of the

transfer functions are determined by interpolation in the

frequency domain. The actual interpolation are performed in the

posiprocessors, MOTION, STRESS, or RANDOM.

h. ANALYS

The program module ANALYS is the heart of program SASSI. It
drives the three subprograms, MATRIX, LOAD, and SOLVE and thereby
controls the restart modes of the program.
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i. COMBIN

This program module makes it possible to add to the frequencies of

analysis by combining the results of 2 frequency sets. Basically

what this program does is to take two Tape Ss and combine them

into a new Tape 8 which includes the solution of the 2 frequency

sets.

j. NOTION

The main purpose of this (determini stic) postprocessor is to

produce time histories of output acceleration, velocities, and

displacements. It may also output transfer functions and response

spectra.

In its basic mode, the program reads the acceleration time history

of the control motion from input file and transforms it to the

frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform techniques. It then

reads the uninterpolated transfer functions from Tape 8 for
selected output motions, performs the interpolation. and the

convolution with the control motion, and returns to the time

domain using the inverse Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. The

resulting time histories of acceleration may be output directly or

=onverted to output response spectra. Other output functions can

oe included for the program module MOTION as the need develops.

k. RANDOM

This (probabilistic) postprocessor is in many respects similar to

the program module MOTION. However, instead of accepting the time

history of the control motion it accepts a power or response

spectrum of this motion. It then evaluates the probabilisti..
response of the structure.
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The output consists of mean values and confidence limits on

selected design parameters such as maximum accelerations and

bending moments. The program can also produce mean values and

confidence limits of acceleration response spectra.

Previous experience indicates that probabilistic output through

the program module RANDOM can be produced at a small fraction of

the cost required to produce deterministic output through the

program module MOTION. Furthermore, the probabili stic procedure

eliminates the need to develop time histories of motion which fit
given design response spectra. The postprocessor is not available

yet.

STRESS

The program module STRESS is a postprocessor which can be used to

evaluate maximum stresses and strains in structural elements .

and/or to approximate values of maximum shear strain in soil
through evaluation of maximum octahedral strain in the center of

each soil element.

Secondary nonlinearity of soil can be taken into account by

modification of soil properties according to calculated values of
shear strain in each soil element.

Tapes 4 and 8 and the time history of control motion should be

part of the input to thi s program.

3.2 Operational Features

The system shown in Fig. 3.1-1 has been specifically designed to provide

maximum flexibility and economy for practical applications.

Clearly, on any given project most of the programs have to be executed.

However, if changes occur in the design parameters, only parts of the

system have to be re-executed. Consider the following changes:
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a. Change in control motion

Suppose results are required for a different time history (or
response spectrum) of the control motion. Then, as long as the

nature of the seismic environment (i.e., the type of wave field)
is not changed, only the program module MOTION (or RANDOt1) has to
be re-executed.

b. Change in seismic environment

Suppose the structure was originally analyzed for the effects of
vertically propagated body waves and that results are required for
the case of incident Rayleigh waves causing the same motion at the

control point as in the free field. In this case only part of the

program module SITE and all of the program modules, LOAD, SOLVE,

and MOTION (RANDOM) have to be re-executed. This is so because

the information on Tapes 2, 5, and 6 remains unchanged.

c. Change in dynamic loading

If changes are made in dynamic loads applied directly on the

structure, only the program modules MOTOR, LOAD, SOLVE, and MOTION

have to be re-executed. However, if only the time history of
dynamic loads is changed while the loading pattern is'not changed,

only the program module MOTION has to be re-executed.

d. Changes is superstructure

If changes are made in the superstructure, only HOUSE and part of
tlATRIX, SOLVE, and MOTION (or RANDOM) have to be re-executed.
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e. Postprocessors

Since the data on Tape 8 are independent of the manner in which

the frequency content of the control motion is specified, the user

has at any time the choice of deterministic or probabilistic
analysi s.

Also, since the postprocessors can be restarted from Tape 8, the

user has at any time the option of outputting only the data which

he actually needs. This is especially important for
three-dimensional analysis for which the printing cost and volume

. of the complete solution output easily become unmanageable.
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CHAPTER 4

APPLICATION GUIDE

4.1 Introducti on

Performing a three-dimensional soil-structure interaction (SSI) analysis

by the computer program SASSI may become expensive especially when the

number of interaction nodes exceeds several hundred nodes. Thus, it is
important that the program users'nderstand on how to effectively utilize
the capabilities of the program in order to efficiently perform the SASSI

analysis. This requires knowledge of the analytical procedures used in
this computer program. A set of guidelines with some examples describing
step-by-'step on how to proceed with SASSI analysis is considered to be

very helpful for the users to utilize the program capabilities. It is
therefore the purpose of this chapter to provide such guidelines with
examples.

Section 4.2 describe the steps which are usually taken during a SASSI ~

analysis. In the second part of this section, these steps are further
elaborated and the important parameters of the analysis are discussed in
more detail .

Section 4.3 describes the SASSI program modules which are executed
to'erformthe initiation, post-processing and re-starting analyses.

I

Section 4.4 describes the means of organizing and saving the output tapes

generated by the program.

Finally, an example problems is presented in Section 4.5 to show the

applications of the program to.seismic soil-structure interaction
problems.
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,4.2 SASSI SSI Anal sis Procedure

4.2.1 Steps Involved in SASSI Analysis

The seismic soil-structure interaction analysis by the SASSI

program usually involves the following steps:

Step 1 Select the time history of control motion and compute

its response spectra to highlight the dominant

frequencies contained in the input motion.,

Step 2 Determine the possible important frequency ranges of the

soil-structure interaction response by examining the

dominant frequencies of the structure(s) of the
fixed-base condition. These frequencies can be obtained

either by SASSI or another standard finite element

program such as SAP, STARDYNE, etc.

Step 3 Based on the results of Steps 1 and 2, determine the

cut-off frequency of the analysis (see item 7 of
Section 4.2.2.

Step 4 Based on the assumption of vertically propagating shear

wave and specified location of the control motion,

compute the strain-compatible free-field soil properties

by using, e.g., the computer program SHAKE (,see item 14

of Section 4.2.2).

Step 5 Based on the cut-off frequency and the iterated soil
properties obtained from the SHAKE analysis performed in
Step 4, select the soil profile for the SASSI analysis
(see item 8 of Section 4'.2.2).

Step 6 Select the discrete structural model as explained in
item 9 of Section 4.2.2.
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Step 7 Select the discrete excavated soil model as described in
item 10 of Section 4.2.2.

Step 8, Select the.method of computing the impedance matrix as

described in item ll of Section 4.2.2.

Step 9 Select the frequencies for which the site response and

point load problems are to be solved. It is recommended

to choose at least 15 to 20 frequencies, possibly at
'qual intervals. Note, however, that the impedance

'roblem and the final response of the system are usually
solved at fewer frequencies than those specified above.

These frequencies are selected according to the

information obtained from Steps 1 and 2 and later on,

can be increased, if necessary, to improve the accuracy

of the interpolated transfer functions.

Step 10 Per form SASS I i ni tiati on anal ysi s to compute the

uninterpolated transfer functions at all the nodes of
the system. This analysis, as outlined in
Section 4.4.1, requires five computer runs:

a. Execute program module SITE in trode 1 based on the

information of Steps 5 and 9 and the specified
location. of the control motion.. This analysis.
yields the information needed to form the

transmitting boundary in the program module POINT

and to solve for the site response problem in the

program module SITE in Mode 2. This information is
saved on Tape 2 (i tem A of Section 4.4.1) .

b. Execute the program module POINT by using Tape 2 as „

inputand specifying the maximum embedment of the

structure and also the radius of the point load as

given by the formula in POINT User's Manual.
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This radius ensures the compatibility of the point
.load solution and discretized geometry of the

basement of the structure. This analysis yields the

information on point load solution, saved on Tape 3,

to be used to form the flexibilitymatrix of the

basement of the structure (item B of Section 4.4.1).

c. Execute the program module HOUSE based on the

information of Steps 6, 7, and 8. This analysis

yields the complex stiffness and mass matrices of
the structure and excavated soil, saved on Tape 4

(item C of Section 4.4.1).

d. Execute the program module SITE in ilode 2 to perform

the site response analysis by using Tape 2 as input
and specifying the nature of the seismic wave

field. This analysis yields a set of free-field .

motions which are saved on Tape 1 (item D of Section

4.4.1).

e. Execute the program module ANALYS by using Tapes 1,

3 and 4 as input. This analysis yields the

impedance matrices on Tape 5, the triangularized
stiffness of the total system on Tape 6 ad the final
uninterpolated transfer functions at all the nodal

points on Tape 8 (item E of Section 4.4.1). The

frequencies selected at this stage for interaction

analysis are based on the information obtained from

Steps 1 and 2. However, in order to expedite the

execution of the program module ANALYS as well as

reduce the size of the files generated by this
program, it is recommended to break the frequency

array into several sub-arrays whereby the analysis
for each sub-array is performed separately, as

discussed in item 12 of Section 4.2.2.
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Step ll Based on the results of Step 10, perform SASSI

post-processing analyses to compute the response of the

system. This analysis, as outlined in Section 4.4.2,
usually consists of the following computer runs:

a. Execute the program module COMBIN, if necessary, to
combine the transfer functions (on Tape 8's)

obtained for different frequency arrays in Step 10

(item A of Section 4.4.2).

b. Execute the program modules MOTION and STRESS, based

on the results of Step 10 and item 1 of this step;

to compute the response of the system (item B of
Section 4.4.2). NOTION uses Tape 8, while STRESS

uses Tapes 4 and 8 as input.

Step 12 It is also possible at thi s stage to add new frequencies

to the response based on the results. obtained in
Step ll. The procedure involved is described in item 12

of Section 4.2.2.

Step 13 Perform SASSI re-starting analysis if changes occur in
either the superstructure, 'or the seismic environment of
the problem analyzed above. The procedures involved are

described in Sections 4.4.3.1 and 4.4.3.2, accordingly.

In the case of foundation vibration analysis by the

SASSI program, the above steps described for the seismic

analysis are still applicable except that:

1. The time history of control motion in Step 1 i s

replaced by the reference time history of the

external. dynamic forces.

2. Step 4 is unnecessary.
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3. The iterated soil properties in Step 5 are replaced

by the initial soil properties

4. The site response problem is eliminated from.Step 9

and second part of item a of Step 10.

5. Item d of Step 10 is replaced by a different
analysis performed by the program module MOTOR to
obtain the load vector on Tape 9 which replaces

Tape 1 in item e of Step 10.

6. The dynamic environment in Step 13 is replaced by

'the external dynamic forces.

4.2.2 Considerations Prior to SASSI Analysis

In order to make effective use of the program SASSI, the user

should consider the following items:

1. Rigid vs Flexible Basement

Currently, the program does not take advantage of the rigid
basement assumption since a flexible basement is always

assumed in the program. As a result, no saving is obtained by

the rigid basement assumption. It is, therefore,'ecommended

to carry out the analysis for actual properties of the

basement. If it is necessary to evaluate the effect of rigid
basement assumption, a restart analysis can be performed by

selecting an elastic modulus for basement to be 104 to 105

times the elastic modulus of the soil. The restart analysis
can be performed at a fraction of the initial cost.
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2. Surface vs. Embedded Structure (ZSRFCE)

It i's possible to treat the embedded structures as surface

structures if the embedment effect is negligible. By doing

so, 'a big saving can be achieved in the SASSI analysis since

the number of interaction nodes is largely reduced.

The parameter ZSRFCE in the program HOUSE controls the

embedment condition of the structure. For surface structures,
this parameter is equal to the Z-coordinate of the base of the

structure.

3. Syometry of the System (NSYNPL)

SASSI has the capability to take advantage of the geometrical

symmetry of structures subjected to symmetric or

anti-symmetric loading. Therefore, the cost of the analysis
can be drastically reduced by utilizing this capability of the

program.

The parameter NSYtlPL is used to specify the number of
symmetric planes of the system.

4. Rigid Base Rock vs Halfspace Condition (LSUB)

SASSI- has the capability to simulate the existence of a

uniformly damped, or undamped, halfspace below the top soil
layers. Therefore, i t can avoid using very deep soil models

with many sublayers and leads to additional savings when the

soft soil extends to relatively large depth or when the rock

boundary can not be established.
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In case of hal fspace simulation, the program automatically
adds an additional soil layer below the top layers with the
thickness of (1.5*Y )/f, where, V is the shear wave

velocity of the halfspace and f is the frequency of analysis.
This added soil layer is further subdivided into LSUB

sublayers specified by the user in program module SITE. In

addition to this, the viscous dashpots are added to the base

of the new soil model.

The input parameter LSUB is recommended to be set at 10. If
LSUB=O, there is no halfspace simulation.

5. Cut-off Frequency (fNF)

The cut-off frequency is an important parameter since it not

only sets an upper limit on the number of frequencies to be

analyzed but al.so controls the maximum allowable element

sizes, and thus, the dimension of the stiffness and mass

matrix of the problem. The input form of the cut-off
frequency fNF to SASSI is described in Item (7). The

factors governing the choice of the cut-off frequency are;

a. The frequency content of the input motion.

b, The dominant frequencies of the entire system.

c. The time increment of the input time history.

6. Selection of frequency points (f )

The frequencies to be selected for the SASSI analysis depend

on the number of peaks in the transfer function and how close
these, peaks are located relative to each other. This

information can be obtained from the fixed-base analysis of
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the structure. The fixed-base natural frequencies will show

the approximate location of the peaks in the structure and the

importance of each peak can be seen from either the mode

participation factors or the fixed-base transfer functions.
Since an efficient interpolation scheme on complex response

functions has been incorporated into SASSI, and since the

effect of the soil-structure interaction is to flatten the

sharp peaks and somet>mes eliminate some 'of the structural
peaks, it is usually sufficient to solve for 10 to 20

frequencies and the intermediate solutions can then be

obtained by interpolation.

Also, SASSI has the capability which enables the user to add

new solved frequency responses to the old solved frequency

set. Therefore, it is possible to start the analysis with few

frequencies, and then examine the transfer functions and add

new frequencies as needed.

7. Input of Frequency Points (NFREl};)

In the SASSI program, the transfer functions are computed at
discrete frequency points which are integer multiples of the

frequency step, DF. For general deterministic analysis, the

frequency step is calculated from

DF = 1/(DT " NFFT)

where the input parameters DT and NFFT are the time step and

number of points to be used in the Fouri er transform of the

time history, respectively. For probabili stic analysis of
single harmonic forced vibration analysis, the time history
input is not required, therefore, the user can directly
specify DF.
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Once the frequency step is defined, the frequency points f.
1

are input through the use of integer. frequency numbers,

NFREQi, defined as follows:

NFREQ = f ~ /DF i =. 1, 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0NF

where NF is the total number of-frequency points selected for
the analysi s according to i tern 6 of thi s secti on.

The maximum frequency number to be specified in the SASSI

program is controlled by the cut-off frequency and can be

obtained as follows:

NFREQNF — fNF/DF

where fN is the cutoff frequency.
4

B..Modelling of Soil Profile

The soil supporting the structure must consist of
semi-infinite elastic or viscoelastic horizontal layers
resting on a rigid base rock or semi-infinite elastic or
viscoelastic halfspace.

The allowable layer thickness for the SASSI analysis is
determined using the simple rule that the layer thickness must

,not exceed one fifth of the wave length at the highest

frequency of analysis. Based on this, the soil profile is
selected by subdividing the soil layers into several sublayers.
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9. Modelling of Structure

The structure is modelled by'he two- .or three-dimensional

finite elements available in the SASSI program. The selection

of elements and nodal points follows the same procedure as in
the other standard finite element programs. The only

1 imitati ons are:

a. The structure must contain the interaction nodes inside
the basement volume(s) even if there is no structural
element to connect such nodes.

b. All the interaction nodes of the structure(s), which are

below the ground surface, must lie on the soil layer
interfaces.

c. The maximum horizontal distance between two adjacent

interaction nodes in 'an excavated volume must be smaller

than Vs/( 5*fNF), where Vs is the smaller shear wave

velocity of the top and bottom soil layers connected to
'he

two interaction nodes and fNF is the highest

frequency of analysi s.

10. Modelling of Excavated Soil

In the SASSI analysis of the embedded structures, the

excavated soil zone(s) must be modeled by the two dimensional

plane strain or,three-dimensional solid elements connecting

the interaction nodes of the structure. The element sizes for
the excavated soil elements are controlled by 'the distance

between the i nteraction nodes obtained in item 9 in this
section.
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ll. Direct vs Skin Method (NIMP)

Currently, there are two methods available for calculation of
the impedance matrix in SASSI. Namely, the direct (NIMP=l)

and the skin (NIMP=2) methods. In the direct method, the
impedance matrix of the interaction nodes is computed by the
direct inversion of the corresponding dynamic flexibility
matrix. A less rigorous but more cost-effective solution can

be obtained by using, the skin method where the impedance

matrix is computed through a special formulation by combining

submatrices of the dynamic flexibilitymatrix and the direct
stiffness matrix of the excavated soil.

The skin method is more cost effective for deep foundations.
However, its accuracy in reproducing the impedance matrix. for
3-D problems deteriorates significantly if the embedment

region consists of distorted soil elements. Such error can be

greatly reduced by using brick type soil elements in the
basement. Furthermore; for basements which consists only of
brick elements, the skin method can predict 3-D compliance
functions with reasonable accuracy. It should be noted that
in the validation of the program (Ref. 2) only direct method

of analysis has been validated. The skin method should be

. used following the validation of the method for at least one

case pertai ni ng to the actual problem to be analyzed or
following obtaining favorable comparison of the direct method

and skin method solutions of the problem at least for few

frequencies.
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12. Addition of new frequencies to the transfer function on Tape 8

The program SASSI has an additional provision which enables

the user to solve for the transfer function at any additional

frequencies by the program module ANALYS. The results are

later combined by the program module COMBIN, as long as the

specified frequencies reside on the input tapes. For example,

suppose the program modules SITE and POINT were executed for
10 frequencies (0.98, 2.93, 4.88, 6.84, 8.79, 10.74, 12.70,

14.65, 15.6662 and 17.58 Hz) and Tapes 9 and 3 were created.

Furthermore, it is assumed that the program module ANALYS was

executed only for 5 frequencies which reside on the above

Tapes 9 and 3. Let us now assume that the analysis is to be

repeated for two new frequencies (2.93 and 15.66 Hz) and the

results are to be combined with those of the old frequencies.
'ince the new frequencies reside on the above Tapes 9, 3, and

Tape,4 is frequency independent, program module ANALYS is
executed to solve for the new 2 frequencies. Subsequently,

program module COMBIN can be used to add new frequency

responses to the old ones on Tape 8.

13. Impedance Matrices of a Rigid Foundation

The impedance matrices, K and C, of a rigid foundation are

computed from the foundation compliance matrices, f and g,

using formula

K + i~0 = (f + ig)-1 (4.2-1)

where u is the frequency of analysis and i = J-1.
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In the program SASSI, the columns of the foundation compliance

matrices can be obtained by applying a unit amplitude force or
moment in the desired direction at a specified point on the
foundation, and computing the resulting real and imaginary
parts of displacements or rotations of that point (i.e., f
and g). By inverting the compliance matrices using the above

formula, the corresponding impedance matrices (i.e., K and D)

are computed.

14. Nonlinear Soil Behavior

SASSI is a frequency domain analysis program which uses the
principle of superposition, and therefore, is restricted to
linear analysis. However, approximate nonlinear analyses can

be performed using an iterative scheme called "Equivalent
Linear Method." In applying this method to seismic
soil-structure interaction problems, it is useful to consider.

the nonlinear effect in two parts. The effect due to free
afield motion is called the primary effect, and the effect due

to interaction is called the secondary effect. The latter one

is confined to a limitea region near the structure (irregular
zone) and have only a minor influence on the motions of deeply

embedded structures, such as nuclear power plants. Thus, in
many cases, it is sufficient to consider only the primary
effect, i.e., the iteration on soil properties involved in the

equivalent linear method needs to be performed only for the

free field analysis.
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In view of the above assumption, an efficient way of

performing a seismic soil-structure interaction analysis is to

separate it into two stages. The first stage is a site
response analysis with iteration on soil properties, say, by

the computer program SHAKE. This analysis takes care of all
primary nonlinear effects and yields a horizontally layered

site profile with properties which are compatible with the

levels of strain in the free field. The second stage is an

interaction analysis by SASSI. In this stage, the above

strain compatible soil profile is used for the site profile
and no interation are performed on the soil properties, i.e.,
the secondary nonlinear effect is neglected.

The secondary effect in a limited region encompassing the

basement of the structure can be considered by including in
the model an extended near field zone. The soil strains
within the irregular part of this zone can be computed by the

program and the properties of the irregular zone can be

changed iteratively according to the equivalent linear
method, The procedure for the secondary effect iterations has

not yet been implemented in the, computer program SASSI. If
,need be, the iterations can be performed by hand calculations
of the new soil properties and input to SASSI for re-analysis.

The secondary nonlinear effect may be important for. surface

structures subjected to high intensity earthquakes. They may

also have some influence on the distribution of dynamic earth

pressures for embedded structures.
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4.3 Additional Numerical and Modellin Criteria

4.3.1 Finite Element Discretization

In order to accurately transmit the waves, the finite element

model should be discretized so that the largest side of each

element does not exceed ) /8; where X is the shortest wave length
of interest in the analysis..The wave length criteria can be

relaxed to )/5 if the mass matrix used in the analysis is
constructed from the combination of consistent and lump mass

matrices (usually 50% each). Since the mass matrix computation in
SASSI is automated to consist of 50% lump mass and 50% consi stent
mass, the X/5 cri teria can be used in constructing the models.

4.3.2 Halfspace Simulation

t

In order to simulate the halfspace condition at the bottom

boundary, two techniques of variable depth method and
viscous'oundary

at the base are used (Ref. 1). In the variable depth

method, n extra layers with total thickness of 1.5Z and with the

properties of halfspace are added to the soil profile. The wave

length, g, is .the shear wave length in hal fspace and is a function
of frequency. Thus, the added soil layer thickness varies with
frequency. The choice of 1.5 A arose from the observation that
fundamental modes Rayleigh wave in hal fspace decay with depth and

essentially vanish at a depth corresponding to 1.5X. Furthermore,

the 1.5X layer thickness is subdivided into n'ayers with
increasing thickness with depth. The choice of n=10 is sufficient
for many practical cases. With this technique, the layer
thickness will increase with depth and decreasing frequency. This

is the desired characteristic of the model since surface wave mode

shapes decrease exponentially with depth and since their depth of
penetration increase with decreasing frequency.
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The soil model with added extra layers is further improved by

replacing the rigid boundary at the base of the extended layer
system with viscous boundary by placing dashpots in horizontal and

vertical directions. The halfspace simulation is specified i n

program module SITE.

The effectiveness and adequacy of this halfspace simulation
technique has been demonstrated in benchmark problems which were

used as validation test problems for SASSI (Ref. 2).

4.3.3 Computation of Impedance Matrix

As described in Ref. 1, computation of flexibilitymatrix follows
the point load solution of a soil column. The soil column is
modelled by finite elements (plane .strain of axisymmetric

elements). The impedance matrix used in the formulation of SASSI

is obtained by inverting the flexibilitymatrix. In a layered

system with large contrast of properties between adjacent layers,
the solution to impedance problem may include some numerical

inaccuracy due to weak form of the flexibilitymatrix. Systematic

parametric study has not been performed to establish numerical

criteria in terms of the property contrast in layered system.

However, for all the practical problems analyzed with SASSI such

inaccuracies have not been observed. In addition, in the
validation problem set (Ref. 2), .a layered system with shear wave

velocity ratio of 2.5 for which a reference solution is available
is successfully analyzed. Thus, it is expected that for most of
the practical problems additional criteria need not be established
for modelling layered system. However, in view of the absence of
systematic study for layered systems with very large property
contrast, the solution to the impedance problem need to be checked

more closely.
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4. 4 How To Run A SASS I JOB

The first step in running a SASSI job is to determine to which of the

following three groups the job belongs:

Initiati on (or Basi c Runs)

2. Post-processing

3. Re-starting

Each of the above groups require one or several interrelated SASSI

program modules, shown in Fig. 4.4-1 to be executed in a specified
order. Therefore, the next step would be to perform the

operations of the corresponding group described in the following
sections.

4.4.1 Initiation '

The initiation of SASSI for interaction analysis basically
consists of 5 major computer runs;

A. RUW 1 - SITE RUW (tlode 1)

B. RUN 2 - POINT RUN

C. RUN 3 - HOUSE RUW

D. RUW 4 - SITE RUW (/lode 2) or tlOTOR RUN

E. RUN 5 - AWALYS RUW (trode 1)
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These runs generate the output Tapes 1 through 9 (Tape 7 is not

currently used) which are then saved on either the disk or the

magnetic tapes. Tape 8 contains the uninterpolated transfer
functions computed for the specified. frequencies at all the nodal

points of the system and is used in the post-processors to compute

the final response of the system. The remaining tapes contain the

information which may be used later to re-start the program module

ANALYS to analyze a new problem.

The 5 basic runs listed above are illustrated in Figs. 4.4-2 and

4.4-3 for seismic and forced vibrations problem, respectively.
For seismic poblems RUN 1 and RUN 4 can be combined into one run

at user's option. It is also possible to change the order of the

runs such that RUN 3 is performed before RUN 1 is executed.

However, since the foundation of the structure (in MOUSE) must be

compatible with the soil layer system (in SITE) and the point load

solution (in POINT), it is recommended that the first runs are

performed after the models for the structure and the site have

been established.

4.4.2 Post-Processing

Once Tape 8 is obtained, it i s used to compute the required
response(s) of the system through one or more of the following
runs:

A. RUH 1 - COMB IN RUH

B. RUN (2)1 - fiOTION RUH

C. RUN (2)Z - STRESS RUN

It should be noted that RUH 1 is necessary only if new frequencies
are to be added to the old Tape 8. These runs are illustrated in
Figure 4.4-4.
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4.4.3 Re-Starting

The basic re-start modes of SASSI include:

1. Restart with new superstructure

2. Restart with new seismic environment

3.- Restart with new dynamic loading

Each of the above modes involves only two computer runs as

described below.

4.4.3.1 Re-start with new Superstructure

This mode which can be performed for both the seismic and

foundation vibration problems consists of the following
two runs:

A. RUN 1 - HOUSE RUN

B. RUN 2 - ANALYS RUN (trode 2)

The new Tape 4 obtained from RUN 1 is used with the old
Tape 5 and Tape 1 (or Tape 9) as input to RUN 2. RUN 2

will then create Tape 6 and Tape 8. Figures 4.4-5(a) and

4.4-5(b) illustrate these runs for the seismic and

foundation vibration analyses, respectively.

4.4.3.2 Re-Start with New Seismic Environment

This mode which can be performed only for seismic

problems consists of the following two runs:
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A. RUN 1 - SITE RUN (Mode 2)

B. RUN 2 - ANALYS RUN (Mode 3)

The new Tape 1 obtained from RUN 1 is used with the old

Tape 5 and Tape 6 as input to RUN 2. RUN 2 will then

create a new Tape 8. This runs are illustrated in

Figure 4 '-6(a).

4.4.3.3 Re-Start'ith New Dynamic Loading

This mode which can be performed only for the foundation

vibration problems consists of the following two runs

A. RUN 1 - MOTOR RUN

B. RUN 2 - ANALYS RUN (Mode 4)

The new Tape 9 obtained from RUN 1 is used with the old

Tape 6 as input to RUN 2. RUN 2 will then create a new

Tape 8. The runs are illustrated in Figure 4.4-6(b).

4.5 Savin SASSI Out ut Files

The basic SASSI runs create 8 files as shown in Figures 4.4-2 and 4.4-3.

However, the number of files created in a SASSI analysis usually exceed 8

because of:

a ~ Repeating the entire analysis for new frequencies;

Re-starting the program with new superstructures;

C. Re-starting the program with new seismic environment (or dynamic.

loading)
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Therefore, it becomes very important to organize these files in such a

.way that the later access to the files can be done easily.

There are basically two types of device which can be used on any: computer
system to save the data in the output files:

1. Disk

2. Magnetic tapes

4.5.1 Disk Storage

Even though it is more convenient and faster to save or access the
data on disk, the permanent disk storage is not recommended due to
its high cost, especially, for the case in which the amount of
data generated on some of the output files are very large.
However, if disk was selected as the primary storing device, then

the user can choose an arbitrary name for each output file, thus .

making organization and access very easy.

4.5.2 Magnetic Tape Storage

There are two types of magnetic tape storage:

4.4.2.1 Mass Storage on Magnetic Tapes (also called File Manager)

In this type of storage, first the output files are saved

on disk and then a later stage, they are copied from disk
onto magnetic tapes by running a separate job. On some

computer systems these two tasks are performed
simultaneously. Therefore, there is no need to submit

the second job.
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If the files on the mass storage are assigned names and

accessed randomly like the permanent files on disk, .his

type of storage is probably the most effective way of

saving and accessing SASSI output files.

In case this type of storage is not available on a

computer system, the standard storage described in the

next section can be used.

4.5.2.2 Standard/Sequential Storage on Magnetic Tapes

In this type of storage, the output files are saved

sequentially on a magnetic tape separated by a'ile
mark. Since the system can not identify each individual

file by the name, the user has to keep track of the order

in which the files are saved on the magnetic tapes. This

will make it possible to add new files to the existing
files on a tape or to'kip certain number of files before

reading the target file.
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An example problem is presented to illustrate the application of SASSI to

impedance and soil-structure interaction (SSI) analysis. This problem

also describes how to select the finite element model for the soil
profile, the structure, and the number of frequencies to be used for the

analysis. The input data of the example problem is provided in

Appendix A.

4.6.1 Problem Considered

4.6.1.1 Description

The problem considered is a pressurized water reactor
(PMR) building supporting on a uniform damped halfspace

(see BC-TOP-4A, Ref. 5) subjected to vertically
propagating shear waves with the control motion specified
at the ground surface. The total soil-structure system

is. shown in Fig. 4.6-1. The building consisting of a

containment structure and internal walls are modeled by

stick models.

The problem is analyzed for two cases. In the first
ase, the horizontal and rocking impedance functions of

the rigid massless foundation are computed and the

results are compared with reference solution of the

problem. In the second case, the SSI response of the

containment is computed.
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The material properties of the soil and geometry of the
structure are given in Fig. 4.6-1. The sectional
properties of the structure are given in Table 4.6-1. A

uniform critical damping of 2% was used for the

superstructure and basemat. The control motion selected
for the analysis is a scaled version of 'the El Centro

1940 NS Component. The acceleration time history of the
motion is shown in Figure 4.6-2. The motion is scaled to
maximum acceleration of O.lg with duration of 10.24

seconds digitized at time interval of 0.005 second. The

corresponding acceleration response spectra at 2% damping

is shown in Fig. 4.6-3. The cut-off frequency used for
the analysis is specified at 25 Hz.

4.6.1.2 Modelling

4.6.1.2.1 Soil Model

The maximum allowable. layer thickness were

computed according to the criteria -described
4

in item 8 of Section 4.2.2:

Max.allowable thickness = 2000/(5x25) = 16 ft

Based o'n thi s value, the soil profile for the
SASSI analysis was selected as shown in

„
Figure 4.6-4. This profile consists of 4 top
layers and 10 extra layers with variable
thickness plus viscous dashpots. The extra 10

layers and viscous dashpots are added by the

program at the user's request to simulate the
halfspace condition.
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Table 4.6-1 - PROPERTIES OF THE STRUCTURAL MODELS OF
THE CONTAINMENT BUILDING AND INTERNALS

(Concrete Modulus E = 6.9 x 10 ksf, G = 2.7 x 10 ksf)

Joint Pro erties Member Pro erties

Mass
No.

mi9
(kips)

Location Moment o
between Arga Shear Area Inertia x 10
Joint No. ( ft" ) ( ft2) (ft")

base

1

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

ll

20000

46000

4200

4200

4200

4200

4610

3020

2470

2120

190

N

T

E

.T

base to 1

1 to2
3 to 4

4to5
5to6
6 to 7

7to8
8to9
9 to 10

10 to ll

1400 700

1400 700

1400 700

1400 700

1400 700

1400 700

990 ,500

990 500

990 500

990 500

2.8
2.8

2.8
2.8

2.8
2.8

1.9
1.5
0.8
0.2

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

2800 i
251 0

6290

3760

8540

1220

820

base to 12

12 to 13

13 to 14

14 to 15

15 to 16

16 to 17

17 to 18

2000

2560

2210

1960

1740

780

190

1320

1560

1460

730

600

360

70

1.1

1.2

1.2
1.3
0.9
0.2

0. 004
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4.6.1.2.2 Structural Model

The structural finite element model used in
the interaction analysis is shown in
Figure 4.6-5. It includes the superstructure
and the basemat. The superstructure (the

containment and internals) are modeled by 18

beam elements as shown in Figure 4.6-6 and the

basemat is modeled by 88 solid elements

connected to the underlying soil at 69 nodes

as shown in Figs. 4.6-7, 4.6-8 and 4.6-9.

Rigid links represented by .beams of large
flexural and axial rigidities are used to
connect the stick models to the basemat.

Figure 4.6-10 shows the rigid link model for
the containment structure and internal walls,
respectively.

The wave length criteria described in item 9

of Section 4.2.2 was used to select the

element sizes of the basemat in the horizontal
direction.

Max. allowable element size = 2000 = 15 f:

The selected element sizes for the basemat

slightly violates the 16 feet length limit
obtained above, but its effect is considered

to be negligible.

Rotational mass of the superstructures was

ignored during these analyses.

4.6.1.2.3 Excavated Soil Model

Since this is a surface structure, there is no

excavated soil model.
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4.6.1.3 Description of Analyses

The analyses performed are described below:

4.6.1.3.1 Foundation Impedance Analysis

The foundation impedance matrices are computed

and saved by the computer program SASSI.

These matrices are later used in the

interaction analysis. In order to illustrate
the accuracy of these matrices, the impedance

coeffficients of the rigid massless basemat

are calculated and compared with available
solutions.

4.6.1.3.2 Interaction Analysis

The foundation impedance matrices obtained

above are used to perform the complete

interaction analysis by the computer program

SASSI.

4.6.1.4 Analysis Cases Performed

4.6.1.4.1 Foundation Impedance Analysis

The frequency step and the highest frequency

number used in the SASSI analysis are

calculated according to item 5 of
Section 4.2.2 as follows:

DF = 1/(2048x0.005) = .0976 Hz

t<FRE(}max = 25/.0976 = 256
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Highest frequency number selected is 260. The

frequencies used in the analysis are listed in
Table 4.6-2.

The horizontal and rocking foundation
impedance coefficients at the base of the

rigid massless basemat were then computed at
the above frequencies following the procedures

described in item 13 of Section 4.2.2. This

required the following SASSI program modules

to be executed in order to compute the

horizontal/rocking compliance coefficients:

d. SITE (Mode 1)

e. POINT

HOUSE

g. MOTOR

h. ANALYS (Mode 1)

and the following restart runs as described in
Section 4.4.3.3 to compute the .

rocking/coupling compliance coefficients:

j. MOTOR

k. ANALYS (Mode 4)
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Table 4.6-2 - FREQUENCIES SELECTED FOR IMPEDANCE AND

INTERACTION ANALYSIS BY SASSI

Frequency
Number

Frequency
(Hz)

Circular Frequency
( Rad/sec )

10

30

50

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

210

230

260

.9766E + 00

.2940E + 01

.4883E + 01

.5859E + 01

.7813E + 01

.9766e + Ol

.1172E + 02

.1367E + 02

.1563E + 02

.1758E + 02

.2051E + 02

.2246E + 02

.2539E + 02

.6136E

.1841E

.3068E

.3682E

.4909E

.6136E

.7363E

.8590E

.9817E

.1104E

.1289E

.1411E

.1595E

+ 01

+ 02

+ 02

+ 02

+ 02

+ 02

+ 02

+ 02

+ 02 ~

+ 03

+ 03

+ 03

+ 03
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The structural model used in this analysis

consists of only the basemat with the nodal

point numbering shown in Figs. 4.6-8 and

4.6-9. The basemat is modeled by massless

elements with very large elastic modulus so

that it behaves like a rigid massless circular
footing.

The triangularized stiffness of the total
system (on Tape 6) obtained from the ANALYS

run in item (h) above is saved to restart the

program ANALYS in item (k) above. The

impedance matrix (on Tape 5) is also saved to

be used in the interaction analysis described

in the next section. The analysis results are

discussed in Section 4.6.1.5.2

4.6.1.4.2 Interaction Analysis

The interaction analysis.was performed by

running the following SASSI program modules,

as described in Section 4.4.3.1 and by

computing the transfer function at the

frequencies listed in Table 4.6-2.

n. House

o. SITE (Mode 2)

p. ANALYS (Mode 2)
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Since the impedance matrices on Tape 5 can be

recovered from the analysis performed in
Section 4.6.1.4.1, only part of the program

module ANALYS in item (p) above was

re-executed.

-

4.6.1.5 Analysis Results

4.6.1.5.1 Input/Output Files

The input/output files corresponding to the

impedance and SSI analysis are listed in
Table 4.6-3. This table also includes the

names that are assigned to the tapes for
conveniences of tapein/tapeout activity.

4.6.1.5.2 Foundation Impedance Analysis
'k

The SASSI analysis yields the horizontal and

rocking stiffness and damping coefficients of
the foundation as shown in Figure 4.6-11

through 4.6-14. The impedance is computed by

inverting the resultant displacements obtained

from SASSI analysi s. The horizontal impedance

coefficients are obtained using Eq. (4.2-1)
(see Section 4.2.2) by using the horizontal
displacement of Node 1 (see Figure 4.6-8) from

output E2ClHAO (see Table 4.6-3). 'Similarly,
the rocki ng impedance are computed from the

rocking compliance coefficients obtained from

vertical displacement of Node 46 from output
E2ClRAO (see Table 4.6-3) divided by the

radius of the footing.
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Table 0.6-3 Input/Output Files of Example Problem

I

I

I WDIII.I
IISI3)

S11'E

I IOR IZOHTAI~ Ih(PI1)AHCI!
1h l ~TTPTÃl:

T''I

I.L F ILE Fli.l:.
I

l!2CISD" I!ZCISO (
-

f I!ZCITZ""

ROCK IH(> IhfPH)ANCE

FILE
THPI~ 67TH
FI I.E F I I.E

, SSI

I'01%3 E2I'D I!ZPO I!2CIT2 rzcl Ts

in()sr: I E2CI I In E2C110 I!ZCIT4 FZCZIID EZC2IIO F.2C2T4

hATOR I!2(:II ! In EZCI IN) I.'ZCIIrf9 I!ZC]RhID EZCI BHO E2CIRT9

AHAI.YS t

N)TIOH

I!2CI I IAD
I rran

I!ZCIIIAO I!2CIT4
~l!2CI 5

E2CIT6
I!Zcllkf9 I!ZCII ITB

l

rzclRAn rzcIRAo
2 'I'9

E2CIT6 EZC]RT8 EZC2AD EZCZAO

Ezczon rzczoo

E2CITI
EZCITS
E2C2T4

EZCZT8

I!2C2T
E2C2TS

E2C2TI2

" I:.2('.ISD - Stan<Is for I:.xample 2, (use I, Sile Da(a
** I!ZCITZ - Sta)xls for I:.xample 2, Case I, Tape 2



EXPLANATION—Luco (Ref. 6)
~ SASSI
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Figure 4.6-11. Horizontal Stiffness Coefficients

18119/267/g/LTS P/D104b 7-7.88 sm/sm rev. 1 4-50



EXPLANATION

14

—Luco (Ref. 6)
~ SASSI
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Figure 4.6-12. Horizontal Damping Coefficients

18119/288/0/LTSP/D104c 7.7%8 sm/sm rev. 2 4-51



EXPLANATION

2.5

—Luco (Ref. 6)
~ SASSI
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Figure 4.6-13. Rocking Stiffness Coefficients

18119/269/9/LTSP/D104c 7-7.M envpc /ev. 3 4-52



EXPLANATION

30.

—Luco (Ref. 6)
~ SASSI
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Frequency (cps)

Figure 4.6-14. Rocking Damping Coefficients

18119/270/0/LTSP/D104b 7-7.88 sm/sm /ev. 1 4-53



The figures also show the corresponding
foundation impedances reported by Luco

(Ref. 6). The comparison of these results
shows good agreement oyer the frequency

range of analysis.

4.6.1.5.3 Interaction Analysis

Table 4.6-4 shows the maximum absolute
acceleration of the containment building
and internal walls obtained from the

interaction analysis by SASSI.

Additional results include the 2%

acceleration spectra computed for the

horizontal motions at the top of the

internal and shown in Figure 4.6-15. The

results are compared with the results
obtained from computer program FASS

(Ref. 7) using the impedance functions
obtained from SASSI. The comparison of
the results shows good agreement between

the two solutions.
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Table 4.6-4 - MAXIMIMABSOL0TE ACCELERATIONS (g's)
OBTAINED FROM SASSI ANALYSIS

Node
No.'41

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

Interaction

0.090

0. 089

0.083

0.073

.0.053

0. 027

0.010

0. 046

0. 080

0.101

0.111

0. 084

0. 073

0..052

0. 027

0.01 3

0. 036

0.174
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4.0
EXPLANATION—FASS (Ref. 7)

~ SASSI
(Damping = 2%)
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Fig. 4.6-15. Absolute Acceleration Response at Top of Internal Structure
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CHAPTER 5

INPUT GUIDE TO SASSI PROGRAM MODULES

5.1 Computer Program for SASSI Modules

The current version of the SASSI program consists of the following
computer programs:

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

SITE

POINT2 and POINT3

HOUSE

MOTOR

ANALYS

COMBIN

MOTION

STRESS
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5.2.1 SITE

The program module SITE has two basic functions:

Form and solve transmitting boundary eigenvalue problem - Mode 1

The program reads the soil layer properties and for each specified

frequency forms the transmitting boundary submatrices for
Rayleigh and Love wave cases. Then it solves the two eigenvalue

problems:

k A2 + kA1 AO -(o M = 0 (5.2-1)

k A2 + AO
-u = 02 2- (5.2-2)

from which the eigenvalues (k) and eigenvectors are obtained. The

results are then written on Tape 2.

The halfspace condition is also simulated at this stage. The

program automatically generates a specified number of sublayers

whose thicknesses vary with frequency attached to viscous dashpots

at the base. The generated sublayers and dashpots are then added

to tne fixed top layers. Such provision requires some

modifications in the above equations whi ch are carried out in this
program.

Tape 2 provi des the information needed to run Mode 2 in the

program module SITE as well as to compute for the transmitti ng

boundary in the program module POINT. Thus, this tape always has

to be generated.
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Since the eigenvalue problems to be solved for an arbitrary
three-dimensional horizontally layered site are the same as those

to be solved for a plane strain model, the information on Tape 2

can be used for both two-'and three-dimensional cases as well.

In order to run this mode, all the input cards from A.l to A.6 of
this section must be supplied. If the execution is to be stopped

after Node 1, the card A.6 must be entered as a blank card.

2. Solve the site response problem - Mode 2

The program recovers the soil layer properties and the

eigensolutions for Rayleigh and Love wave cases from Tape 2.

Then, according to the existence of each wave type, the program

computes the mode shapes and wave numbers for each wave type in
the coordinate system defined in the program module SITE. Then,

once the composition of the wave types causing the seismic

environment and the nature of the control motion is known, the
program will scale and superimpose the results of all the wave

types. These results are then stored on Tape 1, which is used

later for seismic analysis. Thus, this tape will not be generated
for foundation vibration analysis.

If the seismic environment is the same for a two- and

three-dimensional case, the information on Tape 1 can be used for
both prob)ems.

In order to run Node l.and Node 2 together, all the input cards
from A.l to A.10 of this section must be supplied. However, to
restart the program in Mode 2 alone, only the input cards from A.6
to A.10 of this section are needed.



A. 1 OPERATION MODE CARD AND TITLE (I5, 3X, 12A6)

Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-5

6-8

9-80

NOPT

HED

(2)

Operation mode

= 1, complete solution for MODE 1

= -1, data check only

Blank

Contain information to be printed with
output

Notes:

(1) If the program is to be restarted in Mode 2 using Tape 2 as input,
then skip all the input cards A.] through A.5 and start from

Section A.6.

(2) If NOPT < 0, most of the calculation required during execution of
Mode 1 will be bypassed.
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A.2 MASTER CONTROL CARD (315)

'Columns Variable Notes

1-5 NTL (1)

6-10 NF

~Entr

Number of soil layers (maximum = 100)

Total number of frequencies of analysis
(maximum = 100)

15 LSUB (2) =0, no simulation of halfspace

> 3. number of layers generated to
simulate hal fspace (maximum = 20)

Notes:

(1) All the soil layers must be labeled with integer numbers starting
from 1 at the surface to NTL. It does not include halfspace or

layers generated to simulate halfspace.

(2) If LSUB = 0, the soil profile will be assumed on rigid base.

Otherwise, LSUB sublayers whose thicknesses vary with frequency

are generated to simulate halfspace. Also, the program will add

viscous boundary to account for radiation damping in the halfspace

through the lower boundary. Using LSUB = 10 is recommended for
"the case of halfspace.
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Ae3 SYSTEM OF UNITS CARD (.F10.0)

Columns Variable. Notes ~Entr

1-10 GRAY
"

(1) Acceleration of gravity

Notes:

(1) To be used for computation of mass matrix.
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A.4 SOIL LAYER DATA CARDS

A.4.1 TOP LAYERS ( I5, 6F10.)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-15

16-25

26-35

36-45

46-55

56-65

VS

VP

DS

DP

(1) Layer number

Layer thickness

Unit weight

S-wave velocity

P-wave

S-wave

velocity

associated damping ratio

P-wave associated damping ratio

A.4.2 HALFSPACE (15X, 5F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-15

16-25

26-35

36-45

45-55

56-65

WH

VSH

VPH

OSH

DPH

(2)

Blank

.Unit weight of halfspace

S-wave velocity

P-wave velocity

S-wave associated damping ratio

P-wave associated damping ratio

Notes:

(1) Total of NTL cards must be given and all soil layer data must be

defined in soil layer number sequence.

(2) One card must be given to define properties of halfspace. For

example, if a hard layer exists at depth or LSUB=O, then

properties of competent rock should be supplied; otherwise,
properties of existing materials at depth must be provided.
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A.5 FREQUENCY'DATA CARDS

A.5.1 FREQUENCY CONTROL CARD (2F10.0, I15)

Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-10

11-20

21-25

OF

DT

NFFT

(1) Frequency step (HZ)

(1) Time step of control motion (sec)

(1) Number of values to be used in Fourier
transform of control motion. 'ust be
power of 2.

1-5

5-10

11-15 .

NFR(1)

NFR(2)

NFR(3)

(2)

A. 5. 2 FREQUENCY NUMBER CARDS (16I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

Frequency no. 1

Frequency no. 2

Frequency no. 3

Notes:

( 1) Case A - Deterministic Analysis

DT and JJFFT for the selected time history of the control motion

must be given, and the frequency step may be left blank. The

program will compute the frequency step as follows:

OF = 1/(NFFT"DT)

This frequency step may then be used to set up frequency numbers

in Section A.5.2.
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Case 8 - Probabi'listic (or Single Harmonic) Analysis
F

DF must be given and may be directly used to set up frequency
numbers in Section A.5.2. In this case, DT and NFFT are never

used and therefore may be left blank.

(2) The total of NF frequency numbers must be given. All the

frequency numbers must be positive nonzero integer numbers. The

program will automatically reorder the input frequency numbers in
ascending order and will stop if two or more equal-frequency
numbers are detected. Frequencies fi, for which solutions are

obtained, are defined as follows:

The highest frequency of analysis is then equal to the highest
frequency number multiplied by the frequency step.
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A.6 OPERATION MODE CARD AND TITLE (I5, 3X, 12A6)

Columns Variable 'Notes ~Entr

1-5

0-8

NOPT

(2)

(3)

Operation mode

= 0, stop, no more data

= 2, complete solution for MODE 2

= -1, data check only

Blank

9-80 Contain information to be. printed with
output

Notes:

(1) NOPT = 0 terminates the execution of the program at the end of
Mode 1, and no data are required after this card.

(2) If NOPT = 2, continue providing the remaining data cards.

However, if this is the restart of Mode 2 with Tape 2 as input,
then the input cards A.l to A.5 are not required.

(3) If NOPT < 0, most of the calculations required during normal

execution of Mode 2 are bypassed. Mode 1 must be executed before

the data check can be done in Mode 2,
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A.7 WAVE FIELD DATA CARDS

A.7.1 WAVE FIELD TYPE CARD (2I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

IWTYP = 1, combination OF P-, SV-, and R-waves
(use for 1-D or 3-D analyses)

= 2, combination of SH- and L-waves
(use for 1-D or 3-D analyses)

A.7.2 WAVE FIELD TYPE 1 CARD (3I5, 2F10.0)

Ski p thi s secti on i f IWTYP = 2

Columns Variable

5 IRWAVE

Notes
P

(1)

~Entr

= 0, no R-wave field
= 1, R-wave field (shortest wavelength
method)

=.2, R-wave field (least decay method)

10

16-25

25-95

IPWAVE

ANGS

ANGP

(2)

(2)

IVWAVE '1) = 0, no SV-wave fiel'd

= 1, SV-wave field
= 0, no P-wave field
= 1, P-wave field

Incident, angle of SV-wave (degree)

Incident angle of P-wave (degree)
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A.7.2 WAVE FIELD TYPE 1 CARD (3I5, 2F10.0)

Skip this section if IWTYP = 1

Columns Variable Notes

ILWAVE

~Entr

= 0, no L-wave field
= 1, L-wave field

10

ll-20

IHWAVE

ANGH (2)

= 0, no SH-wave field
= 1, SH-wave field

Incident angle of SH-wave (degree)

Notes:

(1) The seismic envi ronment may be assumed to consist of one single

. wave type or several wave types. The basic wave types are P-waves

and S-waves, which are'also called body waves. When these waves

impinge on the ground surface or layer i nterfaces, surface. waves

may be generated which include R-waves and L-waves.

P-waves involve motions'in the direction'of wave propagation.

S-waves involve motions perpendicular to the direction of wave

propagation. S-wave motions in the vertical plane are called
SV-waves. Horizontal S-waves are called SH-waves. R-waves

involve horizontally propagating elliptical motions in the

vertical plane and L-waves consist of horizontal motions

perpendicular to the horizontal direction of wave propagation..

With the above definitions, a coordinate system in program SITE

has been set up such that P-waves, SV-waves, and R-waves involve
I I

particle displacements in x z -plane while SH-waves and L-waves
I I

particle displacements along y -axis. Therefore z is always
I

vertical up, x is in the vertical plane of wave propagation, and

y is perpendicular to x and z and following the right-hand rule.
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z'ertical
Plane of

Wave Propagation

8p
lp

X

Horizontal
Plane

SH, L-Wave

~C

~C g

(2) Incident angle is defined as the angle between direction of
propagatio'n z axis shown as a in the figure. For vertically
propagating body waves, this angle is zero.
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A.S CONTROL MOTION CARD (4X, Al, 2I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

6-10

1 1 -1 5

KCOMP

NLCP

NFCP

(2)

(3)

= X, control motion in X'irection
= Y, control motion in Y'irection
= Z, control motion in Z'irection
Layer number of control point

Number of frequencies used to define
ration curve of wave participations in
control motion (<2)

Notes:
s I I

(1) Transformation of x y z coordinate to final xyz coordinate
of soil structure system will be done in the program module ANALYS.

(2) Control point is defined as the point where the control, motion is
specified. It will be located at the top of the given layer

~ number, e.g., NLXZ = 1 for control point at the surface'.

(3) In the case of seismic environment composed of two or more wave

types, the ratio of participation of each wave type must be

given. This ratio in general may be frequency dependent 'and is
defined at a number of selected discrete frequencies for each wave

type. These frequencies must cover the frequency range of
analysis. The ratio values for intermediate frequencies will be

obtained by simple interpolation and therefore need not be given
at exact frequencies for which complete solution is required.

In the case of seismic environments consisting of one simple wave

type, two frequencies (one in the beginning and the other at the

end of the frequency range of analysis) with assigned ratio value
of 1 are enough to define the ratio curve.

Also note that all the ratio values are, positive decimal numbers

less than or equal to 1, and summation of the ratio values of all
the participating wave types at any frequency must be l.
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I I

A.9 WAYE COMPOSITION OF CONTROL MOTION ON X Z -PLANE

Skip this section if IWTYP = 2.

A.9.1 FREQUENCY CARDS (16I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

NFXZ(l)

NFXZ(2)

(1) Frequency no. 1 to define ratio curve

Frequency no. 2 to define ratio curve

A.9:2 R-WAYE RATIO CARDS (SF10.0)

Skip if no R-wave field (IRWAYE = 0).

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-10

11-20

XZR(l) (1) '-wave ratio at frequency no. 1

XZR(2) . R-wave r'atio at frequency no. 2
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A.9.3 SV-WAVE RATIO CARDS (8F10.0)

Skip if no SV-wave field (IVWAVE = 0).

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-10

11-20

XZS(l) (1) SV-wave ratio at .frequency no. 1

XZS(2) SV-wave r ati o at frequency no. 2

A.9.4 P-WAVE RATIO CARDS (8F10.0)

Skip if no P-wave field (IVWAYE = 0).

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-10 XZP(l) . (1) P-wave ratio at frequency no. 1

11-20 XZP(2) P-wave ratio. at frequency nb. 2

Notes:

(1) Refer to note 3 in. Section A.8.
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A.10 WAVE COMPOSITION OF CONTROL MOTION ALONG Y -AXIS

Skip this section if IWTYP = l.

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5 NFY(l) (1) Frequency no. 1 to define ratio curve

6-1 0 NFY(2) Frequency no. 2 to define ratio curve

A.10.2 L-WAVE RATIO CARDS (8F10.0)

Skip if no L-wave field (ILWAVE = 0).

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-10
I

11-20 YL(2) L-wave ratio at frequency no. 2

r

YL(l) (1) L-wave ratio at frequency no. 1

A.10.3 SH-WAVE RATIO CARDS (8F10.0)

Skip if no SH-wave field (IHWAVE = 0).

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-10 YS(l ) (1) SH-wave ratio at frequency no. 1

11-20 YS(2) SH-wave ratio at frequency no. 2

Notes:

(1 ) Refer to note 3 in Section A.8.
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A.11 OPERATION MODE CARD (I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

5 NOPT (1 ) Operation mode

= 0, stop, no more data

Notes:

(1) Must be the last data card
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5.2.2 POINT

The program module POINT recovers the soil layer properties and the

eigensolutions for the Rayleigh and Love wave cases from Tape 2. Then,

for each frequency specified in the program module SITE and for given

radius of the central zone, the program solves for the point loads

applied at the surface of the layered system and on the layer interfaces
below the ground surface. The maximum number of layers that the

structure is embedded into the ground determines how deep the point loads

are applied below the ground surface.

The results which are obtained in the local coordinate system of the

program module POINT are saved on Tape 3 and are later used to compute

the flexibilitymatrix of the interaction nodes in the program module

ANALYS.

For two-dimensional problems the program module POINT2 and for
three-dimensional problems the program module POINT3 must be executed.
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B.l OPERATION MODE CARD AND TITLE (I5, 3X, 12A6)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

5-8

9-80

NOPT

HED

Operation mode

= 1, complete solution

< 0, data check only

Blank

Contain information to be printed with
output

Notes:

(1) If NOPT < 0, most of the calculations required during normal

execution are bypassed.
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8.2 GENERAL INFORMATION CARD (I5, F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

*1-5

6-1 5

LSTFCE

RADIUS (2)

Last layer number in the near field zone

Radius of the central zone in the point
load solution. Must be positive and
nonzero.

Notes:

(1) This parameter is the maximum number of layers in the ground that the
structure (including the irregular soil zone) is embedded into. The

smaller this number„ the less information need be passed on to Tape 3 and

therefore less computation and storage will be needed to form the

flexibilitymatrix in the program module ANALYS. However, this number

must be large enough to ensure that the excavated soil region will not
extend deeper than the specified layer number. For surface structures
with no assumed irregular soil zone, let LSTFCE = 0.

(2) The value of this parameter depends on the geometry of foundation
discretization by finite element method. For two relatively uniform
meshes, this value is given below.

6(h) = L 6(h) = L

sl

R adius = r = 0.90 h Radius= r = 0.85h
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An average value can be obtained for uniform meshes, but using uniform
mesnes as mucn as possible is recommended. For 2-D cases, the radius of
the. central zone shall be selected as follows:

6 (h) *L

Rodius * r * h

For 2-D cases, the results are not sensitive to changes in the assumed

radius for the central zone as long as this radius is of the same order
as the dimension of the finite elements in the interaction volume (refer
to verification manual).
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B.3 OPERATION MODE CARD (I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

'5 NOPT (1) Operation layer

= 0, stop, no more data.

Notes:

(1) Must be the last data card.
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5.2.3 HOUSE

The program module HOUSE is a standard finite element program

which computes the basic frequency independent global mass and

stiffness matrices, M and K, for the structure and excavated soil.

Two separate finite element models are constructed, one for the

structure and, the other for the excavated soil. The models share

the same nodal points at/below the ground surface which are called

the interaction nodes.

Each nodal point on the structure may have up to six displacement

degrees of freedom. The program has the capability to delete any

number of the degrees of freedom specified by the user.

Therefore, the user can control and optimize the size of the

equations to be solved.

The several, element types available to model the structure include:

2.

3.

6.

3-D eight-node solid element (with option for inclusion of
nine incompatible displacement modes)

3-D beam element

Four-node quadrilateral plate/shell element

2-D four-node plane strain finite element

3-D spring element
3-D stiffness/mas's element

Other element types to be added to the program in the future to
model the structure are:

1. 2-D pile element

2. 3-0 pile element



3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

2-D fluid element
3-D fluid element

2-D four- to eight-node quadrilateral element

3-D high order solid element

1-D plane love wave element

The excavated soil zones are modeled by the following element

types:

l. 3-D eight-node solid elements (without 'incompatible modes)

2. 2-D four-node plane strain finite element.

The finite element models of the structure and the excavated soil
must be selected in such a way that every interaction node below

the ground should lie on a soil layer interface.

The program reads the nodal point input data, nodal types, soil
layer properties, and element, data for the structural and

excavated soil elements, then forms the element mass and stiffness
matrices for these elements which are later assembled into the

corresponding global mass and stiffness matrices. These matrices

are stored i'n compacted blocks in preparation for solution by the

active column method later in the program module ANALYS. The

results are written on Tape 4.

If the skin method is to be used for computation of the impedance

matrix, the excavated soil elements are once again assembled but

thi s time in a different format to form the global matrices H12

and K12. The columns of these matrices follow the same order as

the degrees of freedom to be used later to form the flexibility
matrix F12, thus making it possible to carryout the matrix
operation in Eq. (2.3-2) efficiently. The matrices '112 and K12

are full matrices which are stored in blocks and are then writ.en
on Tape 4.
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C. 1 OPERATION MODE CARD AND TITLE (14, 3X, 12A6)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

5-8

WOPT

HED .

Operation mode

= 1, complete solution

< 0, data check only

Blank

Contain information to be printed with output

Notes:

(1) If WOPT < 0, most of the calculations required during normal

execution are bypassed.
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C.2 CORE AND BLOCK STORAGE CONTROL CARD (3110)

Columns 'ariable notes ~Entr

1-10 Maximum number of columns to be assigned
to each block (can be ignored if
initiation run)

11-20

21-30

MAXT

MUSE (2)

f1aximum number of terms to be assigned to
each block (can be ignored if initiation
run)

Maximum decimal field length to be used
for blank common (modified by program so
that it will be integer multiple of 512);
leave blank if program does not use
dynamic core storage allocation

Notes:

(1) MAXC and MAXT are used to set block sizes for out-of-core
operations. If either one is left blank during initiation runs,
both are automatically set by the program. Enter MAXC and MAXT

values which were used in the initiation runs to set the block
sizes of stiffness matrices during restart runs with new

superstructure. This will enable the program to recover the
impedance matrices with compatible block storage. MAXC and

MAXT are printed in the table labeled "BLOCK STORAGE

INFORMATION" in the output.

(2) This parameter is used to set the blank common size in the
program. If left blank, maximum available field length is used.
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C.3 MASTER CONTROL CARD (815)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

NUMGP

NUMEG

NUML

NUMLM

(2)

(3)

(4)

Total number of nodes in the system

Total number of nodes at/below ground
surface which act as interaction nodes

Total number of different element groups

Total number of soil layers

Total number of nodes with lumped mass or
inertia

30

35

40

NSYMPL

NIMP

NDIM

(5)

(6)

Total number of planes/line of symmetry
or anti-symmetry (maximum of 2)

Method of computing impedance matrix

= 1, direct flexible volume method

= 2, skin flexible vol'ume method

Dimension of analysis

= 1, 1-D plane love wave (not available)

= 2, 2-D plane strain

= 3, general 3-D

Notes:

(1) A'll the nodes in the structure must be labeled with integer
numbers starting from 1 to NUMNP. The numbering is arbitrary.
However, in order to minimize storage, computation, and block

operations as well as to provide flexibility to restart the

program with a new superstructure, it is recommended to number the
nodes at or below the ground surface first, preferably layer by

layer starting from the bottom. .The figures shown below are

examples of good and bad numbering systems.
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64 61 58
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55

57

56
39
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61 46 31 16 16 13 10 7 4 1

(2) Count the total number of nodal points which reside below the

ground elevation, including ground surfaces (e.g., NUMGP = 54 in
the previous example).

(3) All the elements 'in the system must be groupe'd separately
according to their type, e.g., beam, pile, etc. The elements in
each group must be labeled sequentially from 1 to total number of
elements in that group.

It is also possible to use more than one group for an element

type. For example, all structural brick elements may be

considered as one group and all excavated soil elements as another

group.

(4) Only soil layers which reside in the basement of the structure
need be specified. They will be used to compute properties of
excavated soil elements. All the soil layers must be labeled

sequentially from 1 at the top to NUML at the bottom. For

surface structures with no irregular soil zone, let NUML = 0.
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(5) Any combination of a maximum of two structural planes/line of
symmetry which are symmetric or anti-symmetric relative to the
loading can be considered in the program. In case of 3-D

analysis, the planes of symmetry or anti-symmetry must be parallel
to the xz or yz planes. In case of 1-D or 2-D analysis, the line
of symmetry/anti-symmetry must be parallel to the z-axis. Also

note that the name symmetry or anti-symmetry is used in relation
to the loading. Leave blank if no advantage is to be taken of
symmetry or anti-symmetry.

(6) Currently two methods are used for the computation of the
impedance matrix, namely, the direct and skin methods. If the
direct method is to be used (HIMP = 1), all the nodes common to
both the structure and the soil are interaction nodes. These

nodes ar'e entered in Section C.8.1.2. The direct method involves
inversion of a full complex symmetric matrix as big as 3* (total
number of interaction nodes),

If the skin method is to be used (HIMP = 2), all the interaction
nodes are divided into three different types, namely, interface
(nodes by boundary), intermediate (nodes connected directly to
interface nodes), and internal (remaining nodes). These nodes are

entered in Sections C.8.2.2 through C.8.2.4. This method

involves inversion of a full complex symmetric matrix only as big
as 3* (total number of interface nodes) and therefore is more

economical.

It should also be noted that all the nodes in the superstructure
(or above the ground surface) are not connected to the soil are

therefore not interaction nodes.
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I

Ce4 SYSTEM OF UNITS CARD (F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-10 GRAY (1) Acceleration of gravity

Notes:

(1) To be used for computation of mass matrix.
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Ce5 GROUND ELEYATIOM CARD (F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-10 ZSRFCE (1) Z-coordinate of ground level

Notes:

(1) All the nodes below this elevation are assumed to be connected to
the ground unless i nteraction nodes are specified (see Section
C.8).
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(I C.6 PLANE(S)/LINE OF SYMMETPY/ANTI-SYMMETRYCONTROL CARD (515)

Skip this section if NSYMPL = 0; otherwise provide NSYMPL cards.

Columns Variable Notes intr
1-5

5-10 NPLTYP
(N)

. (1) Plane/line of symmetry/anti-symmetry
number

Type of plane/line

= 1 for symmetry

= -1 for anti-symmetry

11-15

16-20

21-25

NPT(1,N) (2)

NPT(2,N) (2)

NPT(3,N) (2)

Fi r st re ference nodal point number on
this plane/line

Second reference nodal point number on
this plane/line

4

Third reference nodal point number on
this plane (ignore for'1-D or 2-D
analysis)

Notes:

(1) Plane(s)/line of symmetry or anti-symmetry can be labeled in any

order starting from 1 to NSYMPL ( NSYMPL ~ 2)..

(2) Each plane (or line) of symmetry/anti-symmetry is defined by three

(or two) reference nodal points. The three nodes which define a

plane must not lie on a straight line.
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C.7 'NODAL POINT CARDS (Al, I4, 6I5, 3F10.0, 215)

>*
s

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

4-5

10

15

20

25

30

35

36-45

46-55

56-65

'(1),

N (2)

ID(N,1) (3)

ID( N,2)

ID(N,3)

ID( N,4)

ID(N,5)

ID(N,6)

XORD(N)

CHORD(N) (4)

ZORD(W)

Symbol describing coordinate system for
this node

= (blank), Cartesian (x,y,z)

= C, 'cylindrical (R,B,Z)

= S, spherical (R,6,<)

Nodal point number

x-translation B.C. code

y-translation B.C. code

z-translation B.C. code

xx-rotation B.C. code

yy-rotation B.C. code

zz-rotation B.C. code

x-ordinate (R if cylindrical or spherical)

y-ordinate (9-degree if cylindrical or-

spherical); leave blank or 2-D analysis

z-translation (Z if cylindrical,4 -degreeif spherical); Z-axis must always point
upward

66-70 KW (.5) Node number increment
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Notes:

(1) A special cylindrical or spherical coordinate system is allowed

for the global description of nodal point locations. If a "c" or
"s" is entered in column 1, then the entries given in columns 36

through 65 are taken to be referenced to a global (R,6,Z) or

(R,6,4) system rather than to be the standard (X,Y,Z) system (see

Figure in page 5-39). The program c'onverts the cylindrical or

spherical coordinate system to cartesian coordinates using the

formulas:

X = Rcos 6

Y=Rsin6
Z-Z

X = Rcos 6 sin 4

Y = Rsin 6 sin 4

Z= Rcos 4

Cylindrical or spherical coordinate input is merely a user

convenience for locating nodes in the standard (X,Y,Z) system, and

'no other references to the cylindrical or spherical system is
implied; i.e., boundary condition specifications, output

displacement components, etc., are referenced to the (X,Y,Z)

system. Cylindrical or spherical .coordinates are echoed in the

printout labeled "NODAL INPUT DATA" (indicated by a "c" or "s"

preceding the node number). The corresponding cartesian

coordinates are printed in the GENERATED NODAL POINT DATA.

(2) 'Nodal data must be defined for all NUt1NP nodes. Nodal cards need

not be. in sequence but the last one must be the last node number

in the system. If nodal cards are defined more than once, the

last defi nition will be used. All the nodal points at or below

the ground surface must reside on the soil layer interfaces.
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(3) Six boundary conditions codes must be assigned to each nodal point
number. They can have only the following numbers:

ID(N,M) = 0, free translation (or rotation)
= 1, fixed translation (or rotation)

In general, any nodal point can have six degrees of freedom (three
translation and three rotation). Therefore, the maximum number of
degrees of freedom in a system is six times the total number of
nodal points. A free degree of free'dom will allow the node to
translate (or rotate) in that direction as the solution dictates.
Concentrated masses (or forces) then may be applied at this degree

of freedom. One system equilibrium equation is required for each .

free degree of freedom.

A fixed degree of freedom wil-1 not allow the node to translate or
rotate in that direction. Therefore, it will be removed from the
final set of equilibrium equations. Any concentrated masses (or
forces) assigned to this degree of freedom wil'1 be ignored by the

program.

Nodes that are used for geometric references only (i.e., nodes not

assigned to any elements) must have all six degrees of freedom
I

fixed. These nodes are sometimes needed to define the geometry of
beam sections. Also, nodal degrees of freedom having undefined

stiffness (such as rotations in all brick elements, out-of-plane
components in a two-dimensional plane strain model) should be

deleted. Removing unwanted degrees of freedom has the advantage

of reducing the size of the set of equations that must be solved.

The following table lists the degrees of freedom that are defined

by each different element type.
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ELEMENT TYPE

DOF WITH DEFINED STIFFNESS/MASS

X Y Z XX YY ZZ

1.
2.
3.
4,
5.
6.
7.
8.

3-D/Brick
3-D/Beam
3-D/Plate/Shell
2-D/Plane Strain
3-D/Pile
2-D/Pile
3-D/Spring
1-D/Plane Love Wave

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X

X X X

X X

X X X

X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X

X X X

Note, for example, that for all-3-D/brick model, only the X,Y,Z,

translations are defined at the nodes and the number of equations

can be cut in half by deleting the three rotational components at
every node. If a node is common to two or more element types,

then the non-trivial degrees of freedom are found by combination.

For example, all six components are possible at a node common to
both beam and solid elements; i.e., beam governs. Symmetric

structures (with symmetric loading only) may also be analyzed by

modeling only one-half or one quarter of the structure and

constraining appropriate degrees of freedom on the planes of

symmetry.

(4) The Z-coordinate must always be chosen vertical upward and the

right-hand rule must be used to set X and Y coordinates. For 1-D

or 2-D analysis, the program will ignore the Y-coordinate of the

nodal points (see the following figure).

(5) The nodal data for a series of nodal points which are sequentially
numbered between the beginning and end of any straight line, and

which are equally spaced along that line, may be generated from

information given on the first and last nodal card in the series.
If ( Nl,...,KN1) and ( N2,...KN2) are the information on the first
and last nodal cards in a series, the first generated node
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will be Nl + KN2 and the second generated node will be

Nl + 2*KN2, etc. Generation will continue until node number

N2 - KN2 is established. Therefore N2 - Nl must be evenly
divisible by KN2. The boundary condition codes and nodal point
type code for the generated nodal points are set equal to the
values given on the first card.

Coordinate generation is done in cartesian, cylindrical, or
spherical coordinates if the first card in the series is in
cartesian, cylindrical, or spherical coordinates, respectively.
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Y
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3-D Cartesian/Cylindrical 3-D Cartesian jSphericol

I

I

R
I

I

Plane Cartesian/Spherical
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C.8 INTERACTION NODES CARDS

Provide the required data cards only for the section which corresponds to
the method to be used for computing impedance matrix (NIMP = 1 or 2).

C.8.1 METHOD 1 (complete only if NIMP = 1)

C.8.1.1 INTERACTION NODES CONTROL CARD (I5)

Columns

1-5

Variable Notes ~Entr

INTACT (1) Total number of interaction nodes to be
entered

C.8.1.2 INTERACTION NODES DATA CARDS (16I5)

Skip this section if INTACT = 0; otherwise provide INTACT node

numbers.

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5 N(1) (2) First interaction node number

6-10 N(2) Second interaction node number

Terminate by a zero node number.

C.8.2 METHOD 2 (complete only if NIMP = 2)

C.8.2.1 INTERACTION NODES CONTROL CARD (3I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

Q-1 V

11-1 5

I NTFCE

IHTMED

INTRNL

Total number of interaction nodes

Total number of intermeaiate nodes

Total number of internal nodes
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C.8.2.2 INTERFACE NODES DATA CARDS (16I5)

't

Provide INTFCE node numbers.

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

NE(1) (2)

NE(2)

First interface node number

Second interface node number

Terminate by a zero node number.

C.8.2m 3 INTERMEDIATE NODES DATA CARDS (16I5)

Provide INTMED node numbers.

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5 ND(l) (2) First intermediate node number

6-10 ND(2) Second intermediate node number

Terminate by a zero node number'.

C.8.2.4 INTERNAL NODES DATA CARDS (16I5)

Skip this section if IHTRNL = 0; otherwise provide INTRNL

node numbers.

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5 NL(l) (2) First internal node number

6-10 NL(2) Second internal node number

Terminate by a zero node number.
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Notes:

.(1) if this parameter is zero, the program automatically assumes that
every node at or below the ground surface is an interaction node.

(2) A series of nodes can be generated by entering the first node in
the series, the last node in the series, and the generation code

as a negative number; e.g.:

(5 11 -2 4 15 19 17 -1 0) is equivalent.to
(5 7 9 11 4 15 19 18 17 0).
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C.g SOIL LAYER DATA (I5, 6F10.0)

This section must be skipped if NUNL = 0 (e.g., in the case of surface

. structures).

Columns Variable

1-5

6-15

Notes ~Eotr
I

(1) Layer number

Thickness

16-25

26-35

36-45

46-55

56-65

VS

VP

DS

DP

Uni t wei ght

S-wave velocity

P-wave velocity

S-wave associated damping ratio

P-wave associated damping ratio.

Notes:

(1) 'Layer data cards need not be input in layer-order sequence;

eventually, however, all layers in the set (1, NUML) must be

defined.
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C.10 ELEMENT LIBRARY

This element library consists of the following nine element types:

C.10.1 Three-dimensional solid element (eight-node brick) with three
translational degrees of freedom per node. This element is
identified with number 1 in the element library.

C.10. 2 Three-dimensional beam element with three translational and

three rotational degrees of freedom per node. This element is
identified with number 2 in the element library.

C.10.3

.C.10.4

Four-dimensional quadrilateral plate/shell element with three
translational and three rotational degrees of freedom per
node. This element is identified with number 3 in the element

1 ibrary.

Two-dimensional four-node plane strain finite element with two

translational. degrees of freedom per node. This element is
identified with number 4 in the element library.

C.10.5 Three-dimensional pile element with three translational and

three rotational degrees of freedom per node. This element is
identified with number 5 in the element library (not
available).

C.10.6 Two-dimensional pile element with two translational and one

rotational degrees of freedom per node. This element is
identified with number 6 in the element library (not
available).

C.10.7 Three-dimensional spring element with three translational and

three rotational degrees of freedom per node. This element is
identified with number 7 in the element library.
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C.10.8 One-dimensional plane love wave element with one out-of-plane
translational degree of freedom per node. This element is
identified with number 8 in the element library.

C.10.9 Three-dimensional stiffness/mass matrix element with three
translational and three rotational degrees of freedom per

node. This element is identified with number 9 in the element

library.
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C.10.1 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SOLID ELEMENTS

Groups of solid elements are described by the following
sequence of cards.

C.10.1.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (5I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

6-10

11-15

19-20

25

NPAR(l)

NPAR(2)

NPAR(3) (1)

NPAR(4) (2)

NPAR(5) (3)

The number 1

Total number of 8-node solid elements

Number of material types

Material property code

= -1, input elastic modulus and Poisson's
ratio
= 0, input constrained and shear modulus

= 1, input P- and S-wave velocities

Incompatible mode code

= 0, include incompatible modes

g 0, suppress incompatible modes
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C.10.1.2 MATERIAL PROPERTY CARDS (I5, 5F10.0)

Skip this section if NPAR(3) = 0.

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-1 5

16-25

26-35

36-45

46-55

M(N)

G(H)

M(N)

DP(N)

DN(H)

(2)

(2)

Materi al -type number

Elastic modulus/constrained modulus/P-wave
velocity

Poisson's ratio/shear modulus/S-wave
velocity

Unit weight of material

P-wave-associated damping ratio

S-wave-associated damping ratio

C.10.1.3 EIGHT-NODE SOLID ELEMENT CARDS (13I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

50

INEL

INP(1)

INP (2)

INP (3)

INP(4)

INP (5)

INP (6)

IHP (7)

INP(8)

IHINT

(4)

(6)

Element number

Nodal point 1

Nodal point 2

Nodal point 3

Nodal point 4

Nodal point 5

Nodal point 6

Nodal point 7

Nodal point 8

Integration order
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Columns Variable Hates ~Entr

54-55.

56-60

INTYP

IMAT

(7)

(8)

Element type

= 1, structural element

= -1, excavated soil element

Material-type number for structural
elements/soil layer number for soil
elements

61-65 IINC (g) Element generator code

Notes:

(1 ) The value of this parameter is selected as zero if all the
elements in this group are excavated soil elements.

The following table shows how h1 and G are defined on material
property cards of an element group by choosing a material property
code:

MATERIAL PROPERTY
CODE

Elastic modulus

Constrained modulus

P~vave velocity

Poisson's ratio

Shear modulus

S-wave velocity

(3) Nine incompatible displacement modes are included in the formation
of the stiffness matrix and can be suppressed at user's option by

assigning a nonzero integer number to NPAR(5). The program will
automatically suppress all incompatible modes for excavatea soil
elements. Also, incompatible modes must not be used for solid
elements with fewer than eight nodes.

(4) 'lement caras must be in ascending order.
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(5) Element numbering for a general eight-node solid element and some

other configurations is shown below.

4

5

~ /
/

/
.6

3X

7,8
7,8 5,6 5.6,7,8

/ 3

/

\

/ 3

/

\

/

(6) The following integration orders are recommended for solid
elements.

ININT ELEMENT

Rectangular

Skewed

Extremely distorted in shape

However, using very distorted elements should be avoided as much

as possible.
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(7) INTYP = 1 (or -1 ) will cause the element mass and stiffness to be
eventually added or subtracted from total mass and stiffness of
the system.

(8) The material properties of structural elements (INTYP = 1) are
obtained from Section C.10.1.2, where'IMAT refers to the
material type number. For excavated soil elements ( INTYP = -1),
these properties are obtained from Section C'.9, where IMAT

refers to the layer number in the free field from which the
excavated soil element is obtained..

(9) If a series of cards is. omitted, then generation will be possible
as follows:

(a) Element cards must be in ascending order.

(b) Nodal point numbers are generated by adding IINC to those
of the preceding element. ( If omitted, IINC is set to 1. )

(c ) The same material properties, integration order, and element
type are used as for the preceding element.

(d) An element card for the last element must be supplied.

Element Stiffness, Generation

If ININT = 0: A new element stiffness is not formed. Element

stiffness is assumed'o be identical to that of
the preceding element.
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C.10. 2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL BEAM ELEMENTS

Groups of beam elements are described by the following
sequence of cards.

C.10.2.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (5I5)

Columns Variable
k

Notes ~Entr

5

G-lo

11-1 5

16-20

24-25

NPAR(l)

NPAR(2)

NPAR(3)

NPAR(4)

NPAR(5)

'the number 2

Total number of beam elements

Number of material types

Number of geometric property types

(1) Material property code

= -1, input elastic modulus and Poisson's
ratio
= 0, input constrained and shear moduli

= 1, input P- and S-wave velocities

C.10.2.2 MATERIAL PROPERTY CARDS (I5, 5F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes '~Entr

1-5

6-15

16-25

26-35

36-45

46-55

M(N)

G(N)

W(N)

DP(N)

DS(N)

Material identification number

Elastic modulus/constrained modulus/P-wave
velocity

Poisson's ratio/shear modulus/S-wave
velocity

Unit weight of material

P-wave-associated damping ratio

S-wave-associated damping ratio
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C.10.2.3 ELEMENT GEOMETRIC PROPERTY CARDS ( I5, 6F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-15

16-25

26-35

36-45

46-55

56-65

ELP(l,'N) (2)

ELP(2,N) (2)
I

ELP(3,N) (2)

ELP(4,N) (2)

ELP(5,N) (2)

ELP(6,N) (2)

Geometric property identification number

Axial area .

Shear area associated with shear forces
in local 2-direction

Shear area associated with shear forces
in local 3-direction

Torsional incr tia

Flextural inertia about local 2-axis

Flextural inertia about local 3-axis

C.10.2.4 BEAM ELEMENT CARDS (7I5)

Columns Variable Notes 'Entr

1-5 INEL (3) Element number

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31 -35

40-45

'0-55

.INI

INJ

INK

IMAT

IMEL

I INC

IBl

IB2

(4)

(5)

(6)

(6)

Node number I

Node number J

Node number K

Material property number

Element geometric property number

Element generator code

End release code at node number I

End release code at node number J

Notes:

(1 ) Refer to note 2 of Section C. 10. 1.
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. (2) Section properties of some mostly used cross sections are given

below. One card is required for each unit set of properties. If
shear deformations are not going to be included in the analysis,
let ELP(2,N) and ELP(2,N) be zero.

(3) Element cards must be in ascending order.

(4) Node K is a geometric reference point which is used to define

local 1, 2, and 3 axes of the beam element. Node K, which can

also be any other nodal point in the system, must not lie on the

local 1 axis. See figure below.

K

/
/

(5) If a series of cards is omitted, then generation will be possible
as follows:

(a) Element cards must be in ascending order.

(b) Nodal points I and J are generated by adding IINC to those of
the preceding element. ( If omitted, IINC is set to 1.)

(c) Nodal poi nt K is duplicated from the preceding element.
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l2 ~ n r4/4
l3 ~ m r4/4
J n r4/2

f2 ~ f3 ~ 10/9
A nr2

l ~ hb3/12 f2 f3 = 6/5

13 I hb /12
2

3 A ~bh
J = (1/3 -0.21(b/h)(1-b4/12h4)jhb3

I2=- n r3t
l3=- n r3t
J =2mr t

f2 f3 2
A 2nrt

tw

l2:—(h /6) (htw+3btf)
l3= (b /6) (btf+3htw)
J = 2 b h (tf tw )/(btw+ ht f )

f2 ~ A/(2htw)
f3 -"A/[2(b+2tq()tf]
A ~ 2(btf + htw)

Note: Ratio of Shear Area / Axial Area 1/f
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(d) The same material properties, and section properties are used

as for the preceding element.

(e) An element card for the last element must be supplied.

(6) The end release code at each node is a six digit number to be zero

and/or one. 'he 1st, 2nd, ———6th digits, respectively
correspond to the force components Pl, P2, P3, Nl, tl2, tl3 at each

node. 1f one of the element end forces, is known to be zero (hinge

or roller), the digit corresponding to that component is one.
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C.10.3 PLATE/SHELL ELEMENTS

0
Groups of plate/shell elements are described by the following
sequence of cards.

C.10.3.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (4I5)

Columns Yariable Notes ~Entr

6-10

11-15

19-20

NPAR(l)

NPAR(Z)

NPAR(3)

NPAR(4) (1)

The number 3

Total number of plate/shell elements

Number of material types

Material property code

= -1, input elastic modulus and Poisson's
ratio
= 0, input constrained and shear moduli

= 1, input P- and S-wave velocities
e

C.10.3.2 MATERIAL PROPERTY CARDS (I5, 5F10.0)

Columns

1-5

16-25

Variable

M(N)

G(N)

Notes ~Entr

Material-type number

Elastic modulus/constrained modulus/P-wave
velocity

Poisson's ratio/shear modulus/S-wave
velocity

26-35

36-45

46-55

M(N)

DP(N)

DS(N)

(2)

(3)

(3)

Unit weight

P-wave-associated damping ratio

S-wave-associated damping ratio
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C.10.3.3 PLATE/SHELL ELEMENT CARDS (SI5, F10.0)
~ ~ ~

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-50

INEL

INP(1)

INP(2)

INP (3)

INP(4)

INP(5)

IMAT

I INC

TH

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

Element number

Nodal point I

Nodal point J

Nodal point K

Nodal point L

Nodal point 0

Material-type number

Element generator code

Element thickness

Notes:

(1) Refer to note 2 of Section C.10.1.

(2) Mass matrix is lumped mass matrix for plate elements.

(3) P-wave and S-wave damping ratios must be equal.

(4) Element cards must be in ascending order.

(5) The nodal point numbers I, J, K, and L must be in sequence in a

counterclockwise di rection around the element. Local coordinates

in a four-node shell element are shown below.
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L

KL

/
/

i/sf//
/

/
/ JK

X''pecified

by LI-JK, where LI and JK are midpoints of sides L-I

and J-K.

Z'ormal to X'nd to the line adjoining midpoints IJ and KL.

Y'ormal to X'nd Z'o complete the right handed systems the

local system is used to compute the resultant forces.

(6) Leave blank for triangular elements.

(7) When left blank, mid-node properties are computed by averaging the

four modes.

(8) If a series of cards is omitted, then generation will be possible

as follows:

(a) Element cards must be in ascending order.
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(b) Nodal points I, J, K, and L are generated by adding IIHC to
those of the preceding element. (If omitted, IINC is set
to l. )

(c) The same material properties and element thickness are used

as for the preceding element.

(d) An element card for the last element must be supplied.
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C.10. 4 TWO-DIMENSIONAL FINITE ELEMENTS
0

Groups of 2-D finite elements are described by the following
sequence of cards.

C.10.4.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (4I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

I
W

5
?

5

5
?

6-10

11-15

19-20

NPAR(l)

NPAR(2)

NPAR(3) (1)

NPAR(4) (2)

The number 4

Total number of 2-D finite elements

Number of material types

Material property code

= -1, input elastic modulus and Poisson's
ratio
= 0, input constrained and shear moduli

= 1, input P- and S-wave velocities

C,10.4.2 MATERIAL PROPERTY CARDS (I5, 5F10.0)

Skip this section if NPAR(3) = 0.

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

5-15

16-25

26-35

36-45

46-55

M(N)

G(N)

M(N)

DP(N)

DS(N)

(2)

(2)

Materi al -type number

El asti c modulus/constrained modulus/P-wave
vel oci ty

Poisson's ratio/shear modulus/S-wave
velocity

Unit weight

P-wave-associated damping ratio

S-wave-associated damping ratio

L
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C.10.4.3 2-D FINITE ELEMENT CARDS (SI5)

Columns Yariable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31 -35

36-40

INEL

INP(1 )

INP(2)

INP(3)

INP(4)

INTYP

IMAT

IINC

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Element number

Nodal point 1

Nodal point 2

Nodal point 3

Nodal point 4

Element type

1, structural element

= -1, soil element

Material -type number for structural
element/soil layer number for soil
elements

Element generator code

Notes:

(1) Refer to note 1 of Section C.10.1.

(2) Refer to note 2 of Section C.10.1.

(3) Element cards must be in ascending order.
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(4)'he nodal point numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4 must be in sequence in a

counterc:ocvwi se :i rection around the element.

3,4

For triangular elements, the number of nodal point 3 must be equal

to that of nodal point 4.

(5) Refer to note 7 of Section C.10.1.

(6) Refer to note 8 of Section C.10.1.

(7 ) If a series of cards is otttitted, then generation will be possible
as follows:

(a) Element cards must be in ascending order.

(b) Nodal point numbers are generated by adding IINC to those of
the preceding element. ( If omitted, IINC is set to 1.)

(c) The same material properties and element type are used as for
the preceding element.

(d) An element card for the last element must be supplied.
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C.10.5 THREE-DIMENSIONAL PILE ELEMENTS (not available)

This element is capable of considering compatibility between

soil and pile by taking into account the effect of pile
diameter. The compatibility is considered at the edges where

the piles are connected, and therefore, if there is no pile, the

common linear displacement variation along the boundary is
assumed. The exi stence of pile at each corner is recognized by

the program if one assigns area to the pile at that corner (see

Section C.10.5.3.2). The individual piles must be modeled by

standard beam elements when considering soil-pile interaction.

Groups of 3-D pile elements are described by the following

sequence of cards.

C.10.5.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (4I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5 NPAR(l) ,The number 5

6-10

11-15

19-20

NPAR(2)

NPAR(3)

NPAR(4) (1)

Total number of 3-D pile elements

Number of soil material types

Material property code

= -1, input elas'tic modulus and Poisson's
ratio
= 0, input constrained and shear moduli

= 1, input P- and S-wave velocities
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C.10.5.2 MATERIAL PROPERTY CARDS (I5, 5F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-5

6-15

16-25

26-35

36-45

46-55

M(N)

G(N)

M(N)

DP(N)

DS(N)

Material-type number

Elastic modulus/constrained modulus/P-wave
velocity

Poisson's ratio/shear modulus/S-wave
velocity

Uni t wei ght

P-wave-associ ated damping rati o

S-wave-associated damping ratio

C.10.5.3 3-D PILE ELEMENT CARDS

C.10.5.3.1 NODAL CARDS (16I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

46-50

51-55

56-60

INEL

INP(1)

INP(2)

INP(3)

INP(4)

INP(5)

INP(6)

INP (7)

INP(8)

ININT

IMAT

I INC

(2)

(3) .

(4)

(5)

Element number

Nodal point 1

Nodal point 2

Nodal point 3

Nodal point 4

Nodal point 5

Nodal point 6

Nodal point 7

Nodal point 8

Integration order

Material number for soil element

Element generator code
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C.10.5.3.2 AREAS OF THE PILE SECTIONS INCLUDED IN THE ELEMENT (4F10.0)

1-10 AX(1) (6)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

Part of area of pile 1 inside the element

11-20

21-30

31-40

AX(2)

AX(3)

AX(4)

Part of area of pile 2 inside the element

Part of area of pile 3 inside the element

Part of area of pile 4 inside the element

Notes:

(1) Refer to note 2 of Section C.10.1.

(2) Element cards must be in ascending order.

(3) See the following figure for numbering of element connectivities.

(4) The value of ININT is of no significance; however, the following
are possible:

ININT=O A new element stiffness is not formed; element

stiffness is assumed to be identical to that of
the preceding element.

ININT>0 Stiffness of the element is formed.

ININT<0 A new element stiffness is formed only for the

first element in the series and the same element

stiffness is used for succeeding elements that are

to be generated.
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(5) If a series of cards is omitted, then generation is possible as

follows:

(a) Element cards must be in ascending order.

(b) Nodal point numbers are generated by adding IINC to those of
the preceding element (if omitted, IINC is set to 1).

(c) Same material properties are used as for the preceding
element.

(d) Element card for the last element must be supplied.

(6) See the following figure for areas of the pile.
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C.10.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL PILE ELEMENTS (not available)

This element is capable of considering compatibility between

soil and pile by taking into account the effect of pile
diameter. The compatibility is considered at the edges where

the piles are connected, and therefore, if there is no pile,
the common linear displacement variation along the boundary i s

assumed. The existence of pile at each corner is recognized

by the program if one assigns area to the pile at that
corner'see

Section C.10.6.3.2). The individual piles must be

modeled by standard beam elements when considering soil-pile
i nteracti on.

Groups of 2-D pile elements are described by the following
sequence of cards.

C.10.6.1 CONTROL INfORMATION (4I5)

Columns Yariable Notes Entry

1-5

6-10

11-15

19-20

NPAR(l)

NPAR(2)

NPAR(3)

NPAR(4)

The number 6

Total number of 2-D pile elements

Number of soil material types

(1) Material property code

= -1, input elastic modulus and Poisson's
rati o

= 0, input constrained and shear moduli

= 1, input P- and S-wave velocities
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C.10.6.2 MATERIAL PROPERTY CARDS (I5, 5F10.0)

Columns Variable . Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-15

16-25

26-35

36-45

46-55

M(N)

G(H)

M(N)

DP(H)

DS(N)

Materi al'-type number

Elastic modulus/constrained modulus/P-wave
velocity

Poisson's ratio/shear modulus/S-wave
velocity

Uni t wei ght

P-wave-associated damping ratio

S-wave-associated damping ratio

C.10.6.3 2-D PILE ELEMENT CARDS

C.10.6.3.1 NODAL CARDS (16I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

11-15'6-20

21-25

25-30

31-35

35-40

INEL

INP(1)

INP(2)

INP(3)

IHP(4)

ININT

IMAT

IINC

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Element number

Nodal point'

Nodal point 2

Nodal point 3

Nodal point 4

Integration order

Material number for soil element

Element generator code

C.10.6.3.2 AREAS OF THE PILE SECTIONS INCLUDED IH THE ELEMENT (2F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-10 AX(l) (6) Part of area of pile 1 inside the element

11-20 AX(2) Part of area of pile 2 inside the element
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Notes:

(1) Refer to note 2 of Section C.10.1.

(2) Element cards must be in ascending order.

(3) See the following figure for numbering of element connectivities.

(4) The value of ININT is of no significance; however, the following

are possible:

ININT=O A new element stiffness is not formed; element

stiffness is assumed to be identical to that of
the preceding element.

INIHT>0 Stiffness of the element is formed.

IHIHT<0 A new element stiffness is formed only for the

first element in the series and the same element

stiffness is used for succeeding elements that're
to be generated.

(5) If a series of cards is omitted, then generation is possible as

follows:

(a) Element cards must. be in ascending order.

(b) Nodal point numbers are generated by adding IIHC to those of
the preceding element (if omitted; IIHC is set to 1).

(c) Same material properties are used as for the preceding

element.

(d) Element card for the last element must be supplied.

(6) See the following figure for areas of the pile.
II
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C.10. 7 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPRING ELEMENTS

0
Group of spring elements are described by the following
sequence of cards.

C.10.7.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (3I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

6-10

11-15

NPAR(1)

NPAR(2)

NPAR(3)

The number 7

Total number of 3-D spring elements

Total number of different element types

s j

C.10.7.2 ELEMENT TYPE CARDS ( I5, 6F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5 N

6-15 SPR(l,N)

Element-type number

(1) , Tr'anslational spring constant in global
x-direction

0
16-25

26-35

36-45

46-55

56-65

SPR(2,H)

SPR(3,N)

SPR(4,H)

SPR(5,N)

SPR(6,N)

Translational spring constant in global
y-direction

Translational spring constant in global
z-direction

Rotational spring constant in global
xx-direction

Rotational spring constant in global
yy-direction

Rotational spring constant in global
zz-direction
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C.10.7.3 3-D SPRING ELEMENT CARDS (5I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Eatr

1-5 INEL

6-10 INI

16-20 IMAT

21 -25 IINC

11-1 5 IN
(2).

,(3)

Element number

Node number I

Node number J

Element type number

Generation code

Notes:

(1) Spring constants are directly added to the global stiffness matrix
and thus these constants must be given in global xyz directions.
Note that the spring constants in the six global directions are

uncoupled.

(2) I is the node'number at one end of the spring element and J is the
node number at the other end.

(3) If a series of cards is omitted, then generation will be possible
as follows:

(a) Element cards must be in ascending order.

(b) Nodal points I and J are are generated by adding IINC to
those of the preceding element. (If omitted, IINC is set
to 1).

(c) The same spring constants are used as for the preceding
element.

(d) An element card for the last element must be supplied.
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C.10.8 ONE-DIMENSIONAL PLANE LOVE-WAVE ELEMENTS (not available)

Group of love-wave elements are described by the following
sequence of cards.

C.10.8.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (4I5)

'olumnsVariable Notes ~Entr

6-10

11-15

16-20

NPAR(1)

NPAR(2)

NPAR(3) (1)

NPAR(4) (2)

The number 8

Total number of love-wave elements

Number of material types

Material property code

= -1, input elastic modulus and Poisson's
ratio
= 0, input constrained and shear moduli

'= 1, input.P- and S-wave velocities

C.10.8.2 MATERIAL PROPERTY CARDS (I5,- F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-1 5

16-25

26-35

36-45

46-55

N

M(N)

G(N)

W(N)

DP(N)

DS(N)

(2)

(2)

Material-type number

Elastic modulus/constrained modulus/P-wave
velocity

Poisson's rati o/shear modul us/S-wave
vel oci ty

Uni t wei ght

P-wave-associated damping ratio

S-wave-associated damping ratio
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C.10.8.3 LOVE-WAVE ELEMENT. CARDS (8I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

INEL

INP (1 )

INP(2)

INP(3)

INP(4)

INTYP

IMAT

IINC

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Element number

Nodal point 1

Nodal point 2

Nodal point 3

Nodal point 4

Element type

= 1, structural element

= -1, soil element

Material type number for structural
elements/soil layer number for soil
elements

Element generator code

Notes:

(1) Refer to note 1 of Section C.10.1.

(2) Refer to note 2 of Section C.10.1.

(3) Element cards must be in ascending order.

(4) Refer to note 4 of Section C.10.4.

(5) Refer to note 7 of Section C.10.1.

(6) Refer to note.8 of Section C.10.1 ~

(7) Refer to note 7 of Section C.10.4.
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C.10. 9 STIFFNESS/MASS MATRIX ELEMENTS

Groups of stiffness/mass matrix elements are described by the

following sequence of cards.

C.10.9.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (4I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Engr

6-10

15

NPAR(1)

NPAR(2)

NPAR(3) (1)

The number 9

Total number of matrix elements

Mass type code

= 0 (or blank), enter mass

f 0, enter weight

C.10.9.2.1 MASS MATRIX ELEMENT CARDS

Columns Valiable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

NEL

NI

NJ

(2)

Element number

Node number I

Node number J

Node number K

C.10.9.2.2 ELEMENT STIFFNESS/MASS MATRIX CARDS

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

NR( I )

NC(I)

ZSR( I)

ZSI(I)

ZM(I)

(3) Row number

(3) Column number

(4) Real part 'of stiffness term

(4) Imaginary part of stiffness term

Mass/weight value
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Notes:

(1) If this parameter is non-zero, the values entered in columns 31-40
in Section C.10.9.2.2 are considered in weight unit and therefore
are divided by the acceleration of gravity to be converted to mass

unit.

(2) This node is used to set up the element local coordinate system in
which the element stiffness/mass matrix is defined. Item 4 of
Section C.10.2 describes how this local coordinate system is set
up. If this node is left blank, the .stiffness/mass entries for
this element are considered in the global coordinate system.

(3) The parameters NR and NC refer to the rows and columns of the
element stiffness/mass matrix, respectively, as shown in figure.
Because of the symmetry, only the upper triangular matrix needs to
be input.

(4) The elements of the complex stiffness matrix are computed in the
program from the following formula:

K(I) = ZSR(I) + i*ZSI(I)
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C.ll CONCENTRATED MASS CARDS

If no concentrated mass ( NUMLM = 0), skip this section.

C.11.1 FIRST AND CONSECUTIVE CARDS (2I5, 6F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

N

MTYP

XMASS

(N,l)

. XMASS
'N,2)

XMASS

(N,3)

XMASS

(N,4)

XMASS

(N,5)

XMASS

(N,6)

(2)

Nodal point number

Type of mass entry

= 0, entry in mass units

0, entry in wei ght uni ts

Translational mass acting in x-direction

Translational mass acting in y-direction

Translational mass acting in z-direction

Rotati onal mass acti ng in xx-directi on

Rotational mass acting in yy-direction

Rotational mass acting in zz-direction

Notes:

(1) Total of NUMLM cards must be provided for this section.

(2) If a non-zero value is assigned by MTYP, then the entries given in
columns ll through 70 are taken to be in weight units rather than
mass units. Thus, in order to convert these values to mass units,
the program divides these values by the acceleration of gravity
given in Section C.4.
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C.12 OPERATION MODE. CARD (I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

NOPT (1) Operation mode

= 0, stop no more data

Notes:

(1) Must be the last data card.
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5.2.4 MOTOR

For each specified frequency, the program module MOTOR forms the

elements of the load vector in Eq. (2.1-3) which corresponds to
external forces such as impact loads and rotating machinery acting
directly on the structure. The results are stored on Tape 9.
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0.1 OPERATION MODE CARD AND TITLE (I5, 3X, 12A6)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

5-8

9-80

NOPT

HED

Operation mode

= 1, complete solution

< 0, data check only

Blank

Contain information to be printed with
output

Notes:

(1) If NOPT < 0, most of the calculations required during normal

execution are bypassed.
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D.2 MASTER CONTROL CARD (2I5)

Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-5

6-10

NLP Total number of loaded points

Total number of frequencies of analysis
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Ds3 SYSTEM OF UNITS CARD (F10.0)

Columns Variable Nates Entry

1-10 GRAY Acceleration of gravity
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D.4 FREQUENCY DATA CARDS

D.4.1 FREQUENCY CONTROL CARD (2F10-0 I5)

Columns Variable Notes Entry
N

1-10

11-20

21-25

DF

DT

NFFT

(1) Frequency step (HZ.)

(1) Time step of control motion (sec.)

(1) Number of values to be used in Fourier
Transform of control motion; must be a

power of 2

D.4.2 FREQUENCY CONTROL CARDS (16I5)

Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-5

6-10

11-15

NFR(1)

NFR(2)

NFR(3)

(2) Frequency no. 1

Frequency no. 2

Frequency no. 3

Notes:

(1) Case A - Deterministic Analysis

DT and NFFT for the dynamic input motion must be given, and

the frequency step may be left blank. The program will compute

the frequency step as follows:

DF = 1/(NFFT * DT)

Then this frequency step may be used to set up frequency numbers

in Section D.4.2.
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Case B - Probabilistic 'Analysis/Harmonic t1achine Vibration Analysis 0
DF must be given and may be directly used to set up frequency

numbers in Section D.4.2 in which case DT and NFFT are never used

and may be left blank.
p

'

~ (
:. l

(2) The total of HF frequency numbers must be given. All the

frequency numbers must be positive nonzero integer numbers. The

program will automatically reorder the input frequency numbers in

ascending order and will stop if two or more equal frequency

numbers are detected. Frequencies f;, for which solutions are

obtai ned, are def i ned as fol 1 ows:

f. = HFR(i) * DF
1

The highest frequency of analysis is then equal to the highest

frequency number multiplied by the frequency step.

~ F

i
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D.5 CONCENTRATED DYNAMIC LOAD DATA CARDS

'D.5.1 FIRST CARD - LOAD FACTORS (I5, 5X, 6F10.0, 2I5)

1-5

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61 -70

71-75

80

KN

KT

(3)

(2)

NODE

AMPL(l) (2)

AMPL(2)

AMPL(3)

AMPL(4)

AMPL(5)

AMPL(6)

Nodal point number

Force factor in x-direction

Force fa'ctor in y-direction

Force factor in z-direction

Moment factor in x-direction

Moment factor in y-direction

Moment factor in z-direction

Node number increment

Arrival time code

= 0, zero arrival time

=-1, nonzero arrival time
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D.5.2 SECOND CARD - LOAD ARRIVAL TIMES ( 6F10.0)

Skip this card if no arrival time at this node (KT = 0).

Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

DTX

DTY

DTZ

DTXX

DTYY

DDTZZ

(2) Force arrival time in x-direction (sec)

Force arrival time in y-direction (sec)

Force arrival time in z-direction (sec)

Moment arrival time in x-direction (sec)

Moment arrival time in y-direction (sec)

Moment arrival time in z-direction (sec)

Notes:

(1) One card must be given for every nodal point with nonzero applied
dynamic force or" moment. Nodal cards need .not be in node order
sequence. If nodal cards are defined more than once, the new

force or moment will be added up to current values at that node.

,

(2 ) Dynamic loads with similar time history but different maximum

amplitude and arrival time may be applied at nodal points.
Reference time history is defined as having maximum reference

amplitude and zero arrival time, which means the load starts
acting on the nodal point at time zero. All otner time histories
must be given r'elative to reference time history by defining load

factor and arrival time. Load factor is defined as the ratio
between maximum amplitude of applied load to maximum reference

amplitude. See figure below.
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R(t)

Rm~ to

0

Reference Time History

o to

Arbitrary Time History

where
I

Load factor = 'ax
~max

Arrival time = t

(3) Generation is possible for a number of nodal points omitted in a

.series. If (NODEl,..., KN1, KT2 are the information on the first
and last cards in a series, the first generated node will be NODE1

+ KN2 and second generated node will be NODE1 + 2 * KN2, etc..

.Generation will continue until node number NODE2 - KN2 is
established. Therefore, NODE2 - NODE1 must be evenly divisible by

KN2. Load factors and arrival times of forces and moments applied
at generated nodes are set equal to the values given on the first
card in the series. If no generation is required, leave KN blank

for all nodal point'ards.
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De 6 OPERATION MODE CARD(I5)

Columns Variable Mates Entry

NOPT (1) Operation mode

= 0, stop no more data

Notes:

(1) Must be the last data card.
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5.2.5 ANALYS

The program module ANALYS is the heart of the program SASSI. It
drives the three subprograms MATRIX, LOAD, and SOLVE and therefore

controls the restart modes of the program.

The program basically functions in four different modes. The

first mode is the initiation mode and the other three are the

restart modes of the program.

5.2.5.1 Mode 1 - initiation

This is the first mode to be executed for a new problem. In this
mode the program basi cal ly reads the three i nput tapes-Tape 1 — (or

.'Tape 9), Tape 3, and Tape 4-and generates the output tapes-Tape 5,

Tape 6, and Tape 8. .Tape 5, Tape 6, and Tape 8 contain the

impedance matrices of the interaction nodes, the reduced modified

stiffnesses of the total system, and the acceleration (or

displacement) transfer functions relative to the control motion

(i nput dynamic force), respectively, computed for the specified
frequencies which must reside on the input tapes. This mode

involves performing all the operations given in Step 1 through

Step 7 in Section 2.5. In addition to the three output tapes, it
is also possible to request the printout of the uni nterpolated

transfer functions.

It should be noted that the control motion defined by the user (on

Tape 1) for seismic problems is in the SITE coordinate system

x'y'z'nd must be transformed to the global structural coordinate

system xyz in ANALYS. Therefore, the user must enter the angle

between two coordinate systems in program module ANALYS. In

addition to this, the user also enters the location of the control

point on the horizontal plane at this stage.
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5.2.5.2 Mode 2 - new superstructure

If the physical properties of the structure(s) are changed or the
geometry of the structure is altered, then, as long as other data
remain intact, program module ANALYS can be restarted using
Mode 2. This mode requires only part of program ANALYS.to be

re-executed.

In order to use this mode, a new Tape 4 has.to be generated by

re-executing program module HOUSE. Since the geometry and

numbering of the nodal points below the ground have not changed,

the impedance matrices can be recovered from Tape 5. The

information on the two input tapes is then used to compute the new

reduced modified stiffness of the structure to be saved on a new

Tape 6. Tape 0 (or Tape 9) is also input'o that the new transfer
functions of the response can be computed and then saved on a new

Tape 8.

This mode involves the. same operations as Mode 1 except that .

Step 3 is skipped in Section 2.5.

5.2.4.3 Mode 3 - new seismic environment

If the seismic environment is changed, the information on Tape 1

will change while Tapes 5 and 6 remain intact. Therefore, if
Tape 5 and Tape 6 had been created and saved from some previous .

analysis, program ANALYS could be restarted in Mode 3 by inputting
a new Tape 1 and recovering the information on Tapes 5 and 6. The

results are saved on a new Tape 8.

This mode involves only the operations given in Steps 6 and 7 of
Section 2.5.
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5.2.4.4 Mode 4 - new dynamic loading

If the problem is to be analyzed for a new set of external forces;
then. the program module ANALYS can be restarted by using Mode 4 .

This mode is very similar to Mode 3 except that it is for
foundation vibration rather than seismic problems. Therefore,

Tape 5 is not required as input. Only Tape 6 and a new Tape 9 are

required. The results are also stored on a new Tape 8.

The mode involves operations similar to those in Mode 3.
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E.l OPERATION MODE CARD AND TITLE (I5, 3X, 12A6)

Columns Var1able Notes ~Entr

1-5 NOPT Operation mode

= 1, complete solution

< 0, data check only

9-80 HED Contain information to b'e printed with
output

Notes:

(1) If NOPT < 0, most of the calculations required during normal

execution are bypassed.
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E.2 MASTER CONTROL CARD

Columns Variabl e Notes Entry

10

15

16-20

MEOF

MODE

MSAVE

NUMFR

(2)

(3)

Type of analysis

= 1, sei smi c anal ysi s

= 2, foundation vibration analysis

Mode of analysis

= 1, Mode 1

= 2, Mode 2

= 3, Mode 3

= 4, Mode 4

Tape save option

='0, do not save Tape 6

= 1, save Tape 6

0, total number of frequencies of
analysis

= 0; NUMFR and frequency numbers are
taken from tape 1 (or Tape 9)

25 NPRINT (4) Print option

= 0 don't print transfer functions
0, print transfer functions

Notes:

(1) The program may be run in one of tne following modes shown in the

following table.
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Mode of
~Anal aia Case

Tapes to Be
Mounted

Tapes
to be

Created

Initiation

Restart - new superstructure
(new Tape 4)

1 (or 9), 3, 4 5, 6, 8

1 (or 9), 4, 5 6, 8

Restart - new seismic environment 1, 5, 6

(new Tape 1)

Restart - new dynamic loading
(new Tape 9)

9, 6

As seen from the preceding table, Mode 3 will run only for the

case of seismic analysis (MEOF = 1) while Mode 4 will run only for
the case of foundation vibration analysis (MEOF = 2).

(2) This option will allow the user to save Tape 6 (reduced complex

stiffness of the system) in order to be able to restart Node 3 and

Mode 4 at a later time.

(3) Frequencies for which a complete solution is desired must be

specified at this stage. The program will automatically survey

these frequencies to make sure that they reside on the tapes that
are mounted before starting the execution. If one or more

frequencies are not found on the mounted tapes, the program will
stop.

It is also possible to break the complete frequency array into
smaller groups and then run each group separately. Later results
of these separate runs can be combined into the complete

solution. This has the advantage that the runs will be smaller

and the created files will occupy smaller space in the computer

during the program execution.
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This option also makes it possible to solve the problem for new

frequencies and combine the results with those of old frequencies

if the analysis so demands at a later time.

Since more than 90% of the cost of the complete analysis goes to
this program, assessment of the final cost of the jon can be made

in advance by estimating the cost of doing one single frequency

and multiplying it by the number of frequencies for which a

solution is desired.

If NUMFR = 0, then Section E .3 must be skipped and the program

will take NUMFR and frequency numbers of analysis from Tape 1 (or
Tape 9).

(4 ) . If NPRINT N 0, the program will print out the response of
the nodal points to all frequencies for which the solution
been obtained. The print option in ANALYS may be used for
vibration problems in which'he exciting load is harmonic.

most other cases, the print option in ANALYS should not be

avoid a large print output which is not needed.

al 1

has

machine

In

used to
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E. 3 FREQUENCY NUMBER CARDS (16I5)

Skip this section if NUMFR = 0.

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

6-10

11-15

NFR(1)

NFR(2)

NFR(3)

(1) Frequency no. 1

Frequency no. 2

Frequency no. 3

Notes:

(1) Total of NUMFR frequency numbers must be given. All the frequency

numbers must be positive nonzero i nteger numbers. The program

will automatically reorder the input frequency numbers in
ascending order and will stop if two or more equal frequency

numbers are detected.

If NUMFR = 0, skip this section and the program will obtain NUMFR

and frequency numbers from Tape 1 (or 9).

Frequency step, time step, and number of FFT points are obtained

from Tape 1 (or 9) and are checked against other input tapes for
consi stency. This information, along with frequency numbers at
this section, will pass on to every tape created.
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E.4 CONTROL MOTION CARD FOR SEISMIC ANALYSIS (3F10.0)

Skip this section if foundation vibration analysis (MEOF = 2).

Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-10

11-20

21-30

XCNTROL

YCNTROL

ANG

x-coordinate of control point

y-coordinate of control point

Coordinate transformation angle (degrees)

Note:

(1) This is the angle between x'omponent of the control motion (as

defined in program SITE) and x coordinate of the system.

x'omponent of
Control Motion

Z,
Zs

Angle

y'omponent of
Control Motion

Coordinate
System

X/Z
X'fZ

Prmtrem

HOUSE
SI7E
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5.2.6 COMBIN

The program module COMBIN combines the frequencies on two Tape 8's

created in the program ANALYS and creates a new Tape 8 which now

contains the frequencies from both tapes.

The old Tape 8's must be mounted as Tape 1 and Tape 2 and the

results will be written on Tape 8. No other input data are

required by this program.

If two equal frequencies are encountered on the mounted tapes, the

program will select the one which resides on Tape 1 and discard

the other one.
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F.l OPERATION NODE CARD (I5)

NOPT (1) Operation mode

= 0, stop no more data

Notes:

(1) Hust be the last data card.

~ ~

I
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5.2. 7 MOTION

The main function of the program module MOTION is to compute

acceleration, velocity, and displacement (only for foundation

vibration) time histories of the response. It may also output

transfer functions and response spectra. The program also

provides punched output or printer plots of the response at user's

option.

In case of seismic problems, the program reads the acceleration

time history of the control motion from cards and transforms it to

the frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform techniques. It
then reads the uninterpolated transfer functions from Tape 8 for
selected output points, performs the interpolation and the

convolution with the control motion, and returns to the time

domain using the inverse Fast Fourier Transformer algorithm. The

resulting time histories of acceleration or computed velocity may

be output directly'r converted to output response spectra.
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G.l OPERATION MODE CARD AND TITLE (I5, 3X, 12A6)

t
Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

2-8

HOPT Operation mode

= 1, complete solution

0, data check only

Blank

9-80 HED Contain information to be printed with
output

Notes:

(1) If NOPT < 0, most of the calculations required during normal

exeqution are bypassed.
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G.2 OUTPUT CONTROL CARD (4I5, F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes Entry

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-30

Notes:

NTIME

NOUT

ND

NSKIP

DUR

Analysis type code

= 0, only transfer functions to be output

= 1, otherwise

Total number of nodal points where output
is required

Number of damping values for response
spectrum analysis; skip if NTIME = 0

Output code for all time histories; skipif NTIME = 0

= 0, only table to be printed

1, plot every NSKIP-th point

Total duration of time histories to be
plotted; skip if NTIME = 0

I

O~

(1) If NTIME = 0, only transfer function plots may be requested at
nodal points and time history of input motion need not be supplied.
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G.3 OUTPUT REQUEST CARDS

G.3.1'UTPUT CONTROL CARD (I5)

Skip this card if seismic analysis (MEOF = 1).

Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-5 NTYPE Type of response

= 1, output only displacements

= 2, output only velocities

= 3, output only accelerations

G.3.2 NODAL OUTPUT CONTROL CARDS (I5, 4X, 6Il, 4X, 6Il, 4X, 6Il )

Columns Variable tiotes Entry

1-5

10-15

20-25

30-35

40-45

50-55

60-65

NODE( I ) (2)

KEY(I,J ) (3)

KEY(I,J)

KEY(I,J )

KEY(I,J)

KEY(I,J )

KEY(I,J)

Nodal point number where output is
required

Output control key for response in
x-direction

Output controT key for response in
y-direction

Output control key for response in
z-direction

Output control key for response in
xx-direction

Output control key for response in
yy-direction

Output control key for response in
zz-direction

Notes:

(1) Only accelerations can be requested for seismic problems. NTYPE

controls the type of response to be output for the foundation

Yibration problem.
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(2) Total of NOUT cards must be given in this section. Nodal point
cards where output is requested need nqt be in node order sequence;

the program will reorder them automatically. Also, output control

keys in directions which are constrained will be ignored.

(3) Output control keys are six-digit integer numbers (ijklmn) which are

defined as follows:

i = 1 —plot transfer function*
= 0—otherwise

j = 1 —save time history of requested response on Tape 12**
= 0—otherwise.

k = 1 —plot time history of requested response**
= 0—otherwise

1 = 1--plot acceleration and velocity response spectra~
= 0—otherwise

m = 1 —save acceleration and velocity response spectra on Tape 12***
= 0—otherwise

n = 1--print maximum requested response**
= 0—otherwise

If J = 1, time histories of the requested response are computed and

stored on Tape 12. This tape can later be used to recover time

histories for plotting purposes. The following example shows how

the time histories are obtained from Tape 12:

DIMENSION A(NFFT)

DO 1000 N=l,NN
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READ (12,100) DIR, NODE, NFFT, (A(I),I=1,NFFT)

100 FORMAT (////29X,A2,29X, I4/17X,15//(SF9.6))

1000 CONTINUE

where

NN = total number of time histories
DIR = direction of motion

NODE = nodal point number to which the time history belongs

NFFT = total number of points in the time history
A = vector containing the time history of the response

* Transfer function for seismic problems is defined for total
acceleration response while for foundation vibration problems it is
defined for total displacement response.

** Requested response for seismic problems is acceleration; for
foundation vibration problems it is determi'ned by NTYPE.

*** Response spectra is computed independent of the value of NTYPE.
Therefore, displacement response spectra cannot be requested;
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G.4 RESPONSE SPECTRA DATA CARDS

Skip this section if ND = 0.

G.4.1 FIRST CARD (2F10.4$ I5)

Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-10

11-20

21-25

FSTRT

FLAST

First frequency used in response spectrum
analysis —HZ

Last frequency used in response spectrum
analysis —HZ

Total number of frequency steps for
response spectra. NINT + 1 spectral
values are computed

G.4.2 SECOND CARD (8F10.4)

Columns

1-10

Variable Notes Entry

DAMP(1) (2) Damping ratio used in response spectra

0

Notes:

(1) If first card is left olank, standard values (FSTRT = 0.4,
FLAST = 40, WINT = 40) are assumed. This will lead to a plot
which fills one page.

(2) Total of ND damping ratios must be given.
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G.5 INPUT MOTION DATA CARDS

Skip this section if NTIME = 0.

G.5.1 CONTROL CARD (2I5, 3F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes EntrV

1-5 NFFT (1) Number of values to be used in Fourier
Transform

6-10

11-20

21 -30

31-40

NEQZ

DT

EQMUL

UGMAX

(2)

Number of acceleration (or force) values
to be read from cards

Time step —sec

Multiplication factor for scaling time
history. Use only if. UGMAX = 0; leave
blank otherwise

Maximum value of time history to be
used. The values of time history will be
scaled to give maximum value = UGMAX.

Use only if EQMUL = 0; leave blank
otherwise

G.5.2 CONTROL TIME HISTORY ID CARD (12A6)

Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-72 ID( I ) Identification for control time history

G.5.3 CONTROL TIME HISTORY VALUES (8F9.6/8E10.3)

Total of (NEQZ + 7)/8 cards.

Columns Variable Notes EntrY

1-72 A(I) (3 ) 8 values
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Notes:

(1) NFFT must be a power of 2 and includes the trailing zeroes. If
this number does not agree with the NFFT value in SITE (or MOTOR),

the program will stop.

(2) The program will compute the frequency step from the following
formula:

DF = 1/(NFFT * DT)

If DF and DT do not agree with those in SITE (or MOTOR),

the program will stop.

(3 ) All time history values must be given at time steps DT. .For

seismic problems, provide acceleration values in (G) in (SF9.6)

format; for foundation vibration problems, provide force values in
(SE10-.3) format.
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G.6 OPERATION MODE CARD (I5)

Columns Variable Notes Entry

NOPT (1) Operation mode

= 0, stop no more data

Notes:

(l) Must be the last data card.



5.2.8 STRESS

The main function of the program module STRESS is to compute and

output maximum stress, forces, or moments in the elements. The

user may also request time histories of these components to be

printed out and also saved on a magnetic tape.

The program reads acceleration (displacement) transfer functions

from Tape 8 and information about elements from Tape 4. Then, for
each requested element, the program calculates the stress, force,
or moment components at each frequency, performs interpolation and

convolution with the control motion, and finds the corresponding
time histories by returning to the time domain using the inverse
Fast Fourier Transform algorithm.

Time history of octahedral. shear stress (strain), which is a

measure of maximum shear stress (strain), is calculated in time

domain for each time interval DT. From this, the effective shear

strain (0.65 * maximum shear strain) for the soil elements can be

estimated and used to find new strain-compatible soil properties.
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H.l OPERATION MODE CARD AND TITLE (I5, 3X, 12A6)

Columns

1-5

6-8

9-80

Variable

NOPT

HED

Notes intr
Operation mode

= 1, complete solution

< 0, data check only

Blank

Contain information to be printed with
output

Notes:

(1) If NOPT < 0, most of the calculations required during normal

execution are bypassed.
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H.2 MASTER CONTROL CARD (I5, 4X, Il) :
Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-5

10

NGOUT

ITER . (2)

Total number of element groups

Iteration control key

= 1, automatic computation of strains in
all soil elements (not available)

15 IFPU

= 0, otherwise

Output control key

= 1, save stress 'time histories on Tape 12

= 0, otherwise

Notes:

(1) This is the total number of element groups for which output is
requested.

(2 ) If secondary nonlinear effects are going to 6e considered,- then

let ITER = 1; otherwise, leave blank.
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H.3 ELEMENT GROUP CARDS

One set of cards for each element group requested in Section H.2 must be

provided as follows:

H.3.1 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SOLID ELEMENTS

Skip this section if no request for stresses or strains in 3-0 solid
elements.

H.3.1.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (4X, Il, 2I5)

Columns Variable Notes Entry

ICODE(1) The number 1

6-'10

11-15

ICODE(2) (1)

ICODE(3) (2)

The order number

Total number of elements in this group
for which output is requested
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H.3.1.2 OUTPUT REQUEST CARDS (I5, 4X, 7I1, 13X, Il')

Columns Variable Notes Entry

0
I
s

1-5

10 Key(1) (3)

Element number

Output control key for stress (strain in
xx-direction ~ s

12

Key(2)

Key(3)

Output control key for stress (strain in
yy-di recti on

Output control key for stress (strain in
zz-direction

13'4

15

16

30

Key(4)

Key(5)

Key(6)

Key(7)

KN (4)

Output control key for
xy-di recti on

Output control key for
xz-direction

Output control key for
yz-direction

Output control key for
stress (strain)

Generation control key

= 0, no generation

= 1, otherwise

stress (strain in

stress (strain in

stress (strain in

octahedral shear
s

Notes:

(1) If there is more than one group of 3-D solid elements, specify the

order of the requested group, e.gee ICODE(2) = 2 will request

the second set of 3-0 solid elements. If left blank, the program

will select the first group of solid elements it encounters.

(2 ) This number must be less than or equal to the total number of
elements in this group. Otherwise the program will stop.

.S
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(3) KEY = 0, no request for this component

= 1, print only maximum response
= 2, print maximum response and save response time

history on Tape 12

The stresses in 3-D solid elements are computed at the centroid of
the element and are referred to in global axes. These stresses

are shown in the following figure.
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If KEY=2, time histories of the requested response are computed

and stored on Tape 12. This tape can later be used to recover tne

time histories for plotting purposes. The following example shows

how the time histories are obtained from Tape 12:
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DIMENSION A(NFFT)

00 1000 H=l,NN

READ (12,100) Nl,N2,DIR, (A(I),I=1,NFFT)
100 FORMAT (2I10,A4/(8E10.3))

1000 CONTINUE

where

NN = total number of requested time histories
Nl = element number

W2 = element group number

NFFT = total number of points in the time history
A .= array containing the time history of the response

In addition to the user-requested response, the program may also
output other components of the response if calculation of these

components is necessary in order to determine the requested

response. For example, in order to output maximum octahedral

shear stress for 3-D solid elements, all six components of stress
(~xx, ~yy, ~zz, Txy, <xz, <zx) must be calculated. Therefore, the

program will also output the maximum response of these

components. However, the corresponding time histories will not be

saved on Tape 12 unless they are specifically requested by the

user.

(4) Generation is possible for a number of elements omitted in a

series. Suppose (Nl,...,KN1) and (N2,...,KH2) are the information
on two consecutive cards--if KN1 is equal to 1, all the elements

between Nl and N2 will be generated and the output control keys

for tne generated elements will be set equal to the values given
on the first card. On the other hand, if KWl is equal to 0, no

generation between Hl and N2 will take place.
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H.3.2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL BEAM ELEMENTS

Skip this section if no request for forces or moments in 3-D beam

elements.

H.3.2.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (4X, Il, 2I5)

Columns Yariable Notes Entry

6-10

11-15

ICODE(1)

ICODE(2) (1)

ICODE(3 ) (2 )

The number 2

The order number

Total number of elements in this group
for which output is requested
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H.3.2.2 OUTPUT REQUEST CARDS (I5, '4X, 12Il, 8X, Il)

Columns Variable Notes Entry

1-5

10

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

30

xEv(1)

KEY(2)

XEY (3)

xEv(4)

KEY(5)

KEY(6)

KEY(7)

KEY (8)

KEY(9)

KEY(10)

KEY(11)

KEY(12)

(3)

(4)

Element number

Output control key for force in
l-direction (node I)

Output control key for force in
2-direction (node I)

Output control key for force in
3-direction (node I )

Output control key for moment in
1-direction (node I)

Output control key for moment in
2-direction (node I)
Output control key for moment in
3-direction (node I)

Output control key for force
in'-direction(node J)

Output control key for force in
2-direction (node J)

Output control key for force in
3-direction (node J)

Output control key for moment in
1-direction (node J )

Output control key for moment in
2-direction (node J)

Output control key for moment in
3-di rection (node J )

Generation control key

= 0, no generation

= 1, otherwise
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IVotes:

(1) See note 1 of Section H.3.1

(2) See note 2 of Section H.3.1

(3 ) See note 3 of Section H.3.1. The forces and moments in beam elements are
computed at the end and are referenced in local beam axes, in the
following figure.

/
//

/
/

X

See note 4 of Section H.3.1.
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H.3.3 PLATE/SHELL ELEMENTS

Skip this section if no request for forces or moments in plate
elements.

H.3.3.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (4X, Il, 2I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

6-10

11-15

ICODE(1) The number 3

ICODE(2) (1) The order number

ICODE(3) (2) Total number of elements in this group for
which output is requested

H.3.3.2 OUTPUT RE()VEST CARDS (I5, 4X, 6I1, 14X, Il)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

10

12

13

15

30

N

KEY(1) (3)

KEY(2) (3)

KEY(3) (3)

KEY(4) (3)

KEY(5) (3)

KEY(6) (3)

(4)

Element number

Output control key for force component
resultant

Sx„'utput

control key for force component Syy

Output control key

Output control key
(not available)

for force component S„'y

I s

for moment component N„„

Output control key for moment component Myy
(not available)

Output control key for moment component M„y
(not available).

Generation control key

= 0, no generation

= 1, otherwise

Notes:

(1 ) See note 1 of Section H.3.1.
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(2) See note 2 of Section H.3.1

(3) The membrane force and bending moments are computed with respect to local
element coordinates. The forces are in units of force/length (F/L) and
the moments are in moment/length (F.L/L). The location of the
infinitesimal elements where the forces and moments are computed and the
positive definitions of each component are shown in the figure.

POSITIVE PLATE ELEMENT OUTPUT FORCES

Az'

r j L

K

2'

iI
INFINITESIMALELEMENT

x'k

$ ~ $ r

//'„„$„Y Y
P.

$ ~ =$ I«

MEMBRANESTRESSES

M My
ICY

rMy M

M„y= -My„

BENDING STRESSES

(4) See note 4 of Section H.3.1.
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H.3.4 TWO-DIME(SIONAL FINITE ELEMENTS

Skip this section if no request for stresses or strains in 2-D

finite elements.

H.3.4.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (4X, Il, 2I5)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

6-10

11-15

ICODE(l) The number 4

*

ICODE(2) (1) The order number

ICODE(3) (2) Total number of elements in this group for
which output is requested

H.3;4.2 OUTPUT RE()VEST CARDS (I5, 4X, 6I1, 14X, Il)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

10

12

30

K.EY(1)

KEY(2)

KEY(3)

KW.

Element number

(3) . Output control key for stress (strain) in
yy-direction

Output control key for stress (strain) in
zz-direction

Output control key for stress (strain) in
yz-direction

(4) Generation control key

= 0, no generation

= 1, otherwise

'otes:

(1) See note 1 of Section H.3.1.

(2) See note 2 of Section H.3.1.
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<3) See note 3 of Section H.3.1. The stresses in 2-D finite elements are

computed at the center of the element and are referred to in global

axes. These stresses are shown in the next figure.

Tgg

%x
I
I

(4) See note 4 of Section H.3.1.
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H.3.5 THREE-DIMENSIONAL PILE ELEMENTS

Not available.

0;

~ ~

I
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H.3.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL PILE ELEMENTS

Not available.
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H.3.7 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPRING ELEMENTS

Skip this section if no request for forces or moments in spring

elements..

H.3.7.1 CONTROL INFORMATION (4X, Il, 2I5)

I

5
c

I
I

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

5'CODE(1) The number 7

6-10 ICODE(2) (1) The order number

11-15 ICODE(3) (2) Total number of elements in this group for
which output is requested

H.3.7.2 OUTPUT REQUEST CARDS (I5, 4X, 6I1, 14X, Il)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5

10:

N

KEY(1) (3):

Element number

Output control key for force in x-direction

12

13

15

30

KEY(3)

KEY(4)

KEY(5)

KEY(5)

ll KEY(2)

(4)

Output control key for force in y-direction

Output control key for force in z-direction

Output control key for moment in xx-direction

Output control key for moment in yy-direction

Output control key for moment in zz-direction

Generation control key

= 0, no generation

= 1, otherwise

t
5

1
s

Notes:

(1) See note 1 of Section H.3.1.

(2) See note 2 of Section H.3.1.

(3) See note 3 of Section H.3.1.

(4) See not 4 of Section H.3.1.
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H.3.8 ONE-DIMENSIONAL PLANE LOVE-WAVE ELEMENTS

Not available.
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H.3.9 STIFFNESS/MASS MATRIX ELEMENTS

Wo component can be requested.
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H.4 INPUT MOTION DATA CARDS (2I5, 3F10.0)

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

1-5 NFFT Number of values to be used in Fourier
Transform

6-10 NEQZ Number of acceleration (or force) values to
be read from cards

11-20 DT

21-30 EQMUL

31-40 UGMAX

(2) Time step -- sec.

Multiplication factor for scaling time
history. Use only if UGMAX = 0; leave blank
otherwise

Maximum value of time history to be used.
The values of time history will be scaled to
give maximum value = UGMAX. Use only if
EQMUL = 0 ; leave blank otherwise

H.4.1 CONTROL TIME HISTORY ID CARD (12A6)

Columns Yariable Notes ~Entr

1-72 ID( I ) Identification for control time history

H.4.2 CONTROL TIME HISTORY VALUES (8F9.6/8E10.3)

Total of (NEQZ + 7)/8 cards.

Columns Yariable Notes ~Entr

1-72 A(I) (3) 8 values

Notes:

(1) NFFT must be a power of 2 and includes the trailing zeroes. If this
number does not agree with the NFFT value in SITE (or MOTOR), the program
will stop.

(2) The program will compute the frequency step from the following formula:

DF = 1/(NFFT * DT)

If OF and DT do not agree with those in SITE (ot MOTOR), the program will
stop,

(3) All time history values must be given at time steps DT. For seismic
problems, provide acceleration values in (G) in (8F9.6) format; for,
foundation vibration problems, provide force values in (8E10.3) format.
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H.5 OPERAT10M HODE CARD

Columns Variable Notes ~Entr

NOPT (1) Operate on mode

= 0, stop no more data

Notes:

(1) fiust be the last data card.
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APPENDIX A

INPUT DATA FILES

OF

EXAtPLE PROBLEM



(E2ClSD)

E2C1SD — FREE FIELD OF EXAMPLE 2 (BC-TOP-4)
13 104

32 '
1

2
3
4

10.
10.
14.
16.

4000.
4000.
4000.
4000.
4000.

.05

.05

.05
~ 05
.05

. 005
30 50

E2C2SD
10

2
1
0 1

1
1 1000

1.0 1 ~ 0
0

0
2

~ 130 2000. ~ 05
.130 2000. ~ 05
. 130 2000. F 05
.130 2000. F 05
.130 2000. ~ 05

2048
60 80 100 120 140 160 180 210 230 260
VERTICALLY PROPAGATING SV WAVE (BC-TOP-4)



1 E2PD — POINT LOAD SOLUTION FOR EXAMPLE 2 (BC-TOP-4)1 13 ~ 8
0

A-2



E2C1HD FZNXTE ELEMENT

(E2C1HD)

MODEL OF EXAMPLE (BC-TOP-4)

138
32 '

-10 ~ 0

69 0 0 0

C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

2
9

10
21
22
45
46
69
70
71
78
79
90
91

114
115
138

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1,
1
1
1
a
1
1
1
1

~ 0
16

'6.

32
'2

'8

'8.

65
'5'

0
16.
16 ~

3 2 ~

32.
48

'8

'5

'5.

25
25
5
5
75
75
00
00

25
25
5
5
75
75
00
00

~ 0
~ 0
315.
~ 0
330.
~ 0
345.
~ 0
345.
.0
.0
315 ~

~ 0
330.
~ 0
345.
~ 0
345 ~

-10 ~ 0
-10.0
-10 ~ 0
-10 ~ 0
-10. 0
-10 ~ 0
-10. 0
-10 ~ 0
-10 ~ 0
0 ~ 000
0. 000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

1
a
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1 1
12
13
1

1 5
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

,25
26
27
28
29
8 Q

31
2
3

2
3
4
5
6
7

.8
9

10
2

11
3

12
4
4
5
5
6

16
6

17
7
8
8
8
9

21
2

22
aQll
c 4
1 1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
2

11
11
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
17
17
18
18
18
19
20
20

2
21
23
23
23
25
25
25

88 1
~ 1E10

-1
.3333

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
4
4

a4
5

15
6

16
6
7
7
8

19
20

9
21

9
10
ao
11
24

.aa
a 2
26

1
1
1

1
2
3
3
4
4

14
5

15
6

16
6
7
7
8

19
20

9
21

10
10ll
24
11
12
26

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
71
80
72
81
73
73
74
74
75
85
75
86
76
77
77
77
78
90
71
91
79
80
93
80
81

1
.0

1 71
1 ~ 72

72
73
74

'5

76
77
78
71
80
80
81
81
82
82
83
83
84
84
86
86
87
87
87
88
89
89
71
90
92
92
a2
94
94
94

.0
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
71
72
72
73
73
83
74
84
75
85
75
76
76
77
88
89
78
90
78
79
79
eo
a3
So
Sl
95

70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
71
72
72

~ 73
73
83
74
84
75
85
75
76
76
77
88
89
78
90
78
79
79
eo
93
So
A
D

95

.0
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 .1
1 1
1 ~ 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1
1 1
1
1 1

1 l
1 1



(E2C1HD- —- )

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
/2
73
7 N

75
76
77
/8
79
80
Sl
82
83
S4
CD
86
87
SS

0

26
12
13
28
13
14
30
14
15
32
15
16
34
16
17
36
17
18
38
18
19
40
19
20
42
20
21
44
21
10
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

27
27
27
29
29
29
31
31
31
33
33
33
35
35
35
37
37
37'9
39 ~

39
41
41
41
43
43
43
45
45

12
13
28
13
14
30
14
15
32
15
16
34
16
17
36
17
18
38
18
19
40
19
20
42
20
21
44
21
10

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

45, 22
46 47
47
48

12
13
28
13
14
30
14
1.5
32
15
16
34
16
17
36

'17
18
38
18
19
40
19
20
42
20
21
44

'21
10
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

45
22

95
81
82
97
82
83
99
83
84

101
84
85

103
85
86

105
86
87

107
87
88

109
88
89

111
89
90

113
90
79
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113'l4

96
96
96
98
98
98

100
100
100
102
102
102
104
104
104
10.6
106
106
108
108
108
110
110
110
112
112

.112
114
114
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
'21
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
1'29
130
131
132
133

3 ~

135
136
137
138

81
82
97
82
83
99
83
84

101
84
85

103
85
86

105
86
87

107
87
88

109
88
89

111
89
90

113
90
79
91

116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
13 1
a32
133
134
135
j36
137
138
1'5

81
82
97
82
83
99
83
84

101
84
85

103
85
86

105
86
87

107
87
88

109
88
89

111
89
90

113
90
79
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114

91

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3

1
1
1
1
1
a
1
1
1
1

.1
1
1
1,
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
a
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
'

1
1

1
1
1
1
a
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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(E2ClM))

1 E2C1HMD SLZDZNG UNZT LOAD EXAMPLE 2
2 13

32 '
.005 2048

10 30 50 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 210 230 260
46 ~ 50
58 .50

0



(E2ClHAD)

1 E2C1HAD - ANALYS FOR SLIDING - EXAHPLZ 2 - RIGID M~O FOUND.
2 1 1 0 7
0
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(E2C1RMD)

1 E2C1RMD - ROCKING UNXT MOMENT EXAMPLZ 2
2 13

32 '

10
46
58

0

.005
30 50

2048
60 80 100 120 140 160 180 210 230 260

-.0076923
.0076923
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(E2ClRAD)

RAD - ANALYS FOR ROCKENG - EnVfpLE2 4 p p R~G~D N 0 ~O0
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158
32 '

-10 '

E2C2HD — FZNITE ELEMENT
414 75852

69 3 0 18 0

MODEL OF EXAMPLE (BC-TOP-4)

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

1
2
9

10
21
22
45
46
69
70
71
78
79
90
91

114
115
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
'55
156
l57
158

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

. 0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

~ 0
16.25
16.25
32.5
32.5
48.75
48.75
65.00
65.00
~ 0
16.25
16.25
32.50
32.50
48.75
48.75
65.00
65.00
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0 ~ 0.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

~ 0
.0
315.
~ 0
330.
.0
345.
~ 0
345.
.0
.0
315.
.000
330.
.0
345.
F 000
345.
0 '
0.0
0 '
0.0
0.0
0 ~ 0
0 '
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0 ~ 0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

-10. 0
-10. 0
-10. 0
-10 '
-10.0
-10.0
-10. 0
-10. 0
-10. 0
0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
0. 000
0.000
0 000
0.000

0 0.000
0.0
0.0
23.5
43 ~ 8
63 '
83 '
103.8
123.8
143. 8
165.3
184.4
198. 5
207. 0
8.00
13. 00
22.00
33. 5
49.00
61.00
93.00

0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

II

1
1
1
2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
1 2
13
1 (

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
2

11
3

12
4

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
2

11
11
12
12
13
13

88 1
~ 10E13

-1
.2780

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3

4
14

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3 .

4

73
74
75
76
77
78
79
71
80
/2
81
/3

1
. 150

1 71
1 '2 72

73
74
75
76
77
78
71
80
80
81
Sl
82
82

.00
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
71
72
72

3
73
83

70
70
70
70
70
70
70
70
71
72
72
73
73
83

.00
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1

1 0
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(aZC2HD---)

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
5'7
C

60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

4
5
5
6

16
6

17
7
8
8
8
9

21
2

22
10
11
24
11
12
26
12
13
28
13
14
30
14
15
32
15
16
34
16
17
36
17
18
38
18
19
40
19
20
42
20
21
44
21
10
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

14
14
15
15
17
17
18
18
18
19
20
20

2
21
23.
23
23
25
25
25
27
27
27
29
29
29
31
31
31
33
33
33
35
35
35
37
37
37
39
39
39
41
41
41
43
43
43
45
45
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

5
15

6
16

6
7
7
8

19
20

9
21

9
10
10
11
24
11
12
26
12
13
28
13
14
30
14
15
32
15
16
34
16
17
36
17
18
38
18
19
40
19
20
42
20
21
44
21
10
22
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

5
15

6
16

6
7
7
8

19
20

9
21

9
10
10
11
24
11
12
26
12
13
28
13
14
30
14
15
32
15
16
34

73
74
74
75
85
75
86
76
77
77
77
78
90
71
91
79
80
93
80
81
95
81
82
97
82
83
99
83
84

101
84
85

17
18
38
18
19
40
19
20
42
20
21
44
21
10
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

105
86
87

107
87
88

109
88
89

111
89
90

113
90
79
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100

16 103
17 85
36 86

83
83
84
84
86
86
87
87
87
88
89
89
71
90
92
92
92
94
94
94
96
96
96
98
98
98

100
100
100
102
3,02
102
104
104
104
106
106
106
108
108
108
110
110
110
112
112
112
114
114
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
'21
122
123
'24

74
84
75
85
75
76
76
77
88
89
78
90
78
79
79
80
93
80
81
95
81
82
97
82
&3
99
83
84

101
84
85

103
85
86

105
86
87

107
87
88

109
88.
89ill
89
90

.113
90
79
91

116
117
118
119
120
121

22
123
124
125

74
84
75
85
75
76
76
77
88
89
78
90
78
79
79
80
93
80
81
95
81
82
97
82
83
99
83
84

101'4

85
103

85
86

105
86
87

107
87
88

109
88
89

111
89
90

113
90
79
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

.3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3



(zzczHD——)

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

2
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

1
2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
1 1

13
14
15
16
17
18

2
1
1
1

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

32 56
33 57
34 58
35 59
36 60
37 61
38 62
39 63
40 64
41 65
42 66
43 67
44 68
45 69
18 1

.69E06
~ 14E04
~ 99E03
.99E03
.99E03
.99E03
~ 20E04

.256E04
~ 221E04
. 196E04
~ 174E04

.78E03

.19E03
139 141
141 142
142 143
143 144
144 145
145 146
146 147
147 148
148 149
149 150

50 151
'40 152
152 153
153 154
154 155
155 156
156 157
157 158

32 1
.1E13
~ 1E06

115 116
137 138
138 115
139 115
139 121
139 127
139 133
'40 115
140 121
140 127
140 133

57 33
5I 34
59 35
60 36
61 37
62 38
63 39
64 40
65 41
66 42
67 43
68 44
69 45
46 22
12 -1

.278
.70E03
.50E03
.50E03
.50E03
.50E03

.132E04

. 156E04

. 146E04
~ 73E03
.60E03
~ 36E03
.70E02

46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1
46 1

1 -1
. 300

.50E06
139 1
139 1
139 1
118 1
118 1
118 1
118 1
118 1
118 1
118 1
118 1

101 125
102 126
103 127
104 128
105 129
106 130
107 131
108 132
109 133
110 134
111 135
112 136
113 137
114 138

.0
~ 70E03
.50E03
~ 50E03
.50E03
i50E03

~ 132E04
~ 156E04
. 146E04

.73E03

.60E03
~ 36E03
~ 70E02
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

.50E06
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

126 102
127 103
128 104
129 105
130 106
131 107
132 108
133 109
134 110
135 111
136 112
137 113
138 114
115 " 91

.02
~ 10E10
~ 10E10
.10E10

10E10
.10E10
.10E10
10E10

.10E10
~ 10E10
.10E10
.10E10
10E10

.10E13

3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1
3 1

~ 02
~ 28E07
:19E07
.15E07
.SOE06
.20E06
~ 11E07
~ 12E07
~ 12E07
~ 13E07
~ 90E06
.20E06
.40E04

.20E10

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.1
1
1
1
1
1

~ 28E07
~ 19E07
.15E07
.80E06
.20E06
~ 11E07
i12E07
~ 12E07
~ 13E07
i90E06
~ 20E06
~ 40E04

.20E10

:-I
~ ~



<seems---)

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

0

1 . 46EO4
1 ~ 42E04
1 ~ 42E04

~ 42E04
1 ~ 42E04
1 . ~ 42E04
1 ~ 461E04
1 .302E04
1 .247E04
1 .212E04
1 .190E03
1 .280E04
1 . 251E04
1 .629E04
1 .376E04
1 ~ 854E04
1 ~ 122E04
1 820E03

.46E04

.42@04

.42E04

.42E04
+42ED4
~ 42E04

~ 461E04
~ 302E04
.247E04
~ 212E04
.190E03
.280E04
. 251E04
.629E04
.376E04
.854E04
. 122E04
.820E03

.46E04
~ 42E04
.42E04
.42E04
.42E04
.42E04

.461E04

.302E04

.2'47E04

. 212E04

. 190E03

.280E04

.251E04

.629E04

.376E04

.854E04

.122E04

.820E03
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EQC2AD ANALYS FOR EXAMPLE 2 (BC-TOP-i )
2 1 0 7
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(E2C20D)

1
1

139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
a54
155
156
157
158
F 10
~ 02

2048 175

E2C2OD
20 1

100111
100111
aooooo
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
'100111
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100000
100111

100. 0

1 10 ~ 0
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001

, 000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001

100

000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001
000001

9 ~ .005
N-S, DT~
-.004097
-.029557
-.027804
—

~ 041556
-.032191
-.024877-. 051507
—.047410
—.031605
-.012292
-.038337
-.057360

.008780
-.014341
-.042142
-.076091
-.089551
-.057653
-.047995

.007317

.069067

.098331

.143985

.105063

.068774

.120574

.187007
~ 190812
~ 117062
.018438

-.230319
—

~ 141643
-.017267

.090136

~ 100
DUR~ao. 0 ACC.~.aoG

-.031605 -.033579 -.035554
-.025755 -.026994 -.028232
—.035117 -

~ 038/47 -
~ 041176-. 037459 -. 036852 -. 036244

-.024877 —.024575 -.024273
-.038337 .042582 -.046826
-.056775 .055579 -.054383
-.042142 -

~ 040840 -
~ 039538

-.023999 -.022390 -.020781-. 019316 —
~ 026000 -

~ 032685
-.055604 —

~ 060771 -
~ 065937

-.019316 —
~ 014496 -.009677

.041264 .030015 .018767
-.037459 -

~ 037678 -.037898
-.059409 -

~ 064151 -
~ 068894

-.095112 -.098093 -.101074-
~ 050336 ~ 051281 ~ 052227

-.047702 -.047736 -.047771
-.019609 -.012050 -.004490

.043898 .052413 .060929

. 073750 ~ 077957 ~ 082165

. 135500 . 139878 . 144255

. 122623 ~ 117139 . 111654

. 079311 . 072499 . 065687

. 099209 . 103486 . 107764
~ 155106 . 161460 . 167814
.214223 .208059 .201895
~ 175300 . 159605 ~ 143909
~ 117062 . 102359 . 087657-
~ 150716 —.180405 -. 210094

—
~ 176471 -. 165928 -. 155384

-. 073165 —.056289 -. 039413
~ 039215 . 053492 . 067768
~ 146033 . 161046 ~ 176060

SEC, MAX.
-.024522
-.025095
-.032029
—.038122
-.026096
-.033865
-.055666
-.042348
-.024600- ~ 014273
-.049250
-.027392

.037610
-.035612
-.054579
-.089520-

~ 058018
-.050880
-.028600

.033596
~ 072468
~ 127019
.129120
. 087581
.092142
. 147235
.211367
. 181681
.115881-
~ 109748

—.193398
—.093533

.023305

.130727

EL CENTRO .05 SEC,-
~ 010768

-.026996
-.028373- ~ 040171
—.029754-

~ 027135-
~ 053032

—.044982
-.028403
—~ 010761- ~ 040617

~ 046414
. 021368

-.024053-
~ 045946

-.080009
-.077626
-.055856-

~ 042793
~ 015306
~ 070126
.108434
. 139801
.100457
.076925
.129970
. 197759
.189437
~ 115881

—
~ 025171

—.220322
'27772

—.004936
~ 102778

-
~ 002048

-.032556-
~ 028018

-.041366-
~ 034218

-.024575
-.049166
-.050897
-.035572
-.016537-

~ 035511-
~ 061649

-.000449
.002213-
~ 040020-
~ 072492-
~ 095313

-.054940
-.047883

~ 001413
~ 064998
.090248
~ 144120
.108359
.067230
~ 114169
.177411
~ 196354
. 130485
.053047

—.220206
4s514

.02S340
~ 078952

-
~ 017438-
~ 024434
.028941

-+038785-. 027316
-.029393
-.054558-

~ 042553
.025200

—.009230
-.042896
-.035468

.033956
-.033765
-.049749
-.083928-

~ 065700-
~ 054058

-.037591
~ 023294
~ 071186
~ 118537
~ 135617
. 095851
~ 085076
~ 139365
~ 208512
.188062
.114700

-.068780
-.210324-. 113901

.007395
~ 115421

MOTZON FOR EXAMPLE 2 (BC-TOP-4)

1
2
3

4

5
6

8

1 0
~ ~

C
1

't

J6

18
19
20
2)
22

2 l
25
26

4



(E2C20D----)

~ 191922
. 340817
o 441052
+290174
~ 273187
~ 259128
.343064

-.304872
-.584030
-.549428-. 510926
-.524620-

~ 412584
-.249886-

~ 032601
~ 201300
~ 439188
.676520
.873268

1.000868
~ 745152

-.706881
-.549787
-.248980

.008634

.228953
~ 455013

-.590321
-.458492- ~ 177634
-.067162-

~ 501124
-.447773-

~ 304465-; 164189
-.024973

. 007741
—

~ 206113-
~ 217753-. 110563
~ 041219
~ 195731

-.108212
.002802
.156188
.316933
.'73394
. 207194
. 371795
.599411

-.428347-
~ 175865
.183104

-.457506
-.342604
-.174808
-

~ 0241'
-

~ 129726-
~ 057764
.060510

.207784

.356747

.424055

.273632

.270998

.263681

.353820
-.431665-. 582091
-.531462
-.512731
-.528243
-.394206
-.228856
-.004975

.229734

.467663

.705884

.888499
1.000000

i 680129
-.694470
-+545800

.220369
~ 033069
.261925
~ 514194

-.769973
-.506000
-.169447-

~ 196080
-.480245
—.433421
-.292948
-.153058-

~ 012877-
~ 027804-
~ 245246

-.209540
-.097746

~ 054141
~ 196958-
~ 108867
. 003219
. 165350
.330699
.064092
~ 199882
~ 385718
~ 597014

-.382792
-.159789

.197543
-.435469
-.340065
-.163594
-

~ 036873-
~ 094819-
~ 031898
.087502

.228037

.379334

.399706
~ 263912
~ 261889
.266558
.320480

-.503676
-.589005
-.520401-. 512507
-.521863
—.377471
-.206663

.019893

.254513

.490645

.726492

.892472

.952465
~ 462852

-.606618
o 485417-. 172197
.068656
.293336
~ 515923

-o729488
.488600

-.126593
-.340546
-.486717-. 419560
-.280230-

~ 139895
.003030

-.061916-
~ 272745

-.209571
-.089256

.061152

.148814
-.084319

. 019926

. 182134

.354292

.011575
~ 164243
.352561
.403328

-.315456
-.128337

.096653
-.384760-

~ 312082-
~ 145235

-.084592
-.086324-

~ 016468
.106438

.248290

.401922

.375357

.254191

.252779

.269436
~ 287140
575688

-i595919
-.509339
-.512283
—.515484
—

~ 360737
-.184470

.044760

.279292

.513626
~ 747100
.896446
.904929
.245574
.518766

-.425033-. 124024
.104243
.324747
~ 517652

—.689004
-.471200

083738
-.485013- ~ 493190
-.405700
-.267513
-.126732

.018938
-.096028
-.300245
-.209602
-.080767

.068163

.100670
-.059771

.036633

. 198919

.377885
-.040943

.128603
~ 319403
.209642-
~ 248119

-.096884
-.004238
—.334051
-.284099
-.126875-

~ 132312
-.077830
-. 001038

.125373

~ 269741
.424695
.356686
~ 257619
.249159
.280021
. 191565

—.590156
-.595588
-.507084
-.512653
-.496256
-.339426
—.155010

.075058

. 309971

. 543615

.772877

. 916470

.865254-. 052513
~ 499361

-.372745
-.087327

~ 130113
.335918
.343111

-.570870-
~ 383684

-.007189
-.532235
—.493156
—.382980
—.243648
—.103022

~ 036978
—.111374
—.289280
-.192451
-.056186

.095539
~ 036142

-.035739
.068653
.228666
.388386
.014793
.165120
.357683- ~ 031410-
~ 225318

-.037906
-.158249
-.323742
-.253551
-.094898
-.164781
-.088227

~ 001969
.134093

291192
.447469
.338016
.261047
.245538
.290606
.095990

-.604624
-.595258
-.504829-

~ 513024
-.477028- ~ 318115
-.125549

.105355

.340650

.573604

.798655
~ 936494
.825578- ~ 350601

—.479955-
~ 320456

-.050629
.155984
.347089
~ 168569

-.452737-
~ 296167
.069360

-.579457
—.493122
-.360259
-.219783-

~ 0793 11
~ 055019-. 126720

-.278314
-.175300-

~ 031605
~ 122915

-.028386-
~ 011707
~ 100673
. 258413
.398888
.070530
~ 201638
.395962-
~ 272461-
~ 202516
.021072

-.312261-
~ 313432

-.223003
-.062921
—.197251
-.098624

.004975

.142814

.308039

.452759

.322366
~ 268211
.250057
.311457

-.041045
-,595297- ~ 581326
-.506975-. 517011
-.453995
-.294516
-.092889

~ 139111
.375681
.610380
.828346
~ 969115
~ 817877
.534947- o 516864
.299023

-.033215
~ 175982
~ 371460- ~ 121050- ~ 431860

-.240995
.065558

-+550729
-.477623
—.338121- ~ 197551
-.058190

~ 049152-
~ 146850

-.252140-
~ 149341

-.001654
. 158709

-.067972
-.004661

.123850

.280790
~ 340792
. 142518
.279755
.498884-
~ 373181-. 197228
. 094868

-.395901
-.329288
-.204513
-,037135
-.180942
-. 091127

,019246
.154462

+324886
.458049
.306716
.275375
.254576
o332308

-.178080
-.585969
-.567394-. 509121
—.520998

.430962
-.270916
-.060228

~ 172867
~ 410713
~ 647156
.858038

1.001735
.810175
.719292

-.553773
-.277590
-.015800

~ 195980
.395831-
~ 410669

-.410983
-o 185822

.061755
-.522002
-.462124

. 315982-. 175319
-.037068

.043286
-.166980
-.225967
-.123381

.028297

.194504
-.107558

.002385

.147027

. 303168

.282696

.214506

.357872

.601807
-.473902-. 191940

.168665
-.479542
-.345144
—.186022
-.011350
-.164633
-.083631

.033517

.166111

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

54
5

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
I
/ w

7=
I Ct

I I
78
70
80

82
83
84
85
86
S7
SS

~ I

0



4 (E2C20D----)

~ 172022 ~ 177934 ~ 157878 ~ 137821 ~ 101396 ~ 064970 ~ 040179 ~ 015388
~ 003012 -

~ 009365 -
~ 026913 ~ 044461 ~ 0580S1 -. 071701 —.057123 -. 042545

-.010005 .022536 .039751 .056967 .059358 .061750 .079250 .096749
~ 131489 ~ 166228 ~ 191308 216388 229061 ~ 241734 ~ 264780 ~ 287826
~ 320384 . 352942 ~ 374576 . 396211 . 414377 ~ 432543 ~ 463358 . 494173
. 501257 . 508341 ~ 436948 ~ 365554 .244381 ~ 123208 ~ 051464 -. 020281

- ~ 005897 ~ 008487 ~ 042569 ~ 076651 ~ 076225 ~ 075799 ~ 068406 ~ 061013
.073379 .085746 .080849 .075952 .029928 -.016097 -.051328 -.086559-
~ 064790 -.043020 .003511 ~ 035998 .038923 ~ 041849 ~ 030256 .018663
~ 039475 ~ 060287 ~ 095721 ~ 131154 ~ 138594 ~ 146033 ~ 142174 ~ 138315
. 163539 . 188763 . 225863 . 262964 . 271517 . 280070 . 277557 . 275045
~ 302579 . 330114 . 369245 ~ 408376 ~ 415925 423473 ~ 419215 .414956
.445846 .476736 .521038 .565340 .567277 .569213 .545634 .522054
~ 532610 .543166 ~ 573768 ~ 604370 ~ 592499 .580628 ~ 542960 .505291
. 511498 . 517706 . 534691 . 551677 . 458749 . 365820 . 160235 -. 045350-
~ 199292 -

~ 353235 -
~ 343810 -

~ 334386 - ~ 246502 - ~ 158618 -
~ 122457 -

~ 086296-
~ 099337 -

~ 112379 -.108390 ~ 104401 -.097707 -
~ 091014 -

~ 135329 -.179645
-

~ 253416 -
~ 327187 - 373909 ~ 420632 ~ 453365 -

~ 486098 -I546715 -
~ 607332-

~ 664216 -.721100 -
~ 711965 ~ 702830 -.647729 - 592627 -.563477 —.534327

-
~ 535673 -

~ 537020 .514167 -
~ 491314 -

~ 438370 - ~ 385426 —.348698 -.311969
-

~ 296459 -
~ 280948 ~ 245S04 -

~ 210661 -@152887 - ~ 095112 -
~ 052044 -

~ 008976
.018046 .045068 .088024 .130981 .184894 .238807 275766 .312725.
.349368 .386011 .443485 .500958 .516502 .532047 .426319 .320591
. 15180S -

~ 016975 ~ 092387 -
~ 167799 -. 108629 - ~ 049458 ~ 021732 . 092922

. 088165 . 083408 . 065187 ~ 046965 ~ 088892 ~ 130818 . 191010 ~ 251202

. 269441 . 287680 . 299110 . 310540 ~ 363640 ~ 416741 .470564 ~ 524388

.533338 .542288 .559012 .575737 .647248 .718759 748532 .778305
~ 635714 ~ 493122 ~ 229592 -.033939 -

~ 218902 ~ 403864 -
~ 413629 ~ 423394

-.357878 ~ 292362 -.275639 -.258915 -.288808 -
~ 318700 -.326449.- ~ 334197

-.299817 -.265437 -.221081 -. 176725 -.156991 -.137256 -. 167287 .197318
-.281569 -.365820 -.458576 -.551332 -.584563 -.617794 -.583696 .549597
-.511411 ~ 473224 ~ 474018 -

~ 474813 - ~ 484992 -.495171 -.475133 ~ 455095
-.418651 -.382206 .362012 -.341818 -.333479 -.325139 -.305345 -.285551-. 255886 -

~ 226'222 ~ 203059 -
~ 179896 - ~ 164575 -. 149253 -

~ 140385 -. 131516-
~ 145360 -

~ 159204 -
~ 204965 -

~ 250726 -
~ 300956 -

~ 351186 -
~ 368245 .3853Q5

-.369562 -.353820 .339546 -.325272 -.332083 -.338894 -.349248 -.359603
-.347346 -.335089 -.301414 -.267739 —.238786 -.209833 -.199273 -. 188713-

~ 174251 -
~ 159789 ~ 116016 -

~ 072244 - ~ 026756 ~ 018731 -
~ 002773 -

~ 024277
-.129786 ".235295 -.342009 -
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PREFACE

The computer program SASSI was developed at the University of California,
Berkeley, by a research team under the technical direction of Prof. John

Lysmer. The CDC and IBM versions of the program were obtained from the

University of California, Berkeley, under a license agreement with the

University. During the course of installation, testing, and validation of the

Bechtel version of the code on the CDC GRAY System, some modifications and

enhancements were made to the code to improve the code performance. These

include correcting the motion phases in Rayleigh wave calculation, replacing
the plate element and providing the option for local end release conc tion in
beam element. The original User's Manual issued by the University was revised

to reflect the changes made to the code. A new chapter on application guide

was also added to the User's Manual. The IBM version provided to PG8E

contains the same modifications and enhancements made to the Bechtel GRAY

version to date. The validation and theoretical manuals of the program were

also prepared to complete the documentations of the program. The

modifications and enhancements and preparation of the validation and

theoretical manuals have been performed by the Civi1/Structural Staff Group of
Bechtel Power Corporation, San Francisco Office.

This manual has been prepared by Bechtel Power Corporation and has been

reviewed following the Bechtel Standard Engineering Department Procedure for
Nuclear Projects.

This report was prepared under a contract agreement between PG8E and Bechtel

and is intended for the exclusive use by PG8E only. Appendix A of this report
contains technical information proprietary to Bechtel Power Corporation.
Except for copies that may be required for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) in satisfying a regulatory requirement, no copy should be distributed
outside of PG&E without prior written consent from Bechtel.
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DISCLAIMER

Every reasonable effort was made to provide a comprehensive and flexible
computer program. However, the computer program itself and associated

documentation are supplied without representation of warranty, expressed or

implied, as to its content, accuracy, or freedom from defects or errors.
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The computer program SASSI (System for Analysis of Soil-Structure
Interaction) is a modular program for linear two- and three-dimensional

(2- and 3-D) soil-structure-interaction (SSI) analysis using standard

finite element method and the flexible volume substructuring method. The

foundation medium that can be modelled using SASSI is the horizontally
layered viscoelastic soil system overlaying a uniform viscoelastic
halfspace. The structure and its foundation can be represented by 3-0

beam, spring, solid brick, plate, and 2-D plane strain elements. The

materials of the soil and structure system are represented by their
complex moduli to include the material damping using complex response

method.

The program can analyze SSI responses due to applied dynamic loads on the

structure or seismic ground motion input consisting of an arbitrary 3-D

superposition of inclined plane body waves (P- and S-waves) and surface

waves (Rayleigh and Love waves).

The program is for a linear SSI analysis. The equivalent linear method of
SSI analysis can be performed using SASSI through multiple iteration runs.

The SSI system that can be analyzed using SASSI may consist of single or
multiple structures with or without embedment and with rigid or flexible
foundations interacting with the foundation medium.

The program is coded in FORTRAN IV 'and uses dynamic storage allocation so

that the size of SSI problem that can be accommodated by SASSI is limited
only by the computer storage available.

The program has undergone extensive validation testing and benchmarking

against puolished solutions of .SSI problems. A total of 20 validation
test problems consisting of 56 test cases have been performed. The

objective of this report is to present the results of SASSI program

validation tests. Detailed descriptions are given to the SASSI analysis
capabilities t sted, the validation methods, the validation test problems

used, and summaries of the validation results.
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Section 2 of this report presents SASSI program description, including a

brief description of. theory and program layout and operations. Section 3

presents the validation methods and the scope of the validation. Section
4 describes the validation test problems analyzed and summaries of the
resul ts obtained. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions. Detailed
descriptions of each of the 20 validation test problems analyzed and the
results obtained for each are presented in Appendix A.
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2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTIOH

2.1 ~Theor

In this section, a brief summary of SASSI theoretical background is
presented. The detailed descriptions on the theory may be obtained

from Refs. 1 and 33.

The flexible volume substructuring method used in SASSI considers

the structure(s) and the foundation(s) to be partitioned as shown in

Fig. 2.1-1. In this partitioning, the structure (Fig. 2.1-1C)

consists of the superstructure plus the basement minus the excavated

soil. The foundation (Fig. 2.l-lb), consists of the original site
i.e., the site without soil excavation for the structure basement.

Interaction between the structure and the foundation occurs at all
basement nodes. For seismic analysis, the equation of motion for
substructure C in Fig. 2.1-1 can be written in the frequency domain

as fbllows:

Css Csi .Us 0

(2.1-1)

Cis Cii-CffXff [Xffj Uf

where the sub-matrices C are defined by the following relation:

[Cj = [Vj - ~2 [Mj (2.1-2)

[Kj is the complex stiffness and [Hj is the mass-matrix. The

subscripts used in Eq. (2.1-1) are defined in Fig. 2.1-1. The matrix

[Xffj is the impedance computed for all the interacting nodes, Uf is
the free-field motion at the interacting nodes and Us and Uf are the

complex total displacements of the superstructure and foundation

'odes.

In modeling the embedded foundations it should be noted that while

the nodes used for the excavated soil elements are all interacting

2-1



nodes, the nodes used for the basement of the structure may be

selected entirely from the.set of interacting nodes or use a

different set of nodes (non-i nteracting nodes) with the nodes on the

boundary of the basement being selected from the set of interacting
nodes.

The complex response method is used to compute the complex stiffness
of the elements allowing for variation of material damping in each

element. If the source of excitation is not seismic excitation, but

is the applied dynamic loading, the equation of motion becomes

Css Csi Us Ps (2.1-3)

Cis Cii Cff Xff Uf Pf

where Ps and Pf are the complex harmonic amplitude of the load

acti ng on the superstructure and/or foundation nodes. Based on the

above equations'of motions, the solution to the harmonic

soil-structure interaction problem can be achieved in the following
five steps:

1. Solve the site response problem. This step involves

determining the free-field displacement amplitudes Uf within
the excavated volume. This step does not have to be performed

for the case of applied dynamic loading.

2. Solve the impedance problem. This step involves determining

the matrix [Xf] which can be obtained efficiently from a series
of plane strain or axisymmetric solution of substructure (b) in
Fig. 2.1-.1 (see Ref. 33).

3. Form the load vector. In the seismic case, excitation load

vector in Eq. (2.1-1) can be computed from the product of the

solutions. in Steps 1 and 2. In the aoplied external load case,

this step consists of setting the vector P in Eq. (2. 1-3).

,
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4. From the complex dynamic stiffness matrix. This step which is
identical to the seismic and external load cases, involves
forming the coefficient matrices in the left-hand sides of Eqs.
(2.1-1) and (2.1-3).

5. Solve the structural problem. This step involves solving the
linear equations, Eqs. (2.1-1) or (2.1-3), for each frequency.

For seismic excitations and transient loadi ngs, the above steps
are performed at several selected frequencies. An effective
interpolation scheme (see Ref. 33) is used to compute the
responses at all frequencies required by the Fourier transform
techni ques.

2.2 Pro ram Layout and 0 erations

The SASSI program is written in FORTRAN IV language. The basic
version of the program consists of 9 sub-programs (modules). The

program layout and the interaction between the modules are shown in
Fig. 2.2-1. The individual modules and their functions are

described as follows:

a. SITE

This module solves the site response problem. The control point
and wave composition of the control motion are defined. The

information needed to form vector Uf used in Eq. (2.1-1) is
computed at this stage and saved on Tape l. It also stores
information required for the transmitting boundary on Tape 2.

b. POINT2 5 POINT3

These two modules, POINT2 and POINT3, are used to solve the
point load solution for two- and= three-dimensional analysis,
respectively. The results are saved on Tape 3 to be used to
construct the flexibilitymatrix for interacting nodes.
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c. HOUSE

'his

module computes the mass and complex stiffness matrices of
all finite elements used in the SSI model and stores the results
on Tape 4.

d. MOTOR

This module forms the load vector in Eq. (2.1-3). The loads may

correspond to impact forces, rotating machinery or simple

harmonic forces to be used to determine the impedance

functions. It also allows the specification of loads to act
out of phase. The results are saved on Tape 9.

e. MATRIX

In this module, Tapes 3 and 4 are used as input to form the

impedance matrix Xff in Eq. (2.1-1). The matrix Xff is saved on

Tape 5. The modified complex stiffness matrices in Eqs. (2.1-1)
or (2.1-3) are also formed, triangularized and stored on Tape 6.

,

LOADS

Using the data from Tapes 1 and 9, this module computes the load

vectors in Eqs. (2.1-1) or (2.1-3) and stores them on Tape 7.

g. SOLVE.

This module reads the reduced dynamic stiffness matrices from

Tape 6, then per'forms the back-substitution using the vectors on

Tape 7. The transfer function results are saved on Tape 8.
7

The modules MATRIX, LOAD, and SOLVE are combined into a

controlling module called ANALYS.
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h. MOTION

This module is a response output post-processor. It reads the

transfer functions from Tape 8 and computes the final response

at a specific node selected by the user. The response in terms

of the transfer functions, the time hi story of the response and

response spectrum and maximum response may be requested.

i. STRESS

This module reads Tapes 8 and 4 and computes requested stress,
strain and force time histories on structural members.

j. COMBIN

If after interpolation it is found that solutions for additional
frequencies are needed, this module combines the corresponding
Tapes 8 created by SOLVE and produces a new Tape 8.

2.3 Restart Ca abilities

SASSI provides several restart capabilities to perform the analysis
efficiently if changes occur in the input parameters. The

followings are the major restart capabilities of SASSI.

a. Change in Seismic Input

If tne control motion and/or the wave composition are changed,

only the modules SITE and ANALYS have to be re-executed, without
having to re-perform the impedance calculation.

b. Change in the Structure Model

the structure model is changed by changing the material

properties or by adding or subtracting elements, only HOUSE and

part of ANALYS need to be re-executed.
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c. Change in Loading Input

If the external load applied to the structure changes only
program. MOTOR and part of ANALYS need to be re-executed.

d. Add Additional Frequencies for Solution

If additional frequencies need to be added to the solution, the
problem is analyzed for the added frequencies and the results
are combined using the module COMBIH.
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EXPLANATION

s = Superstructure Node
i = Basement Node
I = Excavated Soil Volume Node

Q = Excavated Soil Volume

~ .j+V.t

Structure Minus
Excavated Soil

(a)
Total System

(b)
Foundation

(c)
Structure

Fi gure 2. 1-1. Substructuring in the Flexible Volume Method
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3 VALIDATIONMETHODS AND SCOPE

3.1 Validation Methods

The methods used to validate the capabilities of SASSI are in
accordance with the methods used in the nuclear industry.

Typically, for any validation test problem selected, the problem is
modelled and analyzed using SASSI. The SASSI solution is then

compared with the benchmark solution (basis of comparison) to assess

the validity and accuracy of SASSI results. The basis of comparison

is provided by one or more of the following methods:

a. Hand calculations are used for simple problems to provide the

solution for cross-checking the results. The calculations when

used are fully described.

b. Bechtel standard computer programs or comparable validated
public domain programs are used to provide the solution for

, comparison. If Bechtel in-house program is used, the 'reference

in made accordingly and the results 'are transferred from the

in-house validation report. If an already validated public
domain program is used, the analysis model is described and the

results are transferred from the applicable validation report.

c. The analytical solutions obtained from the technical literature
are used as the basis of 'comparison. This validation method is
most extensively used for SASSI validations. An extensive

effort is made to locate and select reference solutions from the

literature for SASSI validations.

3. 2 Ca abi 1 ities Val i dated

SASSI as a general soil-structure interaction code, can handle a

wide variety of SSI problems in two- and three-dimensions. It is
applicable to the seismic excitation or forced vibration SSI

analysis of above and under ground structures.
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The capabilities of SASSI that have been validated in this report
are described as fol 1 ows:

A. Finite Element Calcul ations

Calculation of the dynamic properties such as mass, stiffness,
and damping matrices of finite elements commonly used from the
finite element library of SASSI are validated. Several simple
models are constructed and the resultant displacement response
(amplitude, phase angle, natural frequency) are computed and

validated. In addition, the same problems are used to validate
the element stress, strain, force and/or moment calculations.
The problem numbers and reference solutions correpondi ng to this
catagory of validation test problems are shown in Table 3.2-1.

B. Impedance Analysis

The problems included in the impedance analysis cover a variety
of soil model configurations (halfspace or layered system) with
foundation rigidity ranging from totally rigid to partly rigid
and to totally flexible properties, Two-dimensional and

three-dimensional impedance analyses have both been considered.
The validation test problems corresponding to this catagory are .

shown in Table 3.2-2.

C. Scattering Analysis

The validation test problems of scattering analysis are shown in
Table 3.2-3. These problems cover a variety of surface and

embedded foundations subjected to vertical and inclined body
waves and surface waves.
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D. SSI Analysi s

Finally, to validate the accuracy of SASSI SSI analysis
capability, a set of test problems are designed to compute the
SSI response of single and multiple structures. These set of
problems are identified in Table 3.2-4.
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Table 3.2-1 Validated Capabilities of SASSI

(Finite Element Calculation)

Ca abilit Validated

Validation Solution
Test Problem Reference
Number Number

1. Force vibration di spl acement-response

analysis (spring, beam, brick, plate
elements)

3 32

2. Force vibration force-response

a na lysi s ( spri ng, beam, brick, pl ate

elements)

10 2. 3
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Table 3.2-1 Validated Capabilities of SASSI

( Impedance Analysis)

Tested Ca abilit
Validation

Test Problem
Number

Solution
Reference

Number

1. Rigid Surface Foundation

on Uniform Halfspace

1.1 Circular Foundation

1.2 Strip Foundation

1.3 Ring Foundation

2, 19

17

18

20, 21, 29, 30, 34,

7

2. Rigid Surface Foundation

on Layered System

2.1 Circular Foundation

2. 2 Strip Foundation

5

17

6

7

3. Flexible Surface Foundation

on Uniform Hal fspace

3.1 Ri gi d-Fl exibl e Foundation

3.2 Totally Flexible Foundation

7

12

8

10

4. Rigid ilultiple Surface

Foundations
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Table 3.2-3 Validated Capabilities of SASSI

(Scattering Analysis)

Tested Ca abilit
Validation

Test Problem
Number

Solution
Reference

Number

l. Vertically propagating
Body Waves

1.1 Free-Field
1.2 Embedded Foundations

1.2.1 Halfspace System

1.2.2 Layered System

6

15

14

15

2. Inclined Body Waves

2.1 Surface Foundati on

2.2 Embedded Foundation
2.2.1 Rigid Cylinder
2.2 ' Rigid Cube

6

13

12

14

16

3. Surface Waves

3.1 Free-Field
3.2 Surface Foundation
3.3 Embedded Foundation

20

16

13

17
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Table 3:2-4 Validated Capabilities of SASSI

(SSI Analysis)

Tested Ca abilit

Validation
Test Problem

Number

Solution
Reference

Number

1. Seismic Response

1.1 Surface Foundation

1.2 Embedded Foundation

1.3 Multiple Surface Foundation
1.3-1 3-0 Analysis
1.3-2 2-D Analysis

2

9

14

14

20-24, 31

24-25

26

26

2. Forced Fxcitation Response 18
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4. SUMMARY OF VALIDATIONTEST PROBLEMS AND RESULTS

In this section a brief summary of validation test problems and their
results as compared to benchmark solutions are presented. The detailed

descriptions on the validation test problems and compari son of results are

presented in Appendix A.

4.1 Validation Test Problem No. 1

Descri tion

The free-field analyses of an halfspace subjected to vertically
propagating SV- and P-Wave are considered. The halfspace model

shown in Fig. 4.1-1 is used. The results at surface and at various

points at depth are compared with the closed form solution obtained

from the general solution in Ref. 4.

Results

The results of analysis at 3 frequencies (1, 5 and 15 Hz) are

compared with the corresponding closed form solutions in Table

4.1-1. The good agreement between the SASSI results and the closed

form solutions validates the free-field analysis capability of SASSI

for vertical SV- and P-waves.

4.2 Validation Test Problem No. 2

Descri tion

0

SSI response of a containment building subjected to vertically
propagating SV is computed. The containment model obtained from

Ref. 20 is shown in Fig. 4.2-1. The acceleration response spectrum

of input motion is shoiyn in Fig. 4.2-2. In performing the analysis,

first the impedance functions of foundation are computed and the

results are compared with the solution provided in Refs. 20 and 21.
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Results

The horizontal and rocki ng stiffness and damping coefficients are

compared with the reference solution in Figs. 4.2-3 thru 4.2-6. As

shown the results are in good agreement. The SSI response, in terms

of 2X acceleration response spectrum at the top of the internal
structure are compared in Fig. 4.2-7. The reference solution has

been obtained usi ng the Bechtel in-house .computer program FASS (Ref,

23) using the frequency dependent impedance functions from SASSI.

As shown both results are in good agreement. The good agreement

between the results of this problem and the reference solution
validates the impedance and SSI calculation capabilities of SASSI

for structures on surface foundations.

4.3 Validation Test Problem No. 3

Descri tion

Displacement response of rigid disk on the surface of an elastic
halfspace subjected to vertical trapezoidal pulse is computed. The

model and the pulse load time history are shown in Figure 4.3-1.

The results are compared with the solution provided by Lysmer in
Ref. 18.

0,

Results

The result of analysis in terms of vertical displacement time

history of the response is compared with the reference solution in
Figure 4.3-2. The good agreement between the results and the

reference solution validates the SSI calculation capability of SASSI

for structures subjected to external dynamic loading.

s

.!

4.4 Validation Test Problem No. 4

Descri tion 0
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The scattering response of a rigid massless square foundation on the

surface of an elastic halfspace subjected to inclined SH-, SV-, and

P-Waves and Rayleigh wave is computed. The model is shown in Fig.
4.4-1. The results are compared with the solution provided by Mong

and Luco in Refs. 12 and 13.

Results

The results of the analysis for the case of SH-Wave are compared

with the reference solution in terms of the scattering matrix
coefficients in Fig. 4.4-2. The normalized horizontal and vertical
foundation displacements for SV- and P-Wave cases are compared with
reference solution in Fig. 4.4-3 and 4.4-4. The response for the

case of Rayleigh wave is compared in Fig. 4.4-5. As shown, the

results'f a'll cases are in good agreeement with the reference

solutions. The good agreement shown validates the scattering
calculation capability of SASSI for surface foundations subjected to
inclined SH-, SY- and P-waves and surface Rayleigh wave.

4.5 Vali'dation Test Problem No. 5

Descri tion

The impedance functions of a circular foundation on a layered system

(Fig. 4.5-1) in horizontal, vertical, and rocking modes of vibration
are computed. The results are compared with the solution provided

by Luco (Ref. 6).

Results

The stiffness and damping coefficients corresponding to vertical,
horizontal, and rocking modes of vibration are compared with the
reference solution in Figs. 4.5-2, 4.5-3, and 4.5-4, respectively.
The comparison shows good agreement within the frequency limit of
the mesh size. Beyond this frequency limit, the agreement is not as

good as expected. This shows the importance of the model mesh size



frequen'cy limit. The good agreement between the two solutions

validates the impedance calculation capability of SASSI for surface

foundations on layered systems.

4.6 Validation Test Problem No. 6

~ ~

l

Descri tion

The scattering response of a rigid massless cylinder fully embedded

in elastic halfspace and subjected to: 1) Vertically propagati ng

SV-wave; 2) horizontally propagating SH-wave is computed. The

foundation model is shown in Figure 4.6-1. The results are compared

with the solution reported by Day (Ref. 14).

Results

Normalized rocking and horizontal translation of the foundation

subjected to vertically propagating SV-Wave are compared with the

reference solution in Fig. 4.6-2. Normalized horizontal translation
and torsional response of foundation subjected to horizontally
propagating SH-Wave are compared with the reference solution in Fig.
4.6-3. As shown, the results are in good agreement with the

reference solution. The good agreement shown validates the

scattering analysis capability of SASSI for embedded foundations

subjected to SV- and SH-waves.

4. 7 Val idati on Test Problem No. 7

Descri tion

The stiffness and damping coefficients of a rigid-flexible surface

foundation shown in Fig. 4.7-1 in vertical and rocking modes of
vibration are computed. The results are compared with the solution
reported by Iguchi et al, (Ref. 8).

4 4
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Results

The impedance coefficients in vertical and rocking modes of
vibration are compared with the reference solutions in Fig. 4.7-2

and 4.7-3, respectively. As shown, both results are in good

agreement. The good agreement shown validates the impedance

calculation capability of SASSI for flexible foundations.

4.8 Validation Test Problem No. 8

Descri tion

The impedance functions of 2 rigid square foundations resting
side-by-side on the surface of a viscoelastic halfspace are

computed. The model is shown in Fig. 4.8-1. The results of

analysis are compared with the solution provided Wong et al in Ref;

11.

Re slut s

The impedance functions in terms of the degrees of freedom defined

in Fig. 4.8-1 are compared in Figs. 4.8-2 through 4.8-5. The

results are computed in terms of impedance .functions of one the

foundations (foundation 1) and the coupling impedance functions

between the 2 foundations. In general, SASSI results and the

reference solution are in good agreement especially for larger
on-diagonal components of impedance functions. The discrepancies

occur for relatively small off-diagonal components of the impedance

functions. These differences, however, have insignificant effect in
the final SSI response due to their small numerical values. The

good agreement between the two results in general, validates the

impedance calculation capability of SASSI for multiple surface

foundations.

4.9 Validation Test Problem No. 9
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Description

The SSI responses of an embedded containment building subjected to:
1) Rayleigh; 2) vertically propagating SY- and P-waves are
computed. The containment model and site soil profile are shown in
Figs. 4.9-1 and 4.9-2, respectively. The acceleroation time history
of input motion and its corresponding PX response spectrum are shown

in Figs. 4.9-3 and 4.9-4, respectively. The model properties and

the input motions are. similar to those used in Ref. 24.

," j
~

3
l

Results

The results of SASSI analysis are compared with the results obtained
from CLASSIF (Ref. 25) analysis. In CLASSIF analysis, the
foundation is assumed to rest on the surface of the soil layer
system since CLASSIF program capability is limited to analysis of
structures with surface foundation configuration. The results of
analysis for the case of Rayleigh 'wave analysis in terms of
horizontal acceleration response spectrum at the top of the
foundati'on, top of the containment and top of internal structure are

compared in Figs. 4.9-5, 4'.9-6 and 4.9-7, respectively. The

corresponding vertical response are compared in Figs. 4.9-8 through
4.9-10. Similarly, the results for the use of SV+P w'ave analysis
are compared in Figs. 4.9-11 through 4.9-16. As shown, the SASSI

and CLASSIF results are in-good agreement. Small discrepancy in the
results is due to the fact that in CLASSI analysis, foundation
embedded cannot be considered and surface foundation configuration
is assumed. The consistency shown contributes confidence to both

re sul ts.

4.10 Validation Test Problem No. 10

Descripti.on

A series of simple problems using the spring, beam, brick and plate
elements are analyzed. The models are shown in Fig. 4.10-1 through
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4.10-5. The results in terms of the amplitude of the force are

obtained and compared with the solutions in Refs. 2 and 32.

Results

The results of analysis for spring, beam, and brick elements are

compared with the closed form solutions, in Table 4.10-1. The

results for the plate element are compared in Fig. 4.10-6. As shown

the results are in good agreement. The good agreement shown

validates the accuracy of the stress, force and moment calculations

in the elements considered from the finite element library of SASSI.

4.11 Validation Test Problem No. 11

Descri tion

A series of simple problems similar to those used in validation test
problem No. 10 are analyzed to compute the amplitude and phase angle

of the response at various frequencies. The results are compared

with the closed form solution in Refs. 2 and 3.

Results

The comparison of the results for one typical test case is shown in

Fig. 4.11-1. The comparison of the results for other test cases is
described in Appendix A, Section A.ll. The comparison of the

results for all cases shows good agreement between the SASSI

solutions and the closed from solutions.

4.12 Validation Test Problem No. 12

Descri tion

The displacement response of flexible plate resting on the surface

of an elastic halfspace subjected to: 1) Uniformly distributed
vertical harmonic load; 2) vertical point load at the center are
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computed. The model is shown in Fig. 4.12-1. The results are

compared with the solution provided by Mhittaker, et al (Ref. 10).

Results

The response of the foundation at different locations of the mat for
uniform and point loading are compared with the reference solution
in Figs. 4.12-2 and 4.12-3, respectively. As shown, both results
are in good agreement. The good agreement shown validates the

impedance calculation capability of SASSI for flexible foundations.

4.13 Validation Test Problem Ho. 13

Descri tion

The scattering response of an embedded massless rigid cube subjected

to inclined SH-ilave with angles of incidence of 90 degree and 45

degree from vertical are computed. The model is shown in Fig.
4.13-1. The results are compared with,the solution provided by

Dominguez, et al (Ref. 16).

Results

The results of analysis in terms of the normalized translation,
rocking, and torsion of the foundation are compared with the

reference solution in Figs. 4.13-2, 4.13-3 and 4.13-4,

respectively. As shown, both results are in good agreement. The

good agreement shown validates the scattering analysis capability of
SASSI for embedded foundations subjected to SH-waves.

4.14 Validation Test Problem No. 14

Descri tion

The SSI response of 2.,structures resting side-by-side on the surface

of a. layered soil system is computed. The analysis is performed
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using the two- and three-dimensional capability of SASSI. The SSI

models are shown in Figs. 4.1'4-1 and 4.14-2. The results of
analysis are compared with the FLUSH (Ref. 26) results. The model

used in FLUSH analysis is shown in Fig. 4.14-3. The input motion

consits of vertically propagating SV-Wave with control point defined

at the grade level. The response spectrum of input motion is shown

in Fig. 4.14-4.

Results

The results of analysis from the SASSI 2-D, 3-D, and FLUSH analysis

are compared in Fig. 4.14-5. FLUSH and SASSI 3-D analysis are in
good agreement. The SASSI 2-D analysis results compare reasonably

well with the FLUSH results. As expected, the SASSI 2-D responses

are larger because the 2-D analysis is a plane strain analysis and

does not simulate the 3-0 effect as does the FLUSH analysis.

4.15 . Validation Test Problem No. 15

Description

The scattering response of a rigid massless cylinder fully embedded

in a layered system and subjected to vertically propagating SV-wave

is computed. The model is shown in Fig. 4.15-1. The results of
analysis are compared with the solution provided by Kausel, et al

(Ref. 15).

Results

The results of analysis in ter ms of the normalized translation and

rocking of the foundation are compared with the .reference solution
in Figs. 4.15-2 and 4.15-3, respectively. The good agreement

between the results shown validates the scattering analysis

capability of SASSI for embedded foundations in layered systems.
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4.16 Validation Test Problem No. 16

0'escri

tion

The scattering response of rigid massless cylinder fully embedded in
an elastic halfspace and subjected to surface Rayleigh wave is
computed. The model is shown in Fig. 4.16-1. The. results of

analysis is compared with the solution provided by Iguchi (Ref. 17).

Results

The results of analysis in terms of horizontal and vertical
translation and rocking rotation of the foundation are compared with

the reference solution in Fig. 4.16-2. The good agreement shown

between the results validates the scattering analysis capability of

SASSI for embedded foundations subjected to Raylei'gh waves.

'.17 Validation Test Problem No. 17 0
Descri tion

The compliance functions of a strip footing on the surface of a

viscoelastic halfspace and a soil layered system in vertical mode of

vibration are computed. The analysis models are shown in Figs.

4.17-1 and 4.17-2,for the case of halfspace and soil layered system,

respectively.'he results are compared with the solution provided

by Gazetas, et al (Ref. 7) ~

Results

The results of analysis in terms of the real and imaginary parts of

the compliance functions are compared with the r eference solution in

Figs. 4.17-3 and 4.17-4 for halfspace and soil layered system,

respectively. Small discrepancies occurs at frequency ratio of le9

in the case of the layered soil system. These are considered to be

due to the sensitivity of solutions at the soil layer frequencies
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caused by the differences in the analytical solution techniques used

in the two solutions. These discrepancies are not expected to
affect the final SSI results. As shown in Figs. 4.17-3 and 4.17-4,
the results are in good agreement, except the discrepancies noted.

The favorable agreement between the SASSI analysis results and the

reference solution validates the impedance analysis capability of
SASSI for impedance analysis of strip foundations on uniform

halfspace and layered systems.

4.18 Validation Test Problem No. 18

Descri tion

The compliance and impedance functions of a ring foundation on the

surface of an elastic halfspace in vertical mode of vibration are

computed. The model is shown in Fig. 4.18-1. The results are

compared with the solution provided by Veletsos, et al (Ref. 9).

Results

The results of analysis in terms of real and imaginary parts of the

compliance functions are compared in Fig. 4.18-2. The corresponding

stiffness and damping coefficients are compared in Fig. 4.18-3. As

shown in Figs. 4.18-2 and 4.18-3, the results are in good

agreement. The good agreement shown validates the impedance

analysis capability of SASSI for ring foundations.

4.19 Validation Test Problem Ho. 19

Descri tion

The compliance functions of a rigid circular foundation on the

surface of an elastic halfspace in horizontal, vertical, rocking and

torsional modes of vibration are computed. The model is shown in
Fig. 4.19-1. The results of analysis are compared with the solution
provided by Veletsos, et al (Refs. 29, 30, 34).
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Results

The results of analyses in terms of horizontal, vertical and rocking
compliance functions are compared in Fig. 4.19-2. Torsional

compliance functions are compared in Fig. 4.19-3. The good

agreement between the results shown above validates the impedance

calculation capability of SASSI for surface foundations.

4.20 Validation Test Problem No. 20

Descri tion

The free-field response of a layered soil system subjected to

surface Love wave is computed. The free-field soil system is shown

in Fig. 4.20-1. The results of analysis is compared with the

solution provided by Wolf; et al (Ref. 5).

Results

The results of analysis in terms of the amplification of the top
soil layer and variation of motion with depth at several frequencies
are compared with the reference solution in Fig. 4.20-2. The good

agreement shown validates the free-field response analysis
"apability of SASSI for surface Love waves.
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Table 4.10-1 Comparison of SASSI Results and Closed Form Solutions

CLOSED FORM SASSI

I

Spring Element (axial force)

Seam Element (base moment)

Beam Element-End Release (base shear)

Brick Element (normal stress)

1.00

.549

.549

25.04

1.001

.548

.548

25.05
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SV or P

halfspace

Figure 4.1-1. Halfspace Model for Closed Form Solution
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k .2 m ..0, P = 1.0 exp(i "t)
Material Damping = 10%

Figure 4.10-1. Spring Element Model (Case 1)
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k = 1.0, m ~ 1.0, axial area = 1.0 > I = 1/3

Young's Modulus E'
~ 25, Material Oamping ~ 10%

P = 1.0 exp (i~t)

Figure 4. 10-2. Beam Element Model ( Case 2 )
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a 1, m 1

beam elements 2 and 3 are rigid beams

beam elements 1 and 4 are flexible in bending

using the following properties
E .ZS, I=1/3, R=}, material damping = 10~

Figure 4.10-3. Beam Element with End Release (Case "3)
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Figure 4.10-4. Brick Element ~bdel (Case 3)
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Figure 4.10-5. Silly Supported Plate (Case 4)
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Figure 4.10-6. Comparison of Tangential and Radial Moments (Case 4)
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Flexible Mat
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Figure 4.12«1. Flexible Mat Model
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Whittaker et al
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Figure 4.12-2. Normalized Displacement Due to Uniform Vertical Load, Case 1
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Figure 4.12-3. Normalized Displacement Due to Center Vertical Point Load (Case 2)
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Rigid massless cube, fully embedded

Halfspace:
Shear Wave Velocity
Poisson's Ratio
Densi ty
Material Damping

Vs = 900 ft/sec
9 = 1/3

y = 128.68 pcf
a =,0

Fi gur e 4.13-1. So i 1 -Founda tion System
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y = 1000 ft/sec
>p 2000 ft/sec
y = 128.68 pcf
8 =2»

Ri gi d base

Figure 4. 14-1. SASS'- " Model of Two Structure Systems
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C)

V = 1000 ft/sec
Vp, 2000 ft/sec

= 128. 58 pcf

Rigid base

Figure 4.14-2. SASSI 2-0 Model of Two Structure Systems
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Figure 4.15-1. Embedded Rigid Cylinder Model
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EXPLANATION

Kausel et al. (Ref. 15)
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Fi gure 4. 16-1. Soi l - Foundati on System
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20 ft
Hal fspace:

Vs = 1000 ft/sec
v = .40
y = 128.8 pcf
8=5%

Foundation:
Rigid massless

Figure 4.17-1. SASSI 2-0 Model for Case 1 (Halfspace)
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Figure 4.17-2. SASSI 2-0 Model for Case 2 (Layered System)
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Figure 4e17-3. Vertical Compliance Function for Case 1 (Halfspace)
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Foundation:

Rigid, Massless Ring

Ro = 100 ft AR = 10 ft

Halfspace:

Vs = 1000 ft/sec
V = 2000 ft/sec

p

y = 128.8 pcf
0

Figure 4. 18-1. Foundation Model
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Figure 4.18-2. Flexibility Coefficients
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R=65 ft-

Y = 2000 ft/sec
Y = 4000 ft/sec

p

y = 128.68 pcf
B=.O

Figure 4.19-1. Foundation Configuration
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Figure 4.20-1. Free-Field Soil Layered Systems
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EXPLANATION

Wolf (Ref. 5)
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the comparisons of SASSI analysis results with the benchmark

solutions for each of the 20 validation test problems with test cases

described in this report, it is concluded that the SASSI analysis

capabilities as identified in tables in Section 3.2 have been validated.

Thus the program is considered valid for applications to SSI analysis

involving those analysis capabilities tested in this validation report.
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